New UDI from Maxell.
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD
ATAPE LIKE IT
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BUT THEN THERE'S NEVER
BEEN ATAPE LIKE IT.
Unique new tape formula: the
magnetic particles in
conventional ferric oxide —
tapes contain pores — tiny
holes which reduce the
amount of magnetic energy
the particles can absorb.
Maxell's new tape is
completely non-porous, so
it soaks up more music, yields
higher output, lower noise,
and acleaner, more detailed
sound.

High precision cassette-shell:
— all dimensions are five times
more accurate than specified
by the I.E.C. Every
component is built to
micron-tolerances to
minimise phase difference —
time lag — between channels.
The result: highly realistic
stereo sound.

Unique hub and clamp
assembly stops tape
deformation and ensures
smooth tape winding.

Super-smooth guide-rollers
for smooth tape-run and
correct tape tension.

New exact pressure pad:
thicker, with astrong spring,
and twice as accurate as in
conventional cassettes. It keeps
the tape precisely perpendicular
to the tape head.

New TriArch slip sheet
precisely matches
characteristics of new magnetic
coating, and guarantees even
tape winding.

maxplle UDI

Break the sound barrier.
ThdI (
UK) Ltd., 3A High Street, Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 IHR. Tel: 0923 777171.
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The New NAD
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• Unmatched NAD sound quality
• Power output conservatively
rated at 30 watts per channel,
but capable of much higher
levels
• Low level muting device
incorporated for high output
of CD
• Separable pre/power amp to
increase power at alater stage
• 8 ohm impedance selector
• 2 sets of speaker outputs
• 2 tape deck inputs or tape
and video
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NAD 3130
Amplifier

'

NEW
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30 SERIES

Setting new standards
in sound quality

NAD has always been known as the
performance product for the audiophile
on abudget. This philosophy was best
exemplified by the 3020 Amplifier— the
best selling amp in the history of Hi Fi.
In the ensuing years, NAD has continued
to improve upon the performance
characteristics of the basic units. Now,
Hi Fi Markets bring you the NAD 3130
Amplifier. It includes NAD's high current
design and + 3db of1HF dynamic headroom.
This means that the 3130 can develop more

than 60 watts of power per channel into
speaker impedances of almost any value.
The speaker impedance selector matches
the power supply to the speakers. This
allows for the high current necessary to
drive low impedances, an area most budget
amplifiers fail to address. Instead of the
usual spring clips, heavy duty speaker
binding posts are used to ensure low
resistance connections for high current
delivery with any type of speaker cable.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 149.00

NAD 4130 AM/FM Tuner
The 4130 Tuner employs aMOSFET front
end that is nearly immune to strong signal
overload. The combination of adirect 75
ohm coaxial input for maximum sensitivity
and shielding and three ultra- linear

ceramic I.F. filters results in excellent
selectivity and very wide stereo separation.
The tuner also features NAD's dynamic
blend circuit (to reduce noise in weak stereo
signals without impairing stereo separation)

and adual notch, low-pass multiflex filter
that completely suppresses SCA subcarrier
interference.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 149.00

HUI MARKIAS
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Setting new standards
in sound quality
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NAD 7130
Receiver
Combining an AM/FM stereo tuner with
an integrated amplifier on asingle chassis
saves cost and simplifies installation. But
with NAD it does not mean sacrificing sound

quality, since NAD receivers contain the
same circuitry as NAD's separate tuners
and amps. The 7130 consists of the 3130
integrated amplifier and 4130 tuner, making

it the best performance/price value in
stereo today.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 259.00

NAD 6155
Cassette
Deck
Includes Dolby Bplus Dolby C-type NR. The
"Amorphous" head is remarkably saturationfree even at recording levels of OdB. Play

s\

Trim, anew circuit developed by NAD and
Dolby restores true brilliance and clarity to
recordings. And Dolby HX Pro Headroom

Extension dramatically improves highfrequency headroom.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 249.00
_Setting
new
standards
ip
sound quality

NAD 5355
Compact
Disc
Player
Precise tracking and powerful errorcorrection circuits ensure flawless playback
of discs that may be dirty, scratched, slightly

warped or defective. The NAD 5355 offers
wireless infra- red remote control for
maximum convenience, logical controls that

are functional and flexible, and both passive
and active output filtering for smooth sound
without transient distortion.

Hi Fi Markets Price £399-00

111•FI MARKETS
NEW

A truly " dynamic" power
amplifier from NAD

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

NAD 1155 Pre Amp
This brand new top specification pre amplifier from NAD
incorporates extremely low noise and high headroom fortotal
dynamic range exceeding 102dB in every stage. lndependant
listen and record input selectors for maximum flexibility.
Super low noise MC head pre amp, yeilding moving coil
playback that actually sounds quieterthan high output moving
magnet cartridges. Bass EQ and infrasonic filtering for solid
powerful deep bass without boomy mid bass.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£179.00

NAD 2200 Power Amp
Hi -Fi Markets are proud to introduce the NAD 2200 Power
Tracker. The most powerful amplifier NAD has ever built, the
2200 is specifically designed to give the best reproduction of
today's digitally mastered recordings. Reproducing musical
signals, the 2200 will routinely deliver 500 Watts per channel
into typical loudspeaker impedances, but in size, heat
dissipation and cost, it is similar to other amplifers rated at
only 100 Watts per channel. The NAD 2200 is atruly
'dynamic' power amplifier. Its heart is the unique Power
Tracker control circuit, which automatically adjusts the
amplifier's maximum power output according to the dynamic
character of the signal that is being amplified. The NAD 2200
really has to be heard to be believed. Available at your
nearest Hi - Fi Markets store now!
dru

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

Hi -Fi Markets Price

t;..1..1MI.00

NAD 6130 Cassette Deck
The new NAD 6130 embodies the well-known
NAD philosophy of equipment design: in a
budget priced product the cost saving must be
on the outside — eliminating cosmetic frills and
seldom used features in order that the highest
performance parts and circuits can be used
inside The quality of the circuitry, the precision
of the low- flutter tape transport, the low
distortion and wide dynamic range of the MX
permalloy head add up to alevel of performance,
in both recording and playback, that normally is
found only on more costly tape decks. Other
features of the NAD 6130 include Dolby B and
Dolby C noise reduction systems reliable peak
reading LED metres, instant release pause control and microphone input. At Hi Fi
Markets we believe the new 6130 Cassette Deck offers outstanding value for money.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

Top Value NAD
Amplifier and Tuner
_Awe, e

£119.00

NAD 3155 Amplifier
The 3155 is two products in one. As apreamplifier it
matches most separate audiophile preamps in sonic
performance and surpasses them in operating
flexibility. As ahigh- current high- headroom power
amplifier it drives loudspeakers to surprisingly high
volume levels with clean, solid, full-bodied musical
sound. With flexible and musically useful controls
including CD input, very low noise and wide
dynamic range, the 3155 represents the kind of
value that has made NAD world famous.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£249.00
NAD 4155 Digital
AM/FM Tuner

•
MOO

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

Through numerous refinements in front end and I.F.
circuits, and NAD's new Dynamic Separation circuit,
the NAD 4155 is nearly twice as sensitive as other
FM stereo tuners. High AM rejection and low
capture ratio suppress multipath interference in
both strong and weak signals and there's exceptional
immunity to strong- signal overload. Other features
include convenient high- precision digital tuning
with 5FM and 5AM presets.

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£229.00

11
Hi Fi Markets Fantastic Speaker
Ranges
New KEF C- Series
With the new C- Series, KEF have held prices
constant yet performance and aesthetic
improvements abound. The introduction of
polypropylene as the new cone material in
particular has brought major benefits of reduced
colouration and substantially improved
efficiency. Many of the C- Series drive units are
very similar to those used in the computer
matched Reference Series. Consequently they
benefit from the same fine engineering.

Hi Fi Markets Price

C119.00
£149.00
£1199.00

KEF C20
KEF C30
KEF C40

-

AR Speakers
AR have once again broken new ground
Seldom has new speaker technology pleased
the eye as beautifully as the ear. The softly
curving edges of AR's new P-eference series is
an important advance in acoustic design.
reducing diffraction distortion to aminimum.
And new high performance drivers give the
Preference series wide dynamic range,
adequate power handling and low colouration.

Hi Fi Markets Price
AR18BX
AR19B
AR2OB

£99.90
£1119.90
£149.90

Yamaha Speakers as used by
Leading Recording Studios
NS- 10M Studio Monitors
This speaker known throughout the recording industry for
its amazing clarity and deep
base penetration. has
become afirm favourite with
engineers and musicians
alike. Its performance in the
home has proved just as
exciting With the soft dome
tweeters for the highs and a
fully seeled enclosure to
promote asolid bass. the
NS- 10's deliver awide
dynamic range particularly
effective for todays modem
recordings and especially
CD's. Finished in Yamaha's
sleek black.

Fi Markets Price

£205.00

•

•

Boston
Acoustics
A40
Hi Fi Markets are pleased to
bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2- way bookshelf speaker
which has won much critical
acclaim. We can strongly
recommend this speaker as
one of the most costeffective designs avialable
anywhere. The A40 which
features a61/
2in acousticsuspension woofer and 3
/ in
4
dome tweeter, delivers
exceptional performance at a
very low price.

Hi Fi Markets
Price

C109.00

Fantastic Yamaha Performance
Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
from under £90

Realising that the high current amplifier has
been recognised by UK reviewers as being
the most musical, Yamaha not only used the
concept to produce the A-320 but did so at a
price which is absolutely unbeatable. Power
output is apowerful 30 watts per channel
(8 ohms, 20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total
harmonic distortion, and the A-320 boasts an
impressive list of features. Low noise phono
equalizer, pure current servo amp, built-in
subsonic filter, gold plated phono terminals.
At Hi -Fi Markets we anticipate that the
Yamaha A-320 will be one of the success
stories of 1985. Come along and hear for
yourself.
Hi -Fi Markets £ 81%
Price
ZI.50

Yamaha T-320
AM/FM Tuner

Yamaha K-220 Cassette Deck

The K-220 is an attractive combination of high reproduction quality, automated convenience features, and
real affordability. Features not normally found on cassette decks at this price are standard on the K-220 —
the high performance of Dolby C noise reduction and full logic controls are just two examples. Then there's
2motor microcomputer transport control for smooth, positive
switching and fast action with all transport operations.
Hi -Fi Markets Price

£119.00

Matching tuner to the A-320, the Yamaha
T-320 ensures extremely high broadcast
reception quality with the use of exclusive
Yamaha tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner enthusiasts
who prefer the manual control and " feel" of
analogue tuning with alarge, heavy tuning
knob. Yamaha's Pilot Tone Multiplex tuning
system provides extremely high broadcast
reception quality, and tuning is aided with
a3- segment signal quality meter. No
automated functions, just high quality with
pure and simple operation.
Hi -Fi Markets CIESCII
Price
.
50

Yamaha A-420
Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability enables
the A-420 to drive two sets of speakers
simultaneously or use low impedance
speaker systems without the worry of
amplifier shut-off or system damage.
And the A-420 features very high dynamic
power, enabling it to deliver large volumes
of power in response to transient peaks
and to reproduce the full dynamic range of
high quality music sources such as digital
audio discs. The Yamaha A-420 delivers
levels of performance that can only be
found on much more expensive units.
Without doubt another Yamaha winner.
Hi -Fi Markets Clerk
Price
.
50

Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner

Matching tuner to the A-420, the T-520
offers new front panel design giving
greater readability of frequency and signal
quality displays. A total of 8AM and 8FM
stations can be preset for instant, onetouch tuning. The FM stereo/mono mode
is also memorized along with the station's
frequency. And the new IF count PLL
synthesizer tuning system used in the
T-520 ensures easy, one touch tuning with
ahighly accurate stop detection circuit that
minimizes error in the reception process
and provides consistently precise tuning.
Hi -Fi lcaerkets

£139.50

"It turned in
superior sound to the...
at less than a quarter of the price.
THE FLAT RESPONSE October 1985

Yamaha K-320 Cassette Deck

Outstanding sound reproduction quality and sophisticated features make the K-320 the highest performing
cassette deck in its class. There's ahigh sensitivity hard permalloy head and Yamaha's original 2motor
tranpsort with micro compute- controls. The K-320 also offers Dobly B and C. 7segment LED peak meter,
intro scan forward and reverse, music searcn facility, record return, auto
record mute and auto source change.
Hi -Fi Markets Price

£155.00

Our Best Selling CD Players
The ' Best Buy'
Yamahas
"Best Buy"
HI- Fl CHOICE
SUMMER
1985

Yamaha CD- 3 Compact
Disc Player
The CD- 3continues the Yamaha tradition of
excellence in compact disc player
performance, with refinements in circuit design
and functions that offer simple straightforward
operation. And it comes with aremarkably low
price tag, making the high reproduction
quality of atop- grade CD player more
affordable than ever before.
A 12 mode remote control unit is
supplied with the CD- 3, for total
control over all player functions.

Hi -Fi Markets Price C349.00

Yamaha
PF20
Turntable

Yamaha CD- X2
Compact Disc Player
With the new CD- X2, Yamaha have managed to
produce acompact disc player which amazingly
surpasses its predecessor, the criticai!y
acclaimed CD- X1. The Yamaha CD- X2 features
music search (track, index and normal), repeat
(full track programme), random memory and
play (9selection). The Yamaha CD-X2 is areal
thoroughbred unit, offering value that simply
cannot be beaten.

Designed for the audiophile on a
budget, the Yamaha PF20 incorporates
afloating sub- chassis to assist in
accurate cartridge to disc contact.
Come along to Hi -Fi Markets
and see for yourself the
excellent value offered by
the Yamaha PF20— complete
with quality cartridge.

Hi -Fi Markets Price £ 99.00

Hi -Fi Markets Price

£249.00

2 Superb Yamaha Audiophile Units
Yamaha A-520 Amplifier

Yamaha R-3 AM/FM Receiver

The A-520 is equipped with Zero Distortion Rule circuitry which eliminates
amplifier induced distortion by comparing the shape of the signal as it
enters and leaves the amplifier section. Power output is 75 Watts per
channel and with low impedance drive capability the A-520 lets you drive
two sets of speakers simultaneously. Switchable-gain amplifier design
permits direct input of MC cartridges plus MM types. Continuously
variable loudness control provides precise subjective tonal response at
any listening level and 6switchable inputs offer extended system flexibility

The R-3 is a35 W/ch receiver offering outstanding value for money. Designed
for high dynamic power and low- impedance drive capability, the R-3 is ideally
suited for high fidelity reproduction of today's digital audio sources and awide
range of low- impedance speaker systems. The tuner section features the
new IF Count PLL Synthesizer tuning system, for maximum tuning accuracy
with preset and Auto Search tuning, and 8AM/FM preset station tuning
provides one- touch tuning convenience. Auto Search and manual Up/Down
tuning and independent speaker A/B selectors are also provided.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£189.00

Hi Fi Markets Price

£179.00

111•FI MARKETS
Hi Fi Markets Best Value
Cartridges & Accessories
New Goldring G1000 Cartridges
The G1000 series has astrong
one-piece body construction
and incorporates ultra rigid
glass reinforced polyester
pocan — the latest development
in material technology. The result
is arange of advanced, high
quality magnetic cartridges which
offer outstanding performance,
consistency and reliability for
the audiophile and budget hi-fi
owner alike.
Goldring G1010 with Elliptical stylus £29.95
Goldring G1020 with van den Hul Type 2stylus £44.95
Goldring G1040 with van den Hul Type 1stylus £69.95

"In a
nutshell its
astonishing
to listen
to"
NEW HI-FI
SOUND
October
1985

Yamaha YHL-006 Headphones

Available in black, red or grey. the YHL-006 offer anew dimension in headphone
performance— and fashion. Designed by Porsche, they feature unique wrap- around
styling that's contemporary, yet functional. Extremely lightweight and compact, their
form- fitting headband and earpiece design provides optimum pressure for maximum
listening comfort. And they roll up tightly to fit easily into pocket or purse.

Hi Fi Markets Price £29.50

Goldring EPIC Cartridges

NAD Mat

A new magnetic cartridge
of advanced design which
delivers the performance
and quality of much more
expensive models. The
diamond tip bonded to a
sapphire shank yeilds a
lower tip mass for accurate
high frequency tracking.

The NAD Mat is afull
5millimetres thick, has
asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform
contact with the entire
platter area, and is made of
carefully selected softrubber compound with
optimum density and
pliancy for efficient
absorption of most audiofrequency vibrations.

Hi Fi Markets
Price

£16.50

"The EPIC is awinner"
WHAT HI-FI July1984

NAD Cartridges

EXstatic Disc Cleaner

NAD 9100

A highly effective record
cleaning brush
consisting of one million
carton fibre filaments.
These fine conductive
filaments not ony reduce
the static charge on the
disc but can penetrate
deep into the groove,
dislodging dirt and dust
particles trapped there.

The NAD 9100 cartridge
has been awarded a ' Best
Buy' by HI- Fl CHOICE.

Hi Fi Markets
Price

£11.50

NAD 9200
This highly acclaimed cartridge
has taken its place amongst
our foremost budget cartridges
due to its excellent performance and value for money.

Hi Fi Markets
Price £25.00

Hi Fi Markets Price £9.95

'Ahead of any of the cartridge]
discussed so far"
WHAT HI-FI October 1983

Hi Fi Markets Price £6.00

Sennheiser HD410 Headphones

Dual Turntables

The HD410 is aprime
example of why Sennheiser
headphones are so popular
with Hi - Fi Markets
customers. They offer high
quality and balanced,
natural sound and are also
very light and comfortable.
Like all Sennheiser
headphones the HD410 is
fitted with well- proven,
extremely durable steel
connecting cable.

The Dual CS 505
turntables have always
been very popular with
Hi -Fi Markets customers
The new Mark 2models
offer an improved head
shell mounting to give an
even better performance.
Hi Fi Answers wrote
"You can't buy better at
the price" in April 1985.

Hi Fi Markets Price £19.99

Dual CS 505 Il
CS 505 Il Deluxe
Phone for
latest prices

II 411 MARKETS
Hi Fi Markets-the largest specialist
retailer in the country
AVON
Bath
C. Milsoms
11/12 Northgate St. Tel 0225 65975
Bristol
Hi Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel, 0272 294183
Radford Hi Fi
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE

Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre Tel 0202 432143
Weymouth
Dorset Electronics Centre
20.29 Walpole Street Tel 0305 785729

ESSEX
Barking
Hyper fi
26.32 Longbndge Road. Tel 01-591 6961
Basildon
Woolfmans
51 Upper Mall. Eastgate Shopping Centre

Bedford
Tel 0268 285922
Bedford Audio- Comm
Braintree
76 Bedford Road. Kempston. Tel 0234 854133 Beechwood Audio
Dunstable
6 Market Street. Tel, 0376 29060
Ashtons
Chelmsford
6 Hi h Street South Tel 0582 608003
Rush Hi Fi 8 Video Centre
5 6 Cornhill. Tel 0245 57593/64393

BERKSHIRE

Bracknell
B d B Hi- Fi
The Pavilhon. Princess Square
Tel 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi Fi Markets
18 King Street Tel 0628 73420
Newbury
B B
62 Northbrook Street Tel, 0635 32474
Reading
B & B Hi - Fi
36 Minster Street. Tel 0734 583730
Windsor
Radford Hi- Fr
43 King Edward Court Tel: 95 56931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Ho Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street Tel 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B 8 El Hi Fi
4 Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keynes
JCV Hi Fi & Video Superstore
1Viscount Way. Dukes Drive.
Bletchle . Tel, 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hi- Fi Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fr People
42 Covegate Tel 0733 41755

CHESHIRE
Chester
Peters Hi - Fr
4 St Michaels Square
Grosvenor Precinct. Tel 0244 21568
Warrington
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios. Kingsway North.
Tel: 0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wrirnslow
4/8 St Annes Parade Tel 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Grison Audio
172 Borough Road Tel 0642 248793

CORNWALL
Truro
E
Electrecentres
25 King Street Tel 0872 79809

rs

CUMBRIA
Barrow In Fumes*
Searle Auch°
223-225 Rawhnson St Tel 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audioscene
132 Chatsworth Road. Brampton
Tel: 0246 204005
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osrnaston Road, The Spot
Tel, 0332 380385

DEVON

Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
143e Fore Street Tel: 0392 37888
Radford Gulliford
28 Covock Street. St Thomas.
Tel: 0392 218895
Plymouth
Framptons Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St. Tel -0752 27600

D • -
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Bournemouth
Suttons Hi Fi Centre
10 Gervls Place Tel 0202 25512
Christchurch
HAT.V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel 0202 473901
Gillingham
Blackmore Vale Shops
The Square Tel: 07476 2474/2728

Colchester
Golding 8 Co
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Leon Auch°
IS Peartree Business Centre
Peartree Road. Stanvay. Tel: 0206 560259
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel 0279 26155
Frornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street Tel: 04024 44765
Ilford
AT Laboratoires
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill
Tel. 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
E »ex Discount
5• 24 Southchurch Road. Victoria Circus
lel: 0702 63400
Soundtrack Hi Fi Video Market
149 Leigh Road. Leigh- on- Sea.
:el 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street Tel: 0242 583960

HAMPSH - E
Aldershot
1
3ryants Hi- Fr
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andarer
Andover Audio
105 High Street Tel 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco Hi Fi
7Queensmead. Tel: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins Hi- Fr Centre
38-40 Fratton Acad. Tel 0705 822155
Southampton
Sortons
37 Bedford Place Tel 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamsted
Berkhamsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel, 04427 5943
Bishops Stortford
Caravelle Products
9 Bakers Walk. Sawbridgeworth.
Tel 0279 726746
Harpenden
Studro 99
82 High Street. Tel 05827 64246
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel, 0462 34537
St Albans
Square Deal Electronics
101 Victoria Street. Tel, 0727 52501
Watford
hi Fi City
68 Flegh Street Tel 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
SuperFi Grimsby
71 Carter Gate Tel, 0472-43539
Hoff
Simply Hi Fi
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

KENT
Canterbury
Canterbury H, Fi Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks Hi Fi 8 Video
4 Railway Street. Tel- 0634 46659
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi- Fr d Video
111 London flood. Tel: 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks Hi- Fr & Video
34 Mount Ephraorn. Tel 0892 31543

LANCASHIRE
Blackpool
Practical Hi Fi
198 Church Street Tel 0253 27703
Clitheroe
Hi- Tech Audio
7 Moor Lane. Tel 0200 26563
Lancaster
Practical Hi Fi
84 Penny Street. Tel 0524 39657
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate Tel 0772 53057

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester
Mays Hi- F,
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market Tel 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
Sopor Fi Lincoln
271a Hrgh Street Tel 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger Li Green HaFr
9 Red Lion Square Tel 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Park E12
Komberley Hi Fi
698 Romford Road Tel, 01-478 5137
London El 7
Myers Audro
7Central Parade. Hoe Street. Tel: 01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi Fi
175.177 Holloway Road. Tel, 01-607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel 01-445 1443
London N22
hi Tek
150 Firgh Road. Wood Green. Tel, 01-881 3320
London NW8
Studio 99
79.81 Farrfax Road. Tel 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane Tel: 01-794 7848
London W I
Hi- Fr Markets
20 Tottenham Court Road. Tel 01-580 9098
Hi Fi Markets
28 Tottenham Court Road. Tel, 01-636 7536
K.J. Lersuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
Brian's Hi Fi
19 Tottenharn Court Road. Tel: 01-631 1109
Spatial Audio 8 Video
29 Tottenham Court Road. Tel 01-637 8702
Craig HI Fi
47 Tottenharn Court Road. Tel 01-580 9951
London W2
Kirnberley Hi- Fr
376 Edgware Road Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Cernera & Hi Fi Centre
86 High Street. Acton. Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SE13
Bill Ven Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road. Lewisham Tel 01-318 5755
London SEI 8
Sevenoaks Hi- Fr & Video
162 Povers Street. Woolwich. Tel 01-855 8016
London SW?
Unilet
14 Bute Street Tel. 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St Johns Hill. Tel 01-228 7126
London SW19
M. O'Brren Hi Fi Ltd
95 High Street. Wimbledon Village.
Tel 01-946 1528

(GREATER) MANCHESTER
Bolton
Cleartone Hi Fi & Valen
235 Blackburn Rd. Tel 0204 31423
Manchester
Cleartone Hi•Fr d Video
62 Kong Street. Tel, 061-835 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone Hi Fi 8 Video
52 Drake Street Tel -0706 524652

MERSEYSIDE

Liverpool
W.A. Brady 8 Son
401 Smithdown Road. Tel, 051-733 6859
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whrtechapel Tel 051-709 9898

MIDDLESEX

Enfield
A.T. Laboratories
159a Chase Side. Tel 01-367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tel 01-863 0938
Hounslow
Musrcal Images Ltd
45 High Street. Tel 01-570 7512

Uxbridge
UxbrIdge Ambra
278 Hi h Street Tel 0895 33474

NORFOLK

Norwich
Scarfe Auch° Visual
161 LIntharik Road Tel 0603 622833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering
Kettenng Fh•Fr
68 Stamford Road. Tel 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street Tel 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Tunes
85 Royal Avenue Tel 0232 229907
Audro Times
47-49 Fountain Street
Tel: 0232 249117
Coleraine
Best Hi Fi
24 Kin s te Slicer Tel 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
otfingharn
NottInghark Hi .Fi
20.122 Alfreton Rd Tel 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street. Headrngton
Tel: 0865 65961
Absolute Sound 8 Vrdeo
256 Banbury Road. Sionmertown
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi Fr
12 Barker Street Tel 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi.Fi
441-445 Holborn Street.
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The Hr- Fr Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28930
Edinburgh
Hi- Fr Corner
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Street. Pedestrran Precinct.
Tel 031-225 9535
Glasgow
Hi Fi Corner
52 Gordon Street. Tel 041-248 2840
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
13/10 Cadzow Street. Tel 0698 283193
lnve r
Tele-on.the•Blink
65.67 Tomnaurich Street.
Tel 0463 233175

SUFFOLK
Lowestoft
John Wells Photo d Audio Ltd
44 London Road North
Tel 0502 3742
Ipswich
Eastern Audio
41 Bramford Road Tel 0473 217217

SURREY
Croydon
Hi- Voltage
53-59 High Street. Tel 01-681 3022
Spaldings
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel 01-654 1231/2040
Woking
Aerco
Il The Broadway. Tel- 04862 4926
New Malden
Unelet
35 High Street Tel 01.942 9567

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
55 Preston Street. Tel 0273 733338
Burgess Hill
Mid Sussex Electronics
163/165 Church Road
Tel 0446 42336
Chichester
Malcolm Audio 8 TV
12 South Street. Tel 0243 787562
Hastings
Hastings Hi- Fr
32 Western Road
Tel 0424 442975

Newcastle Upon Tyne
Hr Fi Opportunrtres
33 Hanydseies Arcade Tel 0632 327791
Sunderland
Saxons
20.22 Waterloo Place. Tel 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel 0222 28565
Llandudno
Peters Hi- Fr
Victoria Buildrng. Mostyn Avenue.
Craig YDon Tel: 0492 76788
Sm
Audro Excellence
9 High Street. Tel. 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
Fi & Video
JCV Hi Wharf Street Tel 0926 493796

WEST MIDLAND
Birmingham
Norman H Field
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021-622 2323
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8 Marlborough Road. Ball Hill
Tel 0203 458946
Walsall
Bridge Hi- Fr
Tudor House. Bridge Street Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel 021-556 0473
Wolverhampton
Woods Audio Visual
39 Victoria Street Tel 0902 772901

Devizes
Lotus J Rutter
17 The Brrtiox Tel. 0380 2268
Salisbury
Suttons Hi Fi Centre
7 Endless Street. Tel, 0722 27171
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street Tel 0793 38222

WIRRAL
Birkenhead
Peters Hi- Fr of Chester
11 St Werburgh Square.
Grange Precinct. Tel 051 647 5626

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
43 Friar Street Tel 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Castleford
Enc Wrley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road. Tel 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 544688
Leeds
Super Fi
34-36 Queen Victona Street.
Tel 0532 449075
Image Hi Fi
8 St Anne's Road. Heachngley.
Tel 0532 789374
Sheffield
Superb
1Rockingham Gate. The Moore.
Tel 0742 23768
York
Sound Organisation
36 Gillygate Tel: 0904 27108
NI II 10111.1.111N

"TM
Head Office: Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road, Watford. WID2 4SB.
Tel, 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the Hi Fi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press (20/12/851 but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturers prices.
All Prices include VAT ,1 15%

TYNE & WEAR

Not all the products featured in Hi•Fi

Gateshead
LIntorre Audio
7.11 Park Lane. Tel 0632 774167

al all branches.

Markets advertisements are available
Please check before travelling.

Art for the ear.

The Burmester 808 preamplifier pictured above is one of the finest preamplifiers available today. In aworld where
audio products display no individuality, the Burmester 808 is an immensely creative statement.
This example of audio art expresses the achievement embodied in every Burmester aJdio product — ablending
of craft and state-of-the-art technology. What Burmester have created for tne discriminating music lover is what
we call " Art for the ear".
There are exciting new products emerging from the Burmester Studio. Among these are the long-awaited 850
monoblock power amplifiers. They offer the outstanding sound quality achieved in the costly 828 power amplifier
("Probably the best power amplifier I've listened to music through." Stan Curtis, HiFi for Pleasure) but at amuch
lower price.
The 850 power amplifier is an ideal mate for Burmester's 785, 838, 846 or 808 preamplifiers. It is, of course,
compatible with most very high quality preamplifiers. The 850 will drive any loudspeaker effortlessly.
The 850 is only one of four significant new developments from Burmester. If you would like more information
about any of these please contact in London: Howard Popeck of Subjective Audio (01-3878281), or Paul Tam of KJ
Leisuresound (01-486 8262), or Paul Gould of Audio T ( 01-794 7848).
In the Hertfordshire area there is Jim Dovey of Acoustic Arts (0923-45250). Ian Padbury of Reading
(0734-585463) is your Berkshire contact.
In Cardiff Tony Revelle of Audio Excellence ( 0222-28565) is available to help you. Derek Aston- Darker of Aston
Audio (0625-582704) covers the Manchester/Liverpool area.
At In HiFi of Edinburgh (031-225 8854) Ken Docherty is your contact. David Campbell of Zeus Audio
(08687-67935) is in Northern Ireland.
All these committed audio dealers and music lovers are available to help you select and audition any Burmester
product. They will be able to demonstrate the renowned Burmester quality. And when you purchase your unit they
will offer you a5year unconditional guarantee. No other electronics manufacturer displays such confidence in the
enduring excellence of their audio equipment.
Burmester audio equipment is distributed by Automation Sciences Co., 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted,
Herts HP4 1PA (044284-2786).
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equipment. The
RO-CD, or
musical side of CD
anti-CD,
just wasn't discussed.
straddling the
When we reached
fence— we've
the Q&A period, I
been accused of all
asked the panel if they
three. These terms
thought all the opencontinue to linger, and
minded hi-fi
still apply to various
journalists who found
factions three years
fault with CD were
after the launch of the
misguided or stupid.
silver disc, but their
The few sniggers from
usefulness is now
the back were
moot. In case some of
expected; so was an
you still harbour
answer from the
beliefs that CO will
panel. Igot some
either go away or get
replies, but Idon't
better, replace the LP
think they understood
or augment it, forget
my point. ' How could
it: the debates are
someone question the
over in all but
superiority of digital?'
audiophile circles.
read the looks on their
And whether you like
Ken Kessler
faces, while one of the
it or not, we— the ' hisolicited remarks told me Ishouldn't blame
fi' community — are but the tiniest of flies in
the panel ( read: the entire recording
the digital ointment, so our debates are
industry) for the overeagerness of the
purely academic.
advertising companies during the initial
Out in the real world, the world where
launch of CD.
music is recorded and turned into
But if the panel had just agreed that the
commercially- available, stored program
advertising guys were wrong, isn't that the
material, the battle is over. We are in the
same as saying that digital isn't perfect, that
digital age, and there's no turning back, no
it can be improved upon, and that it does
matter what any dedicated LP fan might tell
need development?
you. The world's black vinyl hold-outs,
Idon't think that these people want to be
excellent software sources like Wilson,
told that their new toys are defective, maybe
Sheffield Labs, and Performance
even in need of arecall. They think of
Recordings, are so utterly insignificant
analogue in the past tense, its continued
outside of hi-fi circles, relative to the majors
presence as no more than the lingering signs
who do the actual shaping of societal
of anow-curable disease. It's old technology,
changes, that their faith in the face of the
don't you see, and this new digital stuff
digital flood is about as significant as my
makes life so much easier for the way it
love of valves is to this morning's production
suffers so little during transfers, or whatever
of ICs at Hitachi. All the audiophile titles ever
other virtue happened to apply most to
pressed in the world probably don't even
whichever panellist had the floor at the time.
come near to what Wham! will sell in agood
To the best of my knowledge, Ihaven't
day, so don't let the continued production of
suffered any debilitating effects from CD. I
all-analogue recordings pressed onto pure
neither love nor hate it— indeed, I'd give
vinyl give you afalse sense of analogue's
anything to have acollection of discs that
security. The big boys have decided, and the
can't wear out and which take up far less
future is made up of bits.
space than LPs— but Iknow that Iget more
Sony's Broadcast Division, HHB ( amajor
musical pleasure from LPs than Ido CDs.
supplier of studio equipment), and our sister
And Idon't think I'm fooling myself into
publication, Studio Sound, recently
preferring black vinyl to CD because of
sponsored athree-day seminar called the
nostalgia or politics, or even because LP
Digital Information Exchange. Iattended the
releases still outnumber CD by about 15 to 1,
first session ( days two and three were aimed
still giving us wider choice. The panel's
respectively at studio personnel and
argument would be that Ihaven't spent
researchers/engineers), and was but one of
enough time with master tapes to know what
three members of the hi-fi press— to the best
Ishould be hearing, to which Iwould reply, I
of my knowledge, the only members of the
don't visit farms, yet Istill know agood steak
audience in communication with domestic
when Ieat one.
end-users. Iwondered why we were there at
The whole day left me feeling quite
all.
depressed, as if we're being sold down the
In the interests of broadmindedness, the
river so that studio dwellers will have an
panel comprised representatives from studio
easier life, manufacturers will have
hardware sales and distribution, recording,
something to boost sales, and record
mastering, record manufacture, and record
retailers will get twice the turnover per title
retail. The audience mirrored the mix, hi-fi
sold. Long before attending the seminar I
journalists aside, and we were treated to a
knew that the amount of money invested in
morning's worth of the converted preaching
digital by itself was enough to guarantee its
to the converted. This ' information
success; hearing analogue discussed purely
exchange' seemed geared to clear the air
in the past tense simply brought it home.
about digital, by alleviating any lingering
Maybe, just maybe, the mass acceptance
technofear in professional users. The tone
of digital will lead to better product, more
throughout was that of fait accompli, and the
realistic pricing, less butchery of archive
only references to digital's hard white
material, and even sound quality that
underbelly were snide remarks about hi-fi
matches the best vinyl releases. That,
crazies who prefer to drag stones through
however, implies that someone cares about
vinyl valleys rather than turn to the elegance
the domestic end- user to the degree that the
of CD's optical readout. It was amorning of
panellists cared about the professional end'Why Ilove digital', broken up with
user. Unfortunately, those three hi-fi
occasional references to things like CD
journalists outnumbered the record
packaging, predictions of its final
company employees who could be botherd
ascendancy over the LP, and how rosy the
to attend the seminar. And if their absence,
future will be when the UK can make 55
their belief that there isn't anything left to
million CDs per annum. The only problems
discuss, tells me anything, it's that the record
as seen by the panel were those of supply
companies
see even less wrong with digital
shortages, pricing policies, and how long it
would take before every studio on earth shed than even those ad copy writers back in '83.
At least they were stating acase.
its last piece of analogue recording
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READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered
esources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years. please ask for a quotation.
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(Wolverhampton) Limited
Formerly the Midlands retail outlet for Croft Acoustics, Sound Design Studios announce that they are now
prod nciíig their own range of valve pre .and power amplifiers. All units embody fundamental design
philo.,ophy of full regulated .
(
where possible valve) power supply, carefully designed hard wired
circuitry-with special attention to earthing and exacting component selection. The present product
range is as fiWows:
SDI ( Dogma)

£2800

Series 2

£2800

tIt imate statement in valve pre amplifier design with full
valve regulated power supply.

Direct coupled output valve power amplifier with large
passive power supply

SD2 (Standard)

Series 4

£ 1800

Valve pre amplifier with valve regulated power supply
SD3 ( Integrated)

£450

Integraied valve pre amplifier with solid state power supply
SD4 ( Basic)

£730

Transformer coupled output valve power amplifier with
valve regulated power supply.
All prices are inclusive of VAT.

£ 175

Economic vulsion of SD3

Additionally we undertake the repair/refurbish of all existing valve amplifiers including Quad, Leak,
Radfimls it al with a quick turn around.
For Puffier (lela ils' please send s.a.e. to Sound Design Studios, Colroy House, 174 Nezvhampton Road West,
NezVbridge, Wolverhampton WV6 ORP, or Telephone 0902 751307.

For information on the Audiolab 8000A Integrated Amplifier and the
address of your nearest dealer phone or write:
CAMBRIDGE

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

LTD

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 8LN Tel: 0480 52521
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VIEWS
. . . about slaying the dragons
From Mario Joao Cm, Lisbon, Portugal
Dear Sir, When re- reading the May issue of
HFN/RR Istumbled across aletter from Mr
Pilcher, Cranleigh, Surrey, which prompted
me to write these thoughts.
ACT ONE
Place: Germany
Time: Antiquity
... Siegfried now pulls his sword from the
body and in so doing gets the Dragon's
blood on his hand. He exclaims that it burns
and involuntarily puts his hand to his lips.
Through the magic of the blood he finds he
can understand the language of the forest
bird, which at that moment begins to sing
again.
... Thanking the bird for its kind advice,
Siegfried enters the cave.. .
ACT TWO
Place: England
Time: 1983/1984/1985
... Kessler now touches the 6DJ8s of the
preamp and in so doing gets aburn on his
hand. He exclaims that the warm-up is over
and voluntarily puts arecord on the
turntable. Through the magic of the tubes he
can understand the language of music,
which at that moment begins to sound right
again.
... Thanking his tube equipment for the
magic, Kessler puts pen to paper and writes
another brilliant article...
Thank you very much Mr Kessler for
slaying the dragons ( dinosaurs) of hi-fi
journalism and presenting us with some
memorable moments of pleasure such as
'Living in the USA' (
HFN/RR Dec ' 84) and
'Letter from England' (
TAS 35).
I
think Mr Kessler should be known as:
Ken the tube 8th wonder of the '80s or, KT 88
for short.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the evidence of the ears
From. Peter Turner, Stroud, Glos
Dear Sir, The controversy about the
audibility or otherwise of components is of
special interest to me, as one who is quite
unequipped to evaluate scientific
arguments: being illiterate, Iam easily
blinded by science. On the other hand, as
one who was pursuing the hi-fi path before
some of today's experts were born, Ihave
not the slightest doubt as to my ability to
distinguish between components by their
sound, at least in my own system and in my
own room.
A few weeks ago Iwas asked to take part in
asmall experiment, which would consist of
comparing two turntables of the same make
and model, one in standard trim and the
other with modifications. This was done
without my being able to — or wishing to —
see which was which. The same music being
played on both machines, with but abrief
pause to plug into the amplifier, Ihad no
doubt as to apreference. A friend who
accompanied me reached the same
conclusion, without consultation.
It was only then that the experimenter
revealed that we had been harmlessly
hoaxed: we had in fact been listening to the
same turntable, but connected in turn to two
different amplifiers. The experiment we
thought we were making was in fact carried
out later.
Hence, when Iam told that all amplifiers
sound alike, for perfectly good scientific
reasons, do Ideny the evidence of my own
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ears or doubt the validity of the scientific
reasoning?
Yours faithfully

. . . about glitter & astounding prices
From: Jane Fredricks, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, The 'closest approach to the
original sound' is an aspect of high fidelity
that I
feel has been neglected in favour of
glitter, astounding effects, and even more
astounding prices. Because of obfuscations
in high fidelity's purposes, the fortunes of
the genuine promoters and advocates — and
the natural income from their efforts — have
sloped off, paradoxically in something like
inverse proportion as the recording industry
has prospered. Virtually nobody buys real
hi-fi anymore. Packages like the Marantz
'Black' CD system are cheaper, in many
instances better, and — above all — you can
cary them off from Boots The Chemist
without having to become involved in alot of
buffoonery and hot air. Audiophiles, rather
than providing guidance and ahelpful lead,
have become — as journalistically
represented — as fussy, trivial, cloistered and
boring as stamp collectors, glorying in the
rare and luxurious and niggling over niceties
that don't amount to anything at all.
Iwas in London not long ago and heard a
fashionable amplifier vast enough for heavyduty arc welding duly going at apair of
miniature ProAcs which emitted sounds the
pristinity of which was distinguished by its
marginal escape from strangulation. The
front end and cabling were all perfectly
'correct' and in accord with high end tenets,
but the sound, though ' smooth' and depthy,
was wholly artificial and productive of ennui.
Iheard noises at least as good and more
convincing coming from an Aiwa shelf
system later that afternoon, playing a
cassette copy of aCD of Mozart's
'Coronation' concerto. It is not hard to guess
which way the money is going to go. If ' real'
hi-fi can't do better — or at least do it as well
for less money — then it is going to cease to
exist in abusiness sense. No amount of
vaingloriousness, smokescreening and
downright lying on the part of audiophile
journalists will sustain it, except as the
interest of atiny shrunken cult.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the facts regarding LPs
From: BArtingstall, Wellingborough,
Northants
Dear Sir, In my view you are no longer
presenting the facts regarding vinyl disc in
an unbiased manner. Ifind it very hard to
reconcile the fact that, rightly, you discuss at
length the sound of cables and passive

components, Absolute Phase, valves vs.
transistors etc, etc, yet the fact that every
vinyl offering suffers deteriorating
performance as the stylus travels nearer the
label is never mentioned these days. Take
any vinyl disc and compare the outer and
innermost groove sound. There is always a
difference, achange in frequency balance or
bandwidth, and in distortion levels.
Iam aregular reader of your sister
magazine Studio Sound, which reports
repeatedly on the compromises necessary to
transfer master tape to vinyl. It's fine if the
sopranos or bass drum have to sing out at
the start of the side but after 20 minutes'
playing time compromise is always
necessary.
Iwas fascinated by your venture into the
production of atest Compact Disc: if it takes
CD to reproduce sinewaves accurately to
exact levels and white noise to any degree of
accuracy, then what chance does acomplex
music waveform have of being reproduced
from vinyl's small radius grooves without
mutilation? Come on, please, tell it like it is.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the future of the record
From: Keith Fagan, Beckenham, Kent
Dear Sir, Ihave just been having nostalgic
feelings about the Deccalian Ibought some
30 years ago to play my first LPs on. It was
the acme of modern technology and the
10in. and 12in. LP records were the ultimate
in sound reproduction. Why, you could even
listen to acomplete symphony on the two
sides of an LP without having to suffer those
'natural breaks' every four minutes that were
the bane of the 78 rpm record.
Why this onset of nostalgia? Well, the
other day we installed aCompact Disc
player. ' Player'? That is to insult if. The thing
is ahigh-tech computer. You program it to
do exactly what you want it to do just as you
program any other computer, and sit back to
enjoy afull hour of your favourite music with
asound quality about twice as good as that
in an average concert hall while the
computer aims alaser beam at the underside
of the disc and tracks it with the inexorable
precision of aguided missile tracking and
finding its target. Poor, dear old Deccalian!
At just over 30 you are as dead as the Dodo!
And so is the gramophone record — nearly.
When you have these virtually undamageable and foolproof Compact Discs, and high
quality cassettes that are just about as
undamageable and so much easier to store
than those clumsy 12in. monstrosities, what
possible future can the record as such have?
It has had agood innings and we grew to
love it, but sadly all good things must come
to an end, and the time has obviously come
for the record to bow out.
A closing thought, though. In 30 years time
are the Compact Disc itself and the computer
that operates it going to seem as primitive as
the Deccalian and its vinyl LP seem today?
Yours faithfully

. . . about poor misguided composers
From Sue Hudson, Chelmsford, Essex
Dear Sir, Ienjoyed Mr Scott W Montague's
tirade ('Views' Jan) against my own in
September's ' Back Door'. It was good to see
at least one reader respond with heat to a
deliberately provocative article. I'm also
honoured, since it is rare for musical
comment to generate letters.
Iwas disappointed, though, that he
criticises me on the side- issue of historical
accuracy, while ignoring the central thesis.
15
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To answer his points: yes Idid know that
Bernstein cast his recording of West Side
Story. But acomposer's opinions on his own
work are not sacrosanct. Many agreat
performance is at odds with the written
score on ahundred subtle points.
Sometimes an artist is unaware of the real
nature and stature of his creature and it takes
another artist to reveal its depths and
implicit truths.
My appeal for authenticity in the
performance of modern classics was made
in the hope that it would bring us more vital
and individual interpretations, truer to the
spirit of the works. If the composer himself
misses some of this spirit, it is surprising but
not incredible. The banner then falls to the
critics, who must gird their loins and speak
out. Edward Greenfield in The Guardian and
JA in his HFN/RR review both had the
courage to disagree with the great Bernstein.
Are they, and the many readers and fellowcritics who applauded my protest, all ' poor
misguided idiots'?
Mr Montague insists that Gershwin did not
write afolk opera, but I'm afraid that it is he
who is ' badly researched' here. Iquote
Gershwin in his article in the New York
Times Oct 20, 1935: '
Porgy & Bess is afolk
tale. Its people would naturally sing folk
music ... Iwrote my own spirituals and
folksongs. But they are still folk music— and
therefore, being in operatic form, Porgy &
Bess becomes afolk opera.' And later: ' I
have created anew form, which combines
opera with theater, this new form has come
quite naturally out of the material'.
Finally, Iam amazed that Mr Montague
could so enjoy Peter Herring's fine essay on
Butterworth if he disagrees with my views.
For Peter emphasised the folk authenticity of
Butterworth's music and criticised Vaughan
Williams' declamatory almost operatic
approach' in On Wenlock Edge as being out
of tune with the ' quintessentially English'
folk poems of AE Housman. Surely we are
talking about the same thing? The
unsuitability of an operatic approach for folk
material. Butterworth was clearly sensitive
to this, and my own love for his beautiful
music is rooted in his unique sympathy for
the folk idiom. He was able to transmute the
material he knew and loved so well into a
different form without losing its essence.
Yours faithfully

. . . about audiophile terminology
From: Christopher Breunig, London NW3
Dear Sir, '
A mild blurring of the two octaves
above centre, which manifested itself as an
apparent lack of definition ... leaving less
space between the notes as it were' Iam, of
course, cancelling my ( free) subscription. Er,
just aminute — Gramophone, Geoffrey Horn
on the Frankfurt cor cert hall. Oh, well. That's
different.
Yours faithfully

. .. about the ultimate power supply
From: Andrew Bryson, Ardrossan, Ayrshire,
Scotland
Dear Sir, With reference to the correspondence from Jeff Perkins (
HFN/RR October
'85) and his experiences of replacing power
supply electrolytics with innumerable
polycarbonates, I, too, have given serious
thought to this problem.
Rather than try to remove the remnants of
residual ripple from my main amplifier
power supply Idecided to eliminate the AC
altogether by using abank of DC batteries.
The increase in perceived performance was
so great that Inow have four banks of
batteries: two for the main amplifier and two
Fil•FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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British hi-fi names is great from ahobbyist
and enthusiast point of view but, quite
frankly, is awaste of time as this does not
generate new business and encourage
newcomers to the world of hi-fi.
Once, if ever, ablueprint is worked out for
asatisfactory show calendar, then other
important issues must be dealt with,
including how to teach manufacturers to be
for the preamplifier. Each bank ( see
helpful to the public — not to spend their time
photograph) has 360 cells at 1.2V, giving
talking in-jokes to themselves— and the
432V at 200 amps which Istep down using
many other important aspects of public
an 8kW stage lighting dimmer to give the
required 80V DC for the main amplifier and
presentation. The hi-fi buying public are not
really interested in the politics that goes on
40V for the preamplifier.
It may appear that Ihave excessive current
between the press, manufacturers and
retailers: they just want to visit agood hi-fi
capability with this system but Ican assure
exhibition where they can get good advice
you that after extensive listening tests the
and enjoy themselves.
ability of the supply to cope with the
transients and peaks so prevalent on my
Ipredict that unless some sense is seen
soon by all parties that we will again see a
Music For Pleasure and K-TEL albums has
year of disappointment, fragmentation and
been well worth the expense involved. Of
course, the system is not without problems. I an industry that will not move forward. Ialso
suspect that events may overtake this letter
had to have aspecially constructed building
to accommodate the batteries and Ispend so
and that decisions may soon be made that
much time topping them up with de- ionised
guarantee the realisation of my fears.
Yours faithfully
water that Ionly have afew free minutes
each day to listen to my favourite recordings.
Yours faithfully

. . . about selling 81 buying hi-fi
From: JC Vogel, Harlow, Essex
Dear Sir, Iam writing to you prompted by a
recent interesting experience.
A friend who owned an Amstrad system
wanted advice on ahi-fi purchase, a
complete system to include cassette deck
and tuner for about £ 1000. So along we went
to the Audiofile in Bishops Stortford run by
Beverly Reynolds.
On arrival we sat down to listen to aDual,
Rotel, Monitor Audio System.
'Nice', my friend said.
Bev's assistant then suggested the Rega 2
and plugged it into aCreek amp.
'Even better.'
He was now converted to agood sound in
preference to the auto facility offered by the
Dual, which he had previously insisted he
would prefer.
While listening to the Rega/Creek my
friend noticed another turntable in the corner
and enquired about it — when the assistant
returned Itold him my friend was interested
in the Linn, we listened. Fatal!
After two hours we left the shop having
purchased ( for cash), after along thought,
Linn/IttokfTrak/Naim 42/110 and Kans. A
convert? Ithink not. Just someone who
sought advice and likes music agreat deal.
Yours faithfully

. . . about hi-fi shows
From Colin MacKenzie, Managing Director,
Hi Fi Corner, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, It seems sensible to me that the
ideal blueprint for the 1986 hi-fi exhibitions
in the United Kingdom would be: an August
trade show ( ideally in the middle of Britain
ie, Harrogate but more probably London);
and something like four selected regional
shows promoted by the industry.
The manufacturers must acknowledge that
properly- run exhibitions are their best
advertisement and opportunity to put the
hi-fi industry on the map. If exhibitions did
not achieve results then there would be no
car show, boat show etc. The smaller
specialist manufacturers don't seem to
realise that if they want to bring music to the
'general' public, then shows need the pulling
power of the whole industry and you cannot
exclude the foreign ' big names'. Any hi-fi
show that has just the specialist and mainly

. . . about the Voyd turntable

From: Guy Adams, Cheltenham, Glos.
Dear Sir, Iwould like to clarify acouple of
points raised by Ken Kessler in his report
from the Heathrow Penta Show (
HFN/RR
December 1985). The Voyd turntable which
was used in the Magnum/ProAc room does
indeed have three motors, but these always
run together at the same speed and drive the
platter via asingle rubber belt. This system —
which is the subject of apatent application —
gives improved lateral and dynamic stability
and allows the use of alight inert platter.
When partnered with appropriate equipment, the results are most agreeable.
The Voyd is available in the two finishes:
Mahogany and Black Ash with contrasting
top plates. It will be available through
selected dealers, priced at £650. For further
details, the English Turntable Authority may
be contacted on Cheltenham ( 0242) 574528.
Yours faithfully

. . . about saying goodbye
From. EG Lennard, Lennard Developments
Ltd, Enfield, Middx.
Dear Sir, After almost 40 years in the
industry — just under half this period in
executive positions with EMI, BSR and
Cosmocord, with the other half, as it were,
on my own account in Lennard
Developments Ltd — Ihave now sold my
shareholding in the latter company to Martin
Bennett ( Supreme Audio Services and BTech) and will presently retire from business
altogether.
Iwould like to think Ihave made agreat
many friends over this period of time, Ihave
met and got to know well quite afew
'characters' in the industry, and have seen a
lot of companies on the way up, on the way
down, and disappear altogether — so much
so that if retirement hangs heavily on my
hands Imight be tempted to write
'memories' of the industry ( please note: not
memoirs), beginning with the advent of LP
and EP records in the late '40s to the
Compact Disc, from the first wire and tape
recorders to the latest cassette recorders,
and so forth.
It is virtually impossible for me to say
goodbye individually to everybody Iknow,
be they manufacturers, wholesalers,
retailers or consultants. May Iplease do so
through your Journal?
Yours faithfully
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64 Eastgate Street. Winchester. Hampshire S023 8DZ
Telephone: Winchester 0962 61703
SUPPLIERS OF FINE QUALITY MUSIC
REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Dean Readem
1bave it'-stnaditionat duning Januany g Febituany to o66en tat yea/e4
mieeku, at .icu which ane below thcpse which we/te cowsidened appropriate
be6one the mieake wa4 neatie.ed, i6 you undeutand what Imean !
Atm, no .such o66enis ane Likely to come winging yote way 6/rom ' PINEWOOD'
Iam a6naid, which
handty ,steptimkg keatey, because duning the period
in 1985 whet othen4 we/te making theé e/t/tou, Iwa4 buisity engaged in
tWening ve/ty intently to the nange o6 ' CONRAD JOHNSON' valve amptieeu,
and ptanning the opening o6 a ' CONRAD JOHNSON' cent/te.
Untike many w called "consultants" on "audio expe/tts" who have di66ic.utty
identi4ing (
l
ine product until you ciAz ott t, Ott until it'4 been 6avounabty
/teviewed, 1necognihed, instantly, in ' CONRAD JOHNSON' a de6inabte quality
which wa4 di/Leafy 'related to mtusic, and w 4tnong and w »inten4e wa4 thi4
iclenti6ic.ation, that Idecided, thete g then, to take the product into ,stock.
Thcpse o6 you geed with an astate mentally penetrating mind may come to
the conctusion that Iam eightty bia.sed in avote o6 this equipment. Actualiy
you atte /tight, / am, but you have my peuonat ais•sunance that the
sin
yowl bee intene,st ws well a4 mine !
Running a ' CONRAD JOHNSON' centre mums, in /
teatity, not only having the
/Lange o6 equipment avaitabte 04 demonenation and )sate, but by exam& having
g demonstrating a total dedication to the product and to any peuon who is
)su66icientty dimenning to demand an audition. My policy ha4 atway,sbeen
that dieance ,
shoutd neveit )
stand in the way o6 good mwsic, )so é/te)spective
ot
Swhete you live in tké country, i6 you ane )3u66icientty intene)sted to come
to me 6o/r this 6ine product, then I)sha& give in netunn the 4envic.e you
de6enve.
Ihave ound land w will you) that when it come.)3 to companison, ' CONRAD
JOHNSON' win)5 eau down. I suspect that many o6 you have only r
' ead o6
uch thine as the •sonk ittuon o a )
ste/teo ")stage" with gnoupps o6 in)straments
and inge/t,6 ptaced, in pace, between g beyond ,speakek boundanie..4. The4e
bene6its ane immediatety appa/tent with ' CONRAD JOHNSON', even in the toweit
p/ticed unit ct weft, which is heip6at i4 cot
an inhibiting acto,t.
16 you have 'read this 6cvt, then you ,shoutd «
mite 04 telephone 6on a copy o6
my bnochune, which will contain, not only pretty cotouned pictune4 o valve
amptieu and atmo)st meaningtem technical 4peciérication.s, but a peuonat
invitation 6on you to Mane in the delights o6 lieening to ' CONRAD JOHNSON'.
16 on the othe hand yore ta4te4 exceed yore budget, peea4e a4k Ok atie o6
othen peopte's 'trade ins'. Pf_ea4e don't /
vac to them a's "mi4take4".
OUU
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AUDIO RESEARCH
SP- 11

phono connectors which connect
the ground before the hot connection, toroidal mains transforA new preamplifier from Audio mer, and — most surprisingly —
Research is hardly an insigni- solid-state FET circuitry in
ficant event, even less so when selected areas, such as the phono
the model is their new flagship. It input. Power supply regulation is
has been three years since the now completely solid-state and
Minneapolis- based company the valve complement consists of
launched the all- valve SP- 10, a six 6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88s, these
preamplifier which has sold used in line- level circuitry.
steadily in the UK despite its Further details from Absolute
£3900 price tag. The new SP- 11 Sounds, 42 Parkside, London
comes in above the ' 10 at a SW19. Tel: 01-947 5047.
staggering £4995! It shares the
two- box construction, but has
more extensive tape- switching
facilities, inputs for video and CD,
an absolute phase switch, separate inverting and non- inverting
outputs, a switchable high-pass
filter, a ' level' control in addition
to the volume control to maximise input headroom, Goldilocks

NEW SONDEX
The Brighton Show last November saw the introduction of two
new complete ranges of
amplification from Sondex,
designed by Don Purkis of Monogram fame. The ' Amadeus'
amplifiers, at projected prices of
£195 and £295, are class- A integrated models featuring tone
controls, headphone output, m—
m/m—c compatibility via plug-in
modules, and dual- mono construction. The ' Orpheus' range is

more expensive, and all the models feature high quality passive
parts and cost- no- object construction and performance. There
are three Orpheus preamplifiers,
the I, II, and Ill at £ 500, £ 700 and
£1000 respectively, and two
class- A power amplifiers, the
100W stereo IV (£ 500) and 100W
mono V (£ 1000/pair). Details from
Aston Audio Ltd, The Old Cottage, Hough Lane, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire SK9 7JD. Tel: 0625
582704.

hear a distinct, focused sound
image regardless of his or her
To counter the problem of room location ( see ' Technology' p23).
placement with their more tradi- Bose's goal in achieving this was
tional direct- reflecting models, to accomplish the processing
Bose have introduced a new without the use of electronics
series of speakers said to yield that might tamper with the signal
the same sound spread and preferring instead the careful
imaging specificity without the positioning and selection of drivrestrictions. The new range, cal- ers, along with careful tailoring of
led ' Point 2', was launched at the the crossover network. Brief
Penta Hi Fi Show, the two initial auditioning showed the Point 2
models looking decidedly un - Series units as having retained
901- like. The 10.2 (£990) and 8.2 the uncanny sound spread of the
(£750) are floor- standing models 901, but extensive listening will
— three more will complete the be required before we can assess
line-up — sold in matched pairs the overall results. Bose hope that
capable of ' steering the sound these products may end the lovetoward a predetermined point in hate relationship that most Britthe listening area'. The design ish listeners have held for their
aim was to enable the listener to unconventional designs.

FOUR-IN-ONE PLUG
Sceptical you may be about the
influence on sound quality of the
mains connections of a hi-fi system, but there is no doubt in our
mind that it is better for each
appliance to have its own 13- amp

CREEK CAS3140.
TUNER
Designed to match the popular
Creek CAS4040 and 4140 integrated amplifiers, the company's
new CAS3140 FM tuner is a
further development of the original 3040. Selling for £ 135 — the
same as its predecessor — the
updated model incorporates new
front panel controls, including
switchable narrow- band IF filters
and Local/DX selection, as well as
easier determination of signal

plug and socket rather than those
little 6- amp plugs or to be plugged into a multiway adaptor.
Duraplug have released anew £ 5
mains plug to make connections
easier: it enables four mains
cables to be connected to just
one plug.
strength via the changing brightness of the Frequency Display.
The RF front-end has been redesigned using a special bipolar IC
which improves performance for
users in difficult reception areas,
while enhancing overall performance and sound quality. Attention
has also been lavished on the
Automatic Frequency and Automatic Gain Controls to further
improve the simplicity of operation. For further details, contact
Creek Audio Systems, 2 Bellevue
Road, Friern Barnet, London N11.

In time to exploit the 1985/6 winter sales period, Sharp have launched the DX- 110H ( midi- sized)
and DX- 610H ( 430mm) CD players, both retailing for £ 199. Identical except for cabinet dimen-

their £ 199 players will help to
'push Compact Disc out of the
specialist niche and into the
audio mass market', but note that
this is dependent upon the elimination of software shortages.
While Sharp are to be lauded for
making CD accessible to greater

sions, the Sharp players offer
Auto Program Locate ( APLD),
Auto Program Search ( APSS),
and manual cue/review facilities
used in conjunction with adigital
counter. Fascia is black, and both
units sport front- panel headphone outputs. Sharp feel that

numbers of consumers, we can
only bemoan the behaviour of
certain record companies doing
the opposite by boosting software prices closer to the £ 15
level. Sharp can be contacted at
Sharp House, Thorp Road, Manchester M10 99E.

SHARP SUB-£200 CD

BOSE SPEAKERS

MORDAUNT-SHORT
BUDGET
CONTENDER
Following a run of well- received,
affordable loudspeakers, Mordaunt- Short have introduced a
new model to close a price
gap. Developed from the popular MS20, the new MS25Ti offers
a sensitivity 3.5dB greater than
the MS20. Able to be driven by
amplifiers with output as low as
10W, the POSITEC protection circuit enables the MS25Ti to operate safely with amplifiers yielding
300W. Driver complement
includes a 19mm titanium dome,
ferrofluid damped tweeter and
Mordaunt-Short's 200mm
DSB193 mid/bass driver, housed
in a 400x260x235mm ( HWD)
black ash or walnut cabinet. As
11141 NEWS a: RECORD RI \ II ‘‘

with all M— S products, the
MS25Ti is covered by a five-year
warranty. Mordaunt-Short can be
contacted at Durford Mill,
Petersfield, Hampshire GU31
SAZ.
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improved attack response, and
have named the unit a ' High
Cemac have developed a ' purist' Transient Power Amplifier'. The
version of their MF800 integrated unit boasts high current reserves
amplifier. Called the MS800, the and, though rated at 50W/chan-

CEMAC SIMPLIFIES

new unit dispenses with tone and
balance controls and other
unnecessary circuitry to reduce
inter-channel and signal path coloration to a minimum. Cemac
feel that this also results in

nel continuous, boasts hea room
of up to 200W/RMS into an 8ohm
load. The MS800 retails for £395.
Details from Cemac Ltd, 35-36
The Maltings, Roydon Road,
Stanstead Abbotts, Herts.

QED CD
ACCESSORIES

sockets, uses a good quality
switch and, most useful, attenuates the CD signal by 6dB, to
provide optimum matching with
line inputs of normal sensitivity.
QED also have a dedicated CD
player support, based on the
ultra- low mass Torlyte turntable
platform, and a heavy-duty
speaker switching unit, using silver-plated switches and terminal
block connections.

Ever- on- the- ball, QED have
announced a switching box to
enable those with preamps with
only one line input — Meridian,
Musical Fidelity, AMP- 01 etc — to
be able to use both tuner and CD
player without having to mess
around unplugging leads. The
CD- S has phono input and output

ig ...a

pleasure to listen to...
one of the few really
excellent machines we tested."
BES 1BUY. HI-FI CHOiCE.

Ñifl information anrf stockies from

Nakamichi
Nakamichi B&W UK Ltd

Marlborough Road Lancing West Sussex
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Tel. (0903) 750750
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GENIUS WANTED
After a sojourn of eight years,
HFNIRR's Deputy Editor, Ivor
Humphreys, is leaving for
greener pastures (
Gramophone,
to be precise). We wish him well
in his move, but it has left us with
a small problem — how do you
replace someone who is irreplaceable? ( Eh? — Dep Ed)
We are looking, therefore, for
someone with the following qual-

DREADNAUGHTS
The new super speaker stand
from Peter Partington has finally
reached production. Called the
Dreadnaught, this stand has slipped out of the factory in small
numbers since the summer; KK
has been using a pair as the
supports for his LS3/5As. The
Dreadnaught is approximately
22in. high, depending on the
spiking arrangement, and comes
standard with spikes top and bottom. Available with a variety of
top and bottom plate sizes, it can
be used with speakers as small as
the Wharfedale Diamond up to

ities/interests: he/she must care
passionately and knowledgeably
about classical music whilst
being open-minded when it
comes to other forms; he/she
should have at least a healthy
interest in recorded sound; and
he/she should both be able to
write fluent, concise English and
be critical of writing which fails to
make the grade.
Apply in writing to The Editor.

enclosures the size of Linn Saras,
The large, single- pillar design is
filled with specially treated silica
sand and is coated in a plastic
finish, both details concerned
with the unit's damping properties. Standard finish is black,
and the cost is £ 101/pair including VAT; the Dreadnaught is also
available to special order in
white, for £ 111/pair. Due to the
complexity of manufacture, Partington have limited production to
a maximum of 50 pairs/month.
Write to Partington, 1Beechcroft
Road, Orpington, Kent, for
details.

remaining workforce will transfer
to the company's Astec division,
AES lecture this month is on making power supplies and FM
room acoustics and is being modulators for computers. BSR
given by D Mears of the BBC on will still manufacture ADC turnFebruary 13th. Time is 6.30 for tables in the Far East.
7pm; venue is the IEE, Savoy AIWA are to manufacture CD
players in Wales, while their
Place, London.
ASTON AUDIO are holding a parent company Sony will promusical evening on 19th Febru- duce them in the Alsace, thus
ary at the Stanneylands Hotel, avoiding the 19% tariff applied to
Wilmslow, to demonstrate the CD players imported from the Far
Pink Triangle turntable. Ring 0625 East.
BEN DUNCAN's catalogue and
582704 to book your seats.
HFN/RR SHOW is planned for price list for the HFN/RR AMP-01
September 1986 at the Heathrow high quality DIY preamplifier
includes how to use the recomPenta Hotel.
FBA plan to run a hi-fi show at mended Bourns pots as apassive
Olympia coincident with the Brit- volume control for CD players.
ish Music Fair at the end of July: B&J Sound, Kirkby Lane, Tatterevery aspect of live and recorded shall, Lincoln LN4 4PD. Tel: 0526
music will therefore be covered 42869.
under one roof. One ticket will 1986 MAPLIN CATALOGUE,
give admission to both exhibi- available for £ 1.45 from branches
of WH Smith, features thousands
tions.
of mail order electronics compoBRIEFING
nents.
PC CONSULTANTS have BLAUPUNKT are introducing
obtained official Spendor new in- car speakers for parcel
approval for their BC1 upgrade, shelf fitting which have the tweeto be known as the PC Conver- ter on a hinged bracket so that
sion. This involves replacing the high frequencies can be ' aimed'
BC1 bass/midrange unit and the at the driver.
crossover with those from the ROSS ELECTRONICS had two of
SP1 ( the two HF units are com- their British- made headphones
mon to both models). PC also selected for the Design Centre's
offer the option of LC-OFC inter- 'Best of British' exhibition in
nal wiring and the fitting of John December.
Michell gold-plated binding posts MARANTZ and WINDHAM HILL,
(also offered for un converted the American record label
BC1s). PC Consultants, 27 renowned for its high quality jazz/
Embassy House, West End Lane, folk fusion recordings, are underWest Hampstead, London NW6 taking a joint promotion, tied in
with the launch of the Marantz
2NA. Tel: 01-328 7032.
NAIM were presented with the CD65 16-bit-with-oversampling
Queens Award for Export in Octo- CD player.
ber at areception which was also B&K, the test equipment comthe official opening of the exten- pany, have moved their UK headquarters to: Harrow Weald
sion to their Salisbury factory.
PHILIPS are to cease selling Lodge, 92 Uxbridge Road, HarLaserVision players to West Ger- row, Middlesex HA3 6BZ. Tel:
man consumers, having already 01-954 2366.
postponed the French launch of A&R CAMBRIDGE have found an
the medium. As reported by a A60 amplifier with an ' 0002' serial
correspondent in ' Views' last number in their competition to
month, Philips have no plans of find the earliest example still perwithdrawing their optical video- forming. Owner Peter Cowley,
who had bought his A60 in 1976,
disc from the UK market.
BSR have ceased the UK manu- was presented with a pair of
facture of turntables, with the Arcam Two loudspeakers by MP
loss of 450 jobs. Most of the Francis Pym at a ceremony last
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RADFORD
REJUVENATION
John Widgery, formerly of Sondex, has created anew company
to satisfy the current interest in
Radford's valve classics. Along
with manufacturing Radford
STA25 MkIV amplifiers for Arthur
Radford, John will be marketing a
modification kit to update MkIII
Radfords to MkIV status. The kit
consists of fibreglass PCBs with
2oz copper foil, assembled
with metal film resistors, polycarbonate coupling capacitors, and
bypassed electrolytes as in the
Series IV amplifier. Also supplied
are gold-plated phono sockets

BUDGET STONE
STANDS
The highly- regarded Cliff Stone
speaker stands have been joined
by new, less- expensive models
marketed under the Atlas
Speaker Support System banner.
This twin-stem support employs
heavy gauge construction made
from custom steel sections, and
November held to celebrate production of the 25,000th A60.
TAPE LEVY is said to be less and
less likely, according to a report
in Electrical & Electronic Trader,
the Government feeling that 'virtually all home video-taping is for
time- shifting purposes'.
Audiophile quality PASSIVE
COMPONENTS — Holco resistors,
IAR Wondercaps, Prosec reservoir capacitors etc — are available
from Audiokits, 6Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby. Tel: 0332 674929.
INFINITY have promoted industry
veteran Leon Kuby, once of harman kardon, to Senior Vice President.
SHACKMAN electrostatic driveunits, designed by Alex Shackman who died last year, are to
continue in production and will
be incorporated in kits by Volt
Loudspeakers, Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 3BW. Tel: 01-573
4260. Shackman Loudspeakers
can be contacted at 106 Piccotts
End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts
HP1 3AU. Tel: 0442 53221.
FBTRC 1986 tape competition has
a closing date of June 30th.
Music entries can be entered into
two classes, live and multitrack/
electronic, and valuable prizes
can be won. Details from the
BATC Contest Secretary, 195
Ashdown Crescent, Waltham
Cross, Herts EN8 ORL.
FBA have a new President in
ex- Minister for the Arts Lord
Gowrie.
AMBISONICS adaptors for in-car
use are being marketed by Troy
Ambisonic Ltd, Venture House,
Davis Road, Chessington, Surrey
KT9 'ITT. Tel: 01-391 5678.
LIVE AID has been hit by the
pirates, with industry experts
estimating that over 1 million
cassettes have been sold. Indonesia appears to be the country of
manufacture.
ORTOFON are supporting 3rd
Division leaders, Reading FC,
despite the team's colours — light
and dark blue — clashing with
Ortofon's red and white.
FISHER have announced three
new CD players. The AD822 and
AD823 are 400 and 440mm wide

with mounting plates and screws
to fit the existing holes, two pairs
of gold-plated speaker terminals,
a pair of computer- grade power
supply capacitors, and the necessary diagrams and instructions
for installation. The cost of the kit,
including UK carriage is £99 plus
VAT, or John will install the kit for
£150 plus the cost of valves;
cosmetic repairs or complete
rebuilds will be quoted- for individually. STA15 owners should
note that amodification kit will be
available for that model to specia
order. For details, contact Wood
side Electronics, Woodside Cot
tage, Nortons Wood Lane
Clevedon, Avon BS2 7AF.
comes complete with adjustable
spikes; finish is black epoxy. The
Atlas products are available ir
three sizes — 15in. (£ 59.95) and 19
or 22in. ( both £49.95), and have
reversible top plates to
accommodate a variety of
speaker sizes. For details, contact
Walker- Nicholson, 15 Paget
Close, Swallows Drift, Needham
Market, Suffolk IP6 3RP.
respectively, while the ADM22 is
midi- sized at 335mm. All models
sell for £249.99 inc VAT. Fisher
have also made available as

separates the two amplifiers
which form the basis for their
rack systems. The CA270
(£159.99) and CA271 (£ 179.99)
both yield 100W/channel, differing mainly in that the CA271
incorporates a5- band graphic EQ
in place of the CA270's conventional tone controls.
SAMSUNG have announced an
all- in tower system, including
twin-cassette, for under £ 150!
Also included are a three-waveband tuner, slim- line speakers,
and a rosewood finish cabinet
with glass door and lid.
NOEL LEE of Monster Cable
attended the opening of alaboratory named in his honour at Custom Cable Services in New Mal-

den. The laboratory will cut and
finish specially ordered cables
using the most up-to-date
methods.
DIGITAL HEADPHONES are the
tag Technics have given to their
new ' CD- ready' models. The
EAH-X15 (£ 44.95), EAH-X10
(£32.95), and EAH-X8 (£25.95) all
incorporate a newly developed
Flat- Disc diaphragm said to provide greater power handling
characteristics.
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WIGMORE
STREET W1
CITY OF %WESTMINSTER

SPEAKER CABLES (Stereo pair terminated emm plugs) - Per pair
DESCRIPTION
HITACHI

IM

SSX 101
55X 102P
SSK 104
42 strand
79'Wand
138

OF 0

3M

6400
4000
54 00
990
11 50
16 SI)

8600
5000
71 00
10 66
13 10
2040

4M

5M

6M

7M

Cable onry per metre

10800
6000
88 00
11 42
II 70
/390

13000
7000
105 00
1/ 18
16 30
27 40

15200
6000
12200
1294
17 90
30 90

17400
9000
139 00
13 70
19 50

11 00
500
850
038
080
175

mu

NApa

PACO 4

16 50

IS 70

22 90

25 10

29 30

3250

I61

RS

Solid core

11 50

13 10

14 70

16 30

17

19 50

080

SLINK
van den Hul

85
0300 2
0300S 2

62 00
45 00
8903

128 00
28400

415'
975'

93 001,3 5m7
61 60
78 /0
12800
16700

113 00
94 80
20600

e

Ill 40
24500

INTERCONNECTS ( Stereo pair- terminated phono ( RCA) plugs) - Per pair
HITACHI
PSAX 102

LENGTH
05M
075M
1OM
15M
2OM
25M
3OM
35M
075M
075M
Cable per M

Alii(IYMOS
10631001
MOW ,10.111LA

35
40
49
57
66
74

00
00
00
50
00
50

tetr15",,nor

795

OED INCON
screened
11 91)

695
15 00
16 10
17 20
16 30
19 40
1650
16 50
110

12 90
16 03
1765
1930
29 95
2260
25 CKT
2500
165

S.D. MILS
L.. *user

9913;151Ria2?.?.

MI a
man
uteri

OED INCON
unscreened

30 CC

ere.e.
AI 62I 11 005 s
111121111 OK 0 .11.,

RS
Solid core

SLINK
Solid lina

ran den Hul
0102 MK2
43 00
5165
60 30
77 60
94 90
112 29
129 50
14690
5965
5665
865

24 DO
25 00
27 00
33 00
39 00
29 DO
2900

4lengths required For demo application
Leads can be suppled at any chosen length nth most
temunahons subtecl to quotation
MAIL ORDER - 0150 pott and packing Orden peer 130 past
free Please mail your enter to
EJ Leisuresound umnea Dp H N 2
41 Wegmore Sheet London W1E1 90F
telephone OrtlerS aM welcome lor customers anstunq to pay
by AcceseVisa

Atb.
UR< mAgn

48 WIGMORE STREET
LONDON W I
Telephone 01-486 8262/8263
Opr. Iligrogleplialereory IOm% — 4.00porw Tram. «nill

HARBETH
ACOUSTICS
The result of aGeneration
of experience
Don't enter into
your loudspeaker
commitment until
you hear what we
have to say
1aBirchanger Road,
South Norwood, London
SE25 5BA
Tel. 01-654-9549
Please send me details of ML

HL

As reviewed by Ken Kessler in the October ' 85
Hi Fi News, " This ' silence between the spaces' is
what makes this valve package so good, as you
forget any accusations of it being some kind of
compromise". KK. Yes, the Series 800 is quiet, but it
also possesses a dynamic range and articulate
power that somehow has escaped the majority of far
more expensive designs.
We are proud to announce the arrival of the
matching moving coil transformer, at £ 169.00 it
represents superior value against virtually any other
step-up or direct- in facility on pre- amps on the
market.

EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

•
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First valve combination under £ 1,000.00!

Monitor

Just a word about transformers, in recent years it
has become very popular to amplify/match the
mc-cartridge with a resistive load, this method, we
have found, increases the background noise-floor
considerably and causes unlinearities in the
response of the cartridge. A properly designed
transformer does not suffer from these problems, it
has inaudible noise and matches and transforms the
impedance of the cartridge correctly, giving better
dynamic range and flatter frequency response, in
turn these improvements result in much improved
definition, spaciousness and clarity. Try it yourself.
The Series 800 Impedance matching Transformer
comes with 2 switchable impedances 3 Ohms and
15 Ohms.
You can audition the Series 800 at,
Phonograph, Putney, London, 01 789 2349;
Donnington Audio, Kingsclere, 0635 297479;
Sounds Good, Hereford, 0432 275050; Radlett
Audio, Radlett, 09276 6497; Prism Audio, Glasgow,
041 332 1779; Zeus Audio, Donaghmore, Northern
Ireland 08687 67935; Jeffries Hi Fi, Brighton,
0273 609431

Amclio Imovations
UNIT 8, DYKE ROAD MEWS, 74-76 DYKE ROAD,

Name

BRIGHTON BN1 3JD

Address

Tel: (0273) 203277

HEN 2 86
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HE HI- Fl INDUSTRY IS NOW BUSILY
rediscovering the precedence effect.
The original discovery is usually
credited to Helmut Haas in a1949
Doctor's degree dissertation, published in
German by the journal Acustica (
Vol 1, 1951,
pp49-58). Haas explained that if sounds
arrive from several sources, the ears and
brain will identify only the nearest. Put
another way, if our ears receive similar
sounds coming from avariety of different
sources, eg, loudspeakers, the brain will
latch on to the sound which arrives first. If
the time difference is up to 50ms, the early
arrival sound can dominate later arrival
sound, even if that is 10dB louder.
Few ideas are as new as they seem. Bell
Labs were researching what we now know
as the ' Haas effect', back in the ' 30s. Bell
engineer Mark Gardner has traced the basic
idea back to acentury before Haas (
Journal
of the Audio Engineering Society, July/
August 1973 Vol 21 No6). [ John Crabbe gave
amasterfully complete history of the idea in
HFN/RR June, July and Sept ' 79 — Ed.]
Several loudspeaker companies (
eg, Bose
and dbx) are now marketing loudspeakers
which take account of the precedence effect.
Essentially, the speaker radiation pattern is
tailored to compensate for precedence. The
idea behind this also seems to have
originated at Bell Labs in the 1930s.
US patent 2137 032, filed by William Snow
of Bell, makes interesting reading. Snow
patented the principle of manipulating the
arrival time of sound to control what the
brain hears. The Snow loudspeaker system
had several drivers for each channel, firing at
different angles into the listening area. The
sound to one driver in each channel is
delayed by afew milliseconds. A listener in
the central area in front of the speakers
receives sound from one pair of drivers
without any delay. Listeners to the side and
front of the ideal listening position receive a
dose of sound with delay from the nearest
driver. This equalises the arrival time in the
area.
By carefully tailoring the lobes of the
undelayed and delayed speakers, and
angling them differently, awide area is
served by sound which is never dominated
by the nearest speaker.
Snow went on to explain that altering the
output level or volume of the sound could
achieve the same effect. This is how the
balance control of astereo amplifier works. If
the listener is too close to one loudspeaker,
its sound will dominate. If the level of the
other loudspeaker is raised, the
sound balance is artificially restored. By
tailoring the lobes of aloudspeaker so that
the level of sound from one increases as the
listener moves closer to the other, a
balanced stereo effect is achieved over a
wider listening area.
Snow suggested that the two effects could
be combined. He supplemented the effect of
delaying the sound from some drivers, by
increasing the level of the others. When
Snow patented the idea in the ' 30s, the state
of loudspeaker technology made it difficult
to tailor the distribution patterns accurately.
It was also difficult to delay signals without
degradation.
Now, with modern speaker technology, it
is easier and more effective. Watch for a
spate of precedence effect loudspeaker
systems. The implementation may be new,
but the idea is old.
A recent patent from Audim of Geneva
adopts arather different approach ( PCT
patent application 85/03616). In the patent
Audim recaps on the well established theory
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that we identify the direction of asound by
intensity, phase and arrival time of
transients. Our ears use phase differences
across the head at low frequencies, of afew
hundred Hz. In the mid- band, the ears work
from intensity differences across the head. In
the higher frequency band the ears decode
the difference in arrival time of transient
leading edges. The chirp of acricket, says
Audim, has afrequency spectrum of
between 6and 15kHz and can be located
within two or three degrees. This creates
problems for loudspeaker stereo. The ear is
so good at localising the direction of
transients, that percussion or plucked strings
are reproduced with ahole in the middle of
the stereo image.
In alengthy patent, Audim describes what
it claims is away around the problem. Each
channel of astereo system is fed to an
envelope separator which produces an
envelope signal representative of the audio
waveform modulation. An attack separator
produces another signal which represents
the signal attack characteristic. The two are
subtracted from each other to produce an
attackless waveform. By recombining these
signals in varying proportions, aseries of
different outputs is produced. These are fed
to different loudspeaker units. Some
speakers handle only steady-state sounds
(with the attack pulses subtracted) while the
attack pulses are handled by separate
loudspeakers. These transient reproducers
are positioned between the steady-state
loudspeakers, ie, where there would
normally be ahole in the middle of the
stereo image. According to Audim, this
creates asmooth stereo spread, with no hole
in the middle when transients are
reproduced.
When reading patents like this, which
claim exotic new technology to cure
problems most people have never even
thought about, Ican't help wondering why
my ageing and decidedly non-exotic
Spendor BC1s still sound so good.

Nlim»hone technolo:v
Interesting work out at the Standard
Telecommunications Laboratories in Harlow
could point to the future for microphones.
STL can now make miniature mics in the
same way as integrated circuit chips.
A chip is made by drawing acircuit
diagram on avery large sheet of paper and
then producing aminiature photographic
replica of it. Athin wafer of silicon is coated
with photo- sensitive material and exposed
to the chip circuit image. It's just like printing
aphotograph. Chemicals then etch through
the exposed areas to trace lines in the
silicon. In acomplicated IC, this may be done

17 or 18 times with adifferent etching, to
create athree-dimensional pattern. The lines
created by the photographic mask can be
down to 2pm apart. If an electron beam is
used to produce the mask, the spacing can
be down to 1pm. But anything tighter than
that is impossible, because the wavelength
of the ultraviolet light used to image the
mask onto the silicon, and the optics .
necessary, can't resolve line spacing better
than 1pm. The long term future lays with
directly writing onto the silicon with an
electron beam which can trace lines atenth
of amicron apart.
The STL process involves etching
mechanical parts out of the silicon, along
with the electrical junctions which make up
the circuit. By getting the etching fluid to run
underneath some areas, STL can make a
chip the size of afinger- nail, which has a
mechanical diaphragm of silicon suspended
in the middle. This can sense pressure or
acceleration, by pressing on resistive
material diffused into the silicon. So the chip
acts like apiezoelectric sensor. The result is a
microphone on achip. Another way of
achieving the same object is to etch round a
piece of silicon so that it is suspended, like a
butterfly or tuning fork, from the edge. When
acarrier signal is fed into the chip the
butterfly vibrates. It alters frequency
depending on the pressure put on it. So the
output is afrequency- modulated signal.
Although these gadgets have been
developed mainly for the military, for
instance as altimeters in aircraft or
accelerometers in missile guidance systems,
there seems no reason why the same
technology should not spin off into audio.
With microphones on chips, the dream of a
truly coincident microphone pair seems
closer.
Chrome ta ) ewtt in js
Having had amoan about BASF for
confusing the musicassette market, by
stressing ' chrome' in big letters and normal
120ps replay in small print, it's only fair to
pass on the news that they are trying to do
something to improve the situation. Record
companies who use chrome for musicassette
duplication can now get afree pack of
artwork which their printers can use for the
liner notes.
There is achoice of logos, all of which
stress the fact that chrome musicassettes
should be replayed at normal equalisation.
For the first time BASF have emphasised the
word ' normal', over the word ' chrome' and
added the technical term ' 120ps' only in
brackets. There are other strap lines, which
stress the message 'to play, set normal'. All it
needs now is for the record companies to
use the logos. As it's free and painless, there
is no reason why they should not.
Irecently received an interesting letter
from areader who had heard me say on a
broadcast that chrome musicassettes should
be played back in ' normal' ferric position.
'On reflection, this makes little sense,' writes
the listener. ' Ihave provoked heated
responses from audio oriented friends;
could someone help please?'
So there you are, the confusion over
chrome musicassete playback settings is not
all in the minds of journalists looking for
something to write about. The BASF artwork
pack is long overdue and record companies
who refuse to use it ought to be ashamed of
themselves. But Idoubt if they will be.
Of course, not all the record companies
use chrome tape. EMI still buy ferric tape in
bulk from Capitol in America. CBS won't use
chrome either. lit
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NOW )10 CAN ENJOY
ALL THE BEST ak,
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB. F. to B. 33.7dB. L.74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

and try before you buy
WILSON STEREO
LIBRARY
WAYS TO BENEFIT

* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete " Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

COMPACT DISC LIBRARY

Now you car have lownedlate access to acompact disc collection most
people only dream of Classical, Rock, Jazz. Opera, Pop — you can enjoy the
lot Don't make expensive mistakes when you buy compact discs. Use the
WSL Compact Disc Library and try before you buy.

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS
Day — Luton 365619.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 730 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed WeCnesday
5Minutes from MI Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

DISCOUNT BUYING SERVICE

Save 20%, 30%. 40% or even 50% off the Recommended Retail Price of
Compact Discs

CD INDEX

3

This complete catalogue of every recommended compact disc is
updated every month for a year, free of charge

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Unlike so many 'here today and gone tomorrow' businesses. WSL has been
serving music lovers and audio enthusiasts for more than aquarter of a
century Our experience guarantees your pleasure

SPECIAL FREE MEMBERSHIP OFFER

We invite you to accept our special offer of three months free membership so
complete the coupon today or give us aring now — and we'll rush you the
full details of the unique WSL compact disc service
UM

befo re

e

LINX STRATOS

UM

TO
WILSON STEREO
LIBRARY LIMITED

VO U /
bLI / 54 Sea Road, Bexhill, East Sussex, TN40 1JP
Please send me:.1 Free leaflet giving full details of all WSL compact
disc services including —airoffer-‹free membership.
Fr ée list 'The Best 100.ÇDs'
The CD Index for £4.90. Iunderstand Iwill receive the Index
now and twelve' updates
during the next year. Also
will have the £4.90 /refunded
in full if Ijoin the WSL service

As the Stratos sound satisfies the discerning
listener, so the Stratos look indulges an
appreciation of style.

ame
Address

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
HIN 26

\

24 hour answering service

•

( 0424) 221028
erra.

emu..

FRIAR ST, READING, BERKS, RG1 1DN TELE 107341 585463
Tues Sat . 9.30am to 5.30om. ( LUNCH

_- '

2 to 3om, EXCEPT SAT.i

DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday

31011.
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RADIO
ACK IN OCTOBER IRECEIVED A
very interesting letter and cassette
(superbly recorded) from areader in
Rosehearty, Aberdeenshire, who has
asevere, but intermittent, reception
problem. Although he has agood antenna
installation, beaming south towards
Meldrum, his tape showed that during the
summer months the Meldrum signalstrength gradually goes down, multipath
distortion intrudes, and interference from a
distant station becomes apparent.
Analysis of his particular situation is not
easy, but the basic problem is perhaps more
common than Ihad previously realised: that
of interference from avery distant cochannel station. In this case, it seems
probable that Radio 4, Belmont in
Lincolnshire, is the same-frequency culprit,
since his aerial is also pointing right across a
sea path in its direction. Belmont could well
be transmitting normal Radio 4from
London, while Meldrum, say, transmits a
Radio Scotland opt- out of Scottish music.
What is probably happening is that the
refractive index of the bottom of the
atmosphere is changing during certain high
pressure systems, so as to decrease the
strength of the local, but obscured, path, and
that this is also causing multipath reception
at the same time as increasing the
tropospheric ducting mode from the distant
Belmont transmitter. The BBC have
suggested that he should try receiving the
more distant Rumster Forrest station, this
path being mainly across the sea and
therefore less subject to signal-strength
variations.
Many listeners routinely point their aerials
towards the closest of available stations,
without realising that these might only offer
fringe reception. Is is certainly worth trying a
more distant one if it has aless obstructed
path, and reference to Ordnance Survey or
topographical maps can help in this respect.
A Northampton reader has found his local
booster station unsatisfactory, and he
cannot receive adequate signals from Sutton
Coldfield or Oxford, despite having his
antenna 60ft above ground level. 1have
suggested that he try Peterborough. It may
be, though, that his masthead preamplifier is
not working properly; only time will tell.
lam becoming very concerned that the
DTI, in their How to Improve Your Television
& Radio Reception booklet, ( available free
from main Post Offices), are assuming too
great alevel of competence from the
average radio dealer or aerial erection firm.
Certainly much could be gained (
sic) if a
nationwide specialist company was
established to look into all these reception
difficulties. The BBC Engineering
Information Department does its best to
help, of course, but at times it is literally
swamped with requests which should have
been catered for by the local dealers.

Able Cables
A few months ago Iacquired alength of
Oxygen- Free Copper ( LC-OFC) 75ohm coaxial
cable from Hitachi Marubeni. Many claims
have been made for this type of cable, so I
thought it would be interesting to find out for
myself if it showed any advantages over
ordinary cable. It is very clear that the outer
screening is of superb quality: heavily
interwoven, unlike most low- loss TV and
Band 2cables, which are sparsely screened.
Idecided first to compare the losses of two
equal lengths of coax cable, the Hitachi
being compared with normal 75ohm UHF TV
type from RS Components ( type URM203).
The latter, or avery similar one, is used by
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many aerial installation companies for both
Band 2and TV. This cable has aloss of
around 0.75dB per 10m on Band 2, as indeed
does the Hitachi. However, the outside
diameter of the sheath of the RS is 7.25mm
as against the Hitachi's 6.2mm. Hitachi's
inner conductor is 0.82mm diameter, with
the screen diameter at 4.65mm, whilst the
RS is 1.2mm for the inner and 5.85mm for
the screen. The fact that the Hitachi cable has
no greater loss than the RS is most
interesting; DC resistance tests showed that
whilst it has arather higher resistance of
inner conductor per unit length, the screen
resistance is quite alot lower, despite its
smaller diameter.
The internal appearance of the Hitachi
cable is somewhat more coppery and darker,
and seems definitely cleaner and smoother
than the light brown and slightly dirty
appearance of the normal coax. We could
not detect any RF distortion problems with
either cable, looking at down to — 90dB at
various input levels ( using two signal
generators as asource and aMarconi 2382
spectrum analyser to look for any
intermodulation products).
We then set up the length of RS coax
across the lab, terminating it at the far end
with ascreened 75ohm load. The near end
was connected to aRevox tuner tuned to
97.8MHz — avery quiet frequency. We made
up ashort coupling loop, driven from a
Marconi signal generator at 97.8MHz and
increased the level so that we got auseful
signal from the Revox. ( The induction loop
rested on the coax outer over alength of
about 15cm.) We had to send an EMF of
about lmV through the loop to obtain the
required breakthrough. We then replaced the
cable with the Hitachi, placing it identically,
and found that we needed 10mV to achieve
the same breakthrough. Thus the Hitachi
screening efficiency is 10 times better than
that of the RS, which is aremarkable
difference. Although this is asomewhat
crude test, and the results are approximate,
it is worth noting that with lmV EMF used for
the loop on the Hitachi cable, there was no
trace of asignal at all.
We should bear in mind the probability
that even agood quality Band 2antenna will
have asource impedance some way off
75ohms in practice in atypical installation.
Its impedance and directivity pattern will be
affected by adjacent metal objects, including
acolour TV aerial and its support poles, and
even the loft water tank! An FM tuner
inevitably has an input impedance far from
75ohms if it is to have an optimum noise
match, so the standing-wave ratio of the
system can be appalling. A piece of coax
going vertically up the side of ahouse, for

example, can easily pick up interference
from various household devices, let alone
ignition from cars, so the superiority of the
Hitachi cable might reduce interference pickup, especially if the antenna is well above the
house. There are, however, better screened
cables than RS URM203.
One cannot help but wonder if the alleged
magic properties of LC-OFC cable, written
about by so many, could be put down simply
to the fact that an oxygen-free screened
cable of any kind will probably reduce pickup of radio frequency interference. You may
not think that you have any such pick-up
problems in your system, but the barrage of
radio frequency levels picked up around a
hi-fi installation can be surprising. This
interference is rectified by various solid-state
components in the audio circuitry, but not
usually at asufficient level to be readily
audible. These components may add aslight
bubbly background at avery low level, and
that background might well be at a
significantly lower level if you are using a
cable with better interwoven screening.
The Hitachi cable is certainly most
impressive, but Iam not convinced t
t
has any magical properties. Having
hat,
though, there are two points that shoul be
considered. The first is that it may well last a
lot longer, and the second is that it should be
very well soldered and heat- shrunk onto the
termination plugs at each end to reduce the
chances of oxidation.

The need for uieter mks
Evensong from Kings College, Cambridge on
November 6th was most moving as usual.
But it was far beyond anormal broadcast
from the technical viewpoint, being the first
occasion on which the new BBC OB vehicle,
fitted with adigital control desk, was used
live. It had been planned to use the desk's
digital output to feed directly into aNicam 3
digital distribution link, but because of
technical problems the standby Sony NTSC
PCM-F1 AID was used instead, the digitised
signal arriving at Broadcasting House
superimposed on avideo link. In the main
control room this was decoded back to
analogue, the signals then feeding directly
into the Radio 3desk. Noise level was low
throughout the relay, except for the rare
occasions when mic hiss became audible
because the gains had to be brought up.
This very much emphasises the need for
quieter mics, for it seemed to me that the
noise contribution of the mixer was quieter
than usual, and the sound itself virtually
flawless. Here was the real atmosphere of
Kings, with its wonderful ambience,
combined with aclarity of balancing as fine
as Ihave heard from this chapel. Ididn't
detect any ' blasting', and of course the
digital link must be better than along
analogue landline. A welcome première,
then, and agood sign of things to come.

Musical wall a er
Finally, another reader complains that there
is not enough pleasant musical wallpaper on
VHF during the day, either on Radio 2, which
he claims is churning out pops all the time,
or on Radio 3 ( which Ihave criticised in the
past for having too much chamber music). I
think it is highly probable that many
motorists try, and reject, Radio 3during the
day because of the absence of ballet music or
easy- listening classics. And is it not possible
that they are permanently put off the station
as aresult, so that they miss good classical
concerts in the evenings? Does the BBC not
have apublic duty to encourage people to
listen to classical music in the first place? 425

GO ON...
TEAR DOWN TO
YOUR LOCAL SO
CENTRE...

(

Y

Sales tend to be alast minute rush around town. So why not give your feet
arest and feast your eyes and ears on Sony hi-fi.
Sony's hi-fi range has caused astir with the press recently. They think it's rather
good ( brilliant, actually).
So if you enjoy anything from Brahms to Phil Collins, do a little rapping at
aSony Centre.

Take alook at the ultimate in
digital audio, and get carried
away with What Hi Fis
CD player of the year Sony's CDP 502ES
(CD players from £ 279.95)

Listen to the APM 22ES Speakers
(Hi-fi Choice Best Buy) unrivalled in sound reproduction
-and therefore ideal for
Compact Disc.
(Speakers from £49.95)

Or if it's acomplete system,
marvel at the UK's No. 1CD
System, Sony's Compact 75.
(Compact Hi-fi from
£299.95)

-

All in all whether you enjoy Separates or System hi-fi
we know there's something for you at aSony Centre.

Airdrie
Frank BCraig. 45/49 Southgate Street
Tel 02364 64804
Alba
McMichael Bros. 7/9 M8 Street
Tel 0259 724230
Basildon
Whomes. 84 Eastgate International
Shopping Centre
Tel 0268 287411
Bath
Ron Millard, 31 Southgate Street
Tel 0225 334242
Bezleyheath
Whomes. 28 The Mall
Broadway Shopping Centre
Tel 01-301 5560
Bridge of Allan
Graham Robertson. Fountain Road
Tel 0786 832246
Bridgwater
Paul Lawrence, 65 High Street
Tel 0278 421234
Bristol
Tape Recorder and Hi Fi
8/10 Bond Street. Broadmead
Tel 0272 290448
Bromley
Whomes, 32 The Mall, High Street
Tel 01-460 5610
Camberley
Videovision, 42 High Street
Tel 0276 683595
Dundee
Martin EPayne, 18 Union Street
Tel 0382 28045
Edinburgh
Patersons, 386 Morningstde Road
Tel 031 447 9609
Finchiey
Video & Audio. 100 Ballards Lane
Tel 01-349 4046
Glasgow
Glasgow Sony Centre
104 Sauchiehall Street
Tel 041 332 7456
Hedon
Peter Bamford, 3Market Place
Tel 0482 896804
Hull
Peter Bamford. 42 Paragon Street
Tel 0482 223043
Kingston-upon-Thames
Videovision, 40 Fife Road
Tel 01-541 068!
Kingswood
Sound Selection, 82 Regent Street
Tel 0272 600777
Kirkcaldy
JVictor Robertson
The Postings, Hunter Street
Tel 0592 204991
Lytham-St-Artne's
Centro. 44 Wood Street
Tel 0253 727567
Northampton
Bamford, 77a Arington Street
Tel 0604 24488
Nottingham
Nottingham Sony Centre
3Mansfield Road
Tel 0602 474566
Perth
Martin EPayne. 38 South Methven Street
Tel 0738 38806
Sheffield
Williams, 955 Ecclesall Road, Banner Cross
Tel 0742 669969
Stirling
JVictor Robertson
23-27 Upper Craigs
Tel 0786 70750
Stockport
Hewes, 104 Princes Street
Tel 061 480 3449
Stockton-on-Tees
McKenna and Brown, 81 High Street
Tel 0642 679995

SON1r.

(CENTRE)

Specialists in Sony Separates
and System hi-fi.
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The Torlvte

W

E'VE COME A LONG WAY
since the late ' 60s when all
turntables sounded the same.
Now, in the evening of the LP
era, most enthusiasts accept that the turntable combination is the primary limiting
agent in determining how much information
can be recovered from a vinyl groove. The
cartridge/arm/turntable interfaces are crucial
but the choices available, though fraught
with mismatch possibilities, allow the individual to achieve a good overall system
match.
An often neglected factor in this synergy
equation, though, concerns not only where
(for the soundfield within the room affects it
too) but upon what you put your turntable —
too often the performance is compromised
by plonking it on top of the sideboard or
perching it at the top of an equipment stack.
The last couple of years have seen the
appearance of a number of custom-made
turntable stands, spearheaded, naturally, by
those which pander to devoted Sondek
aficionados. There's no doubt in my sceptical mind that these things do affect the
sound; and for clear enough reasons. The
trouble is that they all seem to do it in
different ways, and if they're different they
can't all be right. Neither are many of them
universal — you're supposed to get one of the
ones intended to work with your particular
turntable, which is pushing it a bit.
And that's part of the reason we like Russ
Andrews' three-legged Torlyte job: it is
universal. ( There are three versions, though,
which differ dimensionally to suit various
turntables.) Russ feels that the unit ought to
be essentially anonymous, je, should contribute no particular sonic signature of its own.
Clearly any structure will have a set of
resonances determined by the usual para-

The Black Head

HFN/RR Accessories Club Information: 0234 741152

F

ORGET THE JOKES ABOUT ITS
repellent name, and how you treat
the contacts with Clearasil instead of
Tweek; the Black Head is, as lan
Carmichael might phrase it, actually a jolly
good transformer.
Along with many other hi-fi users who
have discovered the joy of running highish
output m-cs straight into preamps ( with
enough gain) without m- cinputs, I've grown
to loathe step-up devices with a passion.
Even the best of them veil the sound of the
cartridge, and you end up faced with an
agonising choice: beautiful sound with compressed dynamics, lack of headroom, insufficient level, or ample levels with added
coloration, congestion of the soundstage,
and whatever other ills one likes to attribute
to adding another stage in the chain.
Iexpected of the Black Head much better
performance than one would normally
associate with under-£50 step-ups because I
have heard its ' parent', the more comprehensive and costly The Head from EAR,
which is, along with the Koetsu transformer
and a few equally dear devices, about as
good as you're going to get. As the Black
Head is simply afixed- impedance ( 100ohm),
less- over-the-top variant, it should be asteal.
Fact: if you've a preamp of the SP- 10
variety, which will take m-cs direct, you can
ignore this sales pitch. On the other hand, if
111-1,1NEWS .Nz RECORD REVIEW
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meters of mass,
materials, cavity dimensions etc, and
the fundamentals lie,
primary sympathetic
resonances) of these
will usually be only
too pronounced.
What Russ has come
up with, as discussed by Christopher
Breunig back in
October ( p79), is a
unit made from three
T-shaped ' torsion
boxes' — each of
which comprises an
internal grid of
specially chosen
wood covered in a
very thin skin of aircraft plywood —
attached to a central
plywood tube to form
an extremely light yet
rigid overall structure which doesn't ' honk'
but offers instead a spread of well- damped
minor resonances, none of which is pronounced enough to disturb the turntable
unit. [ My, what a long sentence — Ed] The
triangular construction makes the unit extremely stable and the seemingly obligatory
spiked feet ensure structural integrity
through to the floor proper, which is apparently what you want. Levelling is achieved
via locking adjusters.
So, this is not a support for a specific
turntable; rather it is a general solution to
the turntable support requirement. What
kind of sonic changes can be expected from
its use? Well, what is blatant to some ears is
subtle to others. Certainly the Torlyte effects
improvements to the soundstage; it ' opens
you need a step-up and can't afford the
£300- plus offerings or you're using an m-c
into the garden variety m-cstages built into a
number of integrateds ( NAD, Marantz PM-4
etc) this will be a revelation. Itried it with a
Koetsu Red Signature — surely a cartridge
that would reveal deficiencies in step-ups —
having used it with preamps of the ample
gain variety and a batch of ' approved' outboard step-ups, and the Black Head performed with the best of ' em. Yes, there was
veiling compared with a direct feed, and
coloration affected vocals. Slight grain was
apparent in the ' silences' between instruments, but it did less damage overall to the
signal than anything Ican name at its price. It
is, despite the price tag, a high-end performer in enough ways to make it aworthwhile
inclusion in a system on its way to the state
of the art. In other words, you'll be abe to

out' details, de- blurs the image if you like,
and individual voices remain clearly defined
and more positionally stable regardless of
the overall replay level. And it does all this
without upsetting the tonal balance. In short,
it's pretty nifty.
The Torlyte isn't cheap — its normal retail
price is £99 — but HFN/RR readers can obtain
it for £87.50 + £2.50 p&p; a stylish and
worthwhile accessory for no more than
many are paying these days for bits of cable.
Please specify model when ordering: Model
A for The Source, Logic, Pink Triangle, AR,
Royce, Linn, Thorens, Walker, Systemdek,
Michel Focus; Model B for Gyrodek, Ariston,
Elite Rock, Revolver, Rega, SOTA; Model C
for Mission, Oracle ( Alexandria and Delphi).
Ivor Humphreys
live with the Black Head while you save for
that magic high-gain preamplifier.
Complaints? Well, there's no earth tag if
you need to run the earth from arm to Black
Head to preamp, but Ididn't need to so I'm
picking nits. ( If you need to do so, connect
the earth wire to the preamp ground.) To
show that we're not perfect, the label was
printed before the final design came
through, so the red phono sockets are
marked ' left' and the white are
marked ' right'. Again, more
nits.
9
'Nits'. ' Picking'. ' Black
0* ij
.h
Head' ... Atkinson
/e
e ee
.
9e
has afoul way with
names.
Ken Kessler
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Perfection or Antichrist?
(Do some dealers have arather naive way of looking at C.D.?)

Are you confused by the claims and counter- claims regarding C. D.?
Is it the most perfect music playback system yet devised? If so, why
are the players now VASTLY improved over the original models of two
years ago?
Is it on the other hand, just aDutch/Japanese plot to sink the
analogue disc and replace it with asecond-rate, expensive convenience
medium? If so why do carefully set-up systems with selected discs sound
excellent?
Come and see US if you want fair and unbiased advice on C. D.
matters. We ARE interested in your owning amusic system that will give
YOU great pleasure and lasting service.
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N THE FEBRUARY 1984 ISSUE OF HFN/RR IDESCRIBED THE
computerised test program we developed to check the
performance of cassette tapes at various bias levels. Since
then, my colleague Roy Brooker has tidied up the software
significantly, and has introduced new ideas in the presentation
of results. In February '84 we looked at alimited quantity of
higher performance cassette tapes, all measurements being taken on
C90s. Of the many queries made to me by friends in the last two
years, two particular ones seem to me of paramount importance:
'What are the quality differences between C60s, ' 90s and ' 120s, and
will Ilose out if Ihave to use aC120?', and ' Can Iget an adequate
performance for normal purposes if Iuse aless expensive tape from
awell known manufacturer?'.
Almost all reasonable quality decks that are now sold include
Dolby-C, which should give around 9dB more hiss reduction than
Dolby- B. Theoretically, agood deck fitted with Dolby-Cshould be
able to reproduce adynamic range of nearly 80dB. Just what are the
reservations in the performance when attempting to achieve this
enormous dynamic range? A tape might well give avery high output
at low frequencies, but it is in the high, or even middle frequency
areas that it can run into alot of trouble, so one must consider the
source material, and how much energy it has at high frequency
compared with low. If you consider asignal source that is equivalent
to the quality of aCompact Disc ( not that Iam suggesting that
anybody would actually copy aCD), much material has high peak
energy up to afew kHz, with the odd transient at 10kHz only afew dB
down on the peak level at LF.
We are now used to hearing music with virtually no wow and
flutter from CD; modulation noise from analogue tapes is all too
obvious once you compare it with digital masters; in these areas the
analogue compact cassette medium can never compete with a
domestic digital system.

The Computerised Tests
The test equipment used was the same as last time, the controller
being aHewlett Packard HP9816 with dual disc drive. Connected by
IEEE bus were an 8- pen plotter, amatrix printer, amulti- relay control
box, an electronically controlled screwdriver for changing RF bias, a
B&K FFT analyser using external clocking, two audio synthesisers, a
Fluke dB meter, aswitchable CCIR filter and an HP 8-digit multimeter.
We have added ameasurement of basic tape noise as the bias is
varied to the program, and we decided also to try anew trick to find
the intrinsic noise ( excluding the noise of the replay amplifier). The
program manages this by first allowing the replay noise to be
measured when aspecial blank cassette is inserted having no tape in
it, and then deducting the noise power thus measured from all the
measurements as they cropped up, using the same noise filter. All
noise measurements were taken with filtering and characteristics
equivalent to CCIR/ARM with unity gain at 2kHz.

IEC reference tape and reference bias
The IEC, after years of discussion, has eventually agreed on new
reference cassette tapes; this review concerns the properties of IEC I,
II and IV ( Ill is the obsolete Ferrochrome type). Imust emphasise that
the reference tapes chosen are not so much quality reference
standards but rather lab comparative standards generally
acknowledged to have bias characteristics which are reasonably
typical of good quality tapes. For comparisons of measurement test
systems, once the replay response has been equalised using an IEC
response cassette, the bias setting for test equipment comparisons
should be such as to give a3% third harmonic distortion level at
315Hz at aflux around 4.5dB above 250nWb/M. The HF saturation
level at 10kHz should be 12dB below this, ie, at — 7.5dB ref. 250nWb,
taking equalisation into effect. However, different record heads will
have slightly differing HF saturation characteristics, and poor heads,
of course, may well give greatly inferior results. For testing tapes
under reasonable domestic conditions in such away as to represent
optimum domestic performance, we chose to use aNakamichi 582
deck which has been heavily modified to give the best possible
comparative performance.
The standard IEC bias setting — which requires there to be around a
12dB difference between 3% distortion at 315Hz and total tape
saturation at 10kHz — is unrepresentative of the average bias settings
of good quality cassette decks. In order to achieve ahigh dynamic
range, many cassette tape users tend to peak at 5% distortion at
HI-FI NEWS 8t RECORD REVIEW
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lower and mid frequencies, which represents aridiculous 14dB
difference between LF peak levels and atape's 10kHz saturation
performance. Manufacturers, therefore, tend to set the bias
somewhat lower, at alevel which hardly affects the LF performance
at all, but which gives perhaps 2dB improvement in HF saturation,
dependent upon the tape type. This allows for afar better subjective
quality on most material, especially if we also consider the fact that
Dolby-Ccircuitry effectively improves saturation by around 2.5dB by
altering the record and replay time constants.
When we use Dolby-Con an appropriately set up deck with agood
cassette tape, we might find only 7or 8dB difference between the
low frequency maximum operating level ( MOL) and 10kHz tape
saturation. In practice, this will probably be good enough for most
purposes, including recording stereo broadcasts and average live
music. If you need to keep high frequency transients as clean as
possible, you have either to lower your overall recording level or use
acassette tape type with amuch better HF saturation performance,
such as ametal type.
On the latest plots we decided upon aOdB bias setting which gave
agood compromise between LF and HF performance on the IEC
reference tapes, taking into account the replay time constant
involved. Our IEC Ibias, therefore, is around 0.75dB below the
standard bias point. The Nakamichi heads are so good that, in
general, our HF saturation results are somewhat better than those of
many other decks when the bias is set for areasonable low
frequency distortion performance. We therefore feel that we got the
best performance out of each of the tapes tested, and my colleagues
took the greatest care in adjusting the record azimuth for each
individual cassette tested. There is no reason why you should not
compare the performances for yourself at other bias currents than
we have chosen to be nominally OdB; you should find that there are
hardly any ranking order differences if you do this, unless two tapes
are very close in some of their characteristics.
Your cassette deck may well not achieve anywhere near the
measured performances that we show in the accompanying tables
and plots. First of all, your deck may not be aligned properly, either
electronically or mechanically. More probable, unfortunately, is that
the record head is likely to show adegree of head saturation with the
higher bias currents required for modern chrome position tapes ( IEC
II) let alone metal position tapes ( IEC IV). To put this point rather
more forcibly, we have noted so-called ' metal-capable' machines
which at best could only achieve around 3dB over Dolby level at
315Hz for even 5% distortion on atape type which we show as giving
perhaps + 10dB for only 3% distortion. Isuggest that these decks
cannot be regarded by any reasonable person as being metalcapable, other than that they can record and playback anoise on
metal tape! For this reason, Irecommend that you should avoid
metal tape unless experience has shown that your machine can
record high level low frequencies on metal with less distortion than
you would get on agood ferric, for example.

Understanding the tables
Accompanying the reviews is amassive ' bumper fun chart' ( p43)
which lists various performance parameters for each tape type. Most
of these are quoted as the performance at our reference bias setting.
315Hz MOL represents the level above Dolby level at which the
tape gives 3% 3rd harmonic distortion on playback of a315Hz tone.
When bias current is reduced, this MOL level normally degrades, but
it should also improve with abias increase, but not very much. The
3.15kHz MOL represents the same measurement, but at the higher
frequency of 3.15kHz, where the ear is very sensitive to distortion.
This parameter is also normally proportional to bias current, but
doesn't always improve when bias is increased.
The 10kHz saturation is the maximum level obtainable off the tape
at the stated frequency referred to Dolby playback level. If the bias
current is reduced, HF saturation improves, but with bias increased,
it degrades rather rapidly.
The 315Hz sensitivity is the degree to which alow level 315Hz tone
plays back at ahigher or lower level for afixed input level as
compared with the sensitivity of the appropriate IEC reference tape.
A plus sensitivity would mean that you would hear slightly more
level on playback than from the reference tape. If your recorder is set
up on an average tape so as to track properly with Dolby, then a
much more or less sensitive tape could cause tracking errors. This
would mean that you might have to set up your deck properly if you
change your tape type.
The 10kHz response represents the 10kHz low level output relative
29

to the 315Hz level at the OdB bias point. A negative dB figure would
mean that the tape would sound more muffled than the reference
tape, whereas apositive figure could mean that the tape is more
toppy. Dolby noise reduction tends to exaggerate the response
inequality.
The distortion at Dolby level is ameasurement of just the 3rd
harmonic of 315Hz when the tape is playing back at Dolby level.
The noise column represents the overall CCIR/ARM weighed noise
with unity gain at 2kHz, with the contribution of the replay amplifier
automatically subtracted from the measurement. You will see
greater noise differences between the quietest tapes and average
ones for this reason, and your deck will almost certainly not show the
full advantages of the quietest tapes that are inferred by the
measurements. The better the playback amplifier, however, the
closer will the performance approximate the published comparisons.
The bias for flattest response column shows the degree to which
the bias has to be altered for the flattest 315Hz/10kHz response to be
obtained. Sometimes we also had to take the 3.15kHz response into
account, in order to get areasonable compromise. Bias, when
increased, causes atape to be more muffled, whilst abias decrease
boosts up the HF end.
Modulation noise is quoted both 'wide' and 'close in'. This type of
noise is introduced in the presence of signal. The 'wide' figure is a
measurement of the noise between lkHz and 2.85kHz summed by
the computer for arecording frequency of 3kHz. The ' close in' figure
is the summation of the noise power measured between 2.75 and
2.965kHz. This takes into account adegree of scrape flutter and
frequency tracking errors in the measurement system caused by
cassette flutter. The ' wide' figure probably represents more closely
the subjective effect of modulation noise, but tapes that are bad
'close in' can cause quite alot of distress to asharp- eared listener!
The dropout and stability rating is determined from computerised
plots and calculations based on complex measurements; arating of
'5' is excellent, whilst arating of ' 2' shows that there is aproblem
area. You could probably live with ratings of '3', but you might notice
that tapes rated ' 5' are slightly better on aparticular deck, whilst
another one might not show quite so much difference, especially if it
is in the habit of causing dropouts anyway.
The print-through column contains two figures representing the
pre- and post- print measurements of a500Hz tone reproduced after a
period of 72 hours, and stored at around 20°C. The tapes were
rewound to the beginning immediately after recording, and were not
wound before playback. Note that the differences between pre- and
post- print are very much smaller with the chrome types than with the
pseudochromes and ferrics. If you wind atape through before
playback, you will be less worried by print-through.
The reverse azimuth rating has ' 5' as best and '3' as the poorest
(tapes that Iwon't mention, that are not included, would be rated
down to ' 1'). This rating is the amalgamation of several effects: any
noted difference between the electroacoustic properties of the tape
in the two directions; in the interplay between the cassette and its
mechanism between tracks; and differences caused by these at low
and high frequencies. A tape rated ' 5' should give an almost
imperceptible difference between tracks, but a ' 3' rating might show
differences of up to 2dB at worst at HF when you flip the cassette
over to begin anew recording. Again, the differences would be
exaggerated if Dolby noise reduction is in use, but decks having
accurate tape guidance, and which also use pressure pads, may not
be so likely to show up the differences between tracks.
Finally, the mechanics rating is acombination of our notes from a
physical examination, and from various tests, including wow and
flutter, torque requirement, pressure pad force and problems shown
up which we attribute to the mechanism.

Correlation of print-through results
After you have made acassette recording, you will either rewind it to
the beginning of the track, or perhaps flip it over and continue
recording on track 2. Sometimes you might well leave it at the end of
track 1. In most circumstances you would probably rewind it fairly
soon after recording, in which case you should note alower pre-print
than post- print, as we have done. Note that the chrome tapes have
pre-print measurements much closer to the post- ones. This is
fortunate, as pre-print is far more audible, it being all too obvious if it
comes just before, rather than after, an almighty crash from the
orchestra!
If you don't rewind the tape immediately, then the pre-print would
actually be worse, but since spooling atape through tends to reduce
print-through, you should not be as badly off as you think you might
be from looking at the post- print figures. We have looked at the effect
of spooling on print, but the improvement unfortunately cannot be
sensibly quantified. However, it should be of the order of afew dB
after, say, five spoolings. The same tape type, though, could show
improvements from just 1dB to over 8dB, and these improvements
can also depend on the deck used, so perhaps this might be an area
30

for further research.
In general, the C6Os had the best print-through performance, and
the C9Os tended to be not only adeal worse than the ' 60s, but also
very slightly inferior to the C120s. This is puzzling, but it is probable
that the C120's thinner coating would not cause so much printthrough, whereas the thicker backing of the C6Os probably
contributes to their average improved figures. It is rather ironical that
the C90s, ( the most popular length) on average, give the worst
print-through.
We are all rather concerned that many of today's ferrics show
degraded print-through figures as compared with those of afew
years ago, and Ifeel that tape manufacturers should do something
about this, for is not print-through in effect part of the available
dynamic range in terms of its disturbance on the listener? It will
always be there behind the music, along with modulation noise.
Print-through is at its worst between 300 and 500Hz, but it is almost
as poor at 1kHz where it can actually be more audible. The use of
Dolby- Bnoise reduction will not materially help here, and might
make it more audible subjectively, whereas Dolby-Cshould reduce
its more obvious effect before aloud crash as the noise reduction
covers amuch lower frequency region than Dolby- B. Perhaps you do
not have to be quite so critical about this parameter, therefore, if you
are using Dolby- C.

The Varibias Plots
The plots accompanying each tape show eight parameters as
measured against avariation in bias level from — 3dB to + 3dB on
ferric and chromium position cassettes, and up to around + 1.5dB on
metals. The sensitivities are referred to the sensitivity of the
appropriate reference tape with OdB identical to reference. You can
see just how bias affects low, medium and high frequencies. What is
important here is to look at the rate of change of the response with
bias, for the steeper the slope, the more critical will be the bias
setting. We also show the 3% 3rd harmonic distortion points at
315Hz and 3.15kHz.
The 3.15kHz plots are quite interesting, for you can see that chrome
type cassettes are not at all good in this sensitive area. The results
shown for 315Hz are only likely to be obtained if your deck has an
extremely good record head, and unfortunately many decks will
have quite aconsiderably inferior performance.
The 10kHz saturation plot requires much more hard work from the
computer, but shows the maximum consistent level reached for tape
saturation at each bias level. Note that as you increase bias in an
attempt to flatten the response of some tapes, the saturation slope is
surprisingly steep, so bias increase can be counter- productive in
terms of the real optimum setting for the tape itself, ignoring
response flatness.
The distortion at Dolby level of 315Hz is ameasurement of the 3rd
harmonic, and you will often see it null at or near OdB bias, although
some tapes are slightly odd here. Interpretation is not easy, for one
of the factors controlling this parameter is oxide thickness, and you
might see that athin tape has adistortion minimum at alower bias
setting than athicker one. It is fascinating, though, that minimum
distortion is usually fairly close to the optimum bias setting.
The CCIR weighted noise plot shows that this parameter hardly
changes, even with large variations in bias current. The plots are
taken with 0.5dB changes of bias level, the points being joined
together by the computer for better presentation.

The Ferric IEC IPosition Cassettes

AGFA
Superferro HDX This tape seems to be rather an odd- ball, for at
reference bias the low frequency performance is much worse than its
cheaper rival, and the HF end will tend to soar upwards, especially if
you are using noise reduction. You might have to increase the bias a
lot to flatten the top, and this would bring up the LF end to about the
same as the cheaper tape, but then the HF end would only be

AGFA 90
po,bon N., 1.1 B.,

PLUS

6

120 y.

AGM SuPERFERRO HDX

SUPERFERRO HDX * *
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The Ross RE 2540

The Ross RE 2560

The Ross RE 2580

Two years ago we decided to develop something new and exciting in the headphone market. A range of
superior British Headphones, designed, and built here in the UK. In the words of our MD "we wanted to beat the
Far East at their own gamer We called them — Great British Headphones.
Now we're adding anew dimension in excellence to that range. Three very special new headphones for those
Great British Heads. The Ross RE 2540: High quality, stunning performance, competitively priced at around £19.95.
The Ross RE 2560: Compact Disc headphones, compatible with all Hi Fi. Around £24.95.
The Ross RE 2580: The Best Headphone we've ever built Around £26.95.
DESCRIPTION

RE 2540

RE 25h0

RE 2580

Acoustic System

Open back

Open back

Open bai k

Drive Unit

50 mm diameter 44 mm diameter 50 min diameter

Impedance

4to 100 ohms

4tp 100 ohms

4tc 100 ohms

Frequency Response

20 to 20.000 Hz

20 to 22.000 Hz

15 tp 22.000 Hz

96

100

100

11C

135

135

Sensitivity db mW SPL
Weight less cable

1000 Hz

ROSS

Great British Headphones

CD1q8b

R

oRoss Electronics 49-53 Pancras Road, London NW1 2QB
please send me more information about Ross Great British Headphones

Name

Address

Electronics

HFN 2/E
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marginally superior. The tape scores over its rival, though, because
of its remarkably low background noise, being one of the quietest
ferrics measured. Modulation noise was none too good, though, and
print-through measurements were very poor.
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MOL is reasonable for a ' cooking' tape. Background noise is rather
higher than average and you might find that the tape stiffens up abit
after use due to the lack of compliance of the liner. The tendency to
require alittle more torque than average might cause aproblem on
some car and battery players if these have insufficient ' pull'.
Accurate setting of clutch tension and tape path is more necessary if
you use this tape rather than some of its competition. Print-through
was excellent, and the dropout performance quite adequate. One
good point is that the sensitivity at HF was right down the centre IEC
line. The C60 was marginally superior to the 90 if the bias was very
slightly reduced for it. Not aparticularly good product, however.
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LH-Extra IWhen this tape was originally introduced, it was not truly
IEC compatible, and the response tended to be almost 2dB down or
so at 10kHz. More recently, BASF have improved the HF end in
production quite appreciably, and samples are now typically very
slightly up at 10kHz, which is not abad thing. The tape has agood
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saturation performance was poorer than average, although the LF
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If you require even more top, then try the C60, which will ' break the
wine glass' at normal bias, and you will need perhaps 2dB bias
increase to flatten it. The tape is clearly grossly underbiased at our
OdB setting, and as it is so incompatible Icannot really recommend it,
although it could give interesting results on adeck with automatic
biasing and equalisation. Both left tracks on the C60 sample showed
rather bad dropouts, and long term stability problems at 10kHz, but
the C90 was average. The mechanism showed very similar problems
to those of HD, but the wow and flutter measurement was actually
worse, and quite poor comparatively, because of considerable
stiffening up.
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BASF 90

performance was only fair on both types. The mechanism was good,
but we noted very slightly more wow than usual.
1H- Maxima XI This is anew tape formulation from BASF, and we
were only sent C90s, direct from Germany. The tape has an excellent
LF performance, but once again the typical response at 10kHz is a
long way up, and abias increase and less HF boost on record would
probably be beneficial. The background noise is low for aferric, and
the dynamic range available is wide. Mod noise measured well, and
print-through was also acceptable, but pre- and post- print were
remarkably close in level. 1am concerned about the mechanism of
the test sample, as the torque increased dramatically after afew
windings, and the stiffening up could be aproblem to some decks,
although reverse azimuth was excellent. The 10kHz dropout
performance was not quite up to the very highest standards, but the
tape is quite interesting, especially if you like plenty of top, and it
should perform well on amachine with auto- alignment.

1H- Maxima Iis another tape that has aslight wine glass syndrome,
for the 10kHz response was quite away up, particularly on the C60.
Looking at the varibias plots, it can be seen that this is agood
example of atape which requires aslight bias increase, but
combined with less record equalisation for optimum results, rather
than just agreater bias increase, which would not really improve LF
at all, but just kill HF saturation, as well as the response. The lower
background noise level shows that BASF have made asignificant
improvement in their formulations, mod noise also measuring quite
well. Print-through is rather aproblem, though, and is just not good
enough for aferric. There is very little to choose between C60 and 90,
except that mod noise on the 60 was slightly better. 10kHz dropout
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overall LF and HF performance, but the background noise level is
disappointingly high. Mod noise is average, and print-through is just
about adequate. There is not much to choose between C60 and 90.
Unfortunately, the C90 tested had amarked dropout, and aslight
stability problem at 10kHz on one track, whereas the C60 was alot
better. We do get the odd rogue sample, and previous C9Os have not
been too bad. The mechanics gave quite an impressive performance
for abottom- end product. A very good ' cooking' tape then, but not
quite one for your most treasured recordings.

indeed for aferric - just over 3dB inferior to XLI. Iam not at all sure
what Maxell have done with their formulation, but it is obviously
radically different from the XLIS of three years ago. Because of the
poor presence region performance, Ican no longer recommend this
product.

maxell [
uLl 90
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SATURATION

135m /440ft.

10 kHz
-5

adequate, but in this area Iam surprised that it is not as good as it
used to be if the formulation is indeed the same as UD. C60 gives
slightly more output across the board, but this is counteracted by the
fact that the noise is quite alot higher, so you won't win anything.
Note the tremendous improvement in print-through on the C60,
however, ard the fact that even the C120 is better here. The C120 is
not at all satisfactory, for you lose nearly 2.5dB of LF MOL, and the
noise is ldB worse.
The normal sensitivity and relative response measurements
showed aslight difference to the varibias ones, but these are done at
adifferent time, and it seems that the C120 could cause Dolby
tracking errors, and could be slightly down at HF on adeck aligned
for the C90. The mechanism seems very good, but the dropout and
reverse azimuth ratings show the tape as good, though not quite
perfect. The C60 and 90 products can be recommended, but Iam not
too happy about the C120.
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Fel This tape is clearly in the 'cooking' class, and is suitable for low
and medium quality decks. It gives an acceptable performance, and
offers agood LF MOL, but the 10kHz response of the C90 is slightly
down, although the C60 is very flat. The HF saturation performance is
fairly poor, but background noise is average. Modulation noise was
average on the C90, but very good on the C60. Print-through
measured extremely well, and so Ican particularly recommend the
C60 for routine recordings, if you can obtain it at acompetitive price.
The dropout performance at HF is not really good enough compared
with Japanese competition, and we noted slight output variations on
track B, even at 315Hz. An adequate tape, but nothing to write home
about.
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Mexell UL C90

UL We looked at C60, 90 and 120 lengths of this tape. When UL was
originally introduced many years ago, it gave avery poor LF output
MOL, although the top end was not too bad. Recent samples of C90
show adramatic improvement, and Ihave asuspicion that it is in fact
the old UD formulation repackaged. Iam not being derogatory in any
sense here, for UD was one of my top recommendations for a
medium price tape. Background noise is quite low, the LF MOL is
good, and HF saturation performance quite reasonable. The
frequency response is very flat at OdB bias, which is another good
point. Modulation noise measures well, and print-through is
36

58

5
-38 -2.8 - 1.8
48 O 41.8
42.8 +38
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Philips Fel C90

UFI Although this tape offers agood LF MOL, its response soared up
at 10kHz to become almost electric blue! The formulation produced
an incredible HF saturation performance similar to that of metal, but
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performance was only fair on both types. The mechanism was good,
but we noted very slightly more wow than usual.
1H-Maxima XI This is anew tape formulation from BASF, and we
were only sent C90s, direct from Germany. The tape has an excellent
LF performance, but once again the typical response at 10kHz is a
long way up, and abias increase and less HF boost on record would
probably be beneficial. The background noise is low for aferric, and
the dynamic range available is wide. Mod noise measured well, and
print-through was also acceptable, but pre- and post- print were
remarkably close in level.lam concerned about the mechanism of
the test sample, as the torque increased dramatically after afew
windings, and the stiffening up could be aproblem to some decks,
although reverse azimuth was excellent. The 10kHz dropout
performance was not quite up to the very highest standards, but the
tape is quite interesting, especially if you like plenty of top, and it
should perform well on amachine with auto-alignment.

BAS
1H-Maxima Iis another tape that has aslight wine glass syndrome,
for the 10kHz response was quite away up, particularly on the C60.
Looking at the varibias plots, it can be seen that this is agood
example of atape which requires aslight bias increase, but
combined with less record equalisation for optimum results, rather
than just agreater bias increase, which would not really improve LF
at all, but just kill HF saturation, as well as the response. The lower
background noise level shows that BASF have made asignificant
improvement in their formulations, mod noise also measuring quite
well. Print-through is rather aproblem, though, and is just not good
enough for aferric. There is very little to choose between C60 and 90,
except that mod noise on the 60 was slightly better. 10kHz dropout
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overall LF and HF performance, but the background noise level is
disappointingly high. Mod noise is average, and print-through is just
about adequate. There is not much to choose between C60 and 90.
Unfortunately, the C90 tested had amarked dropout, and aslight
stability problem at 10kHz on one track, whereas the C60 was alot
better. We do get the odd rogue sample, and previous C9Os have not
been too bad. The mechanics gave quite an impressive performance
for abottom-end product. A very good ' cooking' tape then, but not
quite one for your most treasured recordings.

C.J. at A.A.

... yet another 1st for Acoustic Arts!
We make no excuses for blowing our own trumpet for we have long
recognised the superb performance of Conrad Johnson valve equipment.
We have a long army of more than satisfied customers who are more than
happy to endorse our own judgement of this superb equipment. The
range is wide, pre-amps range from the very affordable PV4 at just over
£700 to the Premier 3 at around £ 3400. CJ Power Amps run from the
marvellous new MV50 at just over £ 1500 to the awesome Premier 5's at
around £ 7000. Whatever price level you are considering you must hear this
truly stunning range of equipment.
Acoustic Arts were also first to unveil the beautiful Well Tempered Arm
and once again it has been more than successful with many of our clients
who share our view that it is simply the finest pick-up arm available. The
WTA is very versatile and works well with even the difficult but imposing
Decca cartridge.
Many turntables have now been made redundant by the superb
performance of `The Source' and here once again we were the first dealer
to recognise and stock this fabulous turntable in the South of England. We
have had a marvellous reaction from customers buying this turntable and
they share our enthusiasim for this wonderful product.
1986 seems to have heralded some really exciting equipment including the
amazing Apogee Scintilla speakers ( now on dem), the Infinity RS lIB, the
superb Van Den Hul NCIO moving coil cartridge and so on. All in all
Acoustic Arts is where its all happening and we invite you to pay us a visit
and audition this marvellous range of equipment.

Acoustic Arts Ltd..
101 St. Albans Road, Watford. Herts.
Tel: Watford 33011 45250.

Among the equipment we stock includes:- A & R. Akai. Alphason
Apogee. Audiolab. B.L.0, Beard. Brier Burrnester. Cache, Celestion.
Conrad-Johrtson. Cron, D.N.M, Denon. Dual. Etude.

Open Monday to Saturday 9 30-5 30

Grado. Heybrook, Infinity. KEF. Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar,
Meridian, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Nakarnichi,
Oak. PS Audio. Proton. Quad, Revolver, Rem. Robertson, Rogers.
Rotel, SD Acoustics, Sansui. Sondeo. Spendor. Systerndek. Tannoy, Trio.

We Cater for Export Orders

The Source, Thorens. Van den Hul. Wharfedale. Yamaha.
Zeta- Eclipse.

the board, its background noise is slightly higher than average, and
again it has asevere print-through problem, which Icannot
understand. The frequency response is only slightly up at 10kHz, and
the average sensitivity is also slightly up, although Dolby mistracking
would not be too noticeable. Our C60 samples needed aslight bias
increase, under which circumstances the performance is very similar
to the 90, background noise being about the same.
C90 mod noise measured very well, but the C60 was just slightly
inferior. The mechanics were excellent, and all the tapes were quite
stable. A high flyer that would have been most recommendable, if
only the print-though had been better. You may be attracted to the
slight HF lift that will probably appear on an average deck, and the
response does become quite flat with abias increase.
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UD IAlthough this tape has avery good LF MOL, and the HF
saturation performance is also good at normal bias, the response is
quite away up at 10kHz. To flatten this you would need abias
increase which would cause too much deterioration of HF saturation.
Background noise is low, however, and if you like just alittle HF lift,
this tape would give very good results. However, there is a
print-through problem, for this is not good enough for aferric, and
the C90 is actually worse than many chrome tapes.
The C60 and C120 prints were also poor though modulation noise
measured well. The C60 is very similar to the 90, but although the
C120 gave afairly healthy LF MOL for athin tape, the 3.15kHz
response seemed to be around 1dB up, even if you flattened the
10kHz end by increasing bias. Dolby tracking should be good enough
at LF, but you might note some presence boost on this tape with
Dolby in. The mechanical performances were all very good. An
otherwise recommendable product, spoiled by print-through.
XL IS This is Maxell's top end ferric product, and it shows aslight
improvement recently in its background noise performance, and
rather surprisingly it is around 1.2dB quieter than XLI, becoming one
of the quietest ferric tapes available. Low and high frequency output
capabilities are just marginally below that of XLI, which is also a
surprise, but print-through is alittle better, although not good
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enough, and is much poorer than when originally introduced. The HF
response is afair way up, but you should not find it too ' electric'.
There is aproblem with this tape, as the 3.15kHz MOL is very poor
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indeed for aferric — just over 3dB inferior to XLI.1 am not at all sure
what Maxell have done with their formulation, but it is obviously
radically different from the XLIS of three years ago. Because of the
poor presence region performance, Ican no longer recommend this
product.
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adequate, but in this area lam surprised that it is not as good as it
used to be if the formulation is indeed the same as UD. C60 gives
slightly more output across the board, but this is counteracted by the
fact that the noise is quite alot higher, so you won't win anything.
Note the tremendous improvement in print-through on the C60,
however, and the fact that even the C120 is better here. The C120 is
not at all satisfactory, for you lose nearly 2.5dB of LF MOL, and the
noise is 1dB worse.
The normal sensitivity and relative response measurements
showed aslight difference to the varibias ones, but these are done at
adifferent time, and it seems that the C120 could cause Dolby
tracking errors, and could be slightly down at HF on adeck aligned
for the C90. The mechanism seems very good, but the dropout and
reverse azimuth ratings show the tape as good, though not quite
perfect. The C60 and 90 products can be recommended, but Iam not
too happy about the C120.
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This tape is clearly in the ' cooking' class, and is suitable for low
and medium quality decks. It gives an acceptable performance, and
offers agood LF MOL, but the 10kHz response of the C90 is slightly
down, although the C60 is very flat. The HF saturation performance is
fairly poor, but background noise is average. Modulation noise was
average on the C90, but very good on the C60. Print-through
measured extremely well, and so Ican particularly recommend the
C60 for routine recordings, if you can obtain it at acompetitive price.
The dropout performance at HF is not really good enough compared
with Japanese competition, and we noted slight output variations on
track B, even at 315Hz. An adequate tape, but nothing to write home
about.
Fel
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Maxell UL C90
UL We looked at C60, 90 and 120 lengths of this tape. When UL was
originally introduced many years ago, it gave avery poor LF output
MOL, although the top end was not too bad. Recent samples of C90
show adramatic improvement, and Ihave asuspicion that it is in fact
the old UD formulation repackaged. Iam not being derogatory in any
sense here, for UD was one of my top recommendations for a
medium price tape. Background noise is quite low, the LF MOL is
good, and HF saturation performance quite reasonable. The
frequency response is very flat at OdB bias, which is another good
point. Modulation noise measures well, and print-through is
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Philips Fel C90
UFI Although this tape offers agood LF MOL, its response soared up
at 10kHz to become almost electric blue! The formulation produced
an incredible HF saturation performance similar to that of metal, but
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this was only because the tape was clearly underbiased at our
nominal zero setting. The tape required a2dB bias increase to flatten
the top, the HF saturation then becoming good rather than fantastic,
and the MOL only improved by 0.8dB. The 3kHz performance was
good, but the background noise at all bias settings was unusually
poor, putting down the dynamic range considerably.
Print-through was adequate, and modulation noise was very good,
so this tape really is avery odd ball, and desperately requires you to
turn down the HF on record. If you use tt with Dolby noise reduction
on an average deck, you may well find that the HF end almost bites
your ear off, but this tape could rejuvenate the quality of an old
cassette deck with worn heads. The C60 was very similar to the 90,
but there were far more dropouts on the C6C sample, which was not
at all good. The mechanics were quite reasonable.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

SONY
HFS This is afascinating product as the tape offers avery good LE
MOL, is good at 3.15kHz, and has avery good HF saturation
performance, although at normal bias it is quite along way up at HF.
Especially fascinating is the very low tape noise, combined with quite
good mod noise and an acceptable print-through, the C60 actually
being very good here. Rather than increasing the bias to flatten the
response, this tape clearly requires areduction in the amount of
record equalisation for best results. The mechanical performance
was good, and 10kHz dropouts were relatively minor, which should
not cause aproblem, so this tape is recommended. Ido note,
however, that the dropout characteristics of Sony tapes are not quite
as good as they used to be, for they were once beyond criticism.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

HF Sony seem to be playing around quite alot with the labelling of
their different tape types, and this is alittle annoying as we all got
used to CHF, BHF and AHF. They have now gone back around six
years and reintroduced the letters ' HF' to describe their basic
'cooking' tape, and added an ' S' for the better one, but they have
discontinued the top- end product category, which is still available in
Japan and some other countries. The HF product offers areliable
performance across the board for its price, although it is in no way
remarkable. However, it is very compatible with the IEC Istandard,
and although its background noise is rather high, modulation noise
is very low, and the print-through characteristics are superb,
showing how poor many other tapes are in comparison.
The C60 was just slightly better at LF, but as usual the HF end is a
little up, although background noise was also slightly worse. Reverse
azimuth and the mechanics quality were superb, but there were just
afew very slight dropouts, although the tape was quite good in this
area. Both C60 and 90 products can be well recommended for
medium quality recordings, especially if you want to archive them,
and you should not hear any print- through even on quite critical
material, such as speech.
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TDK
Type D This category has been available for many years. The quality
of the oxide formulation has been steadily improved, and recent
samples show it to be avery good low- end product with an
acceptable LF MOL and asurprisingly good HF saturation for a
budget product. Somewhat surprisingly, the 10kHz response is just a
little up compared with IEC reference, whereas it was once quite a
way down. Background noise is marginally poorer than average, but
print-through is extremely good, and mod noise quite acceptable.
The C60 was quite close to the C90 in performance. The overall
mechanical performance in all areas was completely acceptable. This
is now asurprisingly good low-cost product which Ican safely
recommend for your medium quality recordings, and which should
not develop noticeable print- through unless you store your tapes by
the window in the sunlight!
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D(
New 1986 sample) Just before sending this review to the Editor,
TDK supplied asample of their new D product, to be launched this
year, the sample being aC90. The 315Hz MOL and sensitivity were
extremely close to old D, but the new sample was slightly closer to a
flat response at 10kHz at nominal bias. Background noise measured
0.6dB better, but HF saturation was slightly poorer. Modulation noise
measured marginally better, becoming very good. The new sample
shows TDK's new mechanics which will be introduced on their tapes
very shortly.
The reverse azimuth tests were excellent, and the new mechanics
did not seem to suffer from the slight stiffening- up problem found
occasionally with some TDK cassettes. The dropout and stability
performance was also very good.
AD is also quite an old category, but this has been changed just a
little over the years. It has aquiet background, and offers agood LF
performance combined with avery good HF saturation at normal
bias, but the response is typically rather up at 10kHz, which will need
alittle taming. If you increase the bias by around 1dB, you will flatten
the response and not harm the HF saturation toc much, the
performance being quite competitive here in its price bracket.
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Print-through is unfortunately rather aproblem on the C90,
although better on the C60. Modulation noise is just acceptable. The
C120 has an adequate MOL at LF, but the HF performance is
excellent, although the response is, again, rather up. If you increase
bias, you can almost flatten the response, but you may notice that
you won't be able to reduce the 3kHz output enough. The Dolby level

properties. Both 315Hz and 3.15kHz MOLs almost hit the roof for a
ferric, and note that this tape is around 5dB better on 3.15kHz MOL
than Maxell XLIS in avery critical area. Background noise is
average, however, but mod noise measured well. There is one snag
in that the 10kHz response is way up, and you will need a1.5dB bias
increase to flatten it, although the HF saturation would still be good.
This is an ideal tape if you have adeck which automatically
equalises and sets bias etc, and you should be very pleased with the
results. At anormal bias setting, areduction of record equalisation
would allow the tape to give aperformance which is fairly similar to a
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metal on agood deck, and this really does make the point that a
variable record equaliser would be alot more valuable to users than
avariable bias control. Surprisingly, the 315Hz sensitivity is not too
far up on standard. The print-through characteristics are adequate,
and alot better than other high flyers. Although ADX had generally
good mechanical properties, we did note rather alot of 10kHz
dropouts on our C60 sample, so this might need watching.
415
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TDK AD C90
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sensitivity at 315Hz is on the low side, and gets worse as you
increase bias, so you will almost certainly notice some Dolby errors
creeping in.
The print-through is just about satisfactory, so although the
response is slightly awkward to tame, this is arecommendable C120
if you really have to use one, its background noise being very low
indeed, which of course helps the dynamic range. The overall
mechanical performance was good, except for wow and flutter, one
mechanism producing quite alot of wow, which explains the poorish
rating.
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FX The manufacturers have made quite afuss about their ferric
product in their advertising, and Ihave to admit that this is
reasonably well justified, judging by our lab tests. The performance
at low, middle and high frequencies is very good, but not quite in the
TDK ADX class, but the background noise is lower, and the
modulation noise measures well. Print-through is adequate, but you
may find that the HF response will be way up at 10kHz, and
somewhat electric, which desperately needs taming. This is avery
definite case for record equalisation adjustment, since abias
increase does not help the LF performance at all on the C90, but just
kills HF saturation. The C60, however, can benefit from abias
increase, which improves the 315Hz MOL, although HF saturation is
degraded. The 3.15kHz MOL performance is quite good, but along
way short of TDK ADX.
Really superb are all the mechanical performance areas, the
stability charts being some of the most stable that we have plotted in
quite awhile. A strongly recommended, reliable product, but watch
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There was once atime when Maxell reigned supreme in marketing
their top prestige cassettes. TDK now get the bouquet, and Maxell
have slipped quite alot. Sony are making some good products which
are competitive, and both their tapes have done very well, but it is a
pity that their new top-end product is not available in the UK. Iam
just very slightly concerned that Sony's coating consistency, and
possibly slitting, need watching, and the Japanese- made product
would seem to be rather better here than those made in Europe.
That's, despite the somewhat weird name, have done extremely
well, and have produced aproduct with the best ferric mechanics,
which is an important consideration, but note the HF rise. As far as
print-through is concerned, Iam somewhat alarmed that many tape
types are not acceptable, and Ipersonally think that this is an
important area. As far as C60s, 90s and 120s compare, it is interesting
that the 60s consistently had slightly more HF, but did not really
show asignificant advantage over the more popular 90s. If you
choose aC120 because you need the extra playing time, you will
have to accept adecreased output potential, and ideally you should
readjust the record Dolby level setting. Some of the C120 responses
showed humps in the pressure region which would become more
obvious subjectively if you were using noise reduction. The best one
seems to be TDK AD out of those tested. Note that C120 printthroughs are not as frighteningly poor as many might imagine, and I
have found this quite fascinating.
In looking over the differences between the bottom, medium and
high- end products, it seems to me that if your deck has Dolby-C, and
is either properly aligned for an average tape, or has auto- alignment,
then you will probably be satisfied with quite afew medium-priced
products, including BASF LH El, Maxell UL, Sony HF and TDK D. all of
which can give avery good recording with wide dynamic range with
Dolby- C. If you have just Dolby- B, or you wish to have areally superb
dynamic range capability using Dolby- C, then Sony HFS, TDK ADX
and That's FX can all be very worthwhile. Iam most disappointed
that Maxell XLIS seems to have slipped back noticeably against its
competition because of its very poor comparative 3.15kHz
performance, and its print-through is not rgally adequate either,
although it has quite alow background noise. Finally, Inote, with a
degree of concern, that quite afew tapes have an apparent HF lift in
them when tested against the reference tape, and it is quite clear to
me that deck manufacturers would do well to give users variable
equalisation on record, rather than variable bias, as if you try to
correct response anomalies by adjusting bias, you may also end up
severely degrading the high frequency saturation performance
whilst gaining hardly anything at lower frequencies. However, there
is one slight advantage gained by increasing bias alittle, that of
improving dropout characteristics at high frequencies because of the
greater bias field penetration.
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Part Two, chrome, pseudochrome and metal tapes, next month
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- 38.1
- 38.1
- 37.3
- 38.0
- 38.2

4.5
4.5
52.5/48
4.5
4
60/55
4
-

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
-

90
60
90
60
90
60
120
90
60
90
60

+ 5.7
+ 6.6
+ 4.5
+ 4.9
+ 5.5
+ 6.2
+ 3.3
+ 8.1
+ 8.3
+ 6.0
+ 6.0

+ 2.1
+ 2.3
+ 1.9
+ 1.7
+ 2.7
+ 2.8
+ 4.0
+ 4.1
+ 3.3
+ 2.6
+ 1.7

- 2.0
- 0.9
- 22
-2.5
-1.1
- 1.2
- 1.5
+ 0.2
+ 0.7
- 0.7
- 1.1

- 0.2
- 0.1
- 0.9
- 0.8
-0.3
- 0.1
- 1.0
+ 0.6
+ 0.7
+ 0.1
4-0.0

+ 1.7
+ 2.3
+ 1.2
+ 1.1
+ 2.1
+ 2.2
+ 1.8
+ 2.8
+ 3.4
+ 2.9
+ 3.0

- 52.6
- 48.4
- 45.3
- 46.6
- 49.5
- 48.4
- 41.4
- 41.9
- 41.5
- 48.6
- 46.6

- 52.1
- 51.9
- 49.8
-49.5
- 52.4
- 53.2
- 53.5
- 51.0
- 51.1
- 51.6
- 51.8

- 36.9
- 37.0
- 36.8
- 34.3
-35.7
- 36.5
- 35.1
- 38.3
- 38.0
- 40.0
394

4
4
45
4
45
4.5
5
5
35
5
5

4
5
5
5
4.5
5
5
3
5
4
5
45
5 -5
5
5

AGFA Super ferro HDX
BASF LH-EI
BASF LH-MI
BASF LH-MXI
PHIUPS Fel

MAXELL UDI

MAXELL XLI
MAXELL XLIS
SONY HF
SONY HFS
TDK D
TDK AD

TDK AD- X
THAT'S FX
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+ 0.5
+ 1.0
+ 1.0
+ 0.5
+ 1.0
+ 1.0
+ 1.5
+ 1.5
+ 2.0
+ 1.5
+ 1.5

- 39.8
- 40.7
- 40.1
-36.6
- 38.1
- 39.2
- 37.1
- 39.9
- 40.8
- 41.8
- 41.3

53/49
56/52
58.5/55.5
51.5/47.5
53/50
52.5/49
53/49
52/48.5
55/51

3
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the HF lift!

Conclusions on Ferrics

NOW IS THE TIME
TO INVEST IN CD!

0?J

With the substantial price reductions now announced
for CD players — among those we recommend, both
Yamaha and Denon have models at just under £250 —
this is surely the best time to buy your new player.
As we have been forecasting since its introduction in
early 1983, CD has now really taken off. Whereas originally there was a shortage of players, demand for the
discs themselves has now far outstripped supply.
Indeed, although annual production in Europe alone
is expected to double the 1985 output to some 65
million discs in 1986, there is still expected to be a
shortfall of over 5 million discs this year. Fortunately,
we have exceptional stocks and are able to obtain
other classical discs within a few days — all at the
special 20% discount to customers who buy CD
players from us.
We cordially invite you to visit our studio where you
can listen at leisure to CD recordings via the Quad ESL
63 and the remarkable BBC- designed LS3/5A loudspeakers, with or without sub-woofer. The combination of small, high quality speakers with a subwoofer is the perfect way of ' having your cake and
eating it', for it provides you with magnificent largescale sound without the need to confront bulky
enclosures.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd
MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

' Deccavolt
A sophisticated no- compromise loudspeaker design for the home constructor
ideal for use in Hi Fi systems of the highest
quality.
Particularly suitable for classical music,
this design offers remarkable detail and
image localisation, with exceptionally
natural reproduction of choral works.
The ribbon transducer employed in the
horn treble unit is thinner than a human
hair and has a dynamic mass considerably
less than that of the moving parts of a
conventional dome tweeter, and this
results in much improved transient
response.
The bass unit is the highly regarded Volt
unit and the bass response is both
extended and well controlled. The 5th
order crossover network employs high
quality components including air cored
inductors wound to a specific DCR. The kit contains the bass and
treble units, all crossover components and PCBs, nuts, bolts, screws,
terminals, laminated bituminous felt panels, reflex tubes, long fibre
wool etc. and full constructional details, everything, in fact, except
wood and glue!
This speaker is quite exceptional - but don't just take our word for
it - come to Wilmslow and audition the Deccavolt yourself.
Specification:

AMiL

Frequency response: 30hz — 20Khz+
Impedance: 8 ohms
Sensitivity: 90dB 1 watt/1 metre
Dimensions: 815 x 395 x 330mm
Suitability: Amplifiers of 10 — 100 watts RMS.
Price: £ 446 per pair inc. VAT plus £ 6 carriage.

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

Y7SA

Details of the Deccavolt free on request - or send £ 1.50 for our full DIY
speaker catalogue ( export $ 6)
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi - all the way from A&R to Yamaha!

WI LMS LOW AUDIO LTD., 35-39 Church St., Wilmslow,
Cheshire 5K9 1AS. Telephone: 0625 529599
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A FISTFUL OF

CARTRIDGES
I

T IS 1986, ISN'T IT? THREE YEARS AFTER THE LAUNCH OF
CD, right? The black vinyl disc is supposed to be history— an
audio dodo, as it were— yet here we are with afistful of new
cartridges, launched just as the electromechanical music
retrieval system should be uttering its death rattle.
Make no mistake, agreat deal of money is being spent on
ramming CD down our collective throats, and it won't be too many
years before devices like arms, cartridges and turntables feature
mainly in '
The Anachrophile'. That's the way the majors want it, and
that's what they're going to get. As all six cartridges under review
come from companies larger than the kind which could be supported
by alingering analogue hardcore, it's interesting to note that the
three which are known primarily for cartridges ( Shure, Ortofon and
Audio-Technica) are looking at other ways of staying in business;
Technics — the fourth source — is already as diversified as acompany
can be. Yet while Shure looks to its microphones, PA gear ( and CD),
Ortofon to its test equipment, and Audio-Technica towards
microphones, headphones ( and CD), all have seen fit to carry on
launching new cartridges that are most definitely specialist products,
by no means the kind of goods which can be justified at this late date
as possible OEM money- spinners. There must be some
communication gap between these manufacturers and the CD
advocates who anticipate the day when the entire cartridge/styli
market is reduced to cheapo basics, replacement styli for lingering
LP lovers, and ahandful of exotic makes still kept alive by the
remaining ' High- Enders' ( no, that's not anew BBC soap opera...).
Shure have chosen to launch areal top- end challenger, the Ultra
500, just as many audiophiles were giving up hope for this venerable
firm. Ortofon's new entries are uprated versions of their existing
models, now bearing van den Hul tips. The two cartridges from
Audio-Technica look familiar, but boast LC-OFC wiring or microlinear tips, while Technics have released the latest edition of their
cult favourite 205 Series moving- magnet. These four manufacturers,
unlike specialist firms which don't really compete for CD dollars or
pounds, are telling the world that the LP ain't yet dead. .. so there.
All six cartridges were measured with Ortofon's TC3000 test
computer, using fresh test discs, with tracking forces measured by
the now- discontinued Technics electronic stylus balance. Each
cartridge was fitted to at least two different arm/turntable
combinations, to isolate its performance from the front-end, and due
care was exercised to guarantee correct capacitance and to optimise
the LF tonearm resonance. Turntable/arm combinations used
included the Oracle/Zeta, Oracle/Premier FT- 3, Thorens TD318 ( own
arm), and Merrill- modified AR turntable with Mission 774LC. The
listening tests were conducted using two amplifier/speaker chains,
either the Marantz PM4 with Wharfedale 504 or Goodmans LS3/5A
speakers, or the Croft Micro Preamp, Beard P100 power amps, and
the Apogee Scintillas. ( Note: though only the Shure Ultra 500,
Ortofon MC20 Super, or Technics P205C Mk4, are likely to find their
way into ahigh-end system, all six were auditioned through the
Beard/Croft/Apogee package because it imposed less of itself on the
sound.)

Auclio-Tecliiika AT

£ 24.95

The least expensive cartridge in the survey, Audio-Technica's
AT115E is the type of m- m design I'd expect to see fitted to anumber
of ' basic audiophile' or ' starter' packages. A prime candidate for use
with Dual, Rega, AR, and Thorens models, its price tag puts it smack
in the middle of apack including hot transducers from Goldring,
Grado, Ortofon, and just about every other manufacturer with afoot
in the mass- market camp. And as standards are so high in this sector,
the competition is verytough.
To make their budget model stand out from the crowd, AudioTechnica have replaced all internal wiring with linear crystal,
oxygen-free copper; this now applies to almost every model in the
range, including the £ 11.50 AT105. The body is the familiar A-T
rectangle, with open slots for the screws which Isincerely doubt
cause any compromise with the wide, flat top. The cartridge didn't
buckle when Itightened up the Goldring-sourced Allen bolts Iused
for all the test models ( except the Technics; see below). Its userreplaceable stylus assembly is a ' snap-fit' affair, so put away your
Superglue; it's asnug mating. The AT115E is fitted with a0.3x0.7 mil
Fil- FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'BiRadial' grain-oriented diamond, mounted nude to athinwall tube
cantilever; fit and polish were fine. Iremoved the flip-down stylus
guard for the tests.
Tested at the median recommended tracking force of 1.5gm, the
AT115E soon showed itself to be particularly sensitive to
capacitance. Though A-T suggest arange of 100-200pF, the roll- off of
the upper frequencies when using the higher figure caused a
clouding of the sound bordering on the unacceptable. At 100pF, the
extreme top still receded, but most of the sparkle was restored.
The AT115E, while competent, did not yield quite the performance
I've learned to accept as attainable for under £25. Bass was copious,
enough low-end energy coming from this cartridge to exploit even

EQUIPMEN

Ken Kessler reviews t elatest cart rid * es from Audio-Technic- a, Ortofon, Shure and Technics

the lower reaches of the Apogee, but it was too fat and boomy to be
acceptable for anything other than, say, hard rock or heavy metal. It
added arich ambience to bass drums, but the overhang made it
seem too untidy. Moving up into the midrange, the ST115E offered
more control; while transients were not as fast and crisp as those
portrayed by the budget Grado Model T, they didn't mirror the
sogginess of the lower registers. The rolled-off top made this the
least potentially-fatiguing cartridge I've tried in sometime, though it
did mean that some desirable brightness was missing.
Despite this, the AT115E did very well with lateral spread, the
images solid and in place, if somewhat two-dimensional in
comparison with dearer designs. It could not match the imaging
virtues of the Wharfedale 504 — alikely speaker to find in an
AT115E-equipped package — but it didn't compromise them to alevel
where the virtues were lost.
Portrayal of voices, especially female vocalists, was particularly
good the Linn Aloi recording of Carol Kidd coming through sweet
and clear. Enough detail was captured to convey breathing, and this
in turn meant that the sense of phrasing by afine vocalist can be fully
appreciated. Ms Kidd seemed further back in the soundstage than
she did when heard through the other cartridges in this group, but
that physical displacement could actually be avirtue in atiny room!
The AT115E is agood, but not stellar, performer for the £25 asking
price. For abit of excitement you'll have to look to other designs. I
would expect this cartridge to have areasonable application in
taming some wild and woolly budget system, its overall ' politeness',
in essence, shaving off the kind of nasties that come with budget
restraints. It will track most commercial recordings of anot too
strenuous nature ( in other words, it didn't like the Proprius Cantate),
and it's ' musical' enough to serve as afirst cartridge on the path to
high-end perdition. But in these days of stand- out budget goodies,
the AT115E is just one of the crowd.

Audio-Technica AT 1
40N11,

£95.95

Although this new A- Tdesign is familiar- looking, its distinctive,
long- serving body shape houses LC-OFC wiring and the cantilever
sports amicrolinear (- ridge, - scanner, call it what you will) stylus —
which regular readers will know as my favourite diamond profile. At
just under the ton, this cartridge would qualify as an upper- mid
purchase, and that calibre of advanced stylus is what you can now
expect, especially as there are now van den Hul-tipped cartridges
available for under £50.
45
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PHILIPS 16 BIT CO M

ACT

DISC

PLAYERS

The next generation of Philips CD.
At last the truth can be revealed.
Everyone knows just how good Philips
CD is, but there have been rumours that
it could be even better.
At last the truth can be revealed.
The long awaited CD 650 from Philips
has arrived. Unlike its predecessors, which
boasted 14 bit with 4 times oversampling,
this new state of the art CD player
features 16 bit with 4 times oversampling.
Achieving what many thought impossible,
an even truer, more transparent sound

than that of the acclaimed CD 104.
It also features FT S, a handy little
device that actually remembers which are
your favourite tracks on each album.
When that disc is re-inserted at any time
in the future, the CD 650 can automatically play those tracks for you again in
the order you selected.
We believe that with our new CD 650,
we've come that bit closer to the ultimate
goal. And that's the truth.

Another sensation from Philips

PHILIPS
HFN2,86

The AT140ML is an m- m design incorporating A-T's ' dual Magnet'
design said to improve channel separation; measurements and
listening confirm this. As with the AT115E, the stylus assembly is
housed in atight-fitting frame that clicks into place, and the physical
structure of the cartridge will enable secure fitting to the tonearm.
The AT140ML also comes with aflip-down stylus guard, which was
removed during testing.
Audio-Technica's choice of amicrolinear tip is justified by claims
that the profile offers both more accurate groove tracing ability and
longer stylus life, something Ican confirm by virtue of long-term use
of Garrott- modified Deccas. The AT140ML, with VTA carefully set,
sailed through every torture track Icould find, both on test discs and
music, reinforcing my faith in said profile. This was achieved at a
tracking force of 1.25gm; preferred capacitance was 100pF, as per
the AT115E.
Now this is more like it — apedigreed m- m to satisfy those
remaining hi-fi users who are prepared to spend acentury, but — for
whatever reason — don't want to go m-c. The AT140ML is abrassy
little devil that oozes confidence, never being ruffled and never
giving any less than the kind of performance you have every right to
expect from systems with atotal cost ( LP- only) of around the
£1000-£1500 mark. While it lacks the 'silence', be it during the spaces
between tracks or vinyl whoosh removal, of top-flight m-cs, the
AT140ML cooks up uncoloured sound, solid, three-dimensional
imaging, and enough attack throughout the range to dispel any
sense of sluggishness. What keeps it out of the high-priced stakes are
aforward upper-mid/lower treble band that can on occasion make
the sonic picture too like a3-D movie, and avery slight nasal quality
on male vocalists, especially tenor. This doesn't quite disqualify it for
use with King's Singers LPs, but alistener particularly sensitive to
this phenomenon might prefer adifferent transducer.
The AT140ML gives you 80-85% of the soundstage, creeping just
outside the edges of the speakers for lateral spread, just above the
speakers for height, but not quite removing the back wall for depth.
As this is exceptional for acartridge costing less than three figures
(and some would say it's exceptional for any fixed- coil design bar
Deccas), the AT140ML offers excellent value for money in its
portrayal of space and dimensionality. To better it, you've got to look
at the thoroughbred m-cs, though later on you'll read about its peer
for £ 125. But back to the sound.
Curiously, that forward region doesn't create any fatigue, though it
occurs in aparticularly sensitive area. The AT140ML rolls off slightly
above 15kHz, probably taking away some of the nasties that would
otherwise cause even greater exaggeration of the lower treble hump.
You get the delightful contradiction of asparkling performer, with
the sparks not bright enough to blind.
If anything, the cartridge is warmer than Iexpected, retaining the
atmosphere needed to convey an acoustic space and retain asense
of emotion when so required. Uncoloured, unfatiguing, yet at the
same time detailed and capable of convincing the listener that
nothing's missing. Aside from minor spots needing refinement, the
AT140ML is easy to enjoy. Maybe there is something in that LC-OFC
.called transparency?

Ortofon 0M40

4.169

When the hi-fi hardcore stopped using detachable headshells,
especially those incorporating the SME bayonet fixing, Ortofon
quickly adapted its droop-snout Concorde models into truncated
versions bearing standard two-screw spacing. The latest generation,
now dubbed OM ( for Optimum Match) are even more universal, as
Ortofon recognised that ultra- low- mass tonearms fell out of favour
along with detachable shells. To transform the 2.5gm OM series
cartridges into models usable with medium ( if not high) mass arms,
Ortofon created anifty method of adding mass to the cartridge to
bring it up to amore conventional 5gm. A triangular metal wedge fits
into the cavity between cartridge and headshell, neat and tidy and
only of concern for those who do use OMs without the mass weight:
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its absence leaves acavity where there should be aflat platform.
This latest version differs from its predecessors in the OM Series
by virtue of its van den Hul tip, Ortofon having opted for the Type II
with its more reasonable demands on VTA installation. The whole
affair is abreeze to set up, because the narrow plastic./glass body
falls nicely between the lines of most protractors, the fitting to the
headshell is straightforward, and the VTA— with the cartridge top
parallel to the LP— is spot-on at atracking force of 1.25gm.
Recommended loading is 200-500pF, and users who recall the
VMS20E will remember needing to get within those figures.
Ididn't have an arm handy to exploit the 0M40 in 2.5gm form, so I
used it with the mass wedge. Though afairly neutral performer, with
secure tracking under most conditions, the 0M40 has acharacter of
its own that intrudes upon the music. The effect is ablanketing of the
sound, almost arestraint, that manifests itself in aloss of subtle
detail. Sound is consistent and smooth from top to bottom, so no
single part of the spectrum stands out as particularly good or bad — a
genuine strength of this design — but the lack of transparency
removes the sense of ' air' between performers that so distinguishes
the ' physical' presence alluded to by soundstage and imagery
fanatics.
This isn't amortal wound, though, because many will find that the
0M40's top-to- bottom consistency, sweet top end, and tidy
behaviour outweigh the slight recession or loss of presence caused
by the veiling. It is slight by most standards anyway, and would be of
far more concern to owners of systems of far higher cost than those
likely to use a £69 cartridge.
Bass was quite powerful, nicely damped and rich, aboon to lovers
of electric bass and Dáfos fans. Vocals lacked the little clues, like
inhales and exhales, that add atrace more reality to the illusion, but
they did sound quite natural and free of hi-fi artificiality. Soundstage,
too, was acceptable, despite the haze, with sample depth to convey
three dimensionality, and lateral spread went beyond the speakers'
edges.
The 0M40, even with its van den Hul tip, seems more an exercise
in low- mass groove tracing than ultimate accuracy, lightweight in
sound as well as mass. It's not a ' bad' cartridge, more an
undistinguished one, and it seems crazy to tweak the capacitance
downward to make it sparkle abit. Isuppose that this cartridge will
appeal to those who still think that low-compliance, high mass
designs were the worst thing ever to happen to cartridges — a
backward step, so to speak— and who love flat frequency responses
and near-textbook specs throughout. The 0M40 won't drive you
from the room, but ' acceptable' isn't quite enough any more. For £69,
Ortofon can sell you an m- cthat blows this out of the shop.

Ortofon MC20 Su er

£125

Which brings us nicely to an Ortofon m- cdesign that's so good it's
scary. The only ' coil in the pack, Ortofon's drastically modified
update of aperennial model could turn out to be areal sleeper, and
I'm gonna love writing about this in 2006 for 'The Anachrophile'.
Imagine, if you will, acartridge with all the lusty virtue of an SPU that
can work in ' normal' arms, with most m-cstep-ups or inputs, which
has plenty of detail, and doesn't need astylus balance measured in
kilos. Think about it, then add to that acost some 50% less than the
SPU.
The MC20 Super doesn't even look like its predecessor, as it now
sports agold coloured, aluminium body, with acarbon fibre plate at
the bottom to reduce static. The body is bolted together ( shades of
Audio Note) and is so rugged that even acar mechanic could do the
tightening for you; the headshell would probably cave in first. Output
voltage is up to 0.2mV, compliance is in the 15cu region, and the
mass — while not low — is amanageable 9gm. In other words,
friends, Ortofon have introduced aNORMAL moving-coil cartridge!
Imagine: you can now retrieve the virtues of Ortofon's m-c
experience with atransducer that's almost — dare Isay it? —
universal! I've always had agood time with Ortofon m-cs, but the
search for the right set-up and arm always put astrain on me.
And that's not all. Besides incorporating much that was learned in
developing the highly regarded, prohibitively expensive MC2000,
Ortofon have fitted this with avan den Hul Type II stylus, glued the
magnetic assembly to the cartridge body to increase rigidity and
lower the resonances, and pretty much tweaked every parameter of
the old MC20. Indeed, the only thing that looks the same is the box in
which it's packed.
In the Premier FT3 tonearm — no extra damping added — the MC20
Super produced measurements that should keep all the spec freaks
at bay, bar absolute tracking ability. While the last bands on the test
records would set this on its own version of ' Flight Of The
Bumblebee', real-world recordings were handled with afinesse
matching every cartridge in this survey bar the Shure Ultra 500. In
practical terms, this cartridge is one of the most user-friendly m-cs I
can name — especially when judged in terms of its older siblings.
The MC20 Super is astar. Having aKoetsu Signature Red to hand,
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possibly the finest m-con the planet and 10 times the Ortofon's cost,
Iwas stunned to hear the MC20 Super reproduce 90% of the Koetsu's
soundstage, laterally and vertically, and 70% of the Koetsu's depth. It
lacked the awesome power of the Koetsu in the lower registers, but
the bass that does reach your ears is more than worthy of an
over-the-top high-end speaker. Midrange was glorious, warm and
lush like its grandaddy, the SPU, but full of detail that the SPU cannot
quite match. The top-end is as sweet and easy on the ears as any m-c
I've tried at or near the £ 125 mark, if not quite as breathtaking as the
Koetsu in its transient recovery.
There is, of course, afailing that must be noted, aslight rasp on
male vocals that makes effeminate vocalists sound macho and
he-men like Kenny Rogers sound gravelly. That, of course, is poetic
licence, because nothing could turn Tiny Tim into Tom Jones, but it
is noticeable enough to bear mentioning, if not vivid enough to cause
annoyance. Curiously, this minor coloration didn't appear on any
other material Itried, so apologies to those of you who may find out
that it wreaks havoc with ocarina or accordion performances.
With the VTA set just so — cartridge parallel to the disc and tracking
at 1.8gm — the MC20 Super reaffirmed Ortofon's position as a
manufacturer of superb cartridges at realistic prices. Personal bias
points to certain Denon models as serious rivals, and the cartridge
can be bettered for those who want a ' bigger' sound or more punch,
but I'd find it hard to believe that it would prove unsatisfactory with a
good arm and acompetent step-up like the Black Head ( used in the
test) or even the Ortofon T5 cheapo transformers ( ditto).
You didn't think we put it on the front cover of the magazine just
because it's pretty, did you?

Shun. tIra 500

£452

Pleasantly surprised as Iwas by the Shure V15V-MR, after years of
dismay at Shure's lack of concern for post- 1975 developments, I
looked forward to receiving the Ultra 500, aturbocharged, handbuilt, backs-to-the-wall killer version of the V15 V- MR. Externally, this
m- m design is to the older model what Rambo is to John Inman, a
chunky gold block that dismisses any thoughts of fragility or fear of
secure mounting. The wide, flat top is atorque fan's dream, and the
'substitute' plastic stylus, used for setting up overhang etc, without
risk to the real stylus assembly, means safety all round. ( You see?
User- replaceable styli do have their advantages.)
Weighing in at 9gm, the Ultra 500 can be something of anightmare
for sorting out tonearm resonances, as its compliance is high-ish at
20pm/dyne, but it's not impossible. Optimum load is 250pF, and the
recommended tracking force is 1.2gm, though you have to add
0.5gm to compensate for the now-familiar flip-down damper. The
cartridge rates high in user-friendliness, provided you can tweak the
arm's mass to deal with the resonance.
The Ultra 500 shares the wonderful (' in my opinion') Micro- Ridge
tip with its less costly predecessor, as well as Shure's thin-walled,
'telescopic' beryllium cantilever. Finish throughout is superb, and the
packaging oozes luxury — it comes in avelvet- lined wooden case.
Curiously, the Ultra 500 does not come with Shure's positively
brilliant set-up device, which guarantees spot-on overhang and VTA
with no risk to the stylus, but the aforementioned dummy stylus does
compensate for this loss.
Ican understand why this cartridge has acult following Stateside
(price advantages notwithstanding), because it's the most CD- like

sound I've yet heard from avinyl source. ( No offense meant to our
American Vinyl Guerrilla friends; I'm referring to the guys who like
Shures regardless.) Quiet? You can't believe how this thing skates
over silent passages, free of whoosh. The sensation is eerie, usually
only the preserve of owners of high-priced m-cs ( and low-priced CD
players ...), and it imparts aclinical, cut-glass edge to the
proceedings. And it's fast, with transients having aclearly defined
cut-off, the desired decay left intact. It's uncoloured, too, and
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SOME OF OUR AMAZING SOUNDS

Hundreds of stunning
bargains from our
regular lines — no
special purchases of
lines nobody really
wants — just
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prices
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HB1
Loudspeaker of the year, 1984
What Hi Fi"
Loudspeaker of the year, 1985 — " What Hi Fi"
Loudspeaker of the year, 1986 — What Hi Fi"
Best Buy — " Hi Fi Choice" 1983/4
"Outperforms anything else at this price
Icannot
recommend them too highly" — " Popular Hi Fi" 1983

HB2
Recommended — " Hi Fi Choice" 1979-1984
"They possess that effortless sound quality which was almost
impossible to believe" — Practical Hi Fi" 1980.
"This model earns aclear recommendation" — " Hi Fi News"
1983
HB3 11
"Exciting and very dramatic
with an effortlessness and ease.
Rhythms are well-defined and crisp
awarmth and richness
of tonal colour
highly informative
excellent levels of
instrumental separation
and dynamics." " Practical Hi Fi"
1983
"High sound levels without any noticeable compression
Convincing realism. Analytical sound reminiscent of studio
monitors."
"Hi Fi for Pleasure" 1984
TT2
"Recommended. Fine finish and construction
competitive
pricing and good performance
Afirm recommendation"
"Hi Fi Choice" 1984
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"In terms of performance the TT2 can be welcomed to the select
band of high quality units." " Gramophone" 1984
"The TT2 is asuperior product". " Hi Fi News" 1984
"
excellent, well- made, above average performance." " Hi Fi
Answers" 1983

The ' recommended' range Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd
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£132.95

Technics P205C Mk.4

Like the Shures, Technics 205 Series cartridges have acult following
that goes back some five years. All were astounded that such a
fabulous m- m design could corne from aJapanese giant unlikely to
serve audiophiles' needs. Indeed, Technics have shown aremarkable
facility for producing real gems, which they either do not promote
outside of their mass- market dealer network, or discontinue just as
we ' outsiders' learn of their existence. The fantastic stylus balance
mentioned in the preamble, and the EPA500 tonearm spring to mind,
two products the specialists wanted but Technics apparently didn't
want us to have. Oh, well.
The 205 seems to have fared better, as it's now in Mk.4 form, and
boasting such tweak refinements as ascrewed- in stylus assembly, a
pure boron tapered pipe cantilever, and awaltz down Specification
Lane that would even keep Shure happy. No ' conceptual details' are

given for the 0.2x0.7mil elliptical tip, but the profile looks fine enough
to qualify as much better than merely 'cooking'.
This particular variant— P205C Mk.4 — is for T4P, ' P- Mount'
installation, and it comes with an adaptor to make it suitable for
standard use. Ifind this quite amusing, because the cartridge's
appeal is in the precise sector where you can't give away turntables
with P- Mount arms, and Ijust can't see too many owners of
P- Mount- ready turntables, besides the late, lamented Technics SL-7
and SL- 10, spending this kind of money on an upgrade. As far as I
can recall, £ 15 shocks the pants off most P- Mount owners...
The adaptor is aflimsy affair that will quite antagonise the
rigid-fixers out there, aflexible affair that reminds me of the standard
adaptor supplied with Deccas— right down to the dedicated
self-tapping screws. Isuppose you could drill out the holes to use it
with better Allen bolts, but Iprefer not to mess with somebody else's
£132. However, John Crabbe dia tell me that some decoupling, as
afforded by this flimsy mount, might be desirable in acartridge
despite the sentiments of the hard core, and the way this baby
performed gave no impression that the mounting compromised the
sound. This cartridge is so free of ' chatter', and its imaging so secure,
that I'm tempted to go easier on my battered cartridge platforms.
The magic is still there, and this latest 205 is still an m- m to cherish.
It's clean, but not so clean as to sanitise the sound, and it's as neutral
as the price should demand. Like the Shure, it tracks beautifully,
though massed strings and massed vocals lose some definition; if
you want to be able to count how many singers are in the first row on
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, look to the Shure.
Bass was powerful, but never oppressive, and tidy enough to avoid
setting the Scintillas into acrazed state even with Dâfos. Midrange
and treble were clear and unfatiguing, though this cartridge was not
as good as the rest in the bunch on keeping the spit out of sibilants;
that precludes its use in top- end heavy systems, but it's aboon if
you'd like to add abit of sparkle to, say, some early '70s BBC designs
(other than the LS3/5A, of course).
Iliked the 205 even more than Idid the version that so wowed the
hi-fi underground in 1980, but the price has — if Irecall the correct
retail — almost doubled. At afew quid more than the Ortofon MC20
Super, it has its work cLt out. As it doesn't need astep-up of any sort,
that may be reason enough to choose it over an m-c. 1#4-

Nlantsfacturers' s ecifications
Type
Stylus
Output voltage
(1kHz, 5cm/s)
Channel separation

IkHz

Channel balance rIkHz
Compliance ( dynamic)
Rec. capacitance
Weight
Rec tracking force
Price

AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT115E
m-m
8x18grn Bi Radial

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT140ML
m- m
Micro- Linear

ORTOFON
0M40
m- m
van den Hul Il

ORTOFON
MC20 SUPER
m-c
van den Hul I
I

SHURE
ULTRA 500
m- m
Micro-Ridge

TECHNICS
P205C Mk.4
m-m
5x181.arn

4.5mV

5.0mV

3.5mV

0.2mV

3.2mV

2.5mV

28dB

NA

27dB

27dB

>25dB

1.5dB
NS
100-200pF
7.2g m
1.0-2.0gm
£24.95

0.75dB
9x10 6cm/dyne, 100Hz
100-200pF
6.5g m
1.25gm
£95.95

ldB
< 1dI3
35wm/mN
15mm/mN
200-500pF —
2.5/5gm ( optional)
9gm
1.25gm
1.8g m
£69
£ 125

1dB
20pcm/dyne
250pF
9.3gm
1.2g m
fa52

1dB
12x10 6cm/dyne 100Hz
<200pF
6gm
1.25gm
£132.95

> 25dB

Test Results ( Ortofon TC30001
Load Capacitance
Output UR ( mV) @, 5Cmis
Channel balance (dB)
Channel separation LIA ( dB)
Tracking ability LIA ( Urn)
Frequency response lkHz
UR ( dB)
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15k Hz
18kHz
20kHz
'With damper

100pF
5.0/4.7
0.4
26.3/28.4
79/77
0/0
-2.2/-2.0
-2.1/-1.0
-2.6/-1.7

100pF
400pF
4.7/4.5
4.0/3.9
0.5
0.1
30/30
28.9/30.0
80/80
80/80
0/0
0/0
0.0/+0.3 -0.3/-0.0
+ 2.7/4,3.8
+ 0.9/4-1.3
+ 2.3/.2.9 + 0.61+0.4

0.2/0.2
0.1
30/30
73/74
0/0
- 1.2/-1.0
-0.5/-0.0
-1.3/-0.9

250pF•
2.8/2.8
0.1
30/24
80/80
0/0
-0.5/-0.3
-0.7/-0.0
-0.9/-0.8

-4.6/-2.4
-7.0/-4.9
-8.3/-5.5

+ 0.31+0.9
- 1.9/-0.8
-3.0/-1.1

-2.4/-1.6
-3.0/-1.5
-2.7/-0.8

- 1.7/-1.0
-2.7/-1.8
-3.0/-2.0
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- 0.4/-0.6
- 1.9/-2.2
-2.3/-2.3

150pF
3.8/3.6
0.3
30/30
80/80
0/0
-0.5/-3.2
-0.6/-0.4
-0.6/.0.3
+0.8/.1.6
+1.2/.2.7
+1.4/.2.3
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transparent enough to convey air between musicians — aresult,
partly, of the aforementioned ' silence'.
'Competence' is the quality that the Shure possesses in spades,
never upset by complex passages in the way the V15 V- MR could get
caught out by bass overlays. The Ultra 500 needs its flip-down
damper, sounding horribly untidy without it; use it, and you'll get a
lower register almost on apar with the Ortofon MC20 Super. From
top to bottom, the Shure is embarrassingly consistent, like a
full- range loudspeaker, though the overall balance is lean, while
m-cs tend toward the lush. Older valve amplifiers— especially Quad
Ils— will add some warmth at the expense of accuracy, but then this
cartridge won't appeal to lovers of the romantic, so that's purely
academic.
The Shure excels in conveying hard information rather than
emotion. It's as if the Ultra 500 is ateacher rather than an entertainer,
which implies that something's missing. What that something is may
be three-dimensionality, which takes asonic picture from being
merely in the room to making it part of the environment. The Shure
will give you wall-to-wall sound, side-to-side, but the front-to- back
plane is restricted, and no amount of VTA adjustment could improve
this without upsetting everything else.
The Shure measures like adream, atextbook design as it were,
though one specification — while still very good — was out by about
6dB. The generator alignment must have been alittle out with
respect to the stylus/cantilever as channel separation was 30dB on
the right, 24dB on the left, and vertical azimuth or anti-skating
adjustment wouldn't equalise it without fouling some other spec.
Using atest disc from Ortofon designed to give audible, rather than
measureable, evidence of crosstalk rendered this one anomaly
insignificant and, as Icannot fault the Ultra 500's portrayal of images
on the left/right plane, don't let its appearance in the spec tables
below cause you undue worry.
This cartridge must fight head-on with some of the most highlyregarded m-cs on the market, and A- Bcomparisons will no doubt
end in astalemate of the lean vs. lush, clinical vs. romantic type.
What Iwould suggest is that this cartridge is the perfect solution for
music lovers captivated by CD, who still own lots of LPs not yet
transferred to silver, and who need some injection into their
analogue replay systems that will close the gap. This cartridge does
just that, which for many is no mean achievement. Idon't know if it
can woo many away from m- cdesigns, but it won't disappoint the
Shure faithful.

CASIO®

Sorry, but Casio 'snewest keyboard is

you play. To play different memory timbres

about to make you definitely discontented

simultaneously, you can split the 6I- key,

with whatever you're currently playing.

octave keyboard at any point.
FEATURES

Especially if you take your music

These include pitch bend, modulation

seriously.
Because the CT6500 is the first home
keyboard with the superb quality of
'PD' sound — the sound that's made Casio

and transpose, with stereo chorus, sustain/
rhythm and portamento effects, and outputs
for headphones, foot volume and M II)
1.
ACCOMPANIMENTS

synthesizers famous.
Clear, beautiful, living sounds, not
simply in melody tones, but in bass, chord
and obbligato timbres. Everything from
true-to-life instruments to imaginative new
sound creations. 48 pre-set voices you can
mix to make an incredible 1,128 individual

Auto- rhythms cover everything from
hard rock to reggae, swing to funk,
metronome beat to waltz-time. You can
synchronise the accompaniment's start to
your playing and use special intro and fill-in
flourishes for aprofessional backing sound.
There are six bass timbre accompan-

sounds.
Your choice of accompaniment is
unbelievable too. 20 auto- rhythms are only

iment tones, and ten each for chords and
obbligato.

the start. Each accompaniment timbre has

VOICES

its own pattern. And the accompaniment

Brilliant ' PD' ( phase distortion)

alters automatically as you change melody

sounds range from bass ensemble to blues

or chord progression.

harmonica, strings to slap bass and sitar,

Whetheryou're giving asensitive solo
performance or recreating the richness and
depth of an orchestra, the new Casio CT6500
is the perfect interpretative instrument.

piano, harpsichord, organ, flute, trumpet,
violin and imaginative fantasy sounds.
If you'd like to know more, ask your
Casio dealer. Or send us the coupon today.

Words can't express the pleasure of'
playing it. You'll have to discover that for
yourself at your Casio dealer. Meanwhile,
take acloser look

at

its features.

MEMORY
Chords and bass stored in the built-in

To: Casio Electronics Co. Ltd., Keyboards
Division, Unit 6,1000 North Circular Road,
London NW2 7‘1I). Telephone: 01-450 9131.
Please send me your free colour brochure
and details of the CT-6500 D List of
Casio dealers D

memory can be recalled and combined with
rhythm, leaving you to give your attention

NAME

to the melody line. The memory accommo-

ADDRESS

dates over 200 chords.
Playback with continuous repeat helps
practice. Independent operation memories
virtually elimi nate individual switchi ng while

pos-rco )
E
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THE NEW CASIO CT6500 £ 745 00 ( RRP) AVAIF ABF FAT MOST GOOD MUSIC STORES

FRANKFURT STAND A, 34, HALL 9.

CASIO
KEYBOARDS.
THE
NAME
TO PLAY
WITH.
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FOR BROKE
Nlartin Colloms reviews early sam 1es of Mill ) s' CD 450 81. CD-650 CD
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HILIPS WERE UNDERSTANDABLY A LITTLE PEEVED
when Marantz ( asubsidiary company) somewhat
prematurely lent UK reviewers an early handmade
sample CD player featuring their new 16- bit technology,
thus generating valuable publicity well ahead of actual
availability. Indeed, first reports on this machine
appeared in November. Both Marantz and Philips models featuring
this new technology will be officially available this month ( February),
so Philips released preproduction samples to be reviewed in the
relevant issues of the hi-fi magazines.
Ostensibly, this review features the CD-450, but teething troubles
with our sample led to the acquisition of the more expensive CD- 650.
This will appear in the shops in about amonth's time.
As originators and then co- architects with Sony of Compact Disc,
Philips have held astrong position on the format: with hindsight,
their decision to stick with 14- bit D/A converters and use 4x
oversampling in conjunction with digital filtration and moderate
analogue port filtering to achieve a16- bit equivalent dynamic range
appears to have been the right one technically. The public, however,
appear to have become convinced that aCD player has to have afull
16- bit DAC, the Philips system being considered inferior despite its
technical equivalence and superior sound quality in the hands of a
manufacturer such as Mission.
Some manufacturers opted for 2x oversampling ( Yamaha CD- X1
and its derivatives), and then Sony went for broke with their second
generation ' 02 series by combining oversampling and digital
filtration with full 16- bit DACs. This reached its culmination in the
exceptional DAS-702es add-on decoder. Philips have reacted to
this— and all credit to them — by going for full 16- bit non-timeshared
DACs with 4x oversampling and low- ripple digital filtering.
Moreover, their ( provisional) target prices will be ' under £300' for the
CD-450 and ' under £400' for the full-width, full-feature, CD-650.
A surprise is the provision on these machines of adigital data
output conforming to the new EIAJ standard, enabling aseparate
decoder box with stereo analogue outputs, such as the Sony ' 702,
and/or digital tone controls to be used. There would appear to be a
market for aUK- manufactured ' audiophile' D/A decoder [ lam told
that Cambridge Audio already offer such adevice in the USA— Ed],
enabling the Philips player to be used as an inexpensive high quality
transport.
The midi- sized CD-450 resembles the 14- bit CD- 150 which was
released last September. This costs £229 with aremote control
available as an optional extra. As well as the new technology, the
'450 comes complete with remote control, however, for what is
promised to be not alarge increase in price over the ' 150. All Philips
players are now drawer- loaders and, apart from the ' 104 and ' 304,
have afast servo and laser control system that provides Japanesestyle features such as: triple-speed audible music- cueing in both
forward and reverse modes; ( pretty) rapid track access; rack entry up
to 99; comprehensive track timing information; and, of course, full
programming facilities. Rather than the tacky flying leads fitted to
earlier machines, the CD-450 output is via phono sockets.
The full- width CD-650 has similar signal circuitry to the '450 but
augments its features with: aheadphone socket, with afront panel
level control; gold-plated output sockets; abetter quality connecting
54

cable with gold-plated phono plugs ( Inever would have guessed
Philips could go so far); and an advanced central microprocessor
which endows the ' 650 with the ability to do rather alot in the way of
programming. The ' play' mode, for example, allows for ' normal
play', ' single' ( one track only, no continuation), ' copy pause' and
'auto pause'. Track and remaining time can be displayed, in addition
to track and index numbers, while related features include ' repeat
between NB' programmed points and ' FTS' and ' review scan', the
latter automatically playing the first lOs of each track. This feature
also involves an erasable EPROM: once you have programmed your
favourite tracks on adisc and the order in which you like them
played, afile in memory is opened for this information tied to the
disc number so that every time you play the disc, that selection is
what you get. Tracks are ' deleted' in FTS mode and both numeric
programming and the FTS controls are located on aflip-down wedge
on the ' 650's front panel.
All the ' 50 series machines have aback panel DIN socket for
interface with aPhilips system. The ' 650 also has two pairs of output
sockets, one pair of standard quality, the other gold-plated pair being
labelled 'Additionally Filtered'. A separate circuit board with its own
regulators is provided for this output, presumably to increase
ultrasonic spuriae rejection in applications where this might prove to
be necessary and may, therefore, improve sound quality— atouch of
the Meridian and Mission modifications here.
A look at the interiors reveals that Philips' third generation of
players is no mere cosmetic reworking of the earlier series, there
being considerable advances in key areas. The integrated circuit
count has been considerably reduced, and anew transport
mechanism, small enough for awide range of applications including
use in portables, has been developed. This continues to use Philips'
swing- arm system with Foucault focusing and asingle- beam optical
head; it floats on soft rubber shock absorbers, with asystem
resonance at 25Hz and controlled damping, to provide good
vibration rejection at higher frequencies.
Backing up this transport is anew error correction chip, with much
enhanced processing and superior error flag control. In particular,
this provides ahigh level of good- resolution interpolation where
crude ' hold and jump' concealment sufficed in earlier models. Better
sound quality on poor or damaged/contaminated discs is promised,
together with better shock immunity for in-car or portable use. The
original Philips decoder could handle correction of errors up to seven
data frames in length, then providing one interpolation followed by
muting. The new, full specification, system will correct an error up to
15 frames in length, interpolate for afurther six samples, and then
offer a ' hold' function' for the remainder, not requiring muting at this
stage at all. The larger burst error control represents aconsiderable
improvement.
The new digital filter has effectively 120 coefficients ( 60 forward, 60
reverse) and is designed for acoloration-free, flat, audio passband
response. The 4x oversampling continues to allow the use of a
simple high-quality analogue filter at the final output rather than the
six-or- more- pole complexities used in competing designs.
While the CD standard is 16- bit— indeed, few recordings offer more
than 15- bit encoding — it is worth noting that the 16- bit plus
oversampling topology theoretically provides the equivalent of
HI- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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18- bit performance. For example, it could be used in adigital tone
control, offering boosts of up to 12dB, without impairing the 16- bit
dynamic range performance of the CD system. Obviously there is
great scope for future developments here.

that these sample players were unreliable due to weaknesses in the
manually programmed microprocessors and their piggyback
EPROMs and in the first batch of DACs, which proved to have a
substandard 10- bit performance.)

Lab Results
Both these and the listening test results should be regarded as
provisional since the samples tested were clearly of pre- production
quality. We shall arrange asecond look once the machines are in full
production.
Confirming the performance of Philips' new digital filter, the
CD-450 passband response was equivalent to Sony's best at
+0.02,-0.01dB, 20Hz-20kHz, which was not worth plotting, even on a
high- resolution graph. Channel matching was very close, to within
0.02dB, while channel separation was also excellent, particularly at
high frequencies. The dual DACs meant that interchannel phase
difference was predictably zero. The maximum output level was
around 1dB higher than usual at 2.17V. ( This player should not be
directly compared with others without level matching, therefore.)
The impulse response data revealed that the machine maintained
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alinear phase characteristic over the required bandwidth ( fig.1).
However, on linearity, this early sample player was disappointing,
not meeting a16- bit standard, let alone realising the theoretical
18- bit potential. At high signal levels, the distortion was pretty low
(fig.2), notably so at 20kHz ( at this frequency, distortion products are
measured downband, fig.3). However, this linearity degraded at
lower signal levels; at -80dB, 1kHz, the third harmonic distortion was
only 11.84dB down compared with the usual 25dB or so ( fig.4).
(There is also awide spread of synchronous hash present on the
spectrum analysis, interestingly at 100Hz intervals- power supply
breakthrough on the DACs, perhaps?) This loss of resolution was
also reflected by the amplitude step error at - 90dB modulation. The
best 16- bit players have achieved errors as low as 1-2dB here, but
this Philips CD-450 was 16dB adrift on the worst channel. The DACs
were really packing up below - 80dB, with average resolution
equivalent to 14.5- bit, this poorer than the original ' 104.
Tested at or near to full modulation, the IM results were fine, if not
the best yet measured ( fig.5). The resolution loss showed up in
'clutter' and spurious digital noise in the analogue output, which
limited S/N ratio. CCIR ARM unemphasised results of at least 110dB
should be obtainable, but the '450 only achieved amaximum of
96dB, again this worse than a ' 104. Rejection of spuriae had,
however, improved.
While the '450 could be tripped up by old, severely damaged discs
(these would play on the Sony ' 552), it passed the full complement of
defined error tests. On the transport side, the new mechanism
demonstrated fast access times, our standard test taking 3.8s
(industry average is 5-6s), and mechanical noise was low.
(After the test programme had been finished, Philips confirmed
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Alphason • Apogee • A&R Cambridge • Audiolab •
Audio Research • Burmester • Celestion • Counterpoint • Denon
•Dual • Goldring • KEF • Kiadea • Koetsu • Krell 4
,
Magnaplannar • Meridian • Mission • Musical Fidelity • Oracle
eOrpheus • Philips CD • Pink Triangle • Quad • Revolver •
R,evox • Robertson Audio • Sondex • Spendor • Talisman
•Tannoy • Van den Hul
Specialist Records & CD's: American Gramophone • AmonRa •
Audiofon • Chandos • Denon etc.
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-Aston Audiophile Accessories —

VISA
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

CD CREDIBILITY1
John Atkinson reviews Meridian's £675 PRO-MCD CD

H

ARDLY A MONTH SEEMS TO GO BY WITHOUT A
new ' audiophile' CD player being offered to .the
world's music lovers. 'Audiophile' CD player: surely
the terms are mutually exclusive, any true believer
remaining loyal to black disc? Well, many people
believe that part of the continuing problem with CD
sound — if there is aproblem, of course — is that the main
proponents of the system are large corporations from whom they
wouldn't buy as simple apiece of kit as an amplifier, let alone aCD
player. Obviously the way would then be open for small companies,
whose reputations depend on of the sound quality of their products,
to plug the resultant gap in the market. Dealers who previously held
no truck with digits would be able to allow their customers to buy
one of the ' approved' players; customers who yearned for CD but
couldn't live with the ignominy of owning aplayer without a ' real
hi-fi' name on the front could buy one without feeling guilty.
And that, broadly, is indeed what has happened. A number of
companies have stepped into the breach, marketing macnines with
good sound quality, but perhaps even more importantly, tinged with
that essential dash of street credibility. In the UK, first Meridian then
Mission led the way, introducing machines based on Philips chassis.
Whereas the Mission used the ' 104, the Meridian MCD was a
reworking of the now nearly four year- old CD- 100/101 chassis, with
Bob Stuart's magic wand waved over power supply and analogue
circuitry. The general verdict was that the MCD did, indeed, sound
better than the standard Philips machine, although the last time I
auditioned it (
HFN/RR May 1985), Ifelt the edge at that time to be
with the Mission machine.
Designers don't stand still, of course; last summer's CES in
Chicago saw the unveiling of Bob Stuart's latest thinking on CD
players in the form of the PRO-MCD. Still based on the ' 101 chassis,
the PRO-MCD is avery much more thorough attempt at getting the
best from silver disc, and is the result of cons -derable listening tests
carried out in conjunction with Decca, where CD playback could be
directly compared with the digital mastertape. Wags amongst you
will no doubt remember Decca organising aseries of tests (
HFN/RR
May ' 84) which showed that agroup of reviewers apparently couldn't
distinguish CD from mastertape. In the more relaxed circumstances
surrounding Meridian's comparisons at Decca, differences were
indeed audible, leading to circuit improvernants to render them less
so. ( With such success, it would appear, that Decca's John
Dunkerley, responsible for engineering those fine Montreal SO/
Dutoit recordings, has gone on record as saying that the PRO-MCD is
the ' best-sounding CD player he has tested'.)
A top- loading machine like its progenitors, the PRO-MCD has only
the basic facilities and primitive programming. Does this matter? I
think not, having used the ergonomically identical Marantz CD- 63 for
three years now. And if you can live with the spartan facilities of a
Linn ... As with that classic turntable, the sophistication lies under
the skin.
Although the basic diecast metal chassis and optical system are
the same as in the MCD — arefreshing change from Philips' new
plastic machines — the player height has been increased to allow the
fixing of atray underneath which contains an additional pcb and
power supply. The new board houses the two familiar Mullard
TDA-1540 14- bit DACs, one for each channel, and is fed the corrected,
digitally filtered and oversampled digital data stream from the
screened main board. The reconstructed analogue signals are
filtered and de-emphasised via 5534 op- amp circuitry, with further
5534s used for the output. Good quality passive components are
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used and, unlike the MCD, the PRO-MCD dispenses with output
coupling capacitors altogether. Gold-plated phono sockets are used.
The extra power supply, based on asmall Avel-Lindberg
transformer, supplies bipolar voltage rails, regulated with good
quality ' 317 and ' 337 ICs, to the analogue circuitry and aseparately
regulated 5V to the logic chips, in order to ensure the maximum
isolation between the digital and laser servo circuitry and the
analogue signal handling. In this way, any extra current demand on
the servo power supply will not modulate the rails of the output or
D/A sections, one reason put forward by Bob Stuart for audible
differences between players. Neither will there be switching noise
interference from the digital circuitry on the analogue supply. Bob
Stuart has also looked at such matters as minimising jitter on the
crystal ' clock' and optimising the operation of the focus and track
following servo mechanisms.
There is amaster power switch on the unit's rear, in practice this is
left on permanently so that the signal- handling circuitry is constantly
powered; the standard Philips on/off switch on the front panel just
powers up the laser and transport, its ' off' position being labelled
'SB' for stand-by as with the MCD.
The front panel is effectively identical to that of the MCD, but with
the addition of afour- LED vertical display on the left of the tray. Apart
from astandby-on indicator, LEDs indicate whether the CD being
played is pre- emphasised or not, whether the Absolute Phase ( signal
polarity) is inverted or not — aswitch under the display inverts the
signal in the digital domain — and indicates the presence of corrected
errors and interpolated-errors. More on these later. The final feature
is the permanent fixing of the floppy rubber mat recommended by
Meridian to subdue vibrations in the disc.

Measuring . . .
The measurements were carried out by Paul Crook and are
comparable with those obtained by Martin Colloms in his review of
the original MCD ( HFN/RRJanuary 1985). The basic frequency
response shows the slight ripples in the upper band due to the Bessel
characteristic of the analogue filtering. Inconsequential in
themselves, these are superimposed on aslight rolling- off trend,
which might suggest alack of ' air' to the sound quality. The pulse
response is typical of the acausal ' perfect filter' shape due to the
digital filtration, and is notably free from ringing. Unlike the original
MCD, the PRO is basically non- inverting.
Broadly, the measured performance is very similar to the basic
MCD, differences being confined to the fine detail. In particular, the
levels of ultrasonic spuriae were significantly lower than the MCD.
Channel separation is also between 6-15dB better, probably
reflecting the better power supply arrangements. In some areas,
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however, noise and linearity, things were actually slightly worse,
presumably due to the extra electronics in the signal path, though I
would imagine this is irrelevant.
The resolution measurement is somewhat puzzling as it indicates a
slight expansion of the signal at low levels. A -90dB level actually
reproduces as -95dB, compared with the original MCD which showed
slight compression, -90dB registering as -87.5dB.

Listening...
The majority of the listening was done with the Meridian PRO-MCD
feeding variously aKrell KSA-50 or KSA-100, either direct or via an
Audio Research SP- 10 preamp. Ipreferred the sound with the
preamp in circuit; make of that what you will, but it may have
something to do with the 4m of Monster Interlink Reference between
pre and power amplifiers. Loudspeakers were Apogee Scintillas in
the main, with Celestion SL600s pressed into service for the days
when I
was feeling alittle more realistic.
The mat did give an audible improvement; the Absolute Phase
switch worked as expected with recordings which were coherent
enough for it to be effective; neither of the error lights came on at
any time — that surprised me as Iexpected at least some of my discs
to be corrupt. Apparently not
Enough of the preliminaries. Did the PRO-MCD significantly
change my lifestyle? Did Iforswear vinyl? Did Ilose the right to wear
my HFN/RR Golden Ears badge with pride?
I'll pass by the answers to those questions. The most notable
attribute of the PRO-MCD sound was the absence of high frequency
nasties, an absence sufficiently marked that avisiting American
audiophile felt the sound to be ' mellow'. Itook that as high praise:
too often in hi-fi, aforward balance is mistaken for transparency and
over- bright high frequencies compared with those experienced live
taken for increased ' detail'. With each change of equipment Ihave
been striving for an increase in transparency without aconcomitant
rise in HF; to keep the response flat but more nearly approaching the
quality of live high frequencies ; to keep the speed and attack also
typical of real life without lapsing into asoggy mess. The Meridian is
'mellow', yes, but without aloss of high frequency detail or 'speed'.
Until the Meridian PRO-MCD came along, the best reproduced
'space' Ihad heard from CD was from Ivor Humphreys' Sony 502' on
Quad ESL-63s. Far from lacking ' air', the PRO-MCD gave an image of
similar solidity to the Sony, there not being any sense of restriction
other than the boundaries of the recorded acoustic. Cyprien Katsaris'
piano performances of Beethoven symphonies on Teldec, were more
believably pianistic, for example.
On top of that, there was arelative freedom from upper midrange
grain and hash which meant that even CDs which previously Ihad
found to be alittle ' hard' were rendered more acceptable. The recent
CBS Mahler 4may have been co-engineered by Tony Faulkner but I
find it alittle thin- sounding; via the Meridian such image subtleties
as the harp delicately pointing the pizzicato bass in the third
movement were intelligible without hyperbole. And on perverselyengineered recordings such as the grotesquely close-miked Glenn
Gould Goldberg Variations, it became easier to accept the anomalies.
(You could also follow Mr Gould's vocalising more clearly - amixed

The majority of the listening was done with the CD-450 ( before its
processor packed up), and its sound quality was highly regarded.
First impressions were of atypically musical Philips sound, but one
offering improved neutrality and atouch more ' life'. Careful listening
revealed significant gains in bass definition and ' speed', as well as
superior midrange detail and amore precise treble. Stereo focus was
particularly good, while both image width and depth were well
represented. No significant ' hardness' or other distortion- related
anomalies were observed.
When compared with existing references, the Philips CD-450 and
'650 were ranked high in asimilar territory to the top Sony player, the
'502es, but rather below the costly ' 552/'702 two- box combination.
This is an excellent result at this price level.
It proved possible to couple the '450 and ' 650 to the Sony ' 702
decoder via the data interface port. In general, when used purely as
optical data retrievers, the Philips player appeared to give a
marginally better sound quality than when the appropriate Sony
player was used in this fashion. Who said that properly corrected
digital data are incorruptible? The improvement heard was not
dissimilar to that heard with the CYX Damping Foil ( see HFN/RR
Accessories Club, p92). We initially felt that the improvement offered
by the use of the Philips- retrieved data would render use of the Foil
redundant. This turned out not to be the case, the Foil again proving
its merit at anew quality level.
Brief listening tests on the '650 established that it gave asimilar
sound quality to the '450, though its 'gold' output was felt actually to
be marginally inferior. Auditioning of the equivalent Marantz CD-65
prototype suggested an equal or better sound quality.
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blessing I'm sure you'll agree.)
As with good analogue, it was as if the listener has to do less work
translating the sound into music. During the last couple of years I
have been going through an infatuation with the soundscapes
conjured up by harpist Andreas Vollenweider. On his latest CD,
White Winds, there is atrack consisting of lightly struck handbells
and what sounds like bunches of keys, rattled to taste. Both on my
elderly Marantz and on Philips' new CD- 150, there is far less
differentiation, both between the timbres of the sounds compared
with the Meridian, and between their subtle positioning in the depth
plane. And the introduction to White Winds, where electric harp
ripples and shimmers above aglorious pedal bass note has
considerably more ' authority'.

Summing up...
During the time the PRO-MCD was living in my home, circumstances
dictated that my record deck was out of action. For three weeks,
therefore, my listening was almost entirely devoted to CD via the
Meridian machine. And do you know, Ididn't miss the Linn as much
as I
feared. In fact, something must have been very right with the
system as on anumber of occasions Ifound myself following one
disc with another with another, achain of musical association
unbroken by interruptions arising from dissatisfactions with the
sound. ( Audio Research owners will be familiar with the phrase
'SP- 10 nights'.)
The Meridian must therefore be doing something well, or at least
nothing particularly nasty, to give that degree of musical enjoyment.
The only CD players Ihave heard to rival the transparency of the
PRO-MCD have been the top Sonys, the ' 502 and ' 552/'702, both of
which are more expensive lone slightly, the other very much so). I
have to admit that areturn to the Linn was still welcome, but if you
put CD sound quality uppermost and can live with the limited
facilities, this Meridian is for you. Isuspect that it will be the first CD
player to be regarded as a ' classic'. yt-

Meridian Pro-MCD
Channel balance
Channel separation
Channel phase difference
Total Harmonic Distortion
(20kHz bandwidth inc. noise)

OdB
- 10dB
-60dB
-80dB

Intermodulation Distortion
L+R
Od8, 19/20kHz
L+R - 10d6, 19/20kHz
Frequency response UR
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time (Tr15 YEDS2)
Mechanical noise
Error correction
S/N Ratio
20Hz-20kHz unwtd
CCIR/ARM
Spuriae (to 100kHz)
Resolution at -90dB

20Hz
0.00dB
108dB
3
-96.7dB

IkHz
0.01dB
105dB
2
-85.0dB
-82.3dB
-43.8dB
-19.4dB

20kHz
0.10dB
80dB
1
-85.6dB

-84.9dB
-73.5dB
+0.1/+ 0.1dB 0/0d13
-1.2/-1.1dB
2.06VV
12ohms
Correct
14s
Low
>900um gap, >800um dot
97dB (emph) 99dB ( not emph)
91dB (emph( 95dB ( not emph)
-68 to - 114(113 (varies with signal level)
-4.8d13 ( L) -6.7dB ( R)

Conclusion
Any recommendations of these models are of necessity provisional,
in view of the poor state of the development samples supplied for
review. Putting these considerations aside for the moment, however,
these new Philips models are equipped with up-to-date transports
and facilities. The expected prices are keen- assuming that Philips
will stick with their projections- particularly considering that a
remote control is included, and the sound quality is extremely
promising, even judging by the prototypes assessed here. If Philips
get the bugs ironed out by the time of the February launch, they
should have very few commercial problems with the CD-450 and
CD-650.
Personally, I
feel Philips were premature in supplying the
machines at this stage in their development. The '450 failed twice
and had to be replaced with the '650, which we found also to be
flawed in several respects.
Conversely, the exercise did provide us with avaluable lesson on
the relevance of digital specifications. While the '450 is claimed to
have full 16- bit DACs- and to be honest, sounded like it- it actually
exhibited the lowest resolution of any player Ihave tested. Both
sample machines were considerably poorer in this respect than the
standard 14- bit Philips players: how important, therefore, is the
measured resolution? Will the production players sound any better if
they attain the full designed resolution?
The slightly less well- specified Sony '702 converter also gives a
better sound quality than the ' better' converters used in the ' 552
player. With digital techniques, there is apparently still along way to
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B&W
SERIES

AND YOU'LL

SEE

the same total spectrum capability: pop, jazz,
The inspiration: our celebrated Model 801
rock.classical.Each is designed for analogue
monitor — the trusted reference standard for
and compact disc — combining high
musicians, conductors and the worlds major
sensitivity and high output without the need
recording companies.
of alarge amplifier. Using advanced design
The testing ground: B&W's own research
optimisation techniques and the latest
establishment ... leading Europe in pushing
technology, B&W have compromised on
back the very frontiers of loudspeaker
nothing — except the price.
technology.
The outcome: DM100 series. Asuperb lineWe invite you to compare DM100 series
with loudspeakers of similar price,lor even
up of four domestic digital monitors in the
more expensive). Ask your
lower price range.
nearest B&W dealer.
The 100 series — DM100/DM110/
To hear is to believe.
DM220/DM330 — all offer you
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AS USED BY DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIOS WORLDWIDE AND SOON, WE HOPE, BY YOU.
B&W Loudspeakers ( UK Sales) Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing West Sussex BN15 8TR

Tel. ( 0903) 750750

Anew concept in human engineering.
This is the hi-fi system that does absolutely
everything in the way of making music. Including
things you have never even imagined, let alone seen
or heard before.
And it does them all superbly. Automatically. At
the touch of abutton. By remote control. From
anywhere in the house if you like.
With the Beosystem 5000, 'user-friendly' is an
understatement.
The only time you need go near the system is to
load the tapes and discs. Then sit down in comfort
with the miraculous Master Control Panel at your
side and program the receiver's microcomputer for
awhole evening's leisured listening.
Play arecord, acassette and up to 9pre-set radio
programmes — in any sequence — without further
instructions. Scan the tape for the tracks you like
best. Repeat the record up to 7times. Set the timer
to play any source at any time on any or every day.
Automatically.
The controls are all there at your fingertips.

At the receiving end of the Master Control
Panel's infra-red signals is the 2x55 watts
Beomaster 5000 tuner-amplifier. And connected to
the Beomaster by electronic data link is the
Beogram 5005 record deck and the Beocord 5000
cassette recorder. All this human engineering
is yours to command for around £1206.
Explaining all its features, functions and extraordinary benefits would take up almost as much
space as the Beosystem 5000 itself. But we have
compiled the main facts into a32 page Design
Story which you are invited to send for.
See, hear and try the new Beosystem 5000 at
your nearest Bang & Olufsen dealer. He can also
demonstrate our unique Master Control Link that
lets you enjoy and control your hi-fi from other
rooms in the house. Or contact us for full details at
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HFN4.,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE.
Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang &Olufsen

SEVEN

LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Colloms reviews models cost;

I

N THE DECEMBER 1985 ISSUE OF HFN/RR, IREVIEWED NINE
loudspeakers costing under £200/pair, so for this group, my
brief was to look at asimilar number of models the other side
of that price divide. There are fewer sales to be had at this
level; furthermore, there are not so many models. However,
the designer now has the opportunity to allocate more
resources to aspects of construction over and above the basic
requirements of drivers and enclosure.
The ubiquitous two-way system can be replaced by athree-way,
although this is usually only worthwhile at the top end of the price
scale, as with the Yamaha NS500 and KEF C80 reviewed here.
However, it is afact that competent two-way designs can produce a
very good performance, and athree-way needs to be exceptional if
its existence and price are to be justified.
All the speakers reviewed- with the exception of the Harbeth,
whose measured performance will not have changed significantly
since it was last reviewed in February 1981 - were fully tested in an
anechoic chamber as well as having acomputer-averaged in- room
measurement performed at the listening position. These tests were
backed by auditioning with avariety of classical and rock material,
from both vinyl and silver disc.
While NB comparisons were not employed, several noted
loudspeakers were retained from previous tests to act as references,
these including the LS3/5A, Spendor SP1 and SP2, and Celestion
SL600. Solid, non- resonant stands were used, locked to the floor, and
speaker cables were good quality 3.5m twisted pairs, fabricated from
single-strand 1mm diameter copper.
U)

13&0 ' Redline' 60

This middle- priced model is the first B&O loudspeaker to be
reviewed in HFN/RR for some years. B&O have the distinction of
being one of the most successful European speaker manufacturers,
with high UK sales, yet have maintained alow review profile.
The ' 60 is an unusual design,
with arectangular, fairly large
area, front panel, and it
incorporates some highly
innovative cabinetry. Many
people who find conventional
loudspeakers visually
unacceptable will often find
B&O designs more rewardingthe slimline speaker is styled in
B&O's Danish tradition,
featuring acurved, sculpted
grille panel. The ' red line' of the
name runs around the cabinet perimeter. It may be located in a
variety of ways: on the floor, tilted back at about 30'; on its side
placed on ashelf; set vertical; or even fixed to the wall. Brackets are
supplied, and the speaker can also be attached to an elegant B&O
stand, which has arectangular frame base and aslim vertical pillar.
Internal examination reveals the remarkable fact that there is a
total absence of wood in the enclosure. Both front and back sections
— which fit together like alid and box- are superbly designed,
structural plastic mouldings. The internally heavily braced front
section, moulded from afilled plastic, comprises the driver baffle
with an integral grille. The massive rear box section is made from a
different, fibre- reinforced material. An excellent engineering design,
it has curved roof sections, coupled with massive rib bracing both
inside and out, as well as heavy bituminous damping inserts. The
,back does not just 'fit' the front; rather, it forms part of amultiple
damping and bracing system, linking front and back sections at a
number of points. Some of these interfaces have high- loss damping;
others form high rigidity reinforcements.
Ihave never seen such high quality tooling applied to the
manufacture of aloudspeaker. The B&O engineers have eliminated
the high-cost hand fabrication and finishing of cabinets, and could
well have effected aperformance improvement into the bargain.
The drivers- two 110mm pulp-cone bass/mid units, a25mm
soft-dome Philips tweeter, and a120x300mm ABR- are mounted
from the inside and are clamped securely in position; the crossover
is wired-up directly to the drivers. Unfortunately, the drivers are
arranged in amanner which ignores the need for lateral symmetrical
directivity, so essential for good stereo focus. The tweeter is
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mounted near the centre, slightly offset, while the two smaller
drivers are positioned along one edge, the ABR being in the opposite
position the other side of the tweeter.
The ABR is asteel plate, lead foil damped and suspended on a
polyurethane half- roll surround. The crossover is of good quality and
uses atransformer core for the largest inductor. The LF driver leg is
first order, but the network complexity increases to second order for
the mid region and third order in the treble.
Considering the driver complement as well as the construction, the
Redline 60 appears to be quite competitively priced.

Lab results
Axial sensitivity was high at 91.5dB, and was not compromised
significantly by the impedance characteristic, which averaged
5ohms, giving the ' 60 a6ohm rating. With acomfortable 50W power
handling, this speaker can be used with amplifiers as small as 10W
output, but provides high maximum in- room levels of 104dBA with
larger models.
On-axis- what is the axis? - the Redline 60 produced the curve
shown. The bass was its best feature, well- damped, with aslow
extended rolloff. While the nominal -6dB point was at arather high
60Hz, the room response curve shows that the output was wellmaintained to the ABR corner frequency of 30Hz. The treble register
can be seen to be 2dB too prominent, perhaps reflecting the
Continental preference for abright sound. The speaker developed an
axial notch nearly 10dB deep between mid and treble, but moving
above axis, this trough filled, as the new prime response on the 2m
forward response set shows. The speaker proved to be pretty
well-balanced in polar terms, though there was more off-axis loss
than usual in the midrange. The treble level remained excessive with
an isolated hump at 16kHz, indicative of asubjective 'fizz'.
In the listening room, the bass/midrange can be seen to be
well-controlled and even. Interestingly, the axial trough does not
appear on the integrated power response. Note, however, the treble
lift which bumps up some 4dB before rolling away in areasonable
manner, disturbed only by the 16kHz blip.
Driven hard to alevel of 96dB, the 2nd harmonic distortion reached
4% in the 100-200Hz region, but held elsewhere to agood 0.3%, in
common with the 3rd harmonic. At 86dB, distortion had improved
great y, with 2nd harmonic averaging 0.1% above 500Hz.

Sound quality
Subjected to extensive listening tests- including blind tests- the
Redline 60 scored below average for its category. Stereo imagery
was not too well-focused, with an over-wide central image on solo
violin, for example. Depth and ambience were also constricted.
Neither did the ' 60 fare too well when it came to coloration. The
midrange was marred by 'tube' effects, and an excessive ' hardness'
was heard on wood block sounds. The treble tended to sibilance.
Bass extension was evident, though it was sometimes perceived
more as a ' rumble' than awell-defined note. The mid was lightweight
and the aggressive treble lent a 'tinkly' quality to the sound. LP
surface noise was exaggerated. Music dynamics were compressed,
and some listeners found it hard to enjoy the music.

Conclusion
What is the point of all that fine styling and superb mechanical
engineering when the result sounded like this? If put in the music
centre category, it would probably rate above average, but at this
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speakers. Just think of those elegant B&O audio systems, such as the
5000 series reviewed in the March 1984 issue of HFN/RR sans
speakers, having to partner equally elegant but sonically inferior
loudspeakers such as these.
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The low frequency system
resonance was placed at 74Hz,
and on-axis, the -6dB response
limit measured 55Hz. In- room,
the power response extended
comfortably to the lowest octave; the LF system alignment was felt
to be well-chosen, as well as nicely damped.
Looking more closely at the axial frequency response, arising
trend can be seen in the midrange which, though mild, would be just
sufficient to favour anear-wall location. In the treble there is clear
evidence of atailored response, with a3dB depression from 2.5kHz
to 5.5kHz to ' sweeten' the presence range while allowing the next
octave to rise above the mean, thus lending ' air' and ' sparkle' to the
mix. Evidence of the tweeter 'doctoring' can be seen in the falling
output above 15kHz. On- axis, ± 3.5dB limits are allowable for a
65Hz-17kHz response, this slightly improving with the 1
/2
octave
averaging employed for the 2m forward response diagram. Here, the
family of responses are quite well-ordered, but there is an indication
of acrossover gap or energy dip in the 3kHz band— perhaps due to an
under-sized capacitor'
In the listening room, ameasured mild forwardness would
probably impart a ' lightweight' nature, but as previously noted, the
bass was quite well- extended and even. The energy dip at crossover
can be seen to leave the upper treble somewhat isolated.
The 301 is of average sensitivity at 86.5dB/W, and its impedance
characteristic does not fall below 7.5ohms in the main working
range, averaging 10ohrns. With a75W power handling, it should
typically be capable of sound levels up to 101dBA, while amplifiers
down to 15W will still produce satisfactory volume levels.
Distortion was nicely controlled at 96dB, averaging 0.3% of 3rd
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Gale G s30

This new compact design has been along time coming, but it is
generally felt that the wait has been worthwhile. The 17Iitre internal
volume, chipboard cabinet is finished in real veneer and conforms
to normality regarding its two-driver, vertical- in- line arrangement of
200mm bass/mid unit and 19mm soft plastic dome, ferrofluid-cooled
tweeter, both properly rebated into the front panel. From here on in,
however, some distinctive differences emerge to set it apart.
Take the grille, for example. This is astriking feature in the form of
asheet of perforated steel in achoice of black, chrome, or colours.
This grille ( which does ring when rapped with aknuckle) is critically
spaced from the drivers on six studs, and is precisely aligned on the
tweeter. Ostensibly, the latter is familiar: in fact, certain alterations
render it non-standard. It comes equipped with a ' Sony style' flat
foam surface on the mounting plate, and Gale modify the unit by
dissassembling it and punching a4mm hole in the dome,
additionally placing some light absorbent foam behind the
diaphragm. Gale take no chances with the bass/mid driver: although
constructed on apressed-steel frame, it is mounted with twice the
usual number of screws, eight in all. This driver is aGale special,
related to the bass unit of the classic 401. It uses a150mm pulp cone
with apolyurethane surround and damping applied on the inner
surfaces. A 33mm motor coil is used, with afair-sized magnet.
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and 1% 2nd harmonic. Low frequency distortion was particularly
low, and the 86dB performance was most commendable.

Sound quality
First impressions were encouraging, as the 301 sounded light and
'airy', with low coloration and good detail. Ultimately, however, it
was felt to be alittle bright, with treble somewhat exposed, but not
seriously so. Stereo imagery was well-formed, with good focus,
decent stage width, and apleasing rendition of recorded depth and
ambient information.
Coloration was low, the sound being notably free from ' boxiness'.
The bass had no overhang or boom, and while the treble was
forward, it did not exhibit the oft-encountered fizz or ' sting'. The
sound held the listeners' interest, showing good dynamics and a
fast, clean effect witn good transparency and rendition of detail.

Conclusion
This well-finished quality compact of distinctive appearance has an
average sensitivity but offers low distortion and handles power
gracefully. While the frequency response looks mildly suspect, the
tailoring of the sound proved more than satisfactory. When wellsited, it sounded fine on awide range of program, both from LP and
from CD; although its particular balance and tonal quality suggest
prior audition, its general quality, and clarity in particular, qualify the
63
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The crossover operates at
around 3.5kHz and conforms to
12dB/octave electrical slopes.
Film rather than electrolytic
capacitors are employed, with
ferrite-core inductors. Electrical
connection is via 4mm socket/
binding posts. The Gale 301 is
essentially afree- space model,
though its tonal balance suits
stand- mounting amodest
0.3-0.8m distance from arear
wall.

4 price it has little chance when compared with similarly- priced hi-fi

EYES DOWN
Some attractive one off new year
bargains now include:

Cello presents the Audio Palette
All recordings, audio components, and listening rooms sound
different. How then is musical realism possible with a fixed
approach?
The Audio Palette addresses the fundamental problem in
audio, which is that as systems get more expensive, the number of
recordings which sound good dwindle. The task of the listener has
been to find recordings that the system likes to play. The music
which moved and excited us to begin with is deemed unplayable,
and we are asked to buy -audiophile" recordings which, for the most
part, few people want to hear. Cello feels that the most expensive
audio equipment should solve problems, not create them. The
Audio Palette restores classic recordings, in many cases, to better
than " audiophile" standards, including irreplaceable discs by John
Coltrane, Miles Davis, Ella Fitzgerald, Kathleen Ferrier, Janos Starker,
Arthur Rubinstein, etc. Compact discs come to life as you wished
they would. And there is absolutely no coloration, loss or compromise as determined by the most demanding professionals and
music lovers around the world. This is possible with your system, in
your room, to your taste. If you want to be free to enjoy the artists
and repertoire of your choice, this is it.
The Audio Palette and Master Supply comprise over 6000 parts,
50 class Aamplifier sections, and are built at the rate of only ten per
month.

Cello presents the Audio Suite
The Audio Suite is a mainframe which accepts up to ten modular
sections, allowing individual selection of preamplifier features and
functions. Its range of capabilities is almost limitless and makes
possible for the first time acompletely flexible approach to state-ofthe-art music system design and development
The Audio Suite incorporates many new ideas in design and
construction. Ten copper bars conduct all audio and DC signals so
there is no chassis wiring or contacts to degrade the sound quality.
Double regulation is provided by amaster external regulated power
supply coupled with individual on- board regulation for each stage.
Over 500 square inches of board space enable Cello to use the
quantity and quality of circuits and parts required for optimum
performance. Balanced push-pull inputs and outputs overcome the
limitations of unbalanced interconnections. Cello Strings cable,
connectors, and adaptors provide theoretically ideal signal transmission and compatibility with all equipment.
As aresult of this advanced engineering, the Audio Suite offers
sound quality far beyond what is normally expected from high
quality preamplifiers. The modular construction allows you to design
your own preamplifier according to your changing requirements,
priorities, and budget. The Audio Suite and Audio Palette together
make possible a world of musical realism never before thought
possible.

Also included in this discreet
bonanza is a wide range of moving coil cartridges, (
Audio Technica,
Ortofon, Supex and others), quality
cables, speaker stands and
accessories.
Pink Triangle turntables are now
happily available from stock again
alongside the excellent Michell
range, fronting probably the
widest choice of quality tonearms
since CD; Alphason, Zeta, Grado
and S.M.E. all with their heads stuck
in the stand!
Recent additions to our amplifier
range include the excellent Linx
mosfet combination and we also
welcome the McIntosh MCD 7000
compact disc player to stand
alongside the Meridian MCD pro as
leaders in the medium.
For full details of products and
services contact:

PHONOGRAPH

o
The Audio Palette and the Audio Suite are available for audition
exclusively at Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North,
Warrington. Contact Mr. Doug Brady personally on 0925-828009.
Cello is distributed by Automation Sciences Co., 20
Gaddesden, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 IPA 1044284-27861.

Meridian M2 Active Speakers £699
Magnum MF250 Power
Amp
£399
Pink Triangle Pip Pre Amp £367
PS Audio 2C+ Power Amp £799
PS Audio IVA Phono Pre Amp
(S/H)
£ 199
Fidelity Research FR64S Tone Arm
(S/H)
£ 149
Dean Alto II Speakers £ 149

Little

60a Erpingham Road, Put ne,
London SM,15. Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.—Fri. 1Oom- 1pm, 3.30-8pm. Sor.

Oom-bpm

Demonsrrorions by oppoinrmenr, please.
Systems delivered and installed free of charge
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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resonances. The back panel is screwed down, which helps to
increase the desired resistive loss between the sides and back, as
well as helping to control resonance. The interior is also lined with
high- loss polyurethane foam, absorbing internal standing-wave
energy. Harwood also favours bass reflex low frequency alignments,
exploiting the reduced distortion, greater power handling and
increased sensitivity attainable with its correct usage. Research at
the BBC identified areflex design employing aduct with optimised
ratio of diameter to length: such aport, measuring agenerous 62mm
in length, is fitted to the HL1.
Other BBC research into sound quality lead to opinion that it was
"ffl1111111111111111111111mmusidomi».—
beneficial to allow agentle
1-1.5dB trough in the octave
running approximately from
1-2kHz. This tailoring has been
aconsistent feature of the HL
series, and distinguishes them
from comparable systems of
monitoring quality and
accuracy. In truth, it is mild
enough not to upset the
speaker's subjective rating
significantly either way, but
some listeners may specifically
prefer things Harwood's way
and find it adeciding factor.
A classic two-way design, the
HL1's drivers are mounted
vertically in- line to provide
lateral symmetry. The upper
driver is the long-established
Audax HD100 25mm soft fabric
dome tweeter. The bass unit is
a200mm diecast frame unit:
although this was originally aHarbeth polypropylene cone design,
made under contract by Chartwell now owned by Rogers), it is now
an Audax unit with aflared cone fabricated from arecently utilised
plastic called TPX. Audax first announced this material — albeit
prematurely, for manufacturing difficulties were encountered —
several years ago. These have now been resolved and Harbeth's
driver is now in production. TPX requires forming at ahigher
temperature than Bextrene, Cobex or polypropylene, and in
consequence has better temperature stability. Its Young's Modulus,
or stiffness, is rather better, while its internal damping is good.
Potentially, TPX promises asimilar improvement over
polypropylene as the latter did when compared with Bextrene. Put
simply, the cone should sound ' cleaner'. Audax have also developed
anew synthetic surround material, Norsorex, which offers very good
termination for the rigid TPX cone.
Electrical connection is via the usual 4mm socket/binding posts,
while the crossover is of good quality, with autotransformer
matching of the sensitivity variations. The mid/treble balance is
accurately controlled on the HL1, as with the LS3/5A and Spendor
models which also have aBBC inheritance.

Lab results
Gake 301 for afirm recommendation.

Harbeth HL1 Mk IV

£340

The HL1 was introduced in 1977, some years after the Spendor BC1
with which it shares some design philosophy, and has remained in
production ever since. Now in MkIV guise, the speaker is virtually
unchanged in the general sense, yet incorporates sufficient technical
and subjective improvements to be worth afurther listen.
Unfortunately, the emergence of the MkIV version suffered long
delays due to the unavailability of certain parts: as aresult, our
samples arrived too late for anechoic measurement. The designer,
Dudley Harwood, informed us that the basic specification and
standard measured performance were virtually the same as before,
the major changes concerning only the use of anew cone material
and its effect on sound quality. It was possible to measure a
computer- averaged in- room response, and we have included the
anechoic measurements of the MkIII version as aguide to the HL1's
general performance characteristics.
Intended for free- space, stand mounting, this real wood-veneered
enclosure is larger than average, with avolume of 501itres. An
open-cell polyester foam grille is fitted; although this became
unfashionable long ago, it is rightfully retained by some designers
for its good acoustic behaviour, particularly regarding diffraction.
As Mr Harwood pioneered the BBC method of enclosure
construction, which aimed at reducing audible colorations, it is not
surprising that he continues to use this favoured method. The
cabinet is built from relatively thin, high quality plywood panels, with
bituminous pads on the interior surfaces to damp the higher modal
III- II NEWS& REC'ORI) RE‘ IEN
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Briefly reassessing the earlier data on the HL1 MkIII, the sensitivity is
average at 88dB/W, with aclean 8ohm impedance rating. The
speaker is easier to drive than usual and is thus kind to amplifiers. A
100W peak program power seemed asensible limit, allowing good
maximum sound levels of 103dBA to be obtained from apair in a
typical room.
The bass was quite well- extended, reaching -6dB at 45Hz, and
attained asolid 30Hz in- room, albeit with some lift in the 40-50Hz
range. The computed room response shows this lift to be 2-3dB and
the bass damping could be usefully increased to advantage for some
tastes. If played at modest levels, the bass will sound ' right', owing to
the human hearing characteristic, but at more realistic levels, low
frequencies might seem alittle excessive. Higher up the range, the
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HiFi cartridges ( even the more expensive
ones) have sometimes had one thing wrong
with them.
If you want to upgrade them, you have to
throw away the old cartridge. Along with
the money it cost you.
Ortofon have found away round
this frustrating dilemma. And we've
made it the principle behind our new

series of Optimum Match cartridges.
The OM Range (as it's more catchily known)
features two basic cartridges.
Which, between them, will match almost any
contemporary tonearm.
The OM, for all standard fittings,
complete with removable weight-plate
to differentiate between low and
medium-mass models.

And the OMP for P mount ( Plug-in), fittings.
Both these cartridges can then be fitted
from a choice of three different stylus units, of
increasing quality. The 10. an Elliptical diamond.
The 20, anude, highly-polished Elliptical
diamond. And the 30, a highly- polished
Fine Line diamond.
So, you can improve the performance of your cartridge without actually

changing the whole cartridge unit.
Have alook and listen at the new OM range at
your Ortofon stockist. With the 0M10 or OMP10
only setting you back around £ 14, the prices will
be something else you
never expected from
Ortofon.
accuracy in sound

orrofon

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: ORTOFON LTD., DENMARK HOUSE, TAVISTOCK
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, Nr. TWYFORD, BERKS. RGIO 9N1. TELEPHONE: ( 0734) 343621.
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At Unilet we stock equipment from all these companies. And we're proud of it.
We reckon to know what's really good at aparticular price. Not by reading the
magazines but by travelling the world - visiting shows in USA, Japan, Korea, Australia
and Europe.
Our sales staff know the equipment and will help you
decide.
In fact we stock more hi-fi than most stores have heard
of, let alone listened to.
If you appreciate good hi-fi when you hear it but can't
put your finger on it, call us or call in.

UNMET
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SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE.

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. 01-942 9567. 14 BUTE STREET, LONDON SW7. 01-589 2586.

in- room response shows amost uniform midband, with excellent
energy fill through the crossover region. The treble output rolls away
smoothly, as it should, but there is little evidence on this graph of the
famous 1-2kHz dip.
For ± 3dB limits, the HL1 MkIV provided a63Hz-18kHz response
on-axis, while the drive- unit outputs proved to be well- integrated,
resulting in afine set of off-axis responses. Tested at the high 96dB
level, levels of distortion were felt to be low, particularly of the far
more subjectively annoying 3rd harmonic, but these older distortion
results may be subject to change with the new bass/mid driver.
Sound quality
The previous HL1 MkIII always acquitted itself well on listening tests,
even in demanding situations involving live- vs- recorded music and
speech program. The overall sound standard was undoubtedly high,
though mild criticisms were made of some ' chestiness', bass •
'softness', and aslightly disembodied effect in the treble.
The latest MkIV HL1 also performed well, taking on more modern
designs on their own ground. The greatest gain was evident in the
vital midrange, where the system showed arewarding transient
HARBETH HL1 Mk IV
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'speed' and vitality which held the listeners' attention. Tonally, the
Harbeth was open and airy, yet it offered pleasing transparency with
arich, creamy midrange. Voices reproduced well, with afine
separation from the backing, whether orchestral or rock.
In frequency response terms, it sounded very smooth, with an
extended range. Coloration was generally very low, with just ahint of
soft dome 'tizz' in the extreme treble. Stereo imagery was considered
to be very good, with afine reproduction of depth. The HL1 was at its
best on classical material, doing full justice to anumber of respected
recordings. It also did well on rock, though the slight bass softness
and overhang diluted some of the musical impact and speed.
Conclusion
This fine loudspeaker has suffered rather less from the ravages of
inflation than some other models; indeed, its present price is not
much different from what it cost five years ago. The HL1 was always
agood loudspeaker and the new driver has resulted in aradical
improvement in the midrange, an area where it was already strong.
Classical in nature and by preference, the HL1 MkIV is still one of
the top ' monitor' systems, offering ahigh standard of relaxed
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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musical sound that will endure. At under £350, it represents fine
value and is firmly recommended.
KU

( SO

£499

The floor-standing C80 comes at the top of KEF's new C Series range
of loudspeakers. The system is aclassic three-way design, best
described as evolutionary rather than revolutionary. The concept
appears up to date, with such features as impedance compensation,
high sensitivity, and the use of polypropylene for the mid driver
diaphragm. However, the origins of the C80 go back along way. The
bass unit is aversion of the flat piston B139, which was first seen in
the mid ' 60s in the famous three-way KEF Concerto. Subsequently,
the basic driver line-up appeared in various guises, most recently in
the Cantata, aslim floor-standing model with the HF unit positioned
between the other two drivers. This placement is rewarding on
technical grounds, but does have some drawbacks; In the C80, the
tweeter is back in its conventional position above the midrange unit.
The old bass reflex Concerto offered asensitivity around 84dB/W;
the new C80 offers 89dB/W. This improvement has been achieved by
derating the impedance from the old 8-16ohms to 4ohms, this made
viable by the use of conjugate
load matching, and exploiting a
low frequency alignment that is
more to modern tastes. The
present-day demand for for
tighter, drier bass allows the
use of asealed box enclosure
with amild mid/treble response
lift adjusted to take proper
account of the floor loading in
the bass.
The B139 - the ' 139' refers to
its overall dimensions, namely
13 x9in. with aradiating area
equivalent to a 10in. 250mm
driver- takes on anew lease of
life in the C80. It can rightly
claim to be one of the first ' flat'
diaphragm drive- units,
employing athick oval wedge
of expanded polystyrene,
stress- reinforced by aluminium
skins bonded to its surfaces.
The enclosure is built largely
from high density chipboard
and is well-finished in areal
wood veneer. Overall volume is
47Iitres, with asystem resonance alittle above 50Hz, and the
moderate bass CIshould ensure aroom response extended to at
least 30Hz at agood power level. Its slim proportions mean that the
C80 can be placed directly on the floor, which is alikely occurrence
with certain dealers and customers. However, asmall steel frame a
few cm high and fitted with double spikes, the ' Soundbase', has been
produced to couple the speaker optimally to its environment. The
official stands, which should cost around £25/pair — contact the
HFN/RRAccessories Club p92 for availability- were not ready in time
for this review, but experiments with alternatives proved their worth.
The midrange driver, the 8160, is entirely new. It uses aspecial
polypropylene cone with asynthetic surround termination, and
effective radiating area is 120mm. Both the B160 and the B139
employ rigid diecast frames. Treble is handled by arecentlyintroduced 25mm soft- dome unit, recessed in ashort horn/plate.
First seen in the R104/2, this sensitive ferrofluid cooled/damped
driver has established agood standard of performance. The
midrange driver is back- loaded by asmall rectangular box, while the
main enclosure is volume-damped with polyester fibre.
The complex crossover comprises no less than 33 elements with
large dust iron ' dumb bell' cores used for the major inductors. The
network both divides the frequency range three ways and
compensates the impedance characteristic to an almost uniform
resistive 4ohm value. While this will impose some extra current
demand on the amplifier, the benign resistive nature means that
amplifier and cable will give of their best.
A special feature of the C80 is that dual input connectors allow a
choice of frequency response. The first, labelled ' boundary', is
suggested to be optimum for near-wall location, and provides
augmented mid and treble levels to restore the balance. The other is
optimised for open-space use, and by reducing mid and treble levels,
effectively adding more bass.

Lab

results
Measurement was complicated by the two response settings;
bracketed figures refer to 'free field' or ' open space' connection,
others to the ' boundary' condition. The latter figures more
69
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prominently since, in the event, we preferred the sound of the
speaker in this position, even when away from the walls.
KEF are notably accurate with regard to specification and the C80
gave no trouble on this score. Sensitivity was exactly as specified,
with excellent pair matching. The axial sensitivities were 89
(87)dB/W, but remember that the speaker is a4ohm load rather than
the more usual 8ohms ( our sensitivity 'watt' is consistently an 8ohm
one). As claimed, the impedance was ahighly uniform 4ohms on the
boundary setting. Free field, the attenuated upper range allowed the
impedance to rise alittle to amaximum of 5.5ohms. Minimum value
was 3.8ohms, but in some respects the C80 is akinder load than a
number of ' 8ohm' three-way models with acomplex reactive nature.
The sound was marginally preferred with the grille removed, this
confirmed by the axial response which shows asmall dip at 3kHz due
to the grille.
The axial response was remarkably uniform, meeting ± 1.5dB
limits from 55Hz to 20kHz. On ' boundary', there was amild 2dB
plateau above 250Hz ( dashed trace), appropriate for this location. As
the corrected low frequency response shows, the C80 had good LF
extension, to 46Hz ( 40Hz) for - 6dB. Out at 2m, the family of forward
responses were rated as excellent. The acoustic output was wellbalanced and uniform, with fine control off- axis.
The C80 drove the listening room acoustic well, particularly in the
boundary mode. Here, ± 3dB limits gave a25Hz-8kHz in- room
response, with fine uniformity. Full power was still available at the
lower limit, confirming the sensible LF alignment. In free-field mode,
the slightly bass- rich response agreed well with the listening results,
though both were within the limits of good taste.
Driven to ahigh 96dB spl, the C80 gave low levels of 2nd and 3rd
harmonic distortion. Second held to below 3% at low frequencies
and averaged 0.5% in the upper frequencies. Third harmonic was
also low, averaging 0.3% in the midband. The picture improved at
the lower 86dB test spl. Second harmonic now averaged 0.3% with
3rd at asimilar level. Overall this is agenerally good result.

KEF C80
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As indicated earlier, the C80 was preferred in my room on the drier
'boundary' setting ( my room is not known to be bass- heavy). First
impressions were pretty good and the speaker was liked for its even
nature. Tonally, it was close to true neutrality, with an accurate vocal
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balance and nicely controlled sibilance. At the limit, the mid was
slightly ' thinned' and ' pinched', but to alesser degree than the
majority of the C80's competitors.
In character the C80 sounded lively and ' open', with quite good
bass articulation and genuinely extended low frequency weight.
Stereo images were portrayed very well in the frontal plane, with
exact focus. When it came to portrayal of recorded depth, though,
the speaker was somewhat lacking. The impression of ambience and
'space' was also restricted more than had been anticipated; in this
respect, Iwas reminded of the John Bowers Active One.
Dynamically, it also seemed alittle constrained, being ' laid back'
and rather ' polite'. The C80 played well on most program but failed
to offer the full vitality and attack known to be present on the
recordings. Although the bass was fine in balance terms, it did lack
ultimate ' speed' or ' note- playing' ability.
Coloration was fairly low, and dispersed evenly throughout the
range. A slight 'fizz' was present in the upper treble, while the mid
could also sound atouch nasal at times. Some 'thickening' in the
upper bass was also noted.

Conclusion
Technically, the C80 is afine example of the modern designer's art.
Both specification and performance meet high standards and it
proved to be more aesthetically pleasing than most large three-way
systems. It also integrated with its environment in acoustic terms. It
is sensitive enough to generate high sound levels and has an
extended, uniform frequency response.
In subjective terms, it generally performs well and goes about its
business in an unobtrusive manner, offending no-one. Conversely, I
70
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felt that to some degree some music lacked the anticipated drama or
dynamics, while both depth and ambience effects were partially
masked. A reserved recommendation is in order, with the proviso
that the prospective purchaser audition the C80 properly prior to
making the final decision.

\lord NILP202

£247

This interesting two-way compact originated in Israel, where Morel
were manufacturing aline of drivers part licensed from Dynaudio.
These have since been developed further by Morel, and the company
has set up anew UK base near Ipswich.
Of roughly SL6 size and volume, the ' 202 is time aligned by
stepping the bass/mid unit forward on aself-damped, hard rubber
ring. The physical extension required is small since the bass cone is
extremely shallow, owing to its huge 75mm diameter voice coil. The
centre comprises alarge hard pulp dome ( the same material as the
cone) with the result that no part of this combined diaphragm is very
far from the coil former or driving point. Near-pistonic operation
should be the result, with avery low phase shift over the working
frequency range.
The crossover operates at alower frequency than usual, at 1.5kHz,
and the tweeter is ahighly developed 25mm soft- fabric dome unit
with awide bandwidth. Its magnet pole is hollow to reduce the
fundamental resonance, while the motor coil has ahigh temperature
rating, is ferrofluid-cooled, and is wound with special wire.
Working on the theory that wide- band drivers mounted close
together with time delay alignment should have agood intrinsic
phase response, the designer has chosen to maintain this by using a
simple first- order crossover with just two elements. These are alowHI- 11 NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Lab results
The ' 202 is one of those rare loudspeakers that sounded rather better
than one could possibly have guessed by looking at the response
curves. On- axis at 1m, the output was marred by acrevasse right on
the crossover point at 1.6kHz, while the comb- like response nearby
suggests multiple cancellations in the summed driver outputs.
Adding the grille ( dotted line) generated another notch at 4kHz, as
well as other irregularities. Ishould point out that such narrow
notches are not that audible as such, but they do indicate the
presence of other problems in terms of directivity and phase
pair- matching. The treble looked irregular, while the bass was
distinguished by too high aQ, ie, it was under- damped. The mid also
showed some prominence around 800Hz.
Sensitivity was low at 84dB/VV, and even this was compromised by
the unusually low impedance. The bass driver had aDC resistance of
under 3ohms, coming out at 3.5ohms in system. Above 1kHz, the
impedance rose to an average of 7.5ohms, meaning that the worst
problem was at low frequencies.
The bass extended to almost 50Hz, - 6dB, which is good for the size.
1n- room, some output was present down to 30Hz, though this was
overshadowed by the broad bass lift from 50Hz to 120Hz. The room
response also shows evidence of some mid prominence centred on
1kHz, this shelf afew dB high.
Out at 2m with 1/
3octave averaging, the output fell into the
triple- humped category. On- axis, aconsistent trough was present
around 2kHz, which varied strongly in the vertical plane. This can be
clearly seen in the response 15° above axis.
At 96dB, the system was working hard at low frequencies, with 3rd
harmonic reaching 15% below 170Hz, this assuming that the
fundamental is maintained at reference level. ( The distortion curves
are not weighted for LF rolloff.) Second harmonic reached 6% at
55Hz. However, above 200Hz the picture was much better, averaging
0.8% for both harmonics. At 86dB, the speaker was happier, showing
aconsiderable improvement at all frequencies, averaging 0.4%.
Peak power handling was indicated at 50W, which is rather less
than that of the SL6, for example, while 20W would be aminimum
recommendation. Modest maximum sound levels of 96dBA will be
possible in atypical room.

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

loss air-cored inductor for the
woofer and asimple series
capacitor for the treble. A
couple of top quality resistors
complete the job. However, this
simple approach will not
accommodate the usual driveunit eccentricities, namely a
non-flat acoustic response or a
variable load impedance.
Turning to the enclosure, this
is arigid, internally- braced box
with an MDF baffle and a
reinforced chipboard carcase.
Internal absorption is by means
of natural wool fibre. On the
review samples, the grilles had
agrey foam seal on the rear
face which aligned with
the cabinet front. They did not look that well-finished, however, and
their sonic quality was doubtful, so the grilles were left off for most of
the tests. Electrical connection is via 4mm socket/binding posts.
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with some associated ' phasiness' or stereo focus imprecision. Mild
grain' was noted in the upper treble while the lower mid was
muddled and the bass lacked speed or attack.
Nevertheless, the ' 202 did sound quite promising. Coloration was
generally low, stereo imagery was nicely formed, clear of the boxes,
with respectable ambience and depth. It portrayed perspectives well
and held the listeners' attention.

Conclusion
This speaker represents aconflicting set of results. Low in sensitivity
with apoorer than average load impedance, the ' 202 also suffers
from vertical lobing due to the excessive driver overlap and the poor
crossover control. The power handling is unspectacular yet the
speaker offers an appealingly high level of sound quality, suggesting
that the system does have considerable potential. A reserved
recommendation is appropriate— agood demonstration should
provide the answers to questions concerning loading, level and
sound quality.
(Note: as we go to press, there are rumours of aMkIlversion to be
available soon, featuring improved drivers and crossover.)

Ro *
ers

Sound quality
Auditioned before measurement, and perhaps rightly so, the ' 202
actually did pretty well, getting quite arespectable score for the
price. In character, it was nearer an SL6 than, say, aKan or aSara.
Overall, it was quite well balanced, though considered atouch too
rich in the bass and somewhat forward, but without being ' thin' in
the midrange. Specifically, the presence region was felt to be ' odd',
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Rogers have enjoyed considerable success with their LS7, an
upmarket compact which sells for £316. However, perceiving agap in
the market around the £200 level, designer Richard Ross has tried,
with the help of some new drive- units, to match the performance of
the LS7 as closely as possible while taking the lower price into
account. The result is the £ 206 LS6.
71
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We have one
quality hi-fi
anywhere in
best is here,
around £300
£30,000.

DLETT

of the finest ranges of
equipment available
the country. All that's
with systems starting
and going up to over

UDIO CONSULTANTS

Further, we have a wealth of experience in the selection and use of
systems gained over 20 years installing in situations as diverse
as pubs, clubs, churches, caravans, shops and large and small
halls. You name it, and we've probably done it. So the domestic
situation holds no surprises for us.

You want the best for your money and we'll help you get it, not flog you what gives us
greatest profit — that's apromise. Whether you have £5 or £5000 to spend, you'll get our
undivided attention and a degree of expertise and service pretty well unique in the hi-fi
world. We look forward to seeing you soon.
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RADLETT AUDIO
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Hertfordshire. — 09276 6497
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Why do DJs, record shops and
libraries use Arjay's storage
system?

ST2
Holds 480 records
price £109.00
ST3
Holds 360 records
price £89.00

A

For less than 25p arecord you'll
have storage safety for your

collection — no warps, crash-outs,
mislaid records. Good looking, but

514
Holds 240 records
price £55.00

rugged racks, that have been tested to
full capacity weights. Your record shop
can't afford damaged discs — nor can
you. You'll be able to put your hand on a
record in seconds.
Contact Karen, 01 390 2101 or send coupon to

Arjay Interiors
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ
D Please send me your LP storage units brochure

I
D Please quote me for delivery to address below of:
STS
Holds 120 records
price £34.00

Name
Address

ST1 ( not illustrated) Holds 600 records price £ 1i0.00

Now available to the public at ex works prices.

Tel. no.

HFN 2/86
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Cabinet size is very similar to the ' 7, with the ' 6just afew cm
shorter. The internal volume is 24Iitres, reflex-tuned at low
frequencies by alarge 50mrn
port, slant cut to disperse the
tube modes and chamfered to
reduce windage noise. System
resonance is at 50Hz, while the
alignment is 5th-order via a
series 440pF capacitor in the
woofer feed to provide a
subsonic rolloff.
Two drivers are used, the
treble being handled by the
established 19mm soft plastic
dome unit from SEAS, this
version ferrofluid damped and
cooled. Bass and midrange are
handled by a210mm steelframed driver fitted with anew
165mm polypropylene cone
with acritically flared profile.
The crossover uses high quality
components and has eight
elements, excluding the bass
section, and essentially
conforms to third- order slopes. Electrical connection is via 4mm
socket/binding posts.
Finely veneered in walnut ( teak and black ash are also available),
the one-piece cabinet has an MDF baffle and an undamped
chipboard carcase. The interior is lined with BBC- grade acoustic
foam absorbent.

Lab results

Pair matching was excellent, within ± 0.5dB from 50Hz to 20kHz, and
met Rogers' tight specification. Sensitivity was ldB out, however, as
we measured an above-average 88dB/VV compared with Rogers'
89dBAA/. Such small discrepancies are not uncommon. The high
temperature rating for both both drive- unit voice-coils meant that the
LS6 could handle up to 150W peak program, giving high maximum
sound levels of 104dBA. A 15W amplifier will suffice for more modest
levels. The speaker easily met its 8ohm specification and should be
an easy amplifier load.
On- axis, the response was very uniform— and has improved since
the model's launch last June— and easily met the specified limits; in
fact the response was ± 2dB, 50Hz to 20kHz, with the grille detached.
(The curve was also alittle smoother without the grille.) The bass
extension was fine for the type at 50Hz, - 6dB, but did not extend as
low as the LS7.
The forward response family at 2m show remarkable off-axis
uniformity. The shape of the curves suggest atouch of lift at 50Hz
with asteep rolloff below. The room-averaged curves show anear
textbook balance and uniformity in the upper range; there was a
501-1z prominence, 5dB high, however, again coupled with arapid
rolloff. 30Ftz output was still present at arespectable level but was
overshadowed by the 50Hz lift.
At 96dB, the LS6 gave moderate distortion levels over awide
frequency range, around 0.4% above 100Hz. By 86dB, aconsiderable
improvement was evident, with 0.2% typical and excellent control
shown at low frequencies.
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substantial stage width. Reproducing afair impression of image
depth, the LS6 also conveyed something of the ambience and
acoustic of many recordings. Detail was reproduced well, and the
sound was articulate and well-mannered. The bass did not appear
too unbalanced, in fact rather less so than the measured room
response would suggest.
The LS6 was not in the top class so far as dynamics were
concerned, but it nonetheless gave arespectable account of the
music and handled high powers cleanly.
In the main, this review reads as if it were of aloudspeaker in the
£300 category rather than one costing £206. Skilfully engineered, the
LS6 offers acompetitive balance of high quality finish and build,
good sensitivity coupled with low distortion, and, perhaps most
importantly, afine, inherently neutral, sonic standard. It is very good
value for money and carries astrong recommendation.
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Intended for use in free space, the LS6s were auditioned on open
rigid 46cm stands. The samples obtained for this review sounded
even better than the already good-sounding pair Iauditioned last
summer. The LS6 was distinguished by an unusually accurate tonal
balance, virtually in the ' monitor' class. It sounded very even and
well controlled, essentially free from ' lumps' or 'clutter' over its
frequency range. Coloration was fairly mild and spread thinly: a
touch of bass softness; slight ' boxiness'; and some treble 'zinginess'.
Stereo images were reproduced with very good focus and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Yamaha WOO

£ 499

As the legendary Yamaha NS1000 ( now 10years old) progresses up
the inflationary price spiral, aless expensive model has been
introduced to fill the resultant gap in the market. Priced around £499,
this large, superbly built and finished three-way system promises
high sound levels with acrisp dynamic performance.
The three drivers comprise a320mm bass unit with acast
aluminium frame, its straight-sided cone acarbon composite
material of high rigidity and driven by ahigh power 50mm motor.
Midrange is handled by alarge unit with a140mm cast frame and an
80mm diaphragm, this across between acone and adome formed
73
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SR-222 MkV BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
£109 inc. vat

The AU- G 1IX is an affordable amplifier offering the
same technology as models AU- G 33X and AU- G 55X.
The XBalanced Amp Type II is designed to eliminate all
ground related problems so music is reproduced with
unbelievable purity and clarity.
In the event of speaker impedance becoming low, the
AU- G 11X is equipped to supply ample current to the
power output stage and can deliver as much as 75
watts of dynamic power into 2ohms.

"It'll record forwards, backwards, one tape, two tapes,
one track or two tracks at atime, at normal speed or
double speed. It's got 34 knobs on the front panel and
acomputer which sequences and records tracks in
your chosen order.
On the ergonomic front Iwas very impressed with the
build quality of the Sansui DW- 10, its finish being first
rate with anice feel to the main control buttons.
The Sansui DW-10, enigmatic as it may be, works out
being arather good machine and fills auseful niche in
the marketplace of twin cassette decks. It is welldesigned, beautifully constructed, sounds good overall
in relation to other machines of this type and is actually
alot of deck for the money. Definitely afront-runner in
the class.
Ian Kuah, Which Compact Disc?September /985.

"I was very impressed with the sound from this MkV
version of the SR- 222. It was consistently smooth and
even toned, with only aslight lack of subtlety giving
away its market position compared to more expensive
units. On the whole it gave aconsistently revealing
sense of atmosphere and plenty of detail, but above
all it got the feet tapping and really invited you to
participate. For just over £ 100 that's got to be
good value."
Jonathan Kettle, New Hi Fi Sound. July 1985.

This payer offers agood sound quality for the money,
together with acompetent transport, claiming fast
access times. In common with other related models,
the new PCV100 has no difficulty in gaining a
recommendation in this issue and in view of the latest
pricing wins a 'Best Buy rating."
Hi FiChoice June 198')

"Welcome back Sansui! Your PCV- 100 player is an
excellent product and is warmly recommended.
For: Good looks. Ease of operation. Very quiet running.
Against: The third screw along the back was the wrong
shade of black!" Stan Cu 115. Which Compact Disc 2 June 1985

SANSUI ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD.. Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx. UBE OM

"SOUND QUALITY. Given the standard technology, and
generally satisfactory lab performance, one might
be forgiven for anticipating asimilar 'just satisfactory'
sonic performance. However, the Sansui surprised
us here, with something rather special for the price
sector.
It scored well, approaching the best respected decks
costing some 25% more. It demonstrated aprecise,
well focused stereo image, with substantial depth and
ambience. Mid tonal balance was quite good, with a
natural perspective, while both bass and treble
extremes were reproduced with good clarity and
authority. The sound was judged slightly Clinical' but
this did not detract from its good ratings.
CONCLUSION. Good as the '
100 is, the ' 750 is better
still, and is strongly recommended as abasic machine
offering acompetitive sound quality."
Hi Fi News. October / 985.

TUNER
TU- D

£ 109 inc. vat

33XL

AU-G33X STEREO AMP. £ 169 inc. va

"Sansui AU- G 33X is pretty damn good. In fact it's a
cracker."
"I have the distinct impression that here, at last is one
main stream manufacturer making aconcerted stab
at closing the gap with the best of the audiophile
orientated competition."
"The Sansui does go louder- much louder- than the
£100 to£120 models, and it has that rare and
precious facility of staying in perfect control of the
loudspeakers to which it's presented."
"Recommended".
Alvin Gold, New Hi Fs Sound. February 1985.

"A couple of plays revealed that the TUD 33XL's ability
to prise decent sound stage, with ample depth to
convey 3-D presence and bass, from musical
instruments or sound effects was, at times, near
awesome."
"The Sansui is adevilish successful solution for those
of you who can no longer bear to part with afiver
whenever you crave something new."
"And its pretty to boot."
Ken Kessler, Hi - Fi News. May 1985.

AU G55X

STEREO AMP. £ 24

9

inc .
vat

SANSUI TU D 99X. Best Buy, Hi Fi Choice. March 1985.
"With afront rank sound quality and avery strong RF
performance, this is clearly afine tuner design. Suited,
with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and high strength
locations, aversatile performance is offered".
Conclusion. "The TU D 99X represents very good value
in its price sector, and qualifies for aBest Buy rating."
Fil Fi Choice

The TU D 99X incorporates asuper linear digital
decoder which eliminates beat interference. It does
so effectively and without creating its own audible beat
since no harmonics are generated.

"Altogether avery satisfying stereo amplifier which
I
could live with for alongtime. Well recommended."
John Gilbert, Gramophone April 1985

"To most people, names such as Sansui enjoy street
credibility while other more esoteric names simply
cannot match up."
"The Sansui easily won out in the specific area of
maximum loudness, which was achieved in aseamless
and unstrained manner."
"I like the Sansui. In addition to its superb build, finish
and flexibility, it was capable of real quality music
making."
Alvtrt Gold. Whdt Fit FC7February 1985

Send the coupon today for further details on
any of the products shown above and a full list
of Sansui Pure Hi Fi dealers.
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"It sounds simply marvellous
this gem sells for atoken £495
Ithink that's abargain"
HI Fl NEWS
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The incredible new Lux-105 Brid amplifier
No longer is it acase of valves versus transistors. With the
revolutionary Brid Series, Lux designers have combined the
best characteristics of both technologies to achieve
something quite extraordinary in the realm of sound
reproduction. Triode valves in the pre- driver stage of each
channel utilise their ultra- linearity and in conjunction with
the high power and low distortion of the MOS FET output
T ool stages achieve atruly revolutionary sound
stage, unique to the Lux Brid amplifiers.
See the range at your dealer or send off the
coupon for full details. Lux Brid amplifiers start
at only £395.
To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Telephone: 01-6072717. Please send me details of the new Lux Brid range
Name:

Address•

from metal. High frequencies
are produced by aversion of
Yamaha's established 25mm
beryllium dome, built on a
superb cast housing with a
generous magnet system.
Calibrated level controls are
provided for the mid and treble,
allowing some adjustment of
tonal balance to suit
environment and taste. The
crossover is essentially 2ndorder with 12dB/octave slopes,
with changeover at 700Hz —
rather high for the bass unit, I
would have thought — and 5kHz.
The sizeable sealed enclosure
has an internal volume of
55Iitres, tuning the fairly light
bass unit to 50Hz. The system
is low, corresponding to an
over-damped alignment; extended bass should be possible. The
20mm thick, high density chipboard box is finished in vinyl, and has
well designed internal bracing to break up dominant resonances. Felt
and fibreglass are used to damp internal modes. The grille has a
rather thick 30mm edge and was considered to have an unfavourable
effect on sound quality; it was accordingly discarded for most of the
tests. Electrical connection is via massive 30A- rated binding posts.

Lab results

YAMAHA NS5O0

ON -AXIS RESPONSE
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DISTORTION AT 96dB SPL

The prime response suggests ahigh 92dB/W sensitivity which will
not be compromised much by the impedance, which has amoderate
5ohms minimum and an average value of 8ohms. Very high sound
levels up to 110dBA will be possible, given the clear power handling
of 200W. Conversely, a 10W amplifier will still give substantial
100dBA in- room levels.
The axial response at 1m was measured with the controls set to ' 0'
(solid line), with the grille on ( dotted line) and with both controls set
to '- 2' ( dashed line). The response was not particularly uniform, with
an indication of some broad lift around 400Hz, alack of energy
around 1kHz, and apeaky treble, a3-4dB lift above the mean level
being obvious at 13.5kHz. The level controls worked as indicated,
while the grille affected output above 1kHz. Pair matching was very
good, indicating good quality control.
Out at amore realistic 2m measuring distance, the speaker
displayed an ' average' forward axis uniformity. However, it was
weak in the vertical plane: the 15 above- axis response revealed a
strong cancellation notch in the upper crossover region at 4-5kHz,
although this is not all that unusual.
The 50Hz - 6dB point on the face of things is unexceptional, but the
slow rolloff rate will ensure good extension, as the computeraveraged room response shows. In fact, full level was obtained down
to the 25Hz 1
/2
octave band, despite some lift at 50Hz. The room
response was pretty good up to 1kHz, above which there was abroad
prominence at 2kHz. Reducing the mid level with the control will
deepen the preceding trough, however. At high frequencies, the
speaker's output continued out to a 'cliff', with too sharp acorner at
rolloff; this associated with the 13kHz axial peak.
The NS1000 was legendary when it came to distortion and the
NS500 follows in its footsteps. At 96dB, 0.2% was the norm above
120Hz, and even at low frequencies, 1% was typical. At 86dB, most
distortion had dropped below the 0.1% baseline and aspecial curve
was run with an 0.03% (-70dB) baseline!

Sound quality
The NS500s were auditioned in afree space location, mounted on
30cm high, rigid stands. Subjected both to blind and to individual
listening, the NS500 achieved amost creditable score, virtually
guaranteeing recommendation. There was little divergence of
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opinion amongst the listeners, indicating aconsistent performance
over awide range of program. A big-hearted speaker, it seemed
well-balanced with aresponse extending down to deep bass.
Transients were reproduced with authority and impact, though with
atouch of metallic hardness and with a ' zing' in the high treble.
Stereo focus was good, but not first-rate, and some loss of depth
was noted, However, stereo perspectives were reproduced well and
its exceptional clarity gave afirm reading of recorded acoustics.
It did quite well on classical material but really came into its own
on rock music, producing adynamic, lively sound of great scale and
impact. This was felt to weigh against its mild tendency to
'brashness' and treble ' sting'. The bass was really good, being clean
and 'tuneful' with solid extension. Coloration was rated as moderate.

Conclusion
Most of the NS500's mild sonic flaws seem to be associated with the
measured frequency response errors; how would it sound with a
flattened response curve? However, as it stands, the NS500 is not
overshadowed by the ' 1000, actually being louder and delivering
almost the same high quality bass. The midrange of the ' 500 may
even be just superior, if my memory serves me well.
Offering exceptionally low distortion, high peak sound levels, a
relatively easy amplifier load, and an extended bass response, this
beautifully engineered model can provide solid stereo images with a
good sense of the acoustic, fine transient performance and excellent
detail. The rock-orientated listener looking for effortless high sound
levels need look no further. Indeed, the NS500 would serve well as a
monitor in many rock studios, performing rather better than some of
the overblown arrangements currently installed.'/'77
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in yer basic, ' It ain't nothin' like the real thing' pseudo-wood vinyl
wrap, the baffle in grey; less repellent is the all- black version. The
cabinet is well-constructed and stout enough to meet today's
criterion for rigidity vs. price.
Removal of the grille cloth — recommended for the best sound —
reveals upside-down placement of the 110mm 40% homopolymerconed bass- mid unit and Wharfedale's excellent 5- Series metal
dome tweeter. The homopolymer cone is made from atype of
polypropylene combined with achalk filler ( not talc as reported
elsewhere); this is mated to acast magnesium chassis. The
5-element crossover, assembled on etched board, is bolted to the
The 504 and R700 can number among their rivals various terrific
speaker terminals, and hardwired to the drivers; crossover point is
products from Mordaunt-Short, Tannoy, Mission — and just about
around 3.5kHz. Connections are made via multiway binding posts
every other speaker manufacturer in the land. Some, like the
which accept 4mm plugs.
Mordaunt-Short MS100, are so good that the law of diminishing
Despite arecommendation of 25W minimum input power and a
returns is becoming even more oppressive. Both the 504 and the
sensitivity of 86dB for 1W at 1m, the 504 behaved more like one of
R700 are victims of this proliferation of high-quality budget babies,
the new KEFs or B&Ws in its willingness to yield high levels even
and have to compete even with sister models from their own ranges.
from the PM4 in Class-A mode. As it's likely that the 504 will be
What this begs is either an explosion in the sales of budget-to- midpaired with amplifiers of the Rotel/NAD/Mission Cyrus variety, Ican't
price speakers or the disappearance of half the manufacturers in the
imagine anyone having problems driving them. Nominal impedance
country.
is 8ohms, so you can regard the 504 as an easy load.
To learn how both would fare, Itested them with the Marantz PM4
The initial impression of the 504 was of aspeaker much larger than
integrated amplifier in both Class-A ( 15W/RMS) and Class-AB
its dimensions suggest, despite the lack of deep bass. The bottom(60W/RMS) modes, connected via Monster Cable, the speakers
end is the trickiest part of the 504 with which to deal, because the
resting on the Partington Dreadnaught speaker stands. Sources
speaker as awhole is so susceptible to critical positioning. The
included the Thorens TD318 turntable/arm, the AR/Merrill turntable
quality of the bass can be radically altered, both in quantity and tonal
with Mission 774LC arm, avariety of cartridges including the Ortofon
accuracy, by judicious citing, quite at odds with the recommended
MC20 Super, Audio-Technica 115E, and Technics P205C Mk IV, as
set-up of ' near the wall, and toed- in'.
well as Mission's DAD700OR CD player. Ialso used both speakers
In Wharfedale's preferred position, with the inner corners almost
with the Sony Beta Hi Fi VCR, though Iadmit that Iwas too
touching the wall and the outer corners about 4-5in, out, the 504
captivated by the films on hand to pay too much attention to
sounded like afat Diamond. Bass was thick, though well-controlled,
soundstage, coloration levels, or bass boom, which at least proves
but of adifferent character than the sweet, clear midrange and top.
that neither speaker intrudes during AN use!
Additionally, there was some squashing of the soundstage. Iended
up sacrificing some of the bass quantity by moving the 504s into the
Wharfedale 504
£109
room, about 10in, from the wall, with slightly less toe- in than
Following the massive success of the diminutive Wharfedale
afforded by the above-cited placement. This resulted in leaner bass,
Diamond, the company have introduced aslightly bigger alternative
though less of it, but the sacrifice was easy to make in light of a
for those who find the Diamond's limitations unacceptable. While the noticeable improvement in front-to- back depth. In either condition,
Diamond is awonderful solution to the space- shortage problem, it
the 504s yielded ample width and — what ablessing — superb height.
can get lost in larger rooms. Additionally, the cost one pays for the
This was, for me, the most stunning attribute. Having been spoiled
Diamond's ' overall musicality' is alack of refinement, and — despite
by the marvellous imaging properties of awell set-up pair of
the current trend to tag Diamonds onto the end of £ 1000- plus
LS3/5As, it was ajoy to find this virtue in afar less- expensive
systems — they can sound too crude by standards above acertain
speaker. As far as imaging properties are concerned, the 504 does a
cost level. The 504, it would appear, should fill the gap between the
much better than average job, ample in all dimensions and stable.
Diamond and Wharfedale's equally- successful, if larger and costlier,
With such good physical presentation of sonic images, the 504
mid- price offerings.
deserves to be noticed, and it may be enough to tempt soundstage
Idid say that the 504 was only slightly bigger than the Diamond,
fanatics who were feeling abit ignored in the budget sector. The
and it turns out to be just about 15% larger, with an internal volume
sound quality, on the other hand, is not quite so overwhelmingly
of 6litres to the Diamond's 5.2. Dimensionally, it's only
good for its class, though still of the calibre we've come to demand
186x206x290mm ( WDH), including the grille which most of you will
from something costing so relatively little.
remove, so conceptually the 504 is still aqualifier for those with
Three years ago, this speaker would have been able to kick holes in
Lilliputian housing conditions. The enclosure, which incorporates a
the market. Its rough edges would have been easier to forgive. It's
Medite baffle, recessed rear panel, and arear-facing port, is covered
musical, all right, it can handle dynamics with aplomb, and it's
clean enough to let you know that it's aserious hi-fi speaker. But then
you start noticing its weaknesses, like atendency to shout ( like the
Diamond) on rock material, or atendency toward changing its
character with changes in levels. The speaker excelled when it was
played at soft-to- normal levels, but got abit untidy when its
high-level capabilities were exploited. It suggests that maybe the 504
won't be all that happy in aroom much larger than you'd expect the
Diamond to fill, and that its use in headbanger-owned systems might
be limited. Yes, they'll go loud; no, they won't go to ear- bleeding
levels without some break-up.
Keeping the volume control at areasonable setting, Ifound the 504
easy on the ears and, yes, aworthwhile addition to amarket sector
that's too crowded by half. Set up properly, they come across as an
incredible bargain, but they'll need abit more refinement before you
can cancel your order for Maggies. They are not raucous and rough;
the way the 504 reproduces voice with few colorations and portrays a
delightfully natural acoustic around non-electric guitar or piano,
demonstrates that enough refinement has been built in to allow the
speaker to do justice to all manner of music. It's only when they're
expected to resolve the tiny details that come through much dearer
systems that they reveal their budget origins.
VERCROWDED IT MAY BE, BUT THE MINImonitor market still inspires manufacturers to
create new models. Though the consumer is very
well- served at the two price points represented by
the Wharfedale 504 and the Monitor Audio R700 —
£109 and £249 per pair respectively — some weird
voice keeps telling designers that we need even more contenders. I
don't know what else to tell them to build, but I'm sure they'd like to
open up whole new markets; it's getting tougher and tougher to
make an outstanding budget loudspeaker because what's already
available is so good.
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Monitor Audio R700

4:249.50

Like Wharfedale, Monitor Audio find their newest model smack in the
middle of afield of superb products, again too many in number to
even contemplate. This is, of course, the general concept area
created by the original Celestion SL6, and every manufacturer on the
planet seems intent on competing with yet another £250 mini-whiz.
When you bear in mind that £250 speakers probably sell only a
quarter of the number of £ 100 speakers, you can see that Monitor
Audio have an even bigger challenge facing them than Wharfedale
with the 504.
At this price point, we start to get into an area where some
products so belie their cost that they could even double in apinch for
true high- end goodies. Though the SL6S has pushed Celestion's hot
mini- monitor up into the next price category by £ 110 over the price of
the R700, this general area contains speakers like certain ProAcs,
Wharfedales, Monitor Audios, besides the R700, and many others
that wouldn't shame acouple of grands' worth of front-end and

Less fussy than the 504 in terms of positioning, the R700's bass
could be fine-tuned, if over less of arange than the smaller
Wharfedale. Optimum positioning in my room was about 8-10in.
from the back wall with no toe- in. As with the 504, the R700 sounded
cleaner and more precise with the grilles removed. Once in place,
with both bass quality and spatial presentation optimised, the R700
turned in the kind of performance that may deem it ' yet another
reasonable British box'. Sound was never fatiguing, but this easiness
came at the expense of detail. This lack of precision manifested itself
mainly through soft transients and alack of firmness to the bass,
resulting in aspeaker that's very program-dependent.
As it turns out, the R700 sounded just dandy with post-Spector,
wall- of-sound rock epics, like Springsteen's ' Born In The USA'. It's
not that the production is sloppy, and therefore less critical to
reproduce; it's more acase of power over finesse. The R700 could
deal with the weight of the material, nicely conveying the air and the
decay of the upper bass information. The Boss' gravelly voice came
through slightly less laryngitic, acase of less is more. When the
material switched to amore delicate variety, like the Loussier
tranquilisers, much of the delicacy of the piano disappeared, the
right-hand end of the keyboard delivering slightly muffled notes in
place of the clear 'tinkle' I've heard through both the 504s and the
LS3/5As.
But all is not lost if you're arocker rather than aclassical lover. The
sacrifice of detail and delicacy may not matter awhit if your priority
is aspeaker able to convey power. The sound was rich, not unlike an
Ortofon SPU cartridge's idea of the musical experience, and the R700
will go loud enough without showing signs of distress if headbanging is required.
What the R700 could do with is atweeter of the calibre of the
Wharfedale's 504; the company informs me that they expect to
introduce their own metal dome tweeter this year. A bit of damping
for the woofer, and then the R700 could sound as good as it looks.
Ken Kessler
Nlanufaturers' s ecifications
Wharf eddle 504
Impedance
Sensitivity
Min rec power
Frequency response
Dimensions (WDH)
Price

8ohnis
86dB/VV
25W
50-20kHz
186x206x290mm
f109/pair inc VAT

Monitor Audio R700
Impedance
Sensitivity
Min rec power
Frequency response
Dimensions (WDH)
Price

8ohms
89d8/W
15W
55-20kHz (± 3d13)
216x252x350
£249.50/pair inc VAT

Torlyte Stand for CD Pla er

amplification. I'm not saying we should expect five-star performance
for two- star outlay, but that's what the market has come to expect,
and woe is the manufacturer who finds it hard to give away products.
Monitor Audio start their bid on the outside of the speaker,
earning top marks for perceived value by giving the consumer a
product so well-finished and attractive that it makes the competition
look shoddy. This is, of course, aMonitor Audio trademark, and the
only rivals I've seen who can even come close are JBL, Infinity's
Reference models, and the late, lamented IMF. As is Mo lqbal's
promise, you can have any veneer for which atree is known to exist.
The review pair came in agorgeous, creamy yellow yew finish that
smacked of fine furniture.
Underneath this glorious exterior is an enclosure made from
18mm Medite, areflex design tuned to approximately 55Hz with the
port situated in the rear ( as per the 504). The enclosure houses a
Monitor Audio- manufactured bass driver incorporating acone
thermo-formed from avariety of polypropylene, with asurround
made from nitrile rubber, said to suffer none of the problems
exhibited by PVC surrounds. The dome tweeter, coming in at 3.7kHz,
is an OEM unit built to Monitor Audio's specific requirements. The
9-element crossover is attached to hardboard rather than aPCB, and
hard-wired, as are all internal connections; the back sports the usual
multi-way binding posts suitable for banana plugs. As its
construction would imply, the cabinet is suitably rigid and ' dead'.
Matching stands ( not supplied) are available for £48.50/pair; Iused
the Partingtons throughout the test period.
Iwasn't expecting the R700 to be so easy to drive, as Itend to
equate this sort of speaker with either nasty impedances or
insensitivity. As it turns out, the R700 yields ahigh 89dB for 1W at
1m, and represents asensible 8ohm load. The Marantz mated with it
beautifully, and the same remarks made for the 504 apply here.
Following the pinpoint imaging and high- pedigree spatial
characteristics of the 504, the R700 was abit disappointing in that it
didn't yield either the height or absolute stage width of the smaller
speaker. It did, however, better the 504's portrayal of depth, though
the overall impression was of asmaller ' picture' than that provided
by the Wharfedale. Neither, by the way, came within spitting
distance of the venerable LS3/5A, but then few box-type transducers
can.
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HE SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE OF SECONDgeneration vdH interconnect, and agrasp of the need for
phono plugs to have areally tight grip, recently made
me investigate other mounting 'tweaks' applicable to
the CD player. Isolation platforms have been promoted
for sometime, but Idon't think it has been spelled out,
or underlined, that CD players do suffer from feedback problems.
In my experience, the RATA Torlyte three- leg stand ( see p27 and
Oct p79) allows the Linn to reproduce more from the record than
with any other kind of support, and so Ithought this worth trying for
CD, too. Its dimensions preclude placing aMeridian-sized player
direct, but RATA
make a 'Type B' for
the Rega, and this
enables mounting of
the CD player
without any
additional slab. Ihad
tested the old fourlegged stand in
combination with a
Torlyte slab, but the
Type Bis better still
—and considerably
better than shelf
plus slab.
What the isolation
does is bring the CD
player closer to
£1500+ turntable
performance. For example, the MMG 'All Star Percussion' CD gives a
lovely shimmer to tam-tam, ametallic resonant edge to the cymbals,
that is far more accurate; transients have more snap, and delicate
strokes on bells or triangle resonate on: the studio reflecting some of
the fuller sounds. Distance on piano is more focused, and on Tony
Faulkner's BPO Symphonie Fantastique (
CBS) the very reverberant
acoustic is (to my ears) less distracting than before. The Torlyte is
available from the Accessories Club ( p27) but if you are not sure,
perhaps you should persuade your dealer into asale or return trial
arrangement?
Christopher Breunig
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If I'm sounding too hard on the 504, it's only because the standards
we use to judge this sector have shot up well out of keeping with the
actual price restraint. Wharfedale can be proud of the 504 — but can
they expect consumers to do all the work necessary to get £ 100
speakers working at their best?
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SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Marantz PM151 +
Yamaha A320 +
Rotel RA820 +
Nad 3120 +
Rotel RA820BX +
A & R Alpha +
Nad 3020B +
Yamaha A420 +
Cyrus One +
Rotel RA840BX +

Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel

DL4 or AR18BX or Coda III
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda Ill
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda Ill
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda Ill
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda Ill
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda III
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda Id
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda 111
DL4 or AR18BX or Coda Ill
014 or AR18BX or Coda Ill

or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW
or JPW

P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
PI
P1

or 11100
or R100
or R100
or 11100
or R100
or 11100
or R100
or 11100
or R100
or R100

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011
Mission 7011

or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W
or B&W

DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or
DM100 or

M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale
M/Short MS15 or Wharfedale

The following are available as OPTIONS to the turntable and speakers in the above systems.
AR EB101
B&W DM110
Celestion DL8
CD Players
Dual CS505/2 deluxe

Amplifiers

A & Fi AlPha
A I R A60
AR THE AMP
Cyrus One
Cyrus Two
Denon PMA707
Denon PMA717
Marantz PMI51
Nad 1020
Nad 2155
Nad 3120
Nad 30208
Nad 2150 power amp
Nad 3155
Nad 1155 preamp
Nad 2200 power amp
Proton P520
Proton 0540
Quad 34/44/405.2/520
OED
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA820BX
Rotel RA840
Rotel RA840BX
Rotel RA870
Sansui AUG55X
Sans°, AUG I1X
Sansui AUG33%
Technics Super Quotes
Trio KA54
Trio 6A74
Yamaha 607
Yamaha A320
Yamaha 6420
Yamaha A520

add £ 95.00
add £20.00
add £ 65.00
P.O.A.
add £20.00

£ 129.95
£ 199.95
£ 169.95
£ 139.95
£ 259.95
£ 89.95
£ 119.95
£ 74.95
£ 99.95
£ 209.95
£ 119.95
£ 139.95
£ 159.95
£ 249.95
£ 179.95
£ 339.95
£ 129.95
£ 239.95
P.O.A.
£ 99.95
£ 109.95
£ 139.95
£ 169.95
£ 179.95
£ 285.95
£ 249.95
£ 109.95
£ 169.95
P.O.A.
£ 99.95
£ 129.95
£ 109.95
£ 89.95
£ 139.95
£ 189.95

Cassette Decks

Arma Cassette Decks at hard to
beat prices this month
P.O.A.
Denon DR171
£ 134.95
Denon ORM11
£ 179.95
Denon ORM22
£ 244.95
Denon DRM33HX
£ 289.95
Denon DRM44HX
£ 349.95
Dual C808
£ 124.95
Nad 6130
£ 119.95
Ned 6050C
£ 159.95
Ned 6155
£ 249.95
Nakarnichi BX150
£ 239.95
Nakamichi RX202
£ 324.95
Nakamichi
very affordable when
you buy from us ,
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTIO6OW ... £ 134.95
Proton P720
£ 169.95
Rotel RD830
£ 124.95
Trio KX54
£ 99.95
Yamaha £ 220
.
£ 119.95
Yamaha £ 320
£ 149.95
Yarnaha 6420
( 169.95

Heybrook HB1
Mission 737R
Monitor Audio R252V
Monitor Audio R352
Mordaunt Short MS25Ti

Tuners
A & R T21
£ 199.95
Cyrus Tuner
£ 199.95
Denon TU717
£ 89.95
Denon TU710
£ 109.95
Hitachi FT5500 II
Super P.O.A.
Maranta ST1511
£ 88.95
Nail 4155
£ 229.95
Pioneer F99%
£ 199.95
Proton P420
£ 119.95
Proton P440
£ 189.95
Quad FM4
P.O.A.
Rotel RT820
£ 79.95
Rotel RT830
£ 99.95
Rotel RT850
£ 149.95
Sensor TUD33XL
£ 109.95
Semi, TUI399XL
£ 229.95
Trio KT54L
£ 99.95
Yamaha 1320
£ 89.95
Yamaha 1520
£ 139.95
Nad 40200

£.139.94
£99.95

Tuner Amps
Nod 7140
Ned 7155
Yamaha R3

£ 339.95
£ 389.95
£ 179.95

Ned 7125

t2.3&55
(179.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research/AR ... £ 199.95
Acoustic Research/LVX £ 234.95
Acoustic Research EB101 £ 189.95
Dual CS505/2
£ 99.95
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£ 119.95
Dual CS514
£ 59.95
Mission 775LCT
£ 179.95
Ned 5120
£ 99.95
Oak
£ 99.95
Pink Triangle
£ 399.95
OED 1231
£ 139.95
Rotel RP830
£ 129.95
Rotel RP850
£ 199.95
Sensu, SR222V
£ 109.95
Systemdek IV
P.O.A.
Systemdek 11X
£125.95
£184.95
Systeindek 11X electronic
Thorens T0166
£129.95
Thorens TD316
£179.95
Thorens TD318
£199.95
£234.95
Thorens TO321
£314.95
Thorens TD321/LVX
£277 95
Thorens TD320

add
add
add
add
add

£40.00
£ 70.00
£ 20.00
£ 90.00
E20.00

Rotel RP830/AT110E
add
Rotel RP850/AT110E
add
Tannoy Mercury
add
Wharfedale Diamond 11 deduct

Compact
Disc Players
Buy your player this
month and claim

£25.00
£95.00
£35.00
f20.00

• Cartridge supplied with above systems.
• Leads provided with above systems.
• Carriage for mail order customers on
all orders in excess of £ 200. UK Mainland.

£549.95
£ 619.95
£ 539.95
£ 699.95
£ 539.95
£ 624.95

Speakers
worth of

FREE DISCS
(except *
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER:
Marantz CD54 Gold *
rated " Best Buy"
few only at £ 219.95
Arma 001200
£ 379.95
Akai COA7L * ..
£ 349.95
Aka, COM88*
£ 349.95
Denon DCD1000
£ 249.95
Denon DCD1100
£ 299.95
Denon DCD1500
. £ 399.95
Maranta C04513 • . .. £ 229.95
Maranta CD65* . £ 349.95
Maranta CD74*
£ 279.95
Maranta CO84*
£ 299.95
Mission DAD700OR ..
£ 449.95
Nakarnichi
P.O.A.
Philips CDI04 • .. £ 229.95
Philips CD150 • .... .. £ 229.95
Philips C0304*
£ 329.95
Philips CD350* ..
£ 249.95
Pioneer PDX500 • £ 269.95
Pioneer PDX700 •
£ 269.95
Pioneer P07010*
£ 319.95
Pioneer P06010 •
£ 249.95
Pioneer P135010 • £ 229.95
Sansui PCV750*
£ 309.95
£ 269.95
Sansui PCV100 •
Sony CDP30*
£ 269.95
Sony CDP70
•
£ 269.95
Sony CDP102 a
£ 359.95
Sony COP302*
£ 449.95
Sony CDP502 •
£ 629.95
Technics SLPJ1K • £ 269.95
Technics SLP3K *
£ 419.95
Technics SLP2K * . £ 369.95
Technics SLPIK * .. £ 299.95
Trio DP770
£ 229.95
Trio DP840
£ 279.95
Trio DP700
£ 329.95
Trio DP900 ... £ 299.95
Yamaha COX?*
( 249.95
Yamaha CO3
,
( 349 95

Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" in the UK HiFi Press, and as asystem offers
unbeatable value for money.
Dual CS505-2
This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an
TURNTABLE
excellent quality hi-6 at abargain price.
(deluxe extra £20)

£ 244.95
£259.95
£269.95
£ 279.95
£ 299.95
£ 299.95
£ 299.95
£309.95
£314.95
£339.95

FREE

Video HiFi
Ferguson 3V48
Ferguson 3V43
JVC HR0565
JVC HR725
Panasonic NV810
Panasonic NV870

506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506

Present trus adyt lo
clalm free stands
and 6 metres 0E0
Cable worn all
Loudspeakers
ksted below exCelft • t
m
ple
ISuggested
Systems excluded
AR8BX
£ 79.95
AR18BX
£ 99.95
AR22BX
£ 129.95
6H3380
£ 199.95
AIR Arcam Two
£ 199.95
Boston 640
.
£ 99.95
B W DM100
£ 99.95
B W DM110
£ 119.95
B W DM220
£ 199.95
Celestion 014
£ 99.95
Celestion 016
£ 129.95
Celestion 016
£ 179.95
Celestion SL6
£ 279.95
Heybrook HB1
£ 139.95
Heybrook HB2
£ 199.95
JPW PI
£ 99.95
JPW AP?
£ 119.95
Set Coda DI
*
£ 69.95
Set C New Series
P.O.A
Kel R103.2 ... £ 299.95
(el R104.2
£ 699.95
(el R105.2
£ 999.95
Mission 7011
£ 99.95
Mission 7001E
£ 119.95
Mission 707
£ 149.95
Mission 737 R
.
£ 199.95
Mission 770 F
£ 379.95
Mission 780 A
£ 599.95
Monitor Audio R100
£ 109.95
Monitor Audio R252v .. £ 129.95
Monitor Audio R352
£ 199.95
Monitor Audio R700
£ 249.95
Monitor Audio RI52
£ 299.95
Monitor Audio R552
£ 344.95
Mordaunt Short MS10
£ 79.95
Mordaunt Short MS15
£ 99.95
Mordaunt Short MS2511 £ 119.95
Mordaunt Short MS30 £ 129.95
Mordaunt Short MS00
£ 179.95
Mordaunt Short MS100 . £ 159.95
Mordaunt Short MS300 £ 299 95

Ouad ELS63
Rogers LS?
Rogers LS3 SA
Rogers 156,
Rogers LS7
Rogers Studio
Rotel FIL850
Spendor Prelude
Spendor SPI
Spendor SP?
Spendor LS3/5A
Tannoy Titan
Tannoy Mercury
Tannoy M20 Gold
Tannoy Venus .
Wharteoale marnond II •
Wharfedale 506
Wharfedale 508
Wharfedale 708

P.O.A
£154.95
£239.95
£207.95
£314.95
£439.95
£99.95
£245.95
£540.95
£360.95
P.O.A.
£99.95
£145.95
£199.95
£249.95
£84.95
£89.95
E159.95
£299.95

Midi Systems
Ahva 5850W le»
( 649.95
Alma V850 le»
( 54995
Alma 5800W ¡ e»
£ 549.95
Alma V800 ( ea)
( 449.95
Aiwa V250 ( ex)
£ 349.95
Aiwa V200 r)
£ 299.95
Arma V150 ex)
£ 349.95
Aiwa V100 eel
( 299.95
JVC 03
.
£ 499.95
JVC 05
£ 699.95
JVC E20
£ 429.95
Pioneer S110
£ 249.95
Pioneer S330
£ 349.95
Pioneer 5550
£ 499.95
Pioneer 5770
£ 759.95
Sony Super Quotes
P.0.6.
Technics Super Quotes
P.O.A.
Trig:1143SC £ 449,95
Speakers include° unle, ... ten

Specials
Mao GXR55
£ 179.95
CS 505/1
£ 69.95
JVC E50 System
£ 649.95
Maranta CD63B
£ 199.95
Marantz CD54
£ 219.95
Nad 3150
£ 179.95
Nakamichi 0%150
£ 239.95
Pioneer In•Car
Creel! P.O.A
Pink Triangle S/H
£ 299.95
Sinclair Spectrum •
£ 99.95
Wharfedale 506
£ 89.95
Prices Include VAT and were correct al
trrne of preparation wpm...matey 5
weeks before publIcallonl but are
,obiect to change without nobce
FA0 F

r

Aail order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 Lcindon
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Please Send me
1enclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

I

I Name

£244.95

Address

inc. Cartridge & leads
_
Rotel RA820

JPW Pl or
Wharfedale 506
SPEAKERS

AMPLIFIER
Carnage and
,
ur ance k
rrI,Nniand
NH
Order Svver.,..,‘ br.rrich oniy

I.

HFN 2/86
IM

Ma Mal

MM

All goods lully Insured against loss or damage on transit
Please allow up to 10 days tor delivery although it should
normally be much les* Carriage and insurance £ 6 per item,
but FREE If total order over C200(UK mainland )
NB
Marl Order Seyenoalm branch only
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SUPERCUT RECORDS

HERE WAS ONCE A MAGAZINE
called Practical HiFi ( Today), and
although the magazine is no more,
one of their best features lives on.
Editor Peter Herring — with the help of
record company promo man Phil
Bergmann — had convinced his
publisher that if someon
were to take classic
rock, jazz and
classical

recordings and
produce premium
LP pressings, as free as
, was humanly possible from
the outrages of snap, crackle
and pop, the quality of human
existence would be usefully enhanced.
The publisher was persuaded of the
truth in this idea. Peter and Phil persuaded record companies to allow them
access to the precious mastertapes, and
Nimbus cut and pressed the LPs with their
customary tender loving care. The records
sold, but unfortunately the magazine went to

the great library in the sky.
A couple of months back, HFAlifiR had
the opportunity to buy the remaining stock
of the records in order to offer them to its
readers. Some — the Decca Mahler, Janacek
and Britten recordings and Charlie Byrd — are
sold out. But the others are all in stock, and
now available at a significantly lower price
than before, just £ 650 each plus 60p p&p.
Some have served as all-time great demonstration discs — Rickie Lee Jones, Joan
Armatrading and Pink Floyd. Some are just
all-time great
Sergeant Pepper! JA's
particular favourites are the four EMI

recordings of English music — definitive
performances all, from Beecham, Barbirolli
and Boult — and the all-time greatest album
from the definitive ' 70s rock band Feats don't
fail me now. Every one is a winner, though,
so don't delay — send off your order now.
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HOPIN'S WELL- AUTHENTICATED,
but nonetheless somewhat surprising dictum ' nothing is more
beautiful than a guitar, except,
possibly, two' cannot but bring to mind the
thought that if his opinion applies to an
instrument ( or, rather, two instruments) with
which he is not associated, then what would
he have said if asked about the instrument
which above all others he revered and used
as the prime medium for his art? And the
more one thinks about this, the more surprising is the virtual lack of original music for
the medium of two pianists ( either piano
duet, ie, two players side- by- side at one
piano, or two pianos — there is still confusion
in the minds of some music- lovers as to the
essential difference, but for the purpose of
this article, they will be taken together and
the differences noted
in passing).
It is an extraordinary fact, though,
that the great composer- pianists ( Mozart
excepted, but then
one always excepts
Mozart) from the 18th
century to the middle
of the 20th (the breed
is now, unhappily,
extinct) wrote very
little for this medium,
and this is extraordinary because the
piano duet was the
only way by which
many music- lovers
could become familiar
with a great deal of
music outside of the
repertoire for solo
piano and chamber
music for a very few
players, through published transcriptions.
Beethoven's symphonies and concertos, for example,
were learned not ( of
course) through
recordings,
the
manner by which
such
works are
learned today, but at
home, at the piano.
When one considers that every home with
any pretension to civilisation not only possessed a serviceable instrument but also at
least one member of the family who could
play to a standard roughly equivalent to
about Grade Vtoday, then the lack of original
music for this medium is even more
inexplicable.
However, comparatively small though it
may be, there exists a reasonable body of
music, and thankfully some of it great music
for this exciting — at least for the composer.
once his imagination has been properly fired
— medium, and it may be symptomatic of our
present economic plight that greater attention is now being given to music for two
pianists.
Without indulging in musicological chronology too much, the use of adjacent keyboards was known from at least the 16th
century: one of the most delicious of Giles
II \ I
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Farnaby's works is his Fancy for Two
Virginals, echoed in music for two keyboards
by Thomas Tomkins and William Byrd, and
later in several pieces by Couperin Both
Bach and Handel wrote for two harpsichords;
regrettably in Handel's case not all of the few
works he wrote for the medium ( in about
1715) have survived, and those which have
also lack on occasion one of the parts, but
Bach's contributions to multiple- keyboard
music are more important than those of his
great contemporary This stemmed from two
apparently connected stimuli: the necessity
of providing suitable music for his growing
family, and the influence upon Bach of
Vivaldi's multiple- solo violin concertos. But,
interestingly enough, Bach wrote a larger
amount for two ( or more) instruments than
for two players at one keyboard. The prime

contributions are more important — the Cmajor original work can be played virtually
without orchestra, although the orchestra is
not completely negligible).

M

ozart's only surviving two- keyboard
concerto
dates
from half a century after
Bach's
C- major,
and
again family considerations played a part in
the work's inception, for traditionally it is
held that Mozart wrote the work for himself
and his sister to play. He also transcribed the
Concerto for Three Pianos ( a slightly earlier
work, and not in the same class musically,
but only by Mozart's standards) for two
pianos — a task which could not have taken
him longer than five minutes, for the third
original solo part is of miniscule interest.
Curiously enough,
Mozart revised the
orchestration of the
greater E- flat Concerto for Two Pianos
two years after it originally appeared,
adding trumpets and
drums, in which grander orchestral guise it
was a splendid success in Vienna, but
today we never hear
Mozart's second
thoughts, which is a
pity, for there is a
strong case to be
made out for recording the work in his
revised version.
But the concertos
are not what will automatically come to
most people's minds
when discussing
Mozart's music for the
n-tedium of two pianists, for there are six
reasonably substantial sonatas for piano
duet or two pianos,
arid several other — in
the case of the late
F-minor Fantasy and
the Andante and
Variations K501, both
for two pianos —
which include works of greater worth than
example of this juxtaposition is his Fourthe majority of the duet sonatas. It must be
Clavier Concerto, which is simply a great
admitted, however, than these duet sonatas
transcription of Vivaldi's A- minor Concerto
include a very early work, K19d, which at
for four violins, but apart from this transleast has the virtue of brevity, but Mozart's
cription, Bach composed no less than five
duet Sonatas are worth the investigation of
multiple- clavier concertos. There are three
all music- lovers, preferably when played on
for two keyboards, and two for three, and all
disc by Christoph Eschenbach and Justus
date from about 1730, just after the compoFrantz, who play with what might be termed
sition of the St Matthew Passion (
multiple
the musical equivalent of Siamese twins, so
groupings writ large), when the two most
closely joined and initimate does their playgifted of his eldest sons, Wilhelm
ing appear, although the enthusiastic
Friedemann and Carl Philipp Emanuel, were
amateur will need no second bidding to
approaching manhood. Of the three Concertos for two keyboards, only one, the G- practise with asuitable partner, especially in
the brilliantly effective D- major duet Sonata,
major BWV 1061, was originally conceived
K381.
for the medium ( the others are transcriptions). The difference is apparent from the
The better part of another half- century
elapsed before the most consistently great
nature of the keyboard writing, as can be
body of work for piano duet appeared: the
imagined, Bach's masterly contrapuntal
compositions in this medium by Franz
writing is more apparent in this C- major
Schubert. In the absence of any concrete
work than in the others ( where the orchestral

onee
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or should one relegate Schubert's
F- minor Fantasia for piano duet
into a secondary role; this is artistically indefensible, but it is worth
remembering the circumstances surrounding the composition of his music for piano
duet. On two occasions ( 1818 and 1824) he
found himself in residence at the castle
Zelesz in Hungary. His duties were pleasant
enough — to teach music, especially the
piano, to the beautiful Countess Karoline.
She must have been intelligent, too, if the
worth of the music Schubert wrote for both
of them to play is anything to go by, for it
includes the Grand Duo Sonata; but one of
his most popular works — at least, during his
lifetime, nowadays in our unmusical society
almost totally ignored and unknown by
music- lovers who will happily whistle late
Beethoven quartets to you — is the Divertissement àla Hongroise in G- minor, based —
allegedly — on Hungarian themes. Schubert
is supposed to have picked them up from the
servants, eavesdropping ( to put it no worse)
upon the maids and kitchen girls for his
inspiration. But not all of them were Hungarian, and that is why Bohemian and Slavic
ideas are also to be found in the work, quite
different from the avowedly Hungarian character implicit in the title. Not being agenuine
Hungarian work, rather that of a great
genius, the popularity of this one work
served as a direct influence upon Franz Liszt
for his Hungarian Rhapsodies and on
Brahms and Dvorak for their Hungarian and
Slavonic Dances respectively. Another work
of Schubert's which has become inexplicably neglected — and which is a better work
(here we can properly use differentiation of
worth) than the delightful Divertissement— is
the Variations on an Original Theme, which,
Schubert himself noted with some pride,
'enjoy an especial acceptance'. One of his
most beautiful compositions, and one of the
finest early flowerings of the Romantic
movement in all Austrian music, the neglect
of this sublime piece ( thematically related to
the Rosamunde music and the ' Unfinished'
Symphony) is a scandal.
By the time of Mendelssohn's 20th birthday Schubert was dead, and Mendelssohn
had composed the delightfully, masterly and
fluent ( in musical terms a tautology) two
Concertos for Two Pianos and Orchestra, the
first'of which dates from 1823, the year after
Goethe had proclaimed Mendelssohn's
111-F1 NEWS th: RECORD REVIEN'
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genius, and had permitted Mendelssohn to
play from his own collection of priceless
manuscripts music by Mozart and Beethoven, ( not yet published at that time, of
course). It is as well to remember Mendelssohn's achievements before the Octet and
Midsummer Night's Dream music: these two
concertos are much better music than, say,
Schubert's First or Sixth Symphonies, and
are of equal merit. The First, in E- major, was
followed by the Second, in A- flat major a
year later, and both are remarkable for their
great breadth of form ( each lasts 30
minutes). Regrettably, Mendelssohn left
nothing of note for two pianists alone, and
Schumann, regrettably, left but one major
work, the Andante and Variations, and
another ( by way of Debussy's transcription),
very much a minor work, the Six Canons
(studies for player piano) Op56, which is only
for Schumann enthusiasts, of which there
are not enough.
With Brahms, Schumann's protégé, we
encounter the most significant figure who
contributed to the repertoire as such,
although, curiously enough, two of the
works are more familiar through other versions ( the St Anthony Variations for orchestra, and the Sonata in F- minor as the Piano
Quintet), and the remaining work, the Variations on a Theme by Schumann, Op23,
although written for piano duet, conversely
always sounds better when played on two
pianos. This may seem an extraordinary,
almost perverse, statement, but such is
Brahms' writing that the pianists tend, when
sitting side by side, to get in each other's
way. Both Brahms and Clara Schumann
preferred to play this work on two pianos
rather than one, although it must be admitted that this was later in life, when both had
added to their weight! But such an approach
brings musical benefits, as well as personal
ones. Free from physical constraints, pianists can add those infinitely subtle touches of
rubato, of give-and-take, which is an essential feature of this work — rather than the
'fatter' texture which is probably the main
musical difference between duet and twopiano pieces. Examples of this natural texture can be found in Brahm's delightful
Liebeslieder and Neue Liebeslieder sets of
vocal waltzes, with four solo singers, in the
duet version of the Waltzes Op39 and the
once- popular Hungarian Dances.

I

n 1860 Brahms signed a manifesto
directed against Liszt's music, including
Wagner in the diatribe ( which was also
signed by Joachim and others). Liszt
was profoundly shocked at this uncalled-for
and unwarranted attack; he behaved perfectly, by publicly ignoring Brahms' meanspiritedness, although from that time
onwards he actively discouraged performances of his own work. The odd thing is that
Brahms owed Liszt much more than he cared
to admit, not, of course, in his piano writing
as such, but in Liszt's thematic metamorphoses, which go a lot further than Schumann.
Oddly enough, although Liszt transcribed
over 60 works for piano duet and over 20 for
two pianos ( including two versions of Totentaz, the second by mistake), his original
works for the medium are virtually worthless: the ordinary Festpolonaise of 1876, a
useful recital opener ( for duet) to get the
fingers going without engaging the brains,
the variation (
sic) on ' Chopsticks' ( a useful
recital encore), and a recomposition under
the title Notturno of the 104 Sonnet. Liszt's
two works for two pianos, the concert piece
on Mendelssohn's Lieder ohne Worte and
the Concerto Pathétique (
itself a recomposi-

tion of a solo piano work, later transcribed
for piano and orchestra) are likewise hardly
ever heard.

B

ut Brahms' uncharacteristic antipathy did not extend to Dvorak, who,
in his Moravian Duets and Slavonic
Dances, especially, emulated
Brahms' earlier success with his Hungarian
Dances and who remained eternally grateful
to Brahms for his practical help at a particularly important phase of his ( Dvorak's) early
career. Dvorak's Op59 Legends and his From
the Bohemian Forest set Op68 are better
known in later orchestral guise, and his
Scottish Dances for piano duet are, inexplicably, absolutely never heard. However, in
the nature of things, those composers whose
main work was done in the orchestral field
probably had little time for duet music;
Bruckner wrote atiny set of duets early in his
career, lasting well under 10 minutes, which
add nothing to his stature as acomposer, but
certainly tell us that it is wrong to think of
him solely as a composer of vast symphonies.
Two great contrapuntists — Reger and
Busoni, the latter best thought of as a
German composer, despite his Italian birth —
produced several neglected, if legendary,
works for two pianos, perhaps the most
important being Busoni's Fantasia Contrappuntistica and Reger's Mozart Variations (
the
latter also for orchestra), but a pair of
contrasting works by their French contemporary, Saint-Saëns ( contemporary in terms
of death) have remained in the repertory
whilst greater works have not. These are the
Variations on a Theme of Beethoven Op35, a
very fine work indeed, not at all flippant, and,
of course, the Carnival of the Animals, which
is better heard in the original chamber
version, where the jokes are much more
subtly pointed.

I

tis the French school which, in the 20th
century, has probably added more
music to the medium of two pianists
than almost any other. Debussy's two
late masterpieces, the Six Epigraphes Antiques and the suite En Blanc et Noir, both
from 1915, should be known to all music
lovers, and pianists should investigate the
duet versions, by the composer, of Printemps and the Prelude à l'après-midi, as the
original version for chorus and orchestra has
been lost, and the orchestral version heard
today was not done by Debussy. Two major
works by Poulenc, the Sonata for Two
Pianos, and the Sonata for Piano Duet (
frequently mistaken one for the other) are
superb works, quite different, which deserve
greater circulation. His Concerto for Two
Pianos is, if anything, more well-known than
either of the Sonatas. With the prolific Darius
Milhaud ( like Poulenc a member of ' Les Six')
we encounter awhole series of works for the
medium, including possibly the most
famous work for two pianos written this
century, the suite Scaramouche, as well as
the suites Songes, La Libertadora, Le Bal
Martiniquais, Kentuckiana, Le Carnaval de
Nouvelle Orleans, Enfantines, with transcriptions, and four concertos ( the second, entitled Suite Opus 300, the third ( called ' No 2'
for two pianos and percussion) and the
fourth the Concertino d'Autonne with a
chamber orchestra of eight players).
The Russian school has also produced
some splendid works, more for two pianos
than for piano duet. The most important
group of works is that written by Rachmaninov, but pianists should not overlook the
once- popular Suite by Arensky, which is a
85
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information, controversy will doubtless
reign for a long time over the composer's
intentions regarding the Grand Duo Sonata
in C D812 — whether it was a keyboard
version of an intended orchestral symphony
— and, sacrilegious though it will appear to
many, the present writer prefers the work in
the Joachim orchestration, although, having
heard once the Anthony Collins transcription, he is not sure whether the Englishman
might have not probed deeper into the
work's supposed orchestral guise better than
Joachim. Schumann said that he could not
get out of his head the feeling that the Grand
Duo was an orchestral work in disguise,
speaking of solo passages, tuttis and drum
rolls. In a fine performance, it is impossible
not to agree with Schumann, but it is equally
impossible that the truth will ever be known,
at least in this world. The result is that
duo- pianists have a masterpiece on the
greatest scale and of the highest quality in
their repertoire, which justifies the existence
of the medium more than anything else. I
also agree with Schumann that the Op142
Impromptus are really a Sonata in disguise,
but that is another matter.
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splendid piece. Rachmaninov wrote four
main works for two pianos: the two Suites,
the early Russian Rhapsody (
in fact, in two
versions) and the Symphonic Dances. The
Russian Rhapsody was most likely originally
intended for piano and orchestra ( particularly as the first piano at one point has asolo
cadenza) and the present writer has so
transcribed it, and the Symphonic Dances
were orchestrated a few weeks after the
completion of the two- piano score, but one
should not overlook the splendid Suite for
piano duet, Op11, and a group of other
shorter works. Rachmaninov also transcribed orchestral works for duet by other
composers ( including Tchaikovsky's The
Sleeping Beauty and Glazunov's Sixth Symphony) as well as his own music ( the most
notable being the First Symphony), adevice
that was carried on by Soviet composers,
most significantly Shostakovitch, whose
transcriptions of his own symphonies and
string quartets for two pianos or for duet are
worth investigation. There is an early Suite
from 1922 ( 0p6) and the later Concertino
Op94, both original works but nothing substantial from the height of his maturity.

T

same is true, by and large, of
Britten's
music ( also true, more
he
inexplicably, of his solo piano
music) — the two pieces Op23 and
the less-than- inspired Scottish Ballad for two
pianos and orchestra Op26, yet when one
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FURTVVANGLER AND
GREAT BRITAIN; THE
FURTWANGLER
SOUND by John Squire
and John Hunt. Soft covers.
128pp. Price £6If 10 overseas
mail). From the Wilhelm
Furtwangler Society UK,
Flat 6,37 Chester Way,
London SE11 4UR.

Appreciation Societies? Handel to Scriabin,
the great man wonderful, every time?
Recorded live '47, finale missing, and
crumbling acetates? No, not the present
Furtwângler Society publication, which
documents the concerts and recordings that
took place here, and ( Part 2) updates the
world-discography of studio and live
transfers. With nostalgic reproductions of
relevant Gramophone covers — price one
shilling! — and programmes, with many
concert reviews, appreciations from critics
and artists, such as Neville Cardus, Andrew
Porter, the late Hans Keller, Clifford Curzon,
repertoire listings, and analyses of all the LP s
sourced from BPONPO London visits, or
Philharmonia sessions, this reference book
gives ajustly balanced view of the German
conductor's art, together with vivid
reminiscences of his rehearsal techniques,
and podium impressions. Ernest Newman's
intense irritation at Furtwângler mannerisms
is not skirted over, and the concert notices
reflect reservations as well as praise. It is
interesting to see he presented such unlikely
pieces as the Isle of the Dead, Tallis Fantasy,
Scapino Overture, 2nd Daphnis Suite,
Concerto for Orchestra.
Included in the discography, in the
Furtwângler Society publication, there is an
'Eroica' issued under the pseudonym Fritz
Schreiber ( Allegro — long deleted). It is
suggested that the orchestra is actually the
BPO. Iam afraid this inclusion stems from a
survey Idid in 1967, for Audio Record
Review of Pickwick and other budget labels,
At the time, various pseudonymous LP
transfers were marketed at chainstores etc.
The ' Eroica' was striking enough to suggest
aradio broadcast by Furtwângler, and my
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thinks of several very important works by
major composers during the first half of this
century for the medium one becomes puzzled as to why music for two pianists is so
neglected. Perhaps the answer can be found
in Alan Rawsthorne's remark to Gerard
Schurmann '... he solemnly warned me
never to embark upon such a venture ( the
Concerto for Two Pianos) because of the
appalling number of notes involved!' — but
the notes did not deter either Stravinsky ( in
his Concerto for Two Pianos — solo pianos)
or Bartók, in possibly the greatest masterpiece for the medium written this century —
the Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion,
or, for that matter, Hindemith, who, like
Poulenc, composed Sonatas for both duet
and two pianos, both splendid works. It is a
pity these last-named works are so rarely
heard, but let us hope that that is merely a
quirk of fashion; it manifestly has nothing to
do with musical quality.
Rawsthorne's The Creel, adelightful suite
for piano duet, is one of anumber of British
works which have added significantly to the
repertoire. Others are the important Sonata
for Two Pianos by Arnold Bax, Vaughan
Williams' Prelude and Fugue in C-minor, a
fabulous group of works by Arthur Benjamin
(the Jamaican Rumba, especially, but awork
which is — again — completely neglected by
musicians and by broadcasting organisations, at least, by those in power today),
Richard Rodney Bennett, Walton, Hoddinott,

Fricker — all, as must be obvious from the
random nature of their juxtaposition — works
of great variety, yet of never less than great
interest.
Perhaps Rawsthorne was right about 'the
appalling number of notes', but one must
hope this, of itself, does not put composers
off in the future. To judge by recent chamber
and orchestral scores it is not the number of
notes which is a barrier; perhaps it is a
proper understanding of the instrument.
After all, as mentioned at the beginning, the
days of the composer- pianist are long dead
and buried, and to hear some composers of
today play the piano makes one wonder if
they are familiar with the keyboard at all.
But, occasionally, a work arises — like
Milhaud's Scaracnouche, for example —
which combines understanding of the
medium, virtuosic display, musical interest
and popular appeal; not necessarily the
unique attributes of music for the medium of
two pianists, but the sort of thing that
musicians today are crying out for, and the
sort of thing that composers today seem
particularly ill-equipped to provide. One
thinks of Lutoslawski's Paganini Variations —
amagnificent work— and Grainger's Fantasy
on Porgy and Bess, but these date from 1941
and 1950 respectively ( not the latest works to
have entered the repertory), and, assuming
that Rawsthorne's dictum is not the barrier,
one can only urge composers today to get
cracking.+

surmisal reappeared in the Society's
newsletter (the Society was founded after a
whole year's correspondence in the
magazine sparked by an article of mine on
extant — genuine — Furtwângler records).
Daniel Barenboim kindly listened to the
Allegro pressing, but strongly felt that it was
not Furtwângler's. The mystery remained,
However, some while ago Imade some
further comparisons, and found that bar by
bar matching could be done with the first
Karajan ( Philharmonia) ' Eroica'. My
conclusion is that ALL701 derives from a
Karajan concert broadcast of the late ' 50s.
Londoners will find copies on the counter
at the ' Compact Disc Centre' (
né Oliver
Crombie's) and, with luck, Society Chairman
John Hunt behind it. Also stocked are unique
Furtwângler Japanese imports in the
dwindling black disc selection: CD means
heaven, in NW11!
Christopher Breunig

saviour of the British way of industrial life.
The result is as thorough an examination
of the conflict between what is best for a
fast-growing, hi-tech business, and what is
best for the customer as you will find.
Sinclair's attitude to the latter comes across
as, ' it may not be high quality and the
customer may have to wait along time but
the product will always be very much
cheaper than anyone expects'. The failure of
the C5 is examined in depth — the reader
learns such facts as Lotus' involvement in
the design — and though no punches are
pulled by the author, Ifinished the book with
more respect for the subject than when I
started it, even having attempted to build
and use many of the man's companies'
products in my time.
John Atkinson

THE SINCLAIR STORY by Rodney Dale.

184pp. Hard
covers. f9.95. Published by Duckworth, The Old Piano
Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NWI.

The Matchbox radios; the ' miracle' IC12
amplifier chip; the various hi-fi amplifier
modules including the PWM design; the flat
speakers; Microvision TV; the Black Watch;
the Cambridge and Oxford calculators;
Thandar test gear; ZX80, ZX81, Spectrum
and QL home computers; flat-screen TV; and
the C5 electric bicycle — the complete story of
Sir Sinclair's pile-em- high- and sell-emcheap ' success' story is comprehensively
covered in this fascinating book from an
author who has known Sinclair since the
time when Sir Clive joined Practical Wireless
straight from school as aprecocious
teenager. Both complete— it covers the story
right up to Maxwell's decision not to rescue
the company last September— and honest —
it even explains how Sinclair's advertising
agents in 1965 invented ' Sinclair watts' ( RMS
watts x 2" where nis an unspecified
number) — Rodney Dale's magnum opus will
be an eye-opener for those who would
otherwise cast Sir Clive in the role of the

GUIDE TO COLLECTING HIS MASTER'S
VOICE ' NIPPER' SOUVENIRS complied by
Leonard Pens and Ruth Edge. 311pp, plus many B&W
photographs. Price £5.95. Published by EMI Music Archives,
1-3 Uxbridge Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB4 OSY.

Yes, we are in the age of the Compact Disc,
but if you care about the past of our industry,
hobby, collecting mania — call it what you
will — you must have this book.
Ruth Edge and Leonard Petts have
laboured long and hard to gather this
information on ' Nipperie', including 707
illustrations in this incomparable reference
text, closing with asix- page chronology
covering 1884 — when Nipper was born in
Bristol — to September 1984, when HMV
Record Shops unveiled aplaque to
commemorate the terrier's last resting place
at 77 Clarence Street, Kingston, Surrey.
Thirty-five sections describe every type of
souvenir, from embroidered and woven
pictures, electric clocks, Queen Mary's dolls
house, badges, brooches, needle boxes,
Christmas cards, flags, games, books, share
certificates, stamps, postcards, to cardboard,
plaster, plastic and china models. If you
possess any items of ' Nipperie' not
mentioned in this book, write to Mrs Ruth
Edge, Archivist, EMI Music Archives at the
above address.
Donald Aldous
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THE BEST SYSTEMS
IN BIRMINGHAM

70 Mk11
SPEAKERS
DAD 7000R
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

CYRUS 1AMP

SYSTEM A
DAD 7000R C- D Player, Cyrus 1AMP and Mission
70MKI ISpeakers
Complete with Leads
£687.00
SYSTEM B
Dual 505-2, A&R Alpha or Rotel 820BX, Mission 70 Mk11 or
Celestion DL4
£299.95
Monitor Audio R100
£10.00 Extra
Mission Cyrus 1
£20.00 Extra
SYSTEM C
Revolver with Linn LVX and Basik, Rotel 840 BX or Mission 737R or
Monitor Audio R352 or Celestion DL8
£549.95
A&R A60 or Musical Fidelity Al
£10.00 Extra
Mission Cyrus Il
f60.00 Extra

Eo
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SYSTEM D
Mission DAD 7000R, Mission Cyrus I, Mission Cyrus PSX,
Mission Cyrus Tuner, Mission 770 Freedom. Complete with
Leads and Plugs
£1,299
We now stock a wide range of compact discs from £6.99
Also selected equipment from:
AIWA, AKAI, AKG, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER, BOSE, CELESTION, DENON,
DIESIS, DUAL, EXPOSURE, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDRING, GRADO, HELIUS, HEYBROOK, KEF, LINX, LOGIC,
MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN, MICHELL, MISSION, MORDAUNT SHORT, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, NAGAOKA, NVA, OAK, ORTOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER,
ROGERS, ROTEL, SANSUI, SONDEX, SPENDOR, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY, TARGET, TDK, TEAC, TECHNICS,
THORENS, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, ZETA.

C

* Single speaker demonstration room * 2 year warranty on most equipment
* Full service facilities on the premises * Phone for written details on interest free credit.
(Credit Broker)
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PLEASE SEND ME FURTHER
INFORMATION OF SYSTEM:

AN ALTERIIATIVE
IV AUDIO LTD.
95 Hobs Moat Road, Solihull, .111\
West Midlands B92 8J1.
021-742 0254
Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00-6.00
Demonstrations by appointment, please
Beneath Aroma
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NOTES
Peter Katin talks to Ivor Humphreys

0

NE PENALTY FACING THE
international concert pianist who
at some stage in his or her career
makes aspecial study of the
music of one composer, and who
subsequently achieves particular acclaim for
performances of it, is being labelled a
specialist. Peter Katin is undoubtedly known
now first and foremost as an exponent of the
music of Chopin. Newspaper notices
routinely contain phrases such as ' Katin's
undisputed position as one of the leading
interpreters of Chopin ...' or'Katin has
always been considered something of a
Chopin specialist'. Yet even acursory look at
the repertoire he has under his fingertips
reveals atruly catholic range of interests,
which his recitals and concerto appearances
have reflected ever since his debut at the
Wigmore Hall in 1948.
But the public impression of such myopic
focus doesn't unduly alarm him. ' Everyone
calls me aChopin specialist, yes, and it's
perfectly true in away. But Iwouldn't like to
be typecast as aChopin player, because I
don't play everything that he wrote. Yet the
concentrated studyl made of his music led
me to approach other composers in the
same kind of way. Liszt, for example. Ican't
remember atime when Icouldn't play the
B- minor Sonata or the Mephisto Waltz or a
couple of the Consolations, but Ihad never
really studied the whole corpus of his music.
In my early recordings Ihad to play alot of
the " display" pieces, even though Ifelt they
never really suited me. Everyone contradicts
me, but I'm not aborn virtuoso in that sense;
Ican play the music all right, but I'm not
necessarily drawn to it. Iwas always far
more interested in subtler tone colours and
therefore, Isuppose, the more introspective
music — late Beethoven, late Schubert;
things like that. But when Ibegan to study
Liszt anew, as I'd done with Chopin, my
approach to works like the B- minor Sonata
changed completely. Isuddenly saw his
music in away that I'd not been aware of
before. So, Istarted to do Liszt recitals again,
and I've also found more in Schubert and
Beethoven.'
So would Ibe right in expecting that he
doesn't find himself too enamoured of the
way young virtuosos these days are rushed
into the recording studio almost before they
hang up their skateboards? ' Ithink I'm old
fashioned enough to believe that one
shouldn't really start seriously playing the
later sonatas of, say, Beethoven until later in
life, especially in the recording studio. Idon't
mean that you ought to wait until you reach
retirement age!, but if you play them at, say,
22 or 23 there's the danger that people will
think your performances are definitive, that
that's the way you feel about the music
however much later they listen, and it's very
difficult for them to realise that you will
almost certainly feel very differently about it
10 years later. Ilived with Op.111 for about
20 years before Ilearnt it; it took me all that
time to justify my learning it and playing it. I
was well aware at the beginning that Ididn't
have the insight. With agreat work like that
you have got to be sure that there will come
atime when you feel you can do it. I'm quite
convinced that before you play any of the
really great works you have to know more
about the composer's other music; with
Beethoven you have to know the string
quartets and the symphonies, for example.'
With Mozart too? ' Certainly. Ithink if one
Ell- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Edward Sec kerson
finds Mozart slow movements difficult to
phrase then the best thing to do is listen to
well- sung operatic arias. You've got to know
all this other music because it will affect you
either directly or indirectly, just as other
art-forms will. Form, composition, colour in
whatever medium all influence you.
'So many artists are recording so much
these days that alot of things are done which
really ought not to have been committed to
tape. It's fine in performance, in away,
because the moment is genuinely transitory,
but on record the interpretation is fixed.
Again, I'm still old fashioned enough to
believe that the record industry should aim
primarily at an artist's definitive

"nterpretation of awork, as it used to. You
shouldn't record something until you have
had experience with it to the extent that your
basic interpretation is well established and
that any changes to come will be concerned
with details — naturally, with growth and
experience things do change. Iknow, for
instance, that with the Chopin B- minor
Sonata Inever play it any differently — I
haven't done for about 25 years. Details
change, of course, but not the overall
conception. It would be nice to record it
again in 10 years' time but Idon't think for
one minute that my basic idea of it will have
altered.'
The B- minor was one of the works on
Peter's most recently released record, an
all- Chopin recital put out on Pickwick's
Contour label ( LP review August'85 p87).
The performances were, as one would
expect, very well received, but were, frankly,
let down by amuddy and presence- less
sound, not to mention troublesome
pressings.
In fact, the recording, made at the

Maltings, Snape, was not originally intended
for general release, but was made primarily
for archival purposes. ' Yes, but Irather liked
the Dolby- A master. The recital seemed to go
very well and ideally Iprefer live
performance recordings anyway, whether
mine or anybody else's — there's that degree
of spontaneity and it brings alittle of the
atmosphere, which Ithink is terribly
important. The recording itself wasn't what
I'd have expected of astudio recording, but I
thought it sounded well enough to release.
Unfortunately quite alot was lost in the
remastering, or whatever, and the final
results were disappointing in comparison
with the original.'
Such sonic anomalies should be absent
from Peter's latest recording, aset of 14
Scarlatti Sonatas due to be released on
cassette and Compact Disc from acompany
new to us, Claudio Records, this spring. ' The
Scarlatti idea was put to me earlier this year
[19851 because of the tercentenary. Ithought
long and hard about it because it meant not
only alot of study of the text of the music,
but alot of thought about how Isaw it in
pianistic terms. Firstly, you can't play the
piano as though it's aharpsichord, and then
there are certain sonatas which are very
much more effective on the original
instrument; they can sound very dull on the
piano.
'The piano, on the other hand, is capable
of adifferent range of sounds, so it's not so
much aquestion of comparison as of
imaginative use of the sonorities and effects.
You have to imagine, too, that the music was
written for the piano in order to make the
best use of the dynamics and tonal
colourings available. I've had to go with a
particular line and Ihaven't kept always to
the convention of starting all trills on the
upper note, because in certain pianistic ways
it doesn't suit it — I've done this where Ifeel it
is necessary, musically. Also there are
certain tempi that one changes for the piano;
there's alovely A- major sonata on the record
1K2081 which has abeautiful Bach- like aria;
thatworks on the piano quite differently to
the way in which one would approach it on
the harpsichord. So, as you'll have gathered,
it was certainly not an easy task to select a
recital of 14 sonatas from the 550 that
Scarlatti wrote!
'... I've always liked Scarlatti enormously,
yes, but until now have preferred it on the
harpsichord — in fact I've played it on that
instrument, though not in concert. Having
selected Sonatas which are well suited to the
piano, though, I'm very happy with the
results. I'm doing agroup of five from the
recording in current recital programmes;
they work well and are very popular. Ithink
audiences are surprised at the variety in the
writing.
'... You know one of the things that
bothers me most about digital recordings is
the way in which so many of them are made
so that the music comes at you out of total
silence. The sound dies suddenly, the
reverberation cuts off, before the ears cut it
off. That's so artificial. 1mean, there's no
other way of listening to music that Ican
think of where you sit in total silence. There
has to be some ambience. This is one thing
we've done with the Scarlatti recording
[which happens not to be digital) — we've
kept the ambience between the sonatas. You
can't play for two minutes and then have
three seconds of dead silence as though the
whole machine has been switched off. I
believe that even astudio recording of a
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Denon awarded 3, " best buys", by ' Hi Fi Choice', Winter 85/86.
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DR- M22 £244.95
. . . Denon's transport was superior to the usual
standard expected . . . Sound quality was
particularly clear, relaxed and unfatiguing. There
was plenty of insight into aperformance and fine
stereo imagery . . . We felt the DR- M22 to be a
fine machine . . ."

What Hi Fi, " Best cassette deck of the year", 1985.
DR-M33HX £289.95

". . . Quality was outstanding for ferric tape,
being clearer, easier and more stable to listen to
than most decks with metal tape . . . This deck
delivered excellent record/replay sound quality
and, equally, it played musicassettes unusually
well, providing apitch- stable, tightly defined
sound better than most competitors by a
significant margin. Since the 33HX' is also a
delight to use, it rates very highly indeed".
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". . Both metals give impressive results. . still
easily out- performs most cassette decks . . .
Recording quality was excellent . . . The tuning
system matched in all tapes with ahigh degree
of accuracy . . . impressive by general
standards".

All the above quotes are taken from HiFi Choice Cassette Decks. Winter 85/86.

FOR YOUR FREE DENON COLOUR CATALOGUE

Ring 01-200 0200 (24 hours, 7days)

NOTES
concerto, say, or asymphony, should keep
the ambience between movements; it is,
after all, acontinuous performance.
'They seem to have managed all right with
the transfers from, say, the Ansermet
recordings made in the days before we had
Dolby; they're very effective. There's
something more natural, Ithink, about them.
It was said quite early on: when Dolby-A was
introduced, that the stereo image was
narrowed and that you had to compensate
accordingly. Ithink those who say that the
more you put between the performer and the
listener the more you're likely to lose are
quite right. I'm not convinced that noise
reduction is necessary. Ithink if one does
everything in the right way with the right
machine set up for the right tape it should
work. It's certainly been possible for the
Scarlatti.'
The Scarlatti disc is forthcoming and it is
hoped to set down the Schubert Bb, D960 - a
project abandoned last year through an
untimely seasonal illness - in the near
future. Peter Katin has now returned to these
Andres Segovia and Witold Lutoslawski will
join the illustrious list of names - 70 in all,
among them Brahms. Elgar and Stravinsky to have been honoured with the Royal
Philharmonic Society's Gold Medal since
1870, when it was founded. Lutoslawski will,
as promised, be the subject of an HFN/RR
special sometime in the late spring/early
summer. Watch these pages.
CBS' recording of Lutoslawski's 3rd
Symphony c/w Les Espaces ... from LAP/
Esa-Pekka Salonen is due for release in early
Spring.
Stanislav Bunin, 19, of the Soviet Union, has
won the 11th Chopin Competition in
Warsaw, the fourth Soviet so to do since the
event began in 1927. There was, Igather,
more controversy this year ( remember juror
Martha Argerich's walk- out in 1980 when
Pogorelich failed to make the final?) when
Kernel Gekic of Yugoslavia was eliminated in
the penultimate round. Marc Laforet of
France was second, and Krzystof Jablonski
of Poland, third.
On the recording scene, Jeffrey Tate has
been extremely busy for EMI. They can
hardly get the records out quick enough.
Essentially, it's more Mozart, and Haydn Symphonies 102 & 104 CLondora to be
precise, and that should please anyone who
heard his superb account of the latter in
London recently. On the Mozart front, it's the
Wind Concertos that take the limelight this
time. Interesting soloists, too: the Czech,
Radovan Vlatkovic, in the Horn concertos;
Dag Jensen in the Bassoon Concerto, and
Karajan's Berlin discovery, Sabine Meyer,
the Clarinet.
For the EMI Reflexe label, Roger Norring'
authentic instrument' cycle of the
Beethoven Symphonies is now underway.

ton's

For Previn and the RPO ( currently exuding
confidence - lwrite having just enjoyed the
most exquisitely tailored account of
Vaughan Williams' London Symphony in
years) it's not just Telarc who are making all
the running. EMI have Jean-Philippe Collard
joining them for Saint-Saëns' 2nd and 4th
Piano Concertos.
Neville Marriner is still busily dividing his
recording time between Philips and EMI.
HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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shores after some years based in Canada
where he accepted apost as Visiting
Professor at the University of Western
Ontaro. Hopefully we shall hear him more
regularly now, both in concert and on record.

Philip Larkin Re Derek Jewell

never really liking the new jazz that stemmed
from bop, and it was somehow typical that
Larkin's stint of record reviewing ended in
1971 when 'with Miles Davis and John
Coltrane anew inhumanity emerged'. It was
also, he wrote in the collected volume of his
reviews called All What Jazz, with Coltrane
that jazz started to be '
ugly on purpose'.

Two notable writers on jazz died within two
weeks shortly before Christmas. The best
known was Philip Larkin, internationally
famous as apoet, and influential as ajazz
critic through his 10 years of reviewing
records for the Daily Telegraph. He died on
December 2, aged 63.
Derek Jewell, also 63, had extended his
writings more widely into the field of popular
music; as well as abiography of Duke
Ellington, he published acollection of his .
music journalism under the title The Popular
Voice. Both men had their interest in jazz
stimulated at Oxford; Larkin ( as he has so
comically described) with his lifelong friend
Kingsley Amis.
Both Larkin and Amis were traditionalists,

In some of his latter reviews he tried to be
fair to the new sounds, but in his
introduction to last year's updated
paperback edition of All What Jazz he
admitted that there were many times when
he substituted 'challenging' for ' insolent', or
'adventurous' for 'excruciating'. But within a
few lines after that he was also reflecting on
how much he would have missed in life if,
instead of being born in 1922, he had died
then, before King Oliver, Bessie Smith or
Ellington had made their marks. We who
have now survived him owe it to jazz to
ensure that it never becomes, as he feared it
might, an ' irresponsible exploitation of
technique in contradiction of human life as
we know it'.
Denis Argent

FLUTTER

Moving to Chicago, we find Solti
collaborating with Andras Schiff on ( deep
breath) the Tchaikovsky No.1, unusually
coupled, for once, with Dohnanyi's
Variations on aNursery Song. Solti also has
aBruckner 9in the bag, while over in Vienna,
Wagner's Lohengrin, with Jessye Norman
and Placido Domingo, should be close to
completion. Further details later.

Philips have aBeethoven ' Pastoral', Haydn's
'Toy Symphony' and Trumpet Concerto in El ,
with recently signed Hakan Hardenberger,
and Mozart's Eine kleine. EMI have anew set
of Brandenburgs on the way.
Decca's colourful schedule, meanwhile,
reflects awary eye on the commercial
market, not least the current CD success
story. From Montreal and Dutoit, two wellfilled digital showcases should be big
sellers: the Mussorgsky/Ravel Pictures with
Prelude to ' Khovantschina', Night on the
Bare Mountain and Rimsky's Russian Easter
Festival Overture; and aTchaikovsky album:
yes, the 1812, Capriccio Italien, Marche
Slave, and the Nutcracker suite. Rather more
exciting is Dutoit's ongoing Berlioz project.
In tne can now is the Symphonie Funebre et
Triomphale, and that will almost certainly
join acomplete Romeo and Juliet.
Ashkenazy continues to balance prudently
his dual roles at the keyboard and on the
rostrum. Yet another Scheherazade was at
the centre of recent Walthamstow sessions generous couplings, though: the Tsar Sultan
Suite and Flight of the Bumble Bee- while in
Amsterdam he was setting down Prokofiev's
Fifth Symphony with the Concertgebouw. A
fill- up is promised there, too: the rarely- aired
Dreams Op.6. As pianist, abig Schubert
record is imminent: the B- flat Sonata and
Wanderer Fantasy.

Cleveland next. Stravinsky's The Rite of
Spring and Four Norwegian Moods with
Chailly who also hosts the dynamic Labeque
Sisters in an all Gershwin romp: the twopiano version of Rhapsody in Blue, An
American in Paris and Cuban Overture.
Christoph von Dohnanyi follows up his
Dvorak 8th with the 7th.
In Paris, Rafael Puyana has made his first
record for Decca: Scarlatti and Soler.
Finally, from Decca, Philip Jones has turned
his ingenious imagination for brass to
Bernstein's West Side Story and Weill's
Threepenny Opera.
Peter Gammond fans, who missed out first
time around, will be relieved to hear that his
pocket masterpiece, Bluff Your Way In
Music, has been reprinted. Now you needy
never be at aloss for the right
response when confronted by a
music bore. Simply apply this
book to his mouth. Genuinely
witty, there is many a
perceptive comment
et-4-,L bi
slid in under the cover/ •Çe-',,..\\T"
of ajoke. Published,

Heybrook, intent on actively supporting live
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10

NAB
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12 75
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la 75

BASF
TDK

59

BETA

3 75

L750

395
3 95

L830

Professional

650

4 75

L500 Hi- Fi
L750 HI- Fi

FDA!

L500 SOC

FDA

5 45
5 45

VCC480

4 75

Portables

5.90

VHS- C

5 95
6 95

entrn

EC30 SHG

595
95
4

Pb 30mins

FUT

P5 60mins

8 75
II 75

VCC480 HG

5
45i
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475

•

(180 PRO

495

3.95

445

1.750 SHG

& Professional

E120 PRO

389

SONY
Heigh Grade

350
395
45

E• 80 SFIG •
240 51-IG

3.25
3 45
3 65

FliJi
SON ,
FUJI
SON,

L500 SHG

E 10 SHG
'
E60 SHG •
E'20 Si-1G '

E30 PRO
E60 PRO

•SSOD
Mee) 3 .
25
uz.n7 (
2 pack) 4.25

L500

Heigh Grade

SCOTCH Floppy Disks

"9

L250

3.95
5 25

E240

Computer

4 95

6.50
795

P5 90rthns

TOK

10.95

2 93

"

MAXELL Metal Spools -

ALLSOP 3

1 Crystal Centre Elingrove Road

Middlesex

Tel

01-13b1 0601

NOI HAVE CREDIT CARD FACILITIES
'

Cassette deck cleaning system

395

Replacement cartridges

TOP TAPE

2.50

Video "lead cleaner .

Head Cleaner for V2000

12 95

BIB

Ç 2 5, Orders over £ 50 POST FREE

IUD TAPI

NAB

2 95
3 15
3.45

E 120 Fi..F,
E 180 FITE,

0 59
0 6.,
0 711

18
37%

ND,

1800
3600

Cassette

69

10 2
7

E120
E 180

Hi -Fi

t39
o

7

5e

4.50

1
3 PaC'.
.'

1800

49
¶ 95

x

35°

',C
e

25
450

(3 Pe°

Se

UD 35-90

Video

VHS
E30
E60

ALDERLEY EDGE
ANDOVER
A,.clovar Audio
ASHFORD r •.
Photocratt
AYLESBURY
Ayleebury HI.Fi
BARNSLEY
Barnsley Hi•Fi Centre
BATH
Paul Green Hi Fi
BEDFORD
T...tock Video
BELFAST 1
Grernophone Shop
BELFAST 7
Knights Records
BOLTON
Cleanone .• • • • •
BOURNEMOUTH Sutton.
BRADFORD
Erne.»
BRIGHTON
Jeffries, Hi Fi.--.
BRISTOL t
Radford Hi Fi .
BRISTOL t
Abeolute Sound & Video •
Cl.hon
CAMBRIDGE
CVS
Chesterton
CARDIFF
Audio Excellence i.•
•
i•
CHELTENHAM
Absolute Sound & video .
CHESTER
Toppers i•••• • . • •
DERBY
Richard. Records • . .
EASTBOURNE
Jeffries Hi Fi U • •
EDGWARE / MS Radio ... ....• ,
Elient
I
Oak
EDINBURGH
Audio Aids .•
ENFIELD
AT Labs • •
EXETER
GullIford Hi.E.
FAREHAM
Multivision
GLASGOW
Steren Showcase
GREAT VARMOUlli
11.4.1.no H. F

10.e" NAB - 7.95

Cassette winder

11.95

VCR dust caver

4.75

Record cleaner

1395

7.75

Tape eraser

16.95

Carbon fibre cleaning brush

3.95

Video tape mending kit

9.95
19 95

Stylus cleaning kit

0.95

Cassette head cleaner

D89

Record care kit

1.75

Cassette index cards

0.90

Cassette care kit

1.75

Cassette labels

0.90

Video alarm
Compact disc cleaner
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7" - 4.95

Cassette heed demagnetiser

Video wipe ontwope off labels

5.95
1.25
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LIVERPOOL 1
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NW6
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WI

895
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NOTTINGHAM
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Nottingham Hi- Fl •' , •

RAMSGATE
F J Roger. ' -•
ST ALBANS
St. Albans Electronic. '
SALISBURY
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,
SHEFFIELD 7
Sheffield Sound Centre .
SHREWSBURY
Avon HI Fi
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SLOUGH
Audio L 015,151 Symerne • •

Video Stop •
Field Electronics •.
Audio T
•
OH Record. - • i" , •
Just Tape '
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TOE

r
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SOUTHAMPTON
Sutton. •••• ••
i••• •-•
STOKE-ON.TRENT
Newceele
• • ••• Henley
SUNDERL AND
Boro Electronics
Go SWANSEA
Audio Excellence •-• E " • ..... •
SWINDON
Absolute Sound & Video r•• • Ein . i.i••••
TONBRIDGE
Tonbridge Hi- El' . • •
UXBRIDGE
Uxbridoe Audio .'
• • .• ."•••••
WAKEFIELD
Empire Electro
WALLINGTON Surrey Cements WATFORD
Redlolux • •• ' • • i• ••• •
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
Paul Roberts Hi Fi .
WEYMOUTH
Dorset Electronics Centre .'.
WOLVERHAMPTON
Woods Audio Vleuel .
WORCESTER
Johnson. Sound •
i• •
YEOVIL
Yeovil Audio • E •• .. E.
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HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB
Your chance to catch up on some of the great offers already run in HiFi News & Record Review
tick
box
LI

indicate
quantity

The Goldring Stylus Cleaner (
i?' £11.50p inc p&p
The Mission lsoplat (r.i £ 19.50 inc p&p
J
The ` Tweek' (a' £ 15 ine P&P
;71
The Michell Banana plus (
ëz) £9.50 per set inc p&p
Audiophile Records
Cantate Domino (£6.95) : Saint-Saens (£6.951
Close- Ups (£ 6.95) LI Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LP's £ 13.95) LI Dâfos (€ 12.95) all records
reviewed in HFN January 1985, prices to include p&p
Quadropod Spikes (d £8.00 per set inc p&p & Jig 41 £4.00
HFN/RR Flux Dumper' (
d £22.00 inc p&p
Nagaoka record sleeves (ri,£6.70 inc p&p ( set of 50)
Goldring Light (
a,£12.95 inc p&p
HFN/RR Phase Shunter £ 51.45
High Performance Loudspeakers Book £ 14.95
HFN/RR Black Head MC Transformer £46.15
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.99
HFN DC1 Kit Minus Cabinet £49.99
Michell Stylus Balance £ 19.95
CYX CD Damping Foil ( Pack of 10) £ 5.49
ALLSOP Carbonoptic LP Brush £ 5.00 incl. p&p
Cassette deck cleaner £5.00 incl. p&p .1,
CD Cleaner £ 19.50 incl. p&p LI Special offer of all 3 £25.75 incl. p&p LI
Please send your orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH.
NAME
ADDRESS

!1 Ienclose PO/Cheque/MO*
My card number is:

1I
wish

to pay by AccessNisa/Diners/Amex*

muilmEEEEEErni

My payment is:

Signature
E&OE

Delivery subject to availability, Telephone enquiries: 0234 741152

*Please delete as necessary.
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RECORD REVIEW
TALLIS
110 Spem in aliurn. etc ( Phillips)
TELEMANN
106 Suite for Recorder & Strings
(Dingfelder/Leonard)
VIVALDI
110 Complete Oboe Concertos
(I Music')
110 Four Seasons ( Perlman)
110 Guitar Concertos ( Los Romeros/
Brown)
WALTON
105 Violin Sonata ( McAs(an/Blakely)
WIDOR
109 Allegro. Symphony 6 ( Gui(los)
ZELTER
110 Lieder ) Fischer-Dieskau)

CLASSICAL
ARNE
103 Thomas & Sally ( Preston'
JS BACH
103 Four orchestral suites ( Marrinerl
BEETHOVEN
103 Violin Concerto arr guitar
(Yamashita)
BERKELEY
103 Oboe Concerto ( Daniel/Dodst
BISER
103 Twelve Sonatas ( Goodman/
Holman)
BRAHMS
103 Symphony 2. etc tJanowskil
103 Violin Sonatas, etc ( Perlman/
Ashkenazy)
103 Fantasres, etc ( Bishop
Kovacevich)
CHOPIN
103 Impromptus. etc ( Perahia)
105 Mazurkas. etc ( Ashkenazy)
DEBUSSY
105 Pelléas & Mélisande
(Ansermet)
DVORAK
105 Sonatina, etc ( Perlman/Sanders)

®

COLLECTIONS

ELGAR
105 Violin Sonata ( McAslaralakely)
FAURE
105 Violin Sonatas 1 & 2 ( Grumiaux/
Crossley)*
GLASS
105 Satyagraha ( Keene)
HANDEL
105 Coronation Anthems. etc
(Matrinerl
105 Apollo & Dafne ( McGegan)
HAYDN
106 Symphonies 3,39 & 73 ( Jones)
HOFFMEISTER
106 Flute Concerto ( Dingtelderi
Leonard)
KHACHATURIAN
106 Flute Concerto. etc ( Galway/
Chung)
LALO
109 Cello Concerto
(Webber/Coboslig;
MAHLER
106 Symphony 3 ( Levine/ e
MARTINU
106 Sinfonia Concertante, etc ( Koslerl
MAXWELL DAVIES
106 Symphony 3 ( Downes(
MOZART
106 11 Symphonies, etc
(Klemperer)
107 Divertimento K563 ( Kremer et an
107 The Seraglio iHarnoncourt)
MYSLIVECEK
107 Srnfonras ( Prague CO)
107 Sonatas, etc ( Hala)
PALLIS
103 Nocturne de rephèmère
(Underwood/Dods)
PHILIPS
107 Harpsichord works
(Uottenborschl
PURCELL
107 Orpheus Britannicus ( various) . 4RAVEL
107 Songs IvariousiPlasson)
RAWSTHORNE
107 Concerto ( or String Orch. etc
(Jones) .cr ,
RESPIGHI
109 Pines of Rome. etc ! Mutt)
RODRIGO
109 Cello Concerto
(WebberiCobosi
ROSSINI
109 Tancredi ( Weikert)
SAINT-SAÉNS
109 Symphony 3ide Waart1
SHOSTAKOVICH
109 Piano Quintet, etc IRichter.
Borodin Ot)
SIBELIUS
09 Symphony 1. etc ( Rattle)
SMETANA
09 Dreams. etc ( Howard)
SPOHR
09 Calvary ( Ludwig)
10 18 Lieder ( Varady)
STRAUSS ( Richard)
10 Zarathustra ( Prétre)
SUPPÉ
110 Overtures ( Dutort)

RECORD RATINGS
Recording
A

D
H

Performance
Very Good
Good

1
2

Moderate
3
Poor
4
Historical
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP) as appropriate)

IIlH NEWS & IZEL'ORD

111 ALFRED DELLER MEMORIAL t
3
discs/13 composers)
111 ALPHA RECORDINGS (
5discs/
many composers)
111 FLUTE & ORCHESTRA (
3
composers)
111 FRENCH FUN (
10 composers)
111 GALWAY GALORE 13 discs/6
composers) K'
111 INTERPENETRATIONS ( 3
electronic composers)
111 JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER 110
composers) e
113 MUCH LOVED MUSIC - Vol.2 111
composers)
113 MUSIC FOR FOUR GUITARS 14
composers)
113 POPULAR PIANO & ORCH IS
composers)11,
113 RECORD OF SINGING - Vol.3 ( 13
discs, 208 items) (II
113 SONATAS FOR TWO
HARPSICHORDS (
3composers)
113 TRINITY COLLEGE CHOIR (
2
discs/9 composers)

CD MONITOR
BACH
B- minor Mass ( Teldec)
Brandenburg Concertos ( Philips)
Cantatas ( Teldec)
Keyboard Concertos ( DG)
BEETHOVEN
101 Piano Concertos 3 & 4 ( Philips)
97 Piano Sonatas ( 0G)
BIZET
95 Complete Piano works ( Le Chant
du Monde)
101
100
101
97

DVORAK
101 Cello Concerto ( Philips/
ELGAR
101 Cello Concerti° ( Philips)
100 String Quartet etc ( Meridian)
GERSHWIN
95 Porgy & Bess ( Decca(
HANDEL
97 Concertos IDGI
101 Violin Sonatas ( Philips)
100 Esther
HAYDN
95 Die Schopfung ( Accent)
IPPOLITANOV-IVANOV
99 Symphony 1etc IHKI
KODALY
99 Harp Janos etc ( Hungaroton)
PERGOLESI
99 Stabat Mater ( Hungaroton)
MAHLER
99 Das Lied von der Erde ( DG)
97 Symphony 5 ( EMI/
MASCAGNI
97 Cavalleria Rusticana IDGI
MILHAUD
95 Suite Provencal ( Le Chant du
Monde)
MOZART
95 Concertos for 3Harpsichords etc
(Denon)
101 Haffner Serenade etc ( Teldec I
101 Mass in c ( Teldec)
101 Seraglio ( Teldecl
97 Sinfonia Concertante etc IDG)
PUCCINI
100 Madame Butterfly ( Hungaroton)
RODRIGO
99 Concerto de AraMuez etc
(Forlanel
ROSSINI
97 Journey to Rheims ( DGi
SCHUBERT
95 Stung Quintet / Denun)
97 Symphonies 3 & 8 ( 0G)
Symphony 9IHungaroton)
SCHUMANN
97 Symphonies 1 & 4IDO)
STRAUSS
99 Four Last Songs ( EMI)
101 Four Last Songs ( RPC)
97 Die Fh1U Ohne Schatten ( DG)
95 tin Heictenleben ( Denoni
SUPPE
95 Overtures ) Decca(
VERDI
99 Don Carlos ( DG)
99 Ernanil0G1
99 Rigoletto ( DGI
VIVALDI
101 Flute Concertos ( Philips)
COLLECTIONS
95 The Arp Schnitger organ in Stade
(Denon)
95 Pasta Burchuladze recital ( Decca)
100

BEST OF THE MONTH
103
Arne's Thomas & Sally revived from 1970
103
Bach: the four orchestral suites from ASM/Marriner
103
Brahms sonatas from Perlman/Ashkenazy via EMI
105
Super Chopin playing from Ashkenazy via Decca
Enjoyable Dvorak/Smetana from Perlman/Sanders_ . _ 105
105
Fine Fauré on reissue from Grumiaux & Crossley
109
Fabulous Lalo & Sarasate from Mutter
107
Glorious Ravel songs from Berganza & others
107
Rawsthorne package resurrected & starred
109
Respighi from Muti in full sonic glory
Saint-Saëns Organ Symphony from San Francisco
109
Double- starred Vivaldi Seasons from Perlman
110
Flute & orchestra from Leipzig via Masur
111
French fun in great sound from 10 composers
111
Interpenetrations — double- starred electro acoustics
111
Desert Island Dolphy
115
Flora Purim & Airto — 40 minutes of joy
Showcase reissues, worth the searching

117
117

Caterina Valente feeling the sunshine

117

101 Overtures & Intermezzi ( Philips)
99 Elisabeth Schwarzkopf Operetta
Recital ( EM))
95 Spanish Songs ( Denon(

NON-CLASSICAL
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY &
NAT ADDERLEY
115 What is this thing called Soul?
ARCADIA
115 So Red the Rose
COUNT BASIE
115 Live in Japan 1978
THE BEATLES
117 Live at the Star Club, Vols 177
PAT BENATAR
119 Seven the Hard Way
• GEORGE BENSON QUARTET
115 It's Uptown/George Benson
Cookbook
CHEAP TRICK
119 Standing on the Edge
ERIC CLAPTON & THE
YARDBIRDS
117 Got Love if you want it
THE COMMODORES
119 The Very Best of .
JEROME COOPER
115 The unpredictability of
Predictability
ERIC DOLPHY
115 Out to Lunch
THE DREAM ACADEMY
115 The Dream Academy
BILL FRISELL
115 Rambler
JAY GARBAREK
115 It's OK to listen to the Gray Voice
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI &
YEHUDI MENUHIN
11 b For All Seasons
CO
PAUL HARDCASTLE
119 Paul Hardcastle
FRED VAN HOVE
115 KIONTT
CHAZ JANKEL
119 looking at You
ELTON‘JOHN
117 Ice on Fire
PHILLY JOE JONES ETC
117 Four Seasons
STANLEY JORDAN
115 Magic Touch
BB KING
119 King of the Blues Guitar
LLOYD COLE & THE
COMMOTIONS
111 Easy Pieces
JULIE LONDON
117 Around Midnight
PERCY MAYFIELD
119 My Heart is Always Singing Sad
Songs
LEE MORGAN
117 The Sidewinder
YOKO ONO
111 Starpeace
ANTHONY PHILLIPS
119 Harvest of the Heart
CO
FLORA PURIM & AIRTO
117 Humble People
KENNY ROGERS
119 The Heart uf the Matir"
SAM AND DAVE
117 Greatest Hits
THE SEARCHERS
117 Greatest Hes
HORACE SILVER
117 Flowtn .the Blues Away
SKIFF SKATS
119 Skill Shuts Stuff
LEW STONE
119 Golden Age of Lew Stone
TRACEY ULLMAN
119 Forever The Best of)
CATERINA VALENTE
119 Around the World
CD
VARIOUS
119 Cocktail Hour & Cool Emotions
119 Great British Dance Bands Play
Cole Porter
119 Greenpeace
CD
JOHNNY WINTER
117 Liver' Iri the Blues
MARCUS WISE & DEAN
MAGRAW
115 Wise: Magraw

RECORD RATINGS Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics' find ngs, but should be noted in
with the full reports— and taken as aguide only. Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention,
beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or figure as approp
A*:2 or ( exceptionally) A*1 g.
HiFi News & Record Review. Any record reviewed in this magazine rr
to be stereophonic unless its number is accompanied by: ( monophonic) oraUstereo transcription)
in the index above indicates aUK reissue. dmm = direct metal mastering. RECORD FAULTS ' Record'
be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual pressing faults encounte ,
samples. Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such variable faults will occur among r
CASSETTE NUMBERS For cassette users, we incorporate equivalent cassette numbers, where w
the heading blurbs of our LP reviews. These numbers are shown in brackets in ordinary ( non Ixnumber. ( NCI indicates that no cassette is available.
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COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
THE COMPACT DISC PEOPLE
SALE!
PHILIPS

SALE!

SALE!

EX -DEMONSTRATION CD104 COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

FULLY GUARANTEED, ONLY .E1 99 VERY LIMITED STOCK .
NEW Over 200 imp ort
ed Compact Disc titles all
* Two privat e demonstration studios to listen to and compare players

at f15.95/£16.95 per disc

* 15,000 Domest i
c and imported pop, jazz and classical compact discs always in stock
* Individual liste n i
ng f
ac ili ti
es to audition CD '
s before you buy— remember mistakes can
* Large selectio n ofsecon d-h and CDs now available from only £ 7.49

be costly!

* An efficient M a il Order Department. Mail and Telephone Orders we l
comed by Visa, Access and Amex.
All goods despatch edsame day by First Class Recorded Delivery
* Our unique tok en system: on each purchase of a compact disc you receive a Covent Garden token
when you have coll ec t
edten you can select a complimentary single compact disc to the value of £ 10.95

THE SALE CONTINUES
CD PLAYERS IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE FOR
Akai CD-IV188 with £ 30 of compact discs
Philips CD104B wit h £ 30 of compact discs
Philips CD304 with £ 30 o fcompact discs
Philips CD150 wit h £ 20 of compact discs
Philips 350 with £ 20 ofcompact discs
Pioneer PD 5010
Pioneer PD 7010 w ith r/m and £ 30 of
compact discs
Marantz CD45 with £ 20 o fcompact disc
Marantz CD65 with £ 30 ofcompact discs
Mara ntz CD74 wi th £ 30 o fcompact discs
Marantz CD84 with £ 30 o fcompact discs

f-48.9 f399
f--2-9.9. f279
f3,9-8. £ 379
new £ 229
new £ 249
£199
f--3-4,g £ 299
new f299
£ 349

-E-349 £ 299
-f-3441 £ 379
-£-2-9.9. £ 249

Yamaha CDX2 with £ 30 o fcompact discs
Nakamichi OMS5 with £ 40 ofcompact discs

£ 695

Nakamichi OMS7 with r,m and £ 60 of
compact discs

Merid ian MCD
Meridian PRO

wit h

DEMONSTRATION
£ 30

of compact discs

£ 399

£ 675
Mission DAD700OR with remote control -- £ 449
Sans ui PCV 750 with £ 30 of compact disc
£ 299
Sansui PCV -100 with £ 20 of compact discs £ 259
Sony CDP30
CD Walkma
Pl ayer
D50
Sony
with n
£ 30
of compact
discs

I-2-7,9 ££ 299
259

Sony CDP102 wi th £ 30 ofcompact discs
Sony CDP302ES with £ 40 of compact discs

£ 399
£ 499

Sony CDP502ES with £ 50 of compact discs

Sony CDP 552 702 ES (now in stock)
Toshiba XR-V22 -Twin CD player- with £40 of
compact discs
Toshiba XR-V11 with £ 20 of compact discs
John Bowers Active One (always in

£995
We demonstrat e all CD players in our purpose built listening room using the best playback equipment
system and the JOHN BOWERS ACTIVE ONE We can supply anything from a CD player to add to

stock)

£ 699

£ 1995

--£-49
E-24s.

£ 299
199
£

f1-3.9-5 £ 1295

from the QUAD Electrostatic
your existing System

to acomplete syst em installed in your home
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY BY INDEPENDENT EXPRESS AVAILABLE

CCD V-8 AF ( camcorder)
CCD M-8
EVC 8

IVEVVSFLASH!!
SON Y Video 8 NOW IN STOC K AND ON DEMONSTRATION

£1149 * EVA 300
£479
£749 * EVS 700
£449
TTV 8
£ 749
PCM EV10
£ 199
£199
'LIMITED OFFER - FREE COPY OF THE FILM "ROMANCING THE STONE" WITH THESE MODELS

am am min ins mg MI Mil I» I
cOvE Nr
HFN ,2'86
cos

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS

f6 Off

84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OJA

On Purchase
Of CD's
84 Charing Cross Road
London, WC2
NO TOKENS GIVEN
mu ma mama»

Tel: 01-379 7674/7635/7427
Open Mon to Sat

a

1 0am -7.30pm

2mins Leicester Sq. and Tottenham Court Road Tube

F ma en am an MI MUM BM
i
1F N286

f6 Off
On Purchase
Of CD's
84 Charing Cross Road
London, WC2
NO TOKENS GIVEN
La mil am. ma NM MI WM MI

TtI1TI
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1V1 Jr /A l..
ACCENT
Haydn: Die Scheipfung, Laki/Mackie/Huttenlocher/Collegium Vocale, Gent/La Petite
Bande/Kuijken ( ACC 58228D-9D) (
2 CDs)
(108m 54s) This compelling issue commemorates a performance recorded during
the Festival of Flanders in October 1982. It
has been available on two LPs for acouple of
years, though it does not seem to have been
reviewed in this magazine. It is good to hear
a young British tenor more than holding his
own in this company — the soloists are an
unusually well- matched and pure- voiced
trio, and Sigiswald Kuijken's excellent and
stylish orchestra ( some 45 strong) with Philippe Herreweghe's radiant and firm Collegium Vocale temper lively enthusiasm with
delicacy and gravity.
The recording, made with only four microphones, is of very high standard. The
background hiss just audible during the
'Representation of Chaos' and the following
recitative is from the tail- end of a torrential
downpour; thereafter, only the occasional
cough, tap against a music- stand, and
applause after each part of the oratorio,
remind one that this was alive concert. It is a
richly rewarding issue, affectionate yet sober
in approach, with wind, continuo harpsichord and timpani detail crystal clear yet
not obtrusive, and total commitment to
Haydn's masterpiece from everyone
involved. The first booklet contains the full
text ( German only, despite the claim ' German and English'), the second an unusually
informative long essay ( in English) on the
work, for which the author ought to have
been given credit. Strongly recommended.
A[1]
Peter Branscombe

DECCA
Paata Burchuladze: Mussorgsky/Verdi,
ECO/Downes ( 414 335-2) (
46m 31s)
Although this is his first recording, Burchuladze's reputation is already impressive.
There is no doubt that a good bass has the
edge over his more lightweight brothers
when it comes to dramatic glamour, and
when the voice is as good as this, a star is
born. It's not a super- deep bass but it is
marvellously expressive and flexible, with a
commanding sense of ease. This is not so
much a recital as ' highlights' from operatic
performances, showing that Burchuladze is
also possessed of afine theatrical talent ( see
JF's Oct LP review). The Walthamstow hall
provides a suitably large setting, although
the acoustic veils the sound a little and the
stereo is vague at times. The orchestral HF is
dull and the soundstage so deep that it
almost comes to a point, with little width to
the strings. But the singer is placed well, with
no lack of presence, and his starry voice
revels in the generous ambience. B[:1]
Sue Hudson
Gershwin: Porgy and Bess, White/Mitchell/
Cleveland SO/Maazel ( 414 559 2) ( 3CDs)
(181m 35s) A double- starred recording from
1976, this analogue original is comprehensively complete, including as it does some
dialogue and music cut from the original
production. The all- black casting is excellent,
with a strong Porgy in Willard White and a
sympathetic Bess in Leona Mitchell. Maazel
has resisted the temptation to expand the
most familiar songs into big, stagey production numbers; these are well- integrated
without disrupting the flow of the action. In
his original review, Peter Gammond said
that he would have preferred a more theatrical presentation of the soundstage, but I
would say that by going for an expansive,
rich sound, Decca have best served Gershwin's masterpiece. Voices, for example, are
unexaggerated in size or level. The transfer
to CD is still worth its A*[:1*].
John Atkinson
Suppé: Seven Overtures, Montreal SO/
Dutoit (414 408-2) (
56m 23s) Yes, all the
splendid pot-boilers are here (
Light Cavalry,
Morning Noon & Night, Poet & Peasant,
Pique Dame), played with verve, laced with
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touches of grace — fine cello solos in MN&N
and P&P — and recorded with brilliance by
Decca's Cornall/Dunkerley team in the welltried Church of St Eustache in Montreal. The
same team and venue produced a starry
sound in Berlioz' Fantastic Symphony, but
despite the spacious acoustic, sensible distancing, and crystal-clear textures, Ihad a
feeling from time to time here that the treble
was a touch ' raw', with tonal brilliance
insufficiently supported by upper- bass
warmth. I know that stone and wooden
boundaries in a hall don't necessarily produce corresponding sound- qualities, but it
does sometimes seem that stone dominates
here. However, it's only a passing impression which will hardly prevent a lot of this
sparkling, tuneful music being used to
demonstrate CD sound to good effect. A[:11
John Crabbe

LE CHANT DU MONDE
Bizet: Complete Piano Works, Setrak ( LDC
278.776/77) (
2CDs) 199m 51s) Full marks for
enterprise in putting such unexpected repertoire on CD. Rather less, though, for the
result. Ihad reservations about the sound on
black disc; here the faults leap out at you:
Jumbo sized piano, no more than afew feet
away; pedal thumps; overpowering bass.
Not nice. C
Andrew Keener
Milhaud: Suite Provencale/Poulenc:
Aubade/Sauguet: Les Forains, Paris Conseratoire 0/Baudo, Lamoureux 0/Baudo/
Sauguet ( LDC 278.300) (
63m 01s) Noisy
music ana dated recordings ( 1962-31, though
the soLnd is certainly bold. The performances of the Milhaud and Poulenc are no
more subtle than Pretre's accounts ( both on
Greensleeve), though the latter's wit is a
toLch lighter. The high-level, upfront quality
— and long storage — has no doubt exacerbated the patches of print-through on the
original master. This isn't bad, but Idoubt
whether the price asked is quite realistic. B/C
Andrew Keener

DENON
The Arp Schnitger organ in Stade: Music by
Bruhns, Buxtehude, Lubeck, Scheidemann,
and Weckmann, Jaques Van Oortmerssen
(33C37-7492) (
52m 16s) Though Schnitger is
still recognisable in this instrument ( which
he completed after the death of his master,
Berenct Huess, who commenced the work),
it owes much of its present character to a
very sympathetic rebuild by Ahrend ( 19751,
in which the original sound and.specification
were reconstructed as closely as possible.
Whatever the exact degree of success ( which
is impossible to know), it sounds very well in
its own right. Both specification and registration details are given, and these are most
welcome. The performance is rather too
flexible in matters of rubato, and the pedal
part scmetimes lags overmuch.
The organ does occupy the whole of an
end wall in the building, so a wide sound is
ac:ually appropriate. Balance is good, and
bass extension is there when needed, but
infrequently called upo 1. There is a trace of
hardness in the upperwork, and some occasional deep rumbles of unknown origin,

It

which Ifor one will gladly accept in preference to a rolled- off bass. Otherwise the
sound is convincing. B[:2]
Trevor Attewell
Mozart: Concerto for 3Harpsichords K242, 2
Concerti K107, Huguette Dreyfuss, Oliver
Baumont, George Kiss/Capella Academica
Wien/Melkus ( 33C37-7600) (
50m 13s) Harpsichords were almost certainly the instruments Mozart wrote his triple concerto for,
but they sit unhappily on the music here, and
the whole thing sounds curiously anachronistic. Balance between the three soloists is
indifferent, the third, albeit least important
member of the trio, being uncomfortably
middled between the more prominent pair
and distanced from them. The tone is warm
and resonant but the orchestra sounds too
big and heavy, though it is in fact quite a
small ensemble. Melkus' reputation as a
stylist is at risk here too. Lines are not clearly
drawn, phrasing is soupy and the admittedly
elementary wind parts are not well defined.
In fact everyone seems ill at ease. The two
arrangements from K107 in which Dreyfuss
is the soloist are rather better, but still not
ideal. C[:M]
Kenneth Dommett
Schubert: String Quintet in C, Philharmonia
Quartet Berlin/Eberhard Finke ( vIc) ( 33C377601) (
55m 50s) Already there is a wide CD
choice. This version, with members of the
Berlin Philharmonic, recorded at the Siemens Villa in Sept ' 84, is notable for smooth
blend and perfection of ensemble/intonation. Like a Karajan Schubert performance it
avoids any real characterisation of this disturbing composition: contrast the beautification of the finale's vigorous Hungarian dance
with the live Philips LP with Vegh, Casals et
al. That 1961 analogue taping has a solidity
of image absent from the ' damped' and
evasively balanced version here. A/13(:2)
Christopher Breunig
Spanish Songs: de Falla, Granados, Niri,
Susan Daniel/Amner ( 33C37-7539) (
44m 15s)
Olé castanets! With a name like Susan
Daniels, the lady in question can sound
remarkably Spanish. She takes on the
various roles with dash and conviction. The
lyrics are sometimes folksily terse, even
downright crude, but Senorita Daniels never
sounds above it all; it's the music that does
that. Fine musicians they may be, but the
business of smoothing out the original material into a' Granados' or ' de Falla' annoys the
folk- music lover in me. But, as you might
expect from such popular composers, there
are some beautiful moments and powerful
melodies. The singer is placed forward and
slightly close, but the piano is allowed its full
weight. Both are bathed in a well controlled
reverberation. The dynamic range is
unusually wide for such music, adding
greatly to the dramatic contrasts between
the son9s. Sadly, there is occasional clipping, briefly noticeable when Miss Daniels
really lets rip, but it's not a serious fault.
Everything else is excellent, the microphone
response being very even, its character
laudably neutral and uncoloured. A/BE:11
Sue Hudson
Strauss: Ein Heldenleben, Dresden Staatskapelle/Blomstedt ( 33C37-7561) (
45m 56s)
This is gorgeous. Don't be thrown by initial
impressions of a somewhat portly ( though
nonetheless magnificent) hero, rather staid
in his airs and graces. Dignity and amplitude
(remember Barbirolli's HMV account?) are
key factors in the approach of Blomstedt and
his cultured old orchestra, and the benefits
of their deep mahogany sound are
immeasurable as Strauss takes his long
nostalgic look back on a lifetime's living and
loving. Technically, we are talking here of
top- class demo quality: lifelike instrumental
timbres, astring sound of magnificent depth
and breadth ( warm and refulgent from top to
bottom), fat, contented brass pulled- in to
thrilling effect ( low, rasping trombones
superbly caught) in the central battle sequence. I'll be taking this journey regularly. A*
Edward Seckerson
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Compact Discs

Amplifiers

Rotel 840BX

Cassette Decks

Dual CS505.2

KEF C10

A&R Alpha

Technics

Aiwa ADF 250

Dual CS505.2 Deluxe

KEF C20

Audio Technica

A&R A60

Yamaha A320

Aiwa ADF 350

Denon

KEF C30

AIWA

AR P35

Yamaha 420

Aiwa ADF 640

NAD 5120

KEF C40

Denon DCD 1000

Denon PMA717

Yamaha 520

Aiwa ADF 660

Rotel RP830

KEF C60

Denon DCD 1100

Rotel RP850

KEF C80

Denon DCD 1500

Reecileer'Mission 774

KEF C101

Marantz CD54 ( Ltd. offer)

RevolveriLVX

KEF C103

Maranta CD74

Aiwa ADF 770

Denon 737
Denon 757

Mae ADF 990

Hafler

Tuners

H.K.

A&R T21

AhvaADR 550

Luxman

A&R Beta

Aiwa ADR 650

Marantz PM4

Denon TU 710

Harmon Kardon

Marantz PM54

Denon TU 747

Denon DR171

Speakers

Marantz PM64

Hitachi FT 5500 11

Denon DRMit

Arcam One

Marantz PM84

Denon DRM22
Denon DRM33 HX

Arcam Two

Mission Cyrus 1

Luxman
Marantz ST 151

Mission Cyrus 2

Marantz 251

Denon DRM44 HX

AR 18 BX

Mission PSX

Marantz 551

Dual

AR 22 BX

NAD 3120

Marantz ST 64L

AR 338X

NAD 3020B

Mission Cyrus

Marantz
Nakamichi

NAD 3155

NAD 402013

Teac

B&W DM110

NAD 1155

NAD 4155

NAD 6130

B&W DM220

NAD 2200

Nytech CT 206

Yamaha K220

Celestion DL4

Nytech CA202

QED 1230

Yamaha K320

Celestion DL6

OED A230

Quad Fft44

Yamaha K520

Quad 34

Rotai RT830

Celestion SL6S

Quad 44

Hotel RT850

Quad 405.2

Technics

Turntables

Celestion SL600

Rotel RA820

Yamaha 1320

Ariston

Dean Alto Pro

Rotel 82013X

Yamaha 1520

AR Lux

Gale 301

W/dale 508

Rotel 840

Yamaha 1720

AR EB101

Gale 402

W'dale 708

Aiwa ADR 450

Thorens

KEF c 04.2

Marantz coe4

KEF C105.2

Arcam Three

AR 44 BX

Celestion DL8

Dean Alto

Mission DAD 7000R

Mon Audio R100

NAD

Mon Audio R252

Technics

Mon Audio R352

Yamaha COX 2

M Short MS10

Yamaha CO3

M. Short MS15

Hitachi
Philips

M. Short MS20
Quad ESL635 A

Meridian MCD

Rogers LS2

Meridian Pro CD

Rogers LS& 5A
Rogers LS5
Rogers LS6
Rogers LS?
Tannery Mercury
Tannoy Venus
Tannoy M20 Gold
Widale Diamond II
Mdale 504
Wfdale 506

Pickups &
Cartridges
Audio Tech
A&R
Goldnng
Nagoaka
NAD
Oriol on
Rata
Shure

EAST LONDON

NORTH LONDON

Newly opened, our East Ham branch, is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now orovide our
services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday.
ENOD.
"Some products are only available at our
North London Branch — but East Ham
can take orders for you."
(NAD not available at this branch).

Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent
back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics.
Aware of the changing face of KW in
the second half of the eighty's. we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported ' Hifi to suit all budgets.
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always
necessary, but it is advisable to ring first

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB
Mail orders: 01 607 2148, General Enquires: 01 607 2296
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat ( Closed Thurs)

19 HIGH ST. NORTH, EAST HAM E6 1HS
01 552 2716 Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat

Z

FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.
Large range of other products stocked — if your!
don't see what you require please phone or
send s.a.e. for quotation.
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JS Bach: Keyboard Concertos — for 2 in c
(BWV 1060) & C ( 1061), for 3in d ( 1063) & for
4 in a ( 1065), Eschenbach/Franz/Oppitz/
Schmidt/Hamburg Philharmonic Orchestra
(415 655-2) (
57m 27s) Although the thought
of three or four pianos playing Bach's music
written for harpsichords tends to make me
shudder ( especially if the string orchestra is,
as here, quite small), there are moments of
extreme expressive beauty in these piano
performances, which are aided by a clean,
clear recording of well-judged distance and
width.
This, however, is a reaction based on the
impression we gain of the pianos themselves. As far as the orchestra is concerned, I
find the recording unrealistically narrow and
imprecise; it is almost as if its sound had
been encapsulated in a fifth piano with the
lid down — and from what tcan hear, it
doesn't seem to play with much energy or
relish for the finer points of baroque string
writing. Pianists who know and love these
concertos through performances on their
own instrument should certainly try to hear
Eschenbach's elegant pianism; but for other
reasons, this must be a limited recommendation. B/C[:1/2]
Stephen Daw
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas in E-flat, Op.7, in
A, Op.2/2, Emil Gilels ( 415 481-2) (
57m 54s)
These recordings convey the grandeur and
power of Gilels' playing. On my system Ican
hear a greater variety of tone- colours, and
marginally more space around the instrument via LP, and those qualities I find
outweigh the considerations of the inevitable vinyl noises. As with the ' Hammerklavier', which JA reviewed many months ago,
the ambience of the Jesus Christus Kirche,
Berlin, is virtually excluded. A(:11
Christopher Breunig
Handel Concerto Grosso from Alexander's
Feast ( HVVV 318), Sonata a 5 ( 288), Oboe
Concertos in ( 302a), e (
301) & g ( 287),
Standage/Comberti/Reichenberg/TEC/Pinnock ( 415 291-2) (
47m 29s) The English
Concert's Handel series is continued in style
with these effective performances of rather
less familiar material: I was only disappointed that ( once again) we receive no
Overture in the current set of works; since
the composer wrote well over 60, it is high
time that TEC began to record some of them
— especially if there is a vague hope of
recording all of Handel's orchestral music!
Together with the stylish performances go
crisp, defined recordings, with warm tonal
balance and sensible proportions. A special
word of praise must be reserved for David
Reichenberg, whose eloquence has all the
expressive poise and grace that we might
demand of a modern specialist oboist, but
with a distinctive and apt baroque tone
quality. A[1/11
Stephen Daw
Mahler: Symphony 5, Philharmonia/Sinopoli (415 476-2) (
68m 54s) My detailed reactions can be found in last month's LP review;
I've little to add. Basically, Part 1 — dark and
uncompromising — is impressive. Part 2's
abrupt switch to D- major, however, fails to
dispel the gloom — the charm is laboured, the
mood grey and effortful. And so it continues
through an ' Adagietto' protracted, halting
and mannered, afinale vigorous but unsmiling. All Saints, Tooting is caught at its most
cavernous and forbidding — fine in the first
movement, but less of an asset later when
muddying reverberation creates all sorts of
coordination lapses in the ensemble ( Igive
an otherwise excellent Philharmonia the
benefit of the doubt). CD, alas, only accentuates the cold steely light. B/C
Edward Seckerson

new recording. Perhaps it is imagination but
this does sound fresher than the earlier
recording, though it may be purely a matter
of the lighter textures of the Concertone's
orchestration. Both works receive ingratiating performances, light and buoyant, with an
attractive warmth and sparkle about the
strings, clear well balanced winds, and
realistically sited soloists and oboe and cello
obbligatos in K190. Mehta wields a light
baton, conjuring some very stylish playing
from his Israeli forces. A[:1]
Kenneth Dommett
Rossini: II Viaggio a Reims, Ricciarelli/
Terra ni/Cuberli/Gasdia/Araiza/G imenez/
Nucci/Raimondi/Ramey/Dara/Prague Phil
Ch/Chbr Orch of Europe/Abbado ( 415 498-2)
(2CDs) ( 135m 42s) Even dedicated Rossini
fans, beneficiaries of a splendid recent crop
of recorded plums, will count themselves
unfamiliar with this one. Written as atopical
piece for the coronation of Charles X of
France lone of the Bourbons thrust back into
power after Napoleon's defeat), it was subsequently abandoned by Rossini. The materials have been only recently rediscovered
and reconstructed. But where have we heard
so many of the tunes before? Why, in Le
Comte Ory, in which the economical Rossini
re- used much of the musical material in an
entirely different plot.
Indeed The Journey to Rheims, set in a
single act of about two hours, has a plot so
slender as to suggest a revue sketch rather
than an opera. People travelling to Charles'
coronation are delayed at an inn and beguile
each other with music representing their
characters and their various nationalities —
naturally with some amorousness,
jealousies and fuss. Finally it becomes clear
that no horses are available and they will
never get to Rheims at all! Never mind, they
(and we) have been richly entertained.
Indeed it would be difficult to imagine a
more dazzling group of opera singers assembled together than the ten on this record ( not
counting those in subordinate roles) and to
find amore inspiring conductor than Claudio
Abbado.
I have to say that the Italo-American
soprano Lelia Cuberli, though one of the
most remarkable singers newly conquering
the world's opera stages, does not seem
quite rightly cast in a very florid soprano
role. But the availability of two admirable
tenors, Francisco Araiza and Eduardo
Gimenez, is a bonus in itself. The American
Samuel Ramey contributes the amusing
stock character of the English milord who
knows only one tune, ' God Save the King'
and proceeds to sing it with appropriate new
(Italian) words.
A first-class recording, suitably conveying
the intimate and indeed crowded scene, fits
very economically into the 2- CD package.
Though Iwould certainly choose the betterplotted Le Comte Ory if Icould have only one
of these two musically overlapping operas, I
am delighted in fact to have both. A
Arthur Jacobs
Schubert: Symphonies 3 & 8, VPO/Kleiber
(415 601-2) (
45m 26s) All four VPO/Kleiber
recordings are now on CD ( this one an
analogue from 1979). The ' Unfinished' is
very impressive, as enjoyable as the weighty
VPO/Solti, though quite different in character. Controversial here are speeds for the
inner movements of No.3: Kleiber, quick in
all movements, follows his father's example,
though in the Allegretto he is more than
twice as fast as Beecham! The playing is at
once ravishing and exciting in 3 ( iv), the
slightly ' fluffy' sound on CD exactly mirroring the LP. The ' lean' sound in No.8 reflects
Kleiber's nervily intense dynamics and
balances, where Solti offers a more sumptuous carpet of sound. The Decca ( 414 371-2)
is far more refined, bordering on star grading. A
Christopher Breunig

Mozart: Sinfonia ConcertanteéK364, Concertone K190, Itzhak Perlman/Pinchas Zuckerman/Israel PO/Mehta ( 415 486-2) (
62m 13s)
The Sinfonia Concertante was recorded in Schumann: Symphonies 1 & 4, VPO/Bern1983 but does not appear to have been stein ( 415 274-2) 165m 54s) These excellent
released previously. The Concertone is a live performances from Bernstein are full of
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verve and empathy for Schumann's idiom. In
both, the winds are allowed to lead
whenever possible and this gives a better
balance to the orchestral texture, allowing
differences in orchestration of similar material to be more strongly felt. This, along with
Bernstein's outward- going approach to
expression and his control of details of
articulation and phrasing, produces performances in which the intention is constantly
held. For expressive reasons some of the
tempi are on the slow side but with anumber
of readings of these works available on vinyl,
there is room for anon-standard approach or
two on CD, especially when the performances have that live immediacy. For similar
reasons, moments of raggedness are also
acceptable here. The sound is edgy at times
and unsophisticated at forte and above, but
otherwise adequately serves the music.
Overall then, an issue commendable for its
performances but let down a little by the
recording. CE:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
Strauss: Die Frau Ohne Schatten, Nilsson/
Rysanek/Hesse/King/Berry/Chorus & Orch
of the Vienna SO/Böhm ( 415 472-2) (
3CDs)
(175m 04s) ( live recording) Iwell remember
the radio broadcasts. One could argue ( with
some justification) that Nilsson, Rysanek,
King and Berry — all famous to these roles —
were all just beyond their peak at the time,
that Rysanek, in particular, was no longer
despatching her coveted, but strenuous, role
of the Empress quite so effortlessly. Twenty
years earlier, for Bitihm on Decca, it had all
sounded so easy. Yet here she was, still
hurling it out above the stave, still unforgettable in that blood- curdling two- octave
plunge on the phrase, ' Mein Richter hervor!',
still close to out-Nilssoning Nilsson on the
climactic high C of the final quartet. Great
careers like this are founded on rock and
here, in one production, were four of them
with the voices, personality and charisma to
fill a theatre as few can today.
Bitihm's reading of the score is legendary —
sinewy, electric, yet affectionate and so very
sensuous. Ishould like to have stood back a
little at one or two of Strauss' truly momentous climaxes ( the close of Act 2, the
Emperor turned to stone, the quartet); his
garish, fantastical scoring is closely scrutinised throughout so that two bassoons will
suddenly assume the size of an entire wind
section. But let's not fret here over balances.
The potency, the atmosphere, of the occasion is vividly conveyed. And who can deny
the sheer physical impact of a Vienna
Philharmonic truly stretched, of strings that
shimmer and soar and brass of lethal
accuracy and splendour. No-one should be
without this set. It is amonument to some of
the Vienna State Opera's finest hours. B/
C(:1*)
Edward Seckerson
Verdi: Don Carlos, Domingo/Ricciarelli/
Valentini/Terrani/Nucci/Raimondi/Ghiaurov/Chorus & Orch of La Scala, Milan/
Abbado ( 415 316-2) (
4CDs) ( 233m 18s) We
tend to forget that Verdi composed, and
revised, Carlos in French; that the Italian version ( in which it is generally given) is therefore the compromise, the second-hand
article. That's clearly how Abbado sees it
too, since he and DG have spared no trouble
or expense in brining us here the first ever
recording of the original five- act version,
albeit a compromise of the full 1883 text.
Abbado even adds an appendix of the six
numbers cut ( including the obligatory Paris
ballet — ghastly) immediately following the
première.
Inevitably, though, questions arise: what
is the point of this splendid French text if
your principals are top-ranking Italian stylists, if the words are to be so unidiomatically,
or in one case, indecipherably, attended? I,
personally, do not find it too much of a
distraction, but others might, despite Abbado's magnificent conducting: a conception
of truly epic dimensions, but so attentive,
too, of minutia, of the fantasy as well as
drama in the scoring ( how profoundly and
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*We arrange free home demonstrations — * We guarantee the best deal in the UK on
nationwide!
any Compact Disc player.
PLUS A FULL RANCE OF HI- F1 FROM OVER 60 DIFFERENT MAKES
MON—FRI 9.30am-7.30pm
SAT 9.30am-6.00pm

PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI
31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL ( 0272) 429370
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE ( 0934) 414423
CT) MAIL ORDER PHONE RICKI WENN, BRISTOL ( 0272) 42964

ASK YOUR DEALER

STRATEC SLC2
Mid Range / High Frequency
Film Diaphragm Drive Unit
SPECIFICATIONS

FLAT
CONDUCTOR

Efficiency: 86dB for 1watt input at Imetre.
Frequency Response:

MAGNET

400 Hz to 20 Hz , 3dB.

PLATE

MRHF possesses exceptionally wide bandwidth
"When used in multiples of 2 or 3 units per side in
comunction with correct baffling the crossover
point can be as low as 175 Hz "

DIAPHRAGM

Distortion: Is reduced in the MRHF FILM

Carbon Fibre Brushes are the easiest method of
getting rid of harmful dust and static but need to be
guided along record groove. The Omnicare " Twin"
is designed to do this, with it's twin velvet pads and
at an attractive price to suit all pockets.

RRP £ 5.50

Fully guaranteed by the
Manufacturers of Hunt EDA Products and for 9yrs
suppliers and manufacturers ro Hi Fi Accessory Industry
Fanmont Omnicare
442 Staines Road
Hounslow, Mddx
TVV4 5AB
Tele. 01-570 9451
Telex 24667 IMPEMPG

Iam unable to purchase locally
Please send

the push pull drove concept with the uniform driving
force distribution experienced by the diaphragm
T.H D. is less than • 8%
Power Handling: The conducting elements while
being remarkably light, have high current handling
capacity. In addition, the MRHF FILM
DIAPHRAGM DRIVER configuration guarantees
high rates of heat dissipation Suggested for use
with amplifiers or receivers of 30 to 100 watts Pe ,
channel RMS
Impedance: Purely resistive. Proportional to couPI
ing transformer turns ratio D C resistance of con
ductor strip is 0.5 Ohms
Dimensions: Overall 130 x 593 x 50 mm.
Mounting. Hole diameter, 7.0 mm 14 off).
Hole pitches. 105.0 Er 567
Weight: 3.5 Kg

f11111.

Input Terminals: Brass M4 screw 12 off).

Cheque/PO enclosed for
Name

strathearn
audio
limited

Address

Post Code
Add 50p for P&P.
)8

Twin Brushes

DIAPHRAGM DRIVER through the combination of

15 Bachelors Walk
Lisburn BT28 1XJ
Northern Ireland
Telephone:
Lisburn ( 0) 8462 71272
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intimidatingly the all-pervading bass resonances roll out in the Inquisitor scene). He
isn't altogether ideally served, in my view, by
his engineers. This is big- ambience sound of
the deep- pile variety ( superbly extended in
the bass) but am Ialone in finding the overall
impression rather thick, the big set pieces
rather ill-defined rhythmically ( brass fail to
make their usual clatter in the ' auto-da-fé'
scene)? The cast, as Isay, is drawn from
Abbado's world- ranking first eleven, though
Istill don't see in Leo Nucci ( Rodgrigo) what
it is that has created all the fuss, and
Valentini Terrani ( Eboli) is sorely pushed
once she has despatched ( lightly and characterfully) the ' Veil Song'. ' 0 Don Fatal' is
frankly painful, with a hopelessly flat high B
that is clearly just not in her voice. Domingo
and Ricciarelli, on the other hand, are marvellous, Ricciarelli in particular finding one of
the most affecting performances I have
heard from her: elegant, subtle and individual ( supremely good in her last scene
farewells with Carlos). B[:1/2]
Edward Seckerson
Verdi: Rigoletto, Renato Bruson/Edita
Gruberova/Shicoff/Fassbaender/Lloyd/
OAN St Cecilia/Sinopoli ( 412 592-2) (
2 CDs)
(127m 58s) Sinopoli follows his successful
Philips recording of Macbeth with asimilarly
powerful and dynamic version of this, Verdi's most tuneful and popular opera. The
singing throughout is first-class, especially
Edita Gruberova's golden- voiced Gilda.
Sadly, the CD reveals a cramped acoustic
which gives rise to a number of problems.
Not the least of these is the lack of air around
the singers, which adds a slight coloration
and sense of constraint to the voices. The
characters seem rooted to their microphones
and the orchestra is more subdued and
distant than on the stunning Macbeth CD.
The tame bass adds to the claustrophobia,
undermining a little, Sinopoli's great sense
of drama and timing. There's not a hint of
distortion, and the sweet and detailed treble
is acredit to the engineering team. ES in his
LP review ( Dec p129, A/B:2/3) also noted the
cramped atmosphere. B
Sue Hudson

The CD is no match for the original LP,
which is one of EMI's best: sonorous,
weighty, detailed and articulate, apart from
some modulation noise and other minor
shortcomings. The Nimbus pressed CD has a
slightly opaque, coarse character and a
dried-up bass, suggesting that it may not
have been mastered from first generation
tapes. Even so, it sounds pretty clear and
atmospheric by normal standards. The performance is a worthy monument to the
recording techniques of the time, as is the
CD, in a rather different sense, to the sonic
engineering techniques of today. B[:1]
Alvin Gold
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf sings Operetta,
Philharmonia & Ch/Ackermann ( CDC7 47284
2) (
42m 44s) The original recordings were
made in 1959 and the sound on CD is quite
amazing for its age. The orchestra lacks the
bloom and depth of the best modern examples but the sound is always clean and the
stereo well defined. Apart from a slight
tendency to hardness on some of the loud
high notes, the vocal quality is excellent and
is typical of the artist at this stage of her
career. There is little sign of the archness
which she later developed, and her performances throughout are quite enchanting. An
anonymous chorus accompanies the soloist
in certain numbers. B[1]
John Freestone

Strauss: Four Last Songs & 12 other songs
with orch, Elizabeth Schwarzkopf/Berlin
RSO/LSO/Szell ( CDC7 47276 2) (
72m 36s) At
last, the classic EMI recording on CD. Generously, they have given us the original bestselling 1966 LP plus seven more Strauss
songs from the 1969 LSO recording, so the
sublime Morgen is now included to complete our Straussian bliss. The H for historical rating applies only to pre- LP recordings,
but it seems unfair to judge pre- Dolby,
pre-digital discs by modern standards. The
basic sound here is superb, with a very
neutral response ( ribbon mics?), a beautiful
sense of depth and detail to the orchestra,
and a radiantly warm yet open acoustic.
Schwarzkopf is close enough to give the
necessary sense of intimacy without being
unnaturally forward. But it cannot be denied
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons, Gidon Kremer/
that the tape- hiss is intrusive, or that there is
LSO/ Abbado (413 726-2) (
38m 34s) Gidon
a hint of graininess to the climaxes. On the
Kremer proves an athletic and acommunicaLP ( recent pressing) the hiss is even louder
tive soloist, and Abbado coaxes from the
LSO a special kind of Latin wistfulness that
and the balance atouch brighter, so it would
suits these character-concertos very well. I seem that EMI have gently eased down the
HF for CD transfer. My rating for the Four
listened to this CD just before hearing Itzhak
Perlman's reading with the Israel PhilharmoLast Songs is therefore A*/C and for the LSO
recital - brighter, smaller acoustic, more
nic, though, and that strikes me as more
pointed orchestral detail - A/C.
involving and more involved with Vivaldi's
But do not be deterred by a mere C. For
own personality ( wit, sourness, love of
here is some of the most glorious musicbeauty and involvement with suffering are
making on record, with the greatest Strauss
for me the emotions within the music).
Somehow, for all its majesty, this present
singer of our time accompanied with surpasaccount hasn't quite reached the depths of it
sing delicacy and sympathy by a master
conductor. There are moments which are
all.
touched with true magic. A*/A/C[: 1'1
The recording is lively and quite well
balanced, but even on quite widely- spaced
Sue Hudson
speakers I find the sound rather narrow.
Leslie Pearson's imaginative continuo
Verdi: Ernani, Domingo/Freni/Bruson/
realisations are perhaps ashade too prominGhiaurov/Orch & Chorus of La Scala, Milan/
ent on the harpsichord and rather too remote
Muti ( CDS7 47083 8) (
3CDs) ( live recording)
on the organ. In comparison with the Perl(128m 19s) We are right there in the theatre man LP, the Kremer CD has a rather ' absorthe front row, it seems - and you can feel the
bent' acoustical quality, but this suits the
electricity, the physical ' fight for survival' in
wistful reading quite well. B[:1]
the big ensembles. No studio performance
Stephen Daw
can ever quite achieve that. Of course, there
are the creaks, thumps and rustles to contend with, and the focus is tight and rather
dry. But you must weigh against this, the
close physical proximity with as fine a
line-up of Verdi stylists as you'll find anyMahler: Das Lied von der Erde, Ludwig/
Wunderlich/Philharmonia & New Phil
where ( though Freni is definitely stretched as
Elvira, saving herself, only just, for the
Orchestras/ Klemperer ( CDC 7472312) (
63m
pitched venom of ' Quale d'averno' in the
47s) For my money, some of the write-ups
for the vinyl version of this seminal perform- final scene) and Muti's intoxicating ability to
ance - the recording was started as early as feed off the immediacy of a live theatrical
occasion.
February 1964 - have veered towards being
This is remarkable Verdi conducting: taut,
mealy-mouthed. Although tempi are slow,
galvanic, elegantly tapered to the last breath
Klemperer is never ponderous and the playing is finely detailed and expressive. Best of of a singer's rubato, millimetre- fine in its
precision, yet utterly spontaneous in dramaall, Fritz Wunderlich and Christa Ludwig
have no peers amongst LP era recordings of tic effect. Personality and rhythmic panache
invest even the plainest accompanying line,
this work.
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immature Verdian gestures find renewed
energy and purpose. Let's have no illusions:
Ernani is no masterpiece. There is strength,
however - untold strength - in its unstoppable dramatic momentum, and Muti gives us
plenty of that. B/C
Edward Seckerson

FORLANE
Rodrigo: Concerto de Aranjuez, Fantaisie
pour un Gentilhomme/Barcarisse: Concertino, Yepes/OPd'E/Burgos ( UCD 10 901)
(65m 52s) Close miking of the soloist here
enriches the bass of the guitar and allows no
safety net to catch even the slightest lack of
coordination between the two hands in the
tricky passagework of the Concerto de Aranjuez. Hiss is also apparent and is very clearly
lost between the movements, but with adisc
whose production has been mainly analogue
this might be expected to some extent. With
the volume very carefully set a pleasing
balance between soloist and orchestra can
be obtained and on this basis Iwould rate
the sound as B/C.
Doug Hammond

HR
Ippolitov-Ivanov: Symphony 1, Turkish Fragments, Turkish March, Singapore SO/Hoey
(8.220217) (
55m 50s) Be warned: the Singapore Symphony is, I'm afraid, well below
international professional standards. It's not
just the suspect intonation, the uncoordinated ensemble, the technical shortcomings
in general. Phrasing is wooden and perfunctory, lyric ideas fail to bloom as they
might, and very heavy weather indeed is
made of even the simplest accompanying
figures. Unremarkable this music may be,
but it certainly deserves, indeed demands, a
more stylish, amore seductive, presentation
than this. No consolation can be drawn from
the sound, either. The tonal cast - brittle and
shrill in the upper reaches - is but one
unflattering feature. C
Edward Seckerson

Hl NGAROTON
Schubert: Symphony 9, Budapest Festival
Orchestra/Ivan Fischer ( HCD 12722-2) (
52m
40s) Winner of the ' 76 Rupert Foundation
conductors' competition, Ivan Fischer is cofounder of this ' creative workshop' orchestra, which convenes seasonally at the Franz
Liszt Music Academy; this Ninth derives
from three live performances given over the
1984 Christmas period. It starts rather tentatively, with a slow Andante lacking forward
momentum; the allegro contains moments
of evident concentration in Furtwanglerish
slowings which burst into surges of brightness. In all it's very inward- looking - beautifully balanced, prepared with obvious care,
but somehow the motivation for interpretation is ' withheld'. At too low a level the
quality is dated- sounding, and muffled; raise
the volume and it becomes enjoyably natural. In every way a contrast to the Chicago/
Levine DG, but puzzling to evaluate. A[:21
Christopher Breunig
Pergolesi: Stabat Mater, Kalmár/Hamari/Ch
of Hungarian Rad & Tel/Liszt Ferenc CO!
Gardelli ( HCH 12201-2) 145m 07s) This is a
well sung version of the popular work by
Pergolesi. The solo voices are used instrumentally with clean steady choirboylike tone, but there is little feeling for the
words. The chorus are excellent and well
balanced with the soloists. Generally the
diction is poor and the overall effect is of a
cool and rather restrained performance. The
recording of the Liszt Ferenc Chamber
Orchestra is good and they play very well,
although Gardelli's direction could surely
have been more positive. As it is there is a
feeling of monotony. The voices suffer
through the very reverberant nature of the
sound, as though the soloists were singing
in a large empty church. There is some very
noticeable tape noise in the moments of
silence between the various sections of the
work. B/C[:2)
John Freestone
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Puccini: Madama Butterfly, Kincses/
Dvorsky/Hungarian State Opera Orch &
Chorus/Patané ( HCD 12256-57-2) (
2CDs)
(131m 58s) A pleasant surprise. All right, so
neither Veronika Kincses' Butterfly or Peter
Dvorsky's Pinkerton is especially idiomatic,
stylistically speaking, but they could buy and
sell many of the echt Italians that Ihave
encountered over the years: Kincses, with
her thoughtful, well- developed characterisation and impassioned delivery ( Slav vibrancy
notwithstanding), Dvorsky, with his clean,
bracing, lyric tenor — such a musical artist.
Patané, of course, is the genuine article, the
one born and bred Italian in the whole
enterprise; and he's splendid, tending with
love and conviction, happily content to let
out the reins and encourage this lovely score
to blossom shamelessly. From his Hungarian orchestra comes second- nature freedom of phrase and generosity of tone, the
whole production being handsomely
accommodated in a big, grateful ambience,
voices well ( perhaps too well) downstage.
There are one or two anomalies: a hint of
'off- focus' about the fattest tuttis, a Butterfly
much too close on her entrance, achorus so
distant as to sound part of another show in
Act 1. Even so, there's much to enjoy. Of
course it isn't in the Scotto/Bergonzi/Barbirolli league. But then, what is? B/A[:2]
Edward Seckerson

ill INGAROTON
Schubert: Symphony 9, Budapest Festival
Orchestra/Ivan Fischer ( HCD 12722-2) (
52m
40s) Winner of the ' 76 Rupert Foundation
conductors' competition, Ivan Fischer is cofounder of this ' creative workshop' orchestra, which convenes seasonally at the Franz
Liszt Music Academy; this Ninth derives
from three live performances given over the
1984 Christmas period. It starts rather tentatively, with a slow Andante lacking forward
momentum; the allegro contains moments
of evident concentration in Furtwânglerish
slowings which burst into surges of bright-

ness. In all it's very inward- looking — beautifully balanced, prepared with obvious care,
but somehow the motivation for interpretation is ' withheld'. At too low a level the
quality is dated- sounding, and muffled; raise
the volume and it becomes enjoyably naturai. In every way a contrast to the Chicago/
Levine DG, but puzzling to evaluate. A[:2]
Christopher Breunig

j' OISEAU-LYRE
Handel: Esther Kwella/Rolfe-Johnson/Partridge/Kirkby/Minter/Elliott/King/Thomas/
Westminster Cathedral Boys/Chorus and
Orch of AAM/Christopher Hogwood ( 414
423-2) (
2 CDs) ( 90m 44s) Handel's first oratorio is very creditably presented in its first
truly worthy recording and its first of all on
CD. There is so much that is good about the
whole venture that it seems a pity to niggle,
but the larger choral movements ( for which
the work is, indeed, extremely significant)
are not presented to my satisfaction. It is
difficult to tell whether this is because of the
disposition of the performers in St Jude's,
Hampstead, whether it is the positioning of
microphones or curious editing, but somehow the ensemble comes over as too wide
and disparate, where it should surely sound
unified and compact. None of these are
faults that I ever remember having been
worried by on this distinguished label
before, and the solos and duets are as clean
and as proportioned as usual ( they alone
earn my A*). However, if the work must be
assessed on the overall impression, my
rating is reduced accordingly to B/C.
Stephen Daw

MERIDIAN
Elgar: String Quartet, Piano Quintet, John
Bingham/Medici Quartet ( ECD 84082) (
66m
36s) Generously coupled, this disc offers two
of the ' plums' from Elgar's chamber writing,
in performances taped at Sutton Place near
Guildford. ' Purist' as ever, John Shuttle-

worth continues to put his faith in a Nagra
IVS and AKG C24, and it isn't misplaced.
Despite some rich, elaborate scoring, the
sound remains clean and precisely defined
throughout, no strand submerged, nothing
inflated.
The piano — always difficult to balance in
chamber recordings, and so dependent on
the judgement of the player as well as the
engineer — is blended extremely well, even in
the most energetic and percussive passages
of the Quintet's outer movements. Equally
impressive is the sharp attack which CD
effortlessly resolves from both piano and
strings without stridency, and the ability of
the medium to convey the most subtle
phrasings and colourings.
Played at a good, ' realistic' level ( but not
too loudly) the result, with intensely- felt
performances of both works, is remarkably
convincing. AI:11
Peter Herring

PHILIPS
Bach: Brandenburg Concertos 1-6, IMusici
(412 790-2) (
2CDs) ( 93m 03s) In his December
LP review SD referred to the ' warm tone' of I
Musici in these popular Bach works, and to a
breadth and distance which seemed just
right in the ' admirably suitable' Swiss
recording venue. Certainly the ensemble is
captured with some pleasingly smooth
string-tone, and lateral positioning on the
sound- stage is very convincing; but I'm not
so sure about the acoustic setting. Either the
studio employed is somewhat dead, or
(despite contrary tonal impressions) the microphones were rather close, for one has to
listen hard for much of the time to hear any
appreciable ambient contribution from the
hall — on loudspeakers, that is, for head phones are always more revealing of such
things. Even when the horns ( Concerto 1)
and trumpet ( Concerto 2) are set back somewhat for legitimate reasons of balance, they
evoke only about as much abience as Iwould
have liked to hear more generally on the
concertino instruments. But there's no gain -
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the young Danish recorder virtuoso playing
of timbre in the smaller ensemble moveat modern pitch, and using variously atreble
ments; these are at least as good as they
recorder — concertos 1 ( la Tempesta di
were on the LPs. In the larger choral and
mare'), 2 ( la None"), and 5 — not a descant/
orchestral sections things are a little more
Beethoven: Piano Concertos 3 & 4, Brendel - soprano as indicated on the sleeve, and a variable, with the contrasting consorts of the
Chicago SO/Levine ( 412 788-2) (
68m 38s)
sopranino — concertos 3 ( 11 Gardellino'), 4 opening of the ' Gloria' and the ' Et Resurrexit'
This is, more evidently on CD than LP, avery
and 6. The recorder tessitura is relatively
much more effective and better focused than
full Orchestra Hall, Chicago ( the performhigh in the latter, but Philips' engineers have
the more chordal writing. Awkward
ances were recorded at concerts 21/2 years
moments in the chorus- parts are brought
thankfully resisted the temptation to
ago). Strings are closely caught, and coexaggerate the instrument's level. The treble
into sharper relief by the new editing, and
ordination and blend within asection are not
is a little more audible than would really be
the trumpets, though brilliant and exciting,
invariably as one would wish. Ifound the
the case; in its lowest register, for example,
have intonation problems and lack tonal
tuttisound too heavyweight, and the balance
it can still be heard above, rather than
grandeur in the higher registers. But this
tends to make even the music marked piano
amongst, the strings, but this is a minor
performance is an old friend in new clothing,
too beefy. The solo image, too, is clausquibble. More serious a criticism is the
and for all my grumbles, Ishall treasure it;
trophobically lacking in surrounding ambitwo-dimensional, typically multi-miked
an historic performance which still retains its
ence, and woodwind detail occasionally disimagery, which is not compensated for by a original sense of rapture and innovation. A/B
appears behind it. Yet the evidence of people
warm tonal balance. Not my favourite
Stephen Daw
making, and listening to, music — the odd
Michala Petri recording, but don't let that put
Mozart: Die Entführung aus dem Serail,
rustle, page- turn or hiss of involvement from
you off if you're afan. B[:11
John Atkinson
Soloists/Zurich Opera Ch & Mozart 0/HarBrendel — does draw one into the proceednoncourt ( 8.35673 ZB) (
3CDs) ( 133m 22s) I
ings when, as here, they are unclouded by
have dwelt at some length on the qualities of
tape noise or surface imperfection. Flawed,
RPC
this performance in the LP review ( p107).
then — and not to everyone's taste — but
Strauss, Richard: Four Last Songs/
In both versions the quality of the recording
fascinating all the same. C
Andrew Keener
Tchaikovsky: Six Melodies, Zyli-Gara/Maris excellent. No venue is given so it is
chwinski ( RPC 32392) (
47m 00s) Twenty
presumably a studio production, though it
Dvorak: Cello Concerto/ Elgar: Cello
years ago, EMI produced their classic
has the ambience of a theatre. The slightly
Concerto*, Heinrich Schiff/Concertgebouvv/
Schwarzkopf recording of this, the most
damped resonance absorbs the sharpest
Davis, Dresden State • / Marriner* ( 412 880-2)
beautiful of all song cycles — now we have
edges of the sound without destroying the
(67m 30s) Ihave always admired Schiff's
this version, which gets it all wrong. It's alive
impact of the novel instrumentation. From
performance of the Dvorak, a sturdy yet
recording, which may explain some probCD this makes a marginally stronger
sensitive response to the music and techlems, but such an intimate work hardly
impression than the LP, and the perspectives
nically assured, and Davis' sympathetic supbenefits from the atmosphere of a public
are more clearly defined. Some of the placport matched by a typically rich Concertoccasion ( acough in the last, exquisite bar of
ings seem unnatural, giving the impression
gebouw sound makes this one of my
'September'!) and there are extra strains on
of an unusually wide stage (
cf, the women vs.
favourite versions. The Elgar is new to me.
the soloist. The applause at the end is as
the men in the final Vaudeville). The relaHere Schiff's light tone coupled with an
unfortunate as it is unusual: surely songs
tionship of soloists to orchestra, and the
unexpectedly jaunty approach to the
intimating death and eternal silence should
balance between the concertante
Scherzo and Finale ( as much Marriner's
fade into soundless reverie. The orchestral
instrumentalists in ' Marten aller Arten' and
responsibility as the soloist's surely?) takes
sound is thick, blurred and plummy. The
elsewhere are sensitively managed
some of the solemnity but none of the
natural balance and airless acoustic cause a however, and sound quite natural. On
tenderness out of the work. It is definitely
slight masking of vocal detail, and analogue
balance the CD is preferable to the LP in
non-English Elgar but that may be to its
tape hiss is noticeable. Teresa Zylis-Gara has
matters of detail, but is irritating in the way
advantage, and it offers avalid alternative to
a lovely, pure voice and it's unfair to be very
artificial gaps are introduced between diaDu Pre's quintessentially English account.
critical as she was working under such
logue and music to create tracking points
The Dresden sound is more immediate and
disadvantageous conditions. But a certain
that spoil the flow of the drama. The LP is an
rather better focused than the Dutch, with
coldness of tone is evident that contrasts
excellent example of Teldec's work, with
the cellist slightly, though not unnaturally,
unfavourably with the radiance and warmth
their now usual silent surfaces adding to the
forward in both. A
Kenneth Dommett
of Schwarzkopf and Jessye Norman. She
pleasure of the performance, but on balance
misses the subtle emotive power and poigthe CD is to be preferred for its clarity in
nantly
expressive
detail
that
makes
SchwarzHandel: Violin Sonatas, lona Brown/Denis
matters of detail. A
Kenneth Dommett
kopf's interpretations so very special. Until
Vigay/Nicholas Kraemer Philips ( 412 602-2
recently, the Philips/Norman disc would be
(2 CDs) ( 90m 40s) As one would anticipate,
Mozart: March K249, Serenade K250 ' Haffmy first choice. But now we have the great
lona Brown and her continuo colleagues
ner', Dresden Staatskapelle/Harnoncourt
Schwarzkopf/Szell on CD — it's irreplaceable!
from ASMF eschew any attempt at the
(8.43062 ZK) (
60m 53s) The performance is
(See
p99)
'baroque' tone used by other groups, and
symphonic in character, epic in style and
The
Tchaikovsky
songs
are
blessedly
free
what we have is a very polished, welloccasionally hortatory in its execution. The
from coloration, the piano and singer in
thought out account of these sonatas with
opening March illustrates Harnoncourt's
natural
perspective.
But
the
hiss
is
more
lots of violin tone at the top of the texture
general approach pretty accurately. The
intrusive
and
a
trace
of
distortion
appears
on
and a subservient accompaniment.
recording, bright and forward in its LP
the
voice
at
crescendos.
There
are
no
wordRecorded in 1978 and 1981 there is a very
format, has these qualities enhanced by the
sheets;
an
unpardonable
omission.
C/D[:2]
distinct change of placing between the two,
clear imaging of the CD. Initially exciting, the
Sue Hudson
with solo violin and continuo moving
brilliance tends to become glaring as time
sharply to left and right in 1981. The musical
goes on, and the lack of true repose is a
TEL
emphasis on violin is reinforced in the
serious impediment to total enjoyment. A/
recording and this was for me a little tiring.
13[:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
JS Bach: Cantatas Vol.36:
ntatas BWV
B[:1/21
Roger Bowen
147-151; 147-150 Bergiis/Rampf/Esswood/
Mozart: Mass in c K427, Soloists/Vienna
Equiluz/Hampson/Tülzer Knabenchor/
State Opera Ch/Concentus musicus Wien/
Overtures & Intermezzi: Rossini, Offenbach,
VCM/Harnoncourt; 150/151 Hennig/PfeifHarnoncourt ( 8.43120 ZK) (
55m 36s) The first
Puccini, Bizet, Ponchielli, Mascagni, Mas- fer/Esswood/Equiluz/van Egmond/
thing that strikes one about this is the
senet, Saint-Saëns, Schmidt/Staatskapelle
Knabenchor Hannover & Collegium Vocale/
muffled quality of the sound. There is detail —
Dresden/Varviso ( 412 236-2) (
53m 51s) A Leonhardt-Consort/Leonhardt ( 8.35654)
the trombones make their presence felt all
goodly quota of ' Your Hundred Best Tunes'
(2CDs) ( 100m 57s) Although it is natural
right — and there is good focusing on the four
in uncommonly sympathetic hands. Varviso
enough that the engineers should wish to
solo singers, but there is something odd
is astylish practitioner, the cultured Dresden
record solos and choral movements in conabout the balance. The chorus sounds along
Staatskapelle exude elegance, and Philips
trasting ways, this should be done with great
way back and boxed in by the cavernous
consistently comfort and beguile the ear subtlety, so that we are not distracted by
with some of their smoothest engineering.
changes of focus and distance. There is a acoustic. The antiphonal singing in the ' Qui
tollis' is not as well defined as might have
The Italian numbers ( Intermezzi from Puccislight evidence of this in these all- digital
been expected from this medium either.
ni's Manon and Mascagni's Cav) spill out
recordings, but otherwise all goes well, and
Harnoncourt's performance seems heavy
lovingly, there's an effervescent Carmen individually each kind of movement reprehanded given the modest orchestral forces
Prelude, a vital ' Bacchanale' from Samson sented here ( including early and late pieces
employed, and one may well find his penand Delila (
terrific timp sound here), the
both large and small) is very nicely managed
chant for strongly emphasised rhythms too
ubiquitous ' Meditation' from Massanet's
in itself. Beautiful singing and playing, very
Thais, and the ravishing, richly embellished
attractively reproduced tonally, but with a aggressive for such music. There is certainly
string sonorities of the not- so-familiar Notre- shade too much contrast between tracks. A little repose in it and not much warmth
either. On the credit side Krisztina Laki's
Dame of Franz Schmidt; a delicious morsel.
qualified A.
Stephen Daw
singing of the aria- like ' Laudamus te' is a
All this, then, and more — Thieving Magpie,
model of sustained lyricism, and the remainDance of the Hours, Barcarolle. Enough said, JS Bach: B- minor Mass, Hansmann/Ilyama/
der of the solo quartet, Zsuzsanna Denes,
so A.
Edward Seckerson Watts/Equiluz/van Egmond/Wiener
Kurt Equiluz and Robert Holt, acquit themSângerknaben & Chorus Viennensis/VCM/
selves with distinction. On the whole,
Harnoncourt ( 8.35019) (
2CDs) ( 106m 50s)
Vivaldi: Six Flute Concertos Op.10, Michala
though, this is not a recording Ishould care
This 1968 analogue recording comes
Petri/ASM/Brown ( 412 874-2) (
48m 37s) An
to have to live with. C[:2] Kenneth Dommett
through clearly on CD, with aspecial beauty
analogue original from 1980, this features
saying that this is still a very good silver
issue — if not in my view worthy of the star
granted to its vinyl sibling. A[:11John Crabbe
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Be it on the difference in speaker cables, the
benefits of spikes and clamps, or on speaker stands
to improve imaging plus record tables to minimise
feedback. Remember, our advice won't cost you a
penny, and some of our suggestions
can be relatively inexpensive but
can improve your particular
system greatly.
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If you haven't yet been
'switched-on' by CD
why not pay us avisit
and compare our
range of CD models
against the best of
analog turntables. We
stock CD machines by
Mission, Philips, Yamaha plus two
brand new models from Denon and Marantz.
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JUST TO WHET YOUR APPETITE...
Tlhircrteenbsl. e, by Dual. Linn, Michell. Oak. Revolver. Rotel, Systemdek and
T
Ampitflers by A & R, Audiolab, Beard. Cyrus, Linn, Magnum, Musical
Fidelity. Myst NAD, NVA, Nakamichi, Opus, QED, Quad. Rotel. Sondex.
Threshold. Yamaha.
Speakers by A & R. Castle, Diesis. Gale. Heybrook, KEF, Linn, Mission.
Monitor Audio, NAD. Quad, Spendor, Tannoy, Wharfedale.
Cartridges by A.T., A & R. Audionote, Glanz, Goldbug,
Grado. Linn, Nagaoka, Ortofon.
Additional Equipment by Denon, Jecklin. Nakamichi. QED accessories,
Sennheisser.

COUNTLESS TAPES AT OUR TAPE COUNTER...
We are an authorised TOP TAPE dealer where you can be sure of the best
choice with the best prices on tapes by MK Maxell. Sony and Fuji —
including I" open reel and all six video systems.

Harrow's one and only specialist hi- fl shop

ARROW AUDI 0
27 Springfield Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

Open: Tuesday- Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.
Appointments: 01-863 0938

CLASSICAL
ARNE: Thomas & Sally
Hazel Holt (sop)/Jean Temperley (m-sop)/Paul
Taylor (ten)/Philip Langridge (ten)/Northern Sin!!
Preston
PRT 'Collector' GSGC 7059 (
ZCGC 7059)
Reissue from 1970
This delightful little two- act opera treats a
'moral tale' to light humour with abounding
charm, and the performance is excellent. The
four soloists are very sound, the orchestra
plays with grace and precision, and Layton
Ring is so effective at the harpsichord that it
is to him in particular that we must be
grateful that the rather facile plot never lacks
drama.
The 1970 Pye recording is good by recent
analogue standards. Nothing is very strongly
directional, but then in awork of this kind the
focus should be on the solo singer around
whom support should seem to congregate.
This is the impression we get, and if the
stage sometimes feels just a little wide,
perhaps we are in the front row of asmallish
hall. Iwould prefer fuller documentation ( we
should, for instance, have been told the
names of the ' baddies') but the excellent
performance does deserve wide currency.
[A:1'1
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: The Four Ouvertüren ( Suites)(BWV
1066-69)
ASM/Marriner
EMI EX 27 03103 12 recs) digital dmm ( EX 27 03105)
These are new performances, the first
recorded by this conductor and orchestra
since 1970, when the late Thurston Dart
wrote the sleevenotes and William Bennett
was already playing the solo flute as amatter
of course in Suite No.2 ( he still does so here,
and not too dissimilarly). This recording has
a similar warm projection to that aimed for
(and very largely achieved) by the Argo Decca engineers, but there is greater clarity
and a more lifelike variety of tone and
direction about this production. Indeed, it
was time that these artists recorded the
works again.
The performances are neat and very
expressive, as we have come to expect from
the ASM when Sir Neville is back at the
helm. There's more space in the doubledotting, more elaborate ornamentation,
more solo woodwind playing in the dances
where strings may either play or be silent, a
much more effective sound from the trumpet
choir ( led by Michael Laird), and an infinitely
richer- sounding harpsichord ( played by
Alastair Ross with characteristically positive
discretion). Of course, the whole notion of
phrasing, tonal shading and bass- line articulation has been strongly influenced by the
'authenticity' movement since 1970; but Sir
Neville has welded together performances of
real consistency and elegant stature. The
recording has just a slight vagueness of
focus, but otherwise it's mostly very fine.
[A:1')
Stephen Daw

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto ( arr. guitar)
Kazuhito Yamashita (gtr)/New Japan Phil/Tezuka
RCA RL 70847 digital IRK 70847)
Not to all tasting lofty expression fiddling
Menuhin, Stern etc, Heifetz — and mindingful
of Beethoven's Spanish ancestry ( he was
calling as boy ' der Spanjol', and dead at
Schwarzspanierhaus) virtuosic guitarist
Kazuhito Yamashita have trans-written solo
part of ' Violin Concerto Opus 61' for him
record, 1982. Not only in intimations of
Kreisler cadenza and Rondo, take him very
fast, Yamashita show brilliance to perform.
But transwrite parts to bring for wider- loving
publication at level to inspiration of Maestro
Rodrigo! Engineers using technik manymike produce small orchestra, playing 40number, to size of Berlin Philharmonic
sounding. Pristine facings of record thanking
to squeezing at RCA Rome plantation.
(A:11
Clistopher Bleunig
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BERKELEY: Concerto for Oboe and Strings/
PALLIS: Nocturne de l'ephémère
Nicholas Daniel (ob)/Christopher Underwood (bar)/
SPA/Dods
Pearl SHE 583 (
NC)
Michael Berkeley's Oboe Concerto dates
from the beginning of his compositional
career ( 1977) and shows a composer with a
penchant for sheer beauty of sound and a
way with writing for strings that at times
harks back to both Mahler and early Schoenberg. It is one of his most effective and
moving works that, in the performance here,
totally involves the listener. The strings of
the Southern Pro Arte under the late Marcus
Dods produce arich, dedicated performance,
and Nicholas Daniels characterises the solo
part with a stark tone quality that ideally
emphasises the role of the oboe. Iwould
have wished for a better recording, for the
balance of the orchestra is not well controlled, clarity is often restricted, and the whole
is not totally devoid of extraneous noises.
Given that works with string orchestra
usually record very effectively, this production must be counted a disappointment, but
the strength of the work and its performance
carries the day.
The work by Marco Paths, the Liverpool
composer of Greek parentage, is given a
much rougher ride. The baritone Christopher
Underwood sounds uneasy, with tentative
intonation and alack of rhythmic vitality. Not
all the wind playing is in tune and the climax
building is half-hearted, with the direction of
the piece only tenuously pointed. The
orchestral sound is muddy and timbres are
limited in range, this being particularly disappointing in awork that is so vividly scored
— it deserves better. For the Berkeley [
C:1•/1],
for the Pallis [
C/D:31.
Doug Hammond
BIBER: Twelve Sonatas for Trumpets, Strings,
Timpani & Continuo
Parley of Instruments/Ray Goodman & Peter
Holman
Hyperion A66145 (
NC)
The name Heinrich lgnaz Franz von Biber
(1644-16761 is known to me only through his
'Rosary Sonatas', based upon the 15 ' mysteries' of the life of Our Lord. The present
works have no such religious basis: they are
subtitled as suitable for sacred as well as
secular use, which implies that they could be
pressed into use in churches — though in
what precise context seems not to be indicated. But at least it shows that the music is
of no frivolous character: it is meant to be
listened to with an attentive and educated
ear, yet it certainly lacks neither variety,
charm nor interest. On the contrary, it is
fascinating and appealing at first hearing,
and is likely to grow with time.
Thirteen players make up the Parley on
this occasion, and include two delicious
natural trumpets, theorbo and violone — all
being ' authentic'. Since the playing is not
only skilful, but musically insighted, lively
and disciplined, the result is an issue of great
attraction which should certainly not be
missed by any concerned to explore the
music of this period.
Those who know the near- fanatical perfectionism of Ted Perry, executive producer of
Hyperion, will not be surprised to learn that
the recording is up to the usual standard
from this label: that is to say that it speaks
with a clarity which gives access to all the
detail — so vital here — while not denying that
overall unity which makes up areal performance. We are not told where it was made;
but, wherever, it was well and truly made.
[A:1]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Symphony No.2 . Tragic Overture
RLPO/Janowski
ASV DCA 547 digital ( ZCDCA 547)
A reading of both symphony and Tragic
broadly in the Kempe tradition; in fact
marginally faster in 2(i), and with exposition

repeat observed. At times Janowski pushes
on in too determined amanner, and there's a
hint of efficiency rather than inspiration
about the coda. In ( ii) I also feel that,
although the orchestral playing is refined
and well balanced, there is a want of poetic
response. The Allegretto grazioso(i ii) is very
faithful to character, and ( iv) concludes a
reading that Ifind more cohesive than, say,
Wand's recent digital Second. ( Monteux on
Contour perhaps remains my ideal.)
Roy Emerson's production has the orchestra set well away, and if you raise the level
the tonal qualities are impaired. It's a
pleasingly natural sound. [
A:1/21
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Violin Sonatas 1-3 JFAE Scherzo ] 4
Hungarian Dances
Itzhak Perlman (vIn)Nladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
EMI EX 27 00103 (
2recs) digital dmm ( EX 27 00109)
The set to give unalloyed pleasure, a sense
of repose with the music evidently springing
from the ease these artists feel working
together. The only slight disappointment, for
me, came in the finale of No.1 ( Isimply do
not share Colin Kolbert's view of it as ' tragic',
noted in his sleeve essay), where Ithought
Penman's passage-work lacked creative concentration. You certainly couldn't say that of
the Hungarian Dances: two familiar ones
arranged by Joachim, the third ( No.7 in A) a
special delight. Tempi that always strike one
as natural, and an equal balance between
violinist and pianist are the principal
strengths, placing this set ahead of EMI's
Mutter/Weissenberg discs. Those suffer
from wiry violin tone — full and rich here —
and from Mutter's obvious dominance. Even
so, you couldn't dismiss an alternative with
such bewitching parlando fiddle playing in 1
(i).
The Suk/Katchen has gone, and very odd it
now sounds with Suk's so small avoice. My
real reservation on the sound here is not that
Perlman is favoured, but that the piano,
though in correct perspective with the violin,
lacks some weight and spread: something
well conveyed in the musically far less
recommendable Zukerman/Barenboim DG
reissues. It would be wonderful if EMI could
remaster the Oistrakh/Richter/Bauer sonatas
on one disc, but even a double- album could
be justified, on interpretative grounds. Perlman and Ashkenazy here mirror their
achievement in the Beethoven sonatas on
Decca. [
A:1*j
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Fantasies Op.116 I
Intermezzi Op.117
Klavierstücke Op.119
Stephen Bishop Kovacevich (pool
Philips 411 137-1 digital ( 411 137-4)

I

Bishop Kovacevich's second record for Philips ( in 1969) coupled Opp.117 and 119 with
the Handel Variations, and neither the readings nor the piano sound have changed very
greatly. On the new record he is even more
sparing — the second intermezzo from
Op.117 not as romantically slow, in 119/3
nearer to Backhaus' quick tempo ( though
without his lumpy speed changes) than to
Lupu's deliberate, artfully weighty manner,
or the slower pacings of Curzon, Kempff.
Indeed, Inow find Bishop Kovacevich almost
too restrained expressively in Op.117.
Perhaps the effect is suggested because the
piano sound is a shade harder, without the
velvety warmth in the lower registers of
Katchen's treasurable 1964 Decca ( Opp.117/
118/119). But I don't want to give the
impression that this is anywhere less than a
distinguished and probing account of
Brahms' late musings, and on Side 1 the
technical quality too is impressive in the
quieter pieces. [
A:1/19
Christopher Breunig
CHOPIN: Impromptus
Barcarolle
Fantaisie
Murray Perahia (ono)
CBS IM 39708 digital ( IMT 39708)
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WHAT...?
NOT ANOTHER FOUR SEASONS!
Yes, it most certainly is!
But this version of the Four Seasons cries out to
be heard.

THE FOUR SEASONS

The studio and earnest scholarship melt away
in the sheer joy of music-making.

Nils- Erik Spart baroque violin
The Dtottningham Baroque Ensemble

Taking Vivaldi out of the strait-jacket of a
coldly academic approach, NILS-ERIK SPARF's
brilliant original instruments interpretation
combines superlative musicianship with the
panache which makes this well-loved work
sparkle anew in ajoyous hell-for-leather romp.
From the first chirpings of Spring to the helterskelter finale of Winter every scene is vividly
portrayed in sounds which prove the astonishing flexibility and resourcefulness of Baroque
instruments.
The
DROTTNINGHOLM
BAROQUE
ENSEMBLE maintains an astonishing precision
of ensemble despite the easy ebb and flow of
tempi in the quasi improvised passages.
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You may think you've heard this popular
favourite once too often...
we don't think you've heard it at all YET!
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TUBIN: Symphony No. 2 ( 1937),
"The Legendary"
Symphony No. 6 ( 1954)
Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra /
Neeme Járvi

CD 294 LP 284

SIBELIUS: Lenuninkeinen Suite, op. 22
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra /
Neeme Járvi

CD 284 LP 261/2

ROMAN: Violin Concertos in Eflat major,
D minor & Fminor
Sinfonie in D major, Fmajor & A
major
Spart (violin), Orpheus
Chamber Ensemble

CD 261

CRUMB: Madrigals Books I
1V
Five Pieces for piano
Makrokosmos UI
Anne-Marie Mühle (sop), Ingrid Lindgren
(pno), Barbro Dahlman (pno), Rainer
Kuisma (perc), Seppo Asikainen (perc)

Marketed and distributed in the UK by

Conifer Records

Horton Road West Drayton Middlesex
Tel: 0895 447707 Telex: 27492
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Refinement of sound and expression illuminates every bar of these performances. There
is no bombast and no sentimentality: Perahia's tapering of phrase in the Barcarolle is
exquisite, the voicing perfectly judged. He
eases the tempo forward slightly at the start
of the central section in such a way as to
seem like quiet reflection on some new
thought. Hysteria is happily absent in the
coda. Lightness and a wide range of colour
are to be found in the A-flat Impromptu and
Fantaisie Impromptu, and there is no want of
mystery at the opening of the F- minor Fantaisie; nor of charm when, in the latter work,
the music touches A- flat for the first time.
Was it, then, tiredness on my part that left
me with little that was specific resonating in
my inner ear after the record had ended? I
played it again the next day with the same
result; then followed it with a tape of some
Chopin from Perahia at a recital, and the
missing ingredient became clear at once.
There, fantasy seemed heightened by the
presence of an audience; reaction to the
moment, while never undisciplined, supplied that feeling of re-creation and risk
essential to communication in any performance. On the new disc, it all sounds just a
little circumspect — for all the beauty of
sound and cultured expression. In Ashkenazy's hands, the main Allegro of the Fantaisie emerges as a fearsome, heroic utterance; Perahia seems almost inhibited by
comparison. Ihasten to add that nothing on
this disc is anything other than distinguished
and deeply considered; it is simply that
some of the vital spark of Perahia at his most
communicative seems to have become lost
on the way. Full, immediate sound quality.
[A:21
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Mazurkas Opp.6 & 7EJ Waltzes Opp.18 &
34/2 D Nocturnes Op.15 D Nocturne in c
Scherzo Op.20
Vladimir Ashkenazy ((ono)
Decca 411 896-1 digital ( 411 896-4)
Those who require Ashkenazy's survey of all
the mazurkas, waltzes or nocturnes will have
to be feeling rich: in common with practically all of the instalments in his Chopin
series, generic titles are scattered over many
discs. Yet each offers a satisfying programme in itself, and of all Ashkenazy's
Chopin mazurkas ( now complete except for
Op.56), these performances strike me as
among the finest. Above all, there is brio in
the pieces which demand it. The mazurka is
far from merely a polite dance, and Ashkenazy's bold and buoyant account of ( for
example) Op.6/3 in E- major comes as a
welcome corrective to so many dainty readings elsewhere. Occasionally, in some of the
gentler pieces or episodes, Ifeel that his
search for inventive colour and inflection
leads to over- emphasis. Idid not, for example, care for the repeatedly jabbed B- naturals
in the first 16 bars of the A- minor Mazurka,
likewise an overloud third- beat accent in the
second D-flat episode of the Op.18 Waltz.
But all this is outweighed by magnificence
elsewhere: the fiery sense of wellbeing in
the Scherzo, for instance, the refusal to daily
in Op.34/2, or the wonderful intimacy and
sense of improvisation in the little C- sharpminor Nocturne (
the one which quotes the
F- minor Concerto). Some of these tapings
have been over four years in the can, but in
clarity and power they yield nothing to this
year's best. [
A* :1/1*]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: % Bees et Mélisande
Mollet/Danco/Rehfuss/Vessières/Wend/Olson/Bouvier/OSR/Ansermet
Decca 414 510-1 (
3 recs) g NC
Reissue from 1953
For many, Ansermet's 1964 remake of Pelleas failed to capture the beauty of sound —
little to do with recording techniques — and
sense of fantasy to be found in this earlier
set. The mono recording has been marginally freshened since its last appearance ( in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Decca's ' Grand Opera' series) and now
sounds quite acceptable for its date. What
emerges straightaway is the clarity of diction. In the opening scene and elsewhere
Danco is less of afragile Mélisande than von
Stade on Karajan's EMI set, Mollet less
ringingly heroic than Stilwell. In the later
Ansermet account there is no doubt from his
first appearance that Golaud is athoroughly
nasty piece of work, whereas in this 1953 set
Heinz Rehfuss is initially grand and dignified.
He offers ironic self-awareness rather than
blind fury in Act IV Scene I; here, after all, is
an old man losing dignity and self-esteem to
the extent of mistreating the woman he
loves.
It must be said, however, that Pelléas
depends to no small extent on beauty and
subtlety of orchestral sound, and here Karajan wins hands down. His recording is more
recent, of course, and the playing altogether
more refined than that of Ansermet's Swiss
Orchestra. Nevertheless, there is atmosphere in this older recording: sample the
beauty of phrasing in orchestral voices during Act Il Scene 3. Well worth reissuing.
[H:1/2I
Andrew Keener

DVORAK: Sonatina (.7 4 Romantic Pieces/
SMETANA: From My Homeland
Itzhak Perlman (vin)/Samuel Sanders (pno)
EMI EL 27 01831 digital dmm ( EL 27 01834)
Very shapely performances of some very
enjoyable music. Perlman's silky tone is
ideally suited to its nostalgic charms; he
conjures great warmth from the Romantic
Pieces and, as befits a piece written for the
consumption of well- loved children, ajaunty
sparkle from the Sonatina. The partnership
with Samuel Sanders has proved fruitful
here and the pianist's contribution has been
admirably caught by the well balanced and
well focused recording. One criticism only:
the short measure. Dvorak's Sonatina occupies the whole of Side 1yet lasts only 18m
26s. With the other two items lasting 21m 6s,
this makes only 39 1/
2m altogether, not much
more than one well filled side. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: Violin Sonata in e/WALTON: Violin
Sonata ( 1949)
Lorraine McAslan (vin)/John Blakely (pno)
ASV DCA 548 digital ( ZCDCA 548)
Here is another new performance of the
Elgar Sonata fully responsive to the work's
breadth and passion. As Kennedy and Pettinger show on Chandos, the first movement is
as cogent as anything written by Brahms in
his sonatas for violin and piano, and both
artists here build the climaxes with skill and
sureness. In fact, Iam reminded of one critic
who wrote after the première in 1919 that
'Like Brahms in the later part of his career,
Sir Edward aims at ever-increasing directness, terseness and simplicity of
expression'.
This Brahmsian richness and cohesion
have not always been recognised in Elgar's
Sonata: Hugh Bean, intuitive Elgarian as he
is, missed it in his 1971 HMV account. Yet
Lorraine McAslan, even in the slow movement, combines a sense of fantasy with
strength of purpose: the stillness of the last
bars is beautifully captured. In the Finale she
keeps the tempo relationship between the
main theme and the more reflective writing
absolutely right, with no danger of the latter
becoming static — as can happen so easily.
That danger is even more present in the
Walton, and is avoided with equal skill.
There is some ravishing half-tone in the
concluding variation of the second movement, and Walton's exotic style of lyricism is
fully understood: sample the close of the
first movement. As a duo, the players are
well matched, and the bright, forward
recording balances them credibly. An
impressive debut. (
A:11
Andrew Keener

FAURÉ: Violin Sonatas Nos.1 & 2
Arthur Grumiax (vIn)/Paul Crossley (pno)
Philips 412 397-1 (
412 397-4)
Reissue from 1979
An ageless record. Now, as in July 1979, I
admire the supple ease of movement
throughout the opening Allegro of No.1
(though the omission of the repeat still
seems a pity in so short an exposition, and
this time around Inoticed what seems to be
a rhythmically disruptive edit at the end of
bar 4), also the deftness of the Scherzo and
the final climax of the later work. Everything
feels right: tempi, phrasing, balance, while
the recording sounds natural both in terms
of perspective and quality. And now it's all
considerablOcheaper than it was. (
A:1•1
Andrew Keener
GLASS: Satyagraha
Douglas Perry (ten)/NYCO & Ch/Keene
CBS I3M 39672 (
3 recs) digital ( 13T 39672)
Although the action of Philip Glass' 1980
opera Satyagraha covers the foundation of
Gandhi's method of peaceful civil disobedience aimed at bringing about rights for
coloureds in the South Africa of the first
decades of this century, its text comprises
sections from the Bhagayad-Gita, set in the
original Sanskrit. The six soloists and chorus
are supported by an orchestra of strings,
triple woodwind, and organ, enriched in this
recording ( with the composer's approval) by
the selective use of synthesisers. Glass'
familiar style of ' music with repetitive structures' gains a ritualistic element when used
with the sacred text, and although in general
terms this could be thought of as an
examination of political ideas, as opposed to
the examination of science in Einstein on the
Beach 11975) and religion in Akhnaten
(1983), it does itself have a strong religious
or spiritual base, mirroring the religious/
political philosophy of Gandhi.
Performance is not completely separable
from recording in this production, where,
unusually for music in the western art tradition, the engineers have decided to use
overdubbing techniques throughout. This
approach, used extensively in the rock and
pop field, might seem ideally suited to Glass'
particular idiom, but the result indicates
clearly why overdubbing is not appropriate
to art- music of this kind. In the opera house
or concert hall the constant ( albeit varied)
repetition is enriched by the unpredictability
of the acoustical response; but when given
the dryness of separate recordings of each
element of the texture, the clearly defined
stereo slots for each of the performing
groups, and an imposed, artificial ambience,
a certain inhumanity creeps over the whole
affair. The recording also limits the vibrancy
of the orchestral timbres. The playing itself,
then, seems almost perfect and seamless,
the only slight imperfections coming from
the singers who encounter a few sections
where their pitch is marginally at variance
with the accompaniment.
In total, this bold venture from CBS represents a significant, important and necessary
issue that is certainly not without its fine
elements, but embodies justifiable experiment that has not quite come off. [
B/C:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
HANDEL: The Four Coronation Anthems ; 7
Excerpts from 'Judas Maccabeus'
Joan Rodgers (sop)/Catherine Denley (alt)/Anthony
Rolle Johnson (ten)/Robert Dean (bass)/ASM &
Ch/Marriner
Philips 412 733-1 digital ( 412 733-4)
The chorus here, trained expertly by Kodaly's pupil Laszlo Heltay, provides a brilliant
performance of these grand nationalistic
movements ( the Judas Maccabeus excerpts
also have strong patriotic associations). The
soloists are in good form, too, so that vocally
all goes well throughout. The orchestra is
also fine, with some dazzling side- drum
105
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rolling in ' See, the conqu'ring hero comes',
and beautiful oboe solos throughout.
All this should add up to an excellent
record, but it doesn't quite, simply because
of the recording. This sounds as though it
has been multi-miked, with some cluttering
at the subsequent mixing and editing. With
so much assertive harmony, we should have
been spared the feeling of sitting among the
instrumentalists, with the players all playing
towards us, and the chorus similarly directing their voices at us at their brilliant loudest.
However, this is rather how it sounds in the
loud tutti passages; Itried alternative settings of volume and tone, but lost clarity and
focus; Itried switching to alternative speakers without improvement; I tried headphones, and it was even more fiercely ' present'. Then Itried the CD, which for some
reason is much better, more controlled and
in better perspective. A pity the vinyl version
isn't really as musical in its effect, after so
much good work by the musicians themselves. [C:1]
Stephen Davy
HANDEL: Apollo e Dafne
Nelson/Thomas/Philharmonia Bar Orch, San Francisco/McGegan
Harmonia Mundi HMC 5157 (
HM 405157)
Apollo e Dafne is one of the finest of
Handel's Italian cantatas, probably dating
from late in his Italian residence, perhaps
1709. It is adelightful piece, full of character,
and is awelcome addition to the catalogue in
Handel's year ( 1985). Nicholas McGegan
conducts astylish performance ( and also
contributes auseful introductory note to the
four- language libretto insert). Extremes of
tempo in the last two numbers tax David
Thomas as Apollo, who earlier makes a
strong impression with his wide-ranging,
expressive voice. Judith Nelson improves on
aslightly droopy account of her first aria,
and the duet scenes are truly splendid.
The orchestra plays neatly and with no
lack of weight. The popular Oboe Concerto in
G- minor makes a welcome filler after the
cantata. Bruce Haynes, who has earlier
impressed with neat, powerful obligatos in
the cantata, is an eloquent soloist in this. The
recording is pleasantly resonant, clear and
well balanced. (
A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony No.3 in G 1No.39 in g
in D
Little Orch of London/Jones
PRT 'Collector' GSGC 7062 (
ZCGC 7062)
Reissue from 1965

INo.73

Leslie Jones coaxed some highly stylish
playing from his 1960s orchestra, and the
crisp strings, stylish wind solos and wellbalanced continuo harpsichord sound as
fresh as a daisy after 20 years. The actual
recording is also good tonally and
stereophonically, but hardly surprisingly it's
all a little opaque by today's highest standards.
The original Pye records were notoriously
erratically finished ( pressed rather shallow,
and often roughly), but the new surfaces are
so good that the record reminds me of the
golden Decca sound and finish of five years
or so later. Beautiful playing, marvellous
music, and PRT are to be congratulated on
improving technically so much on the originals. ( 8:1•1
Stephen Dew
HOFFMEISTER: Flute Concerto in G/TELEMANN:
Suite in a For Recorder & Strings
Ingrid Dingfelder (flt)/ECO/Laurence Leonard
ASV ALH 966 (
ZCALH 966)
The Telemann Suite has long been played by
transverse flautists, yet was clearly designed
as a virtuoso showpiece for recorder. There
are a number of flute readings in the catalogue, and I have to report that Ingrid
Dingfelder adds nothing particularly new in
the way of interpretative insight. The Hoffmeister is, of course, alater work, composed
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well into the so-called classical period. It
calls for playing with avery sweet tone, but I
am not particularly impressed with this
soloist's sound, and the orchestra sounds
rather uninvolved in both of the works.
The recording is quite unusual in that it
sounds as though the whole ensemble were
some eight yards away from the microphone, with the soloist unhighlighted
either directionally or by separate treatment
and subsequent mixing. The fault may often
lie in the opposite direction in concertante
materials, but in this particular account it
might have been more appropriate had the
soloist been given more individual attention.
[B:2]
Stephen Daw
KHACHATURIAN: Concerto for Flute bl Spartacus
— Adagio 1Masquerade — Waltz El Gayaneh —
Sabre Dance
James Galway (flt)/RPO/Myung-Whun Chung
RCA RL 87010 digital IRK 87010)
One of the characteristic hallmarks of a
Galway disc is the inclusion of his own
adaptations or transcriptions, and this new
collection of works by Khachaturian is no
exception. The Flute Concerto began life as a
work for violin and orchestra, but, with the
composer's permission, Jean-Pierre Rampal
transcribed it for flute some years later and
James Galway has further adapted it. He
gives it acommitted and masterful performance throughout, and sustains a beautiful
tone - if you can accept his wide vibrato. A
rather raw, treble- biased recording quality
does little to enhance this, and the first
movement cadenza sounds almost as if it
has been recorded with an echo chamber
(the venue is Watford Town Hall).
The three transcriptions from Spartacus,
Masquerade and Gayaneh fare better in a
different recording venue ( CBS Studios),
although the Waltz lacks clarity in the middle
ground and Ifound the ubiquitous percussion rather too easy to locate. The RPO under
Myung-Whun Chung are sensitively supportive throughout and seem to be as dedicated
to and excited by the music as Galway is.
[Ct8:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn
MAHLER: Symphony No.3
Horne/CSO/Levine
RCA RL 81757 (
2 recs) IRK 81757)
Reissue from 1976
One of Levine's happiest Mahler readings - a
Third of personality and honest conviction
matched at every stage of the journey by a
Chicago Symphony at its magnificent best.
Levine's finale must certainly rank with Bernstein ( my favourite) for heartfelt intensity
and magisterial breadth of line; and just
listen to the depth and flexibility of the
string-tone there.
The recording is odd: rather ' matt' sounding, something of a paste-up job, with cellos
and string- basses in ( i), for instance, rearing
up absurdly at points of upheaval. A
curiously disembodied effect. We've certainly an illusion of depth, of a decent hall
ambience - the spatial effects of ( iii) are
well-judged - yet still the orchestral mass is
apt to sound saturated and parched. Not to
be discounted, though ( Iawait the CD), and I
still love the Maurice Zendek cover design.
(B/C: 1]
Edward Seckerson
MARTINU: Sinfonia Concertante [1Rhapsody Concerto
Soloists/Czech PO/Kosler
Supraphon 1110 3378 (
NC)
We have waited a long time for a recording
of the Sinfonia Concertante. Martinu wrote it
in New York in 1949 under the direct
influence of Haydn's piece of the same
name, a work he admired but had hitherto
been unable to trace. No slavish imitation, it
does nevertheless employ the same quartet
of solo instruments ( oboe, bassoon, violin
and cello). Martinu's own personality was

too strong to allow him to create a mere
pastiche, and the Czech idiom, by then
second- nature to him, is pronounced.
This is adelightful performance, recorded
at a studio concert. The occasional cough
may disturb the sensitive listener, but the
applause at the end is amore serious irritant.
Why do recording companies assume we
want to hear forever the embalmed plaudits
of some captive audience? Similarly the
lovely viola concerto, played here with great
refinement of tone by Jaroslav Motlik who
joins his compatriots Simacek and Maly in
putting it on record. It is one of Martinu's
most consistently ravishing scores, and Kosler, Ibelieve now the chief conductor of the
Czech PO, gives an impassioned account of
it. This was recorded in a concert- hall and
has apleasing resonance compared with the
other work's studio recording, which is more
confined. [
A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
MAXWELL DAVIES: Symphony No.3
BBC PO/Downes
BBC Artium REGL 560 digital dmm ( NC)
A recording is an excellent way of getting to
know a Maxwell Davies Symphony, so long
as the memory retains the impact of a live
performance. To come to terms with them,
all three of his works in the genre require
repeated listening, their complex textures
and intellectual arguments demanding total
concentration. But the recent third symphony has not quite the same thickness of
texture that the first two display, although it
does maintain their seering emotional point.
It is not, however, an ' easier' work, for the
structure, though clear in outline, is complex
in detail.
The symphony demands a clear-sighted
conductor to find his way through it and an
expert group of players to cope with its
technical and emotional demands, and on
this present issue both those requirements
are met with room to spare. The BBC
Philharmonic tackle the score with asense of
purpose, and Edward Downes guides them
in a no-nonsense fashion to produce a
performance by which all others will have to
be judged. He keeps even the thickest of
textures clear and open, and allows the work
to make its emotional impact through all
technical difficulties.
The recording also does its bit in allowing
the listener to appreciate what is going on,
and spreads the orchestra in a natural and
unostentatious way across the sound- stage.
There is acertain lack of character about the
setting that slightly reduces the warmth of
the performance, but this is not great
enough to engender a serious reduction in
the rating. [
A:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
MOZART: Symphonies Nos. 25/29/31 ' Paris'/33/
34/35 ' Haffner'/36 ' Linz'/38 ' Prague'/39/40/41
'Jupiter' 1] Overtures: Cosi fan Tutte/Die ZauberMite/Die Entführung aus dem Serail/Don
Giovanni/La Clemenza di Tito LI Serenade No.13
K525 ' Eine kleine Nachtmusik' ; 1 ' Masonic Funeral
Music K477 D Adagio & Fugue K546
Philharmonia/New Philharmonia/Klemperer
EMI EX 29 04823 (
6 recs) dmm ( EX 29 048291
Reissues from 1957, 62-6
This Mozart box is essentially a reissue of
1976's SLS 5048, and while Klemperer's view
of the symphonies is never less than distinctive, the end result is something of a mixed
bag - although one with much more that's
desirable than undesirable. It's the youthful
works - Nos 25 and 29 - which come off
worst, but thereafter things become
decidedly better, with good performances of
the middle- period symponies, including an
outstanding Prague and Linz, a taut and
rugged Haffner, and a thoughtful and persuasive 39. But No.40 is disappointingly
marred by a leaden first movement. Overall,
if one vital echt-Mozart ingredient is absent,
it is elegant charm, and to a lesser extent,
wit. It matters more in some works than
others, and Klemperer's Jupiter really does
III-EI NEWS N.: RECORD REVIEW
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merit its nickname, with a performance of
majesty and grandeur. Fillers, too, are all of
the highest quality, with fine performances
of the opera overtures, the Masonic Funeral
Music, and a compelling one of the Adagio
and Fugue. And, surprisingly, Klemperer
treats Eine kleine Nachtmusik with a very
light touch indeed, the result highly enjoyable.
Textures are never less than well-defined,
and the acoustic unobtrusively open.
Remastering has failed to erase ameasure of
harshness from the 1957 takes ( Nos.25 and
40), but otherwise sound quality is refined,
clean and sharply- focused. The odd
extraneous noise intrudes, but is generally
untroublesome. Klemperer's Mozart remains
a peculiarly individual vision, but Idaresay
many would consider this set a worthwhile
investment for the six or seven truly memorable interpretations it contains. [
13/C:1/3]
Peter Herring
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inspired to the downright eccentric. For
comment on the recording see CD review
p101. [
A:1*1
Kenneth Dommett

MYSLIVECEK: Sinfonias
Prague CO
Supraphon 1110 3216 (
NC)

Although not designated Vol.3, this further
essay in Myslivecek's symphonic output
advances our knowledge of the composer's
work without necessarily giving us any greater insight into the nature of the considerable
reputation he enjoyed, especially in Italy
where he was known as ' Il divina Boemo'.
For that we shall have to wait for someone to
let us hear some of his operas. Meanwhile
these six short symphonies, lasting on average between six and twelve minutes, give us
further evidence of Myslivecek's lyrical style.
They appear to have been written for
Count Carl von Nesselrod of Ehreshoven in
the Rhineland about 1778, and are in aseries
MOZART: Divertimento, K563
Gidon Kremer (vIn)/Kim Kashkashian (via)/Yo-Yo whose keys rise by fourths from D to C. They
are all in three movements and the B- flat and
Ma (v/c)
G- major symphonies sport longish slow
CBS IM 39561 digital ( IMT 395611
movements which feature important solo
parts for violin and oboe respectively. As
This trio of performers looks illustrious on
before, the Prague CO give the music every
paper but proves to be less so in practice,
assistance to make its point, except perhaps
largely on account of Kremer's failure to
the last word in polish. The recording, like its
observe the composer's subtle phrasing or
companions, is not specially kind to the inner
to differentiate sufficiently between legato
and staccato. And there is the matter of a voices but is an acceptable vehicle for this
enjoyable and undemanding music. ( B:1/21
quite ludicrously fast first Minuet in contrast
Kenneth Dommett
to which the moderately paced Trio seems to
drag. The tempo marking is Allegro but
almost becomes Prestissimo. The second
MYSLIVECEK: Sonatas & Divertimenti
Minuet is still too fast but at least has more
Josef Hala (hpd)
character.
Supraphon 1111 3728 (
NC)
In between there is some fine playing,
including avery sensitive Adagio, and all the
This
is
delightful
stuff.
The six sonatas, all in
repeats are observed, making it possible to
two movements, aroused the interest of
accommodate only the first two movements
Mozart who praised their appeal and the
on Side 1. The balance is acceptable but the
effect they made when played precisely. He
players are unnaturally close, and the glassy
also sent the Divertimenti ( there are six of
quality of the sound — especially in the
these, but Nos.3 and 4are not included here)
violin's highest register — becomes uncomto Nannerl in 1777 with the recommendation
fortably strident. The reissued Grumiaux
Trio recording on Philips represents better that she should include them in her repervalue and quality. (
B/C:2)
Kenneth Dommett toire. They are brief single movements in
rondo form and, as their title suggests, are
purely for entertaining, which they do splendidly. The sonatas too avoid the darker side
of the emotions, but exploit their rococo
MOZART: Die Entfürung aus dem Serail
charm with skill and fluency. No.4 in F is
Yvonne Kenny/Lillian Watson/Peter Schreier/Wilespecially attractive in the way it uses simple
fried Gamlich/Matti Salminen/Wolfgang Reichscale passages.
mann/Zurich Op Hs Mozart Orch & Ch/Harnoncourt
Hala, as much at home on the harpsichord
Teldec 6.35673 (
3 recs) digital dmm ( 4.35673)
as on the piano, is vigorous in his advocacy
of the music and his instrument has an
Idoubt if anyone has heard a Seraglio like
incisive tone which makes it all sound a
this on record before. Icertainly haven't. The
shade relentless. The recording itself contripolite ' Turkish' sophistications of the averbutes something to this impression, being
age performance are here replaced by the
both forward and slightly reverberant.
rude sounds of shrill piccolo, harsh cymbals
[A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
(not much evidence of the triangle though),
and battering drums. From which it is possible to see why 18th century audiences got
PHILIPS: Harpsichord Works
such a thrill from ' Janissary music'.
Anneke Uittenbosch (hpd)
Thus alerted, the listener is presented with
Etcetera ETC 1022 digital dmm INC)
a marvellous Osmin in Matti Salminen
(whose first major recording this is, though
As one of the composers who suffered from
he is surely now nearing the end of what
the religious intrigues of the Elizabethan
must have been a considerable career) and
musical scene, Peter Philips spent much of
the impeccable Belmont of Schreier. Kenny's
his life in the Netherlands — where he was at
Constanze is a triumph, too, a lovely susone time imprisoned under suspicion of
tained performance, sure in the upper regisplotting against Elizabeth. Indeed, the
ters where the tone floats magically, and
Pavana and Galiarda Dolorosa in this recital
secure in the long- breathed phrases at which
was composed behind Dutch bars. Anneke
she excels. Watson ( Blonde) and Gamlich
Uittenbosch performs most persuasively on
(Predrillo) turn in equally distinguished pera copy of a large, double- manual Flemish
formances, and, a small but valuable asset,
harpsichord and a brighter single keyboard
deliver their own spoken dialogue. This has
copy of a 17th century French instrument.
been heavily edited, but conveys enough of
The image changes remarkably little
the story line. Reichmann's Passa is a bit
between the two harpsichords and is fairly
plummy and does not carry much conviction
forward and solid. It is cut alittle low but has
as a potential tyrant. The arias are liberally
a sharp outline with a pleasantly colouring
favoured with cadenzas, mostly in the form
acoustic. [
A/B:11
Roger Bowen
of decorated repeats of passages, and for the
most part are stylishly delivered.
Harnoncourt's unconventional approach
PURCELL: Orpheus Britannicus
to the score, justified by his notes, pays off
Paul Taylor (ten)/Christopher Wood (hpd)/Dennis
handsomely, but adds to the confusion of his
Nesbitt (6- viol)
Mozart interpretations which vary from the
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PRT 'Collector' GSGC 7058 (
ZCGC 7058)
Reissue from 1968
This is one of those recordings which give
one to wonder just how much our vaunted
progress counts for — how great it really is.
There is nothing remarkable about this one,
but it comes up fresh and well in this new
pressing, to such an extent that, not having
read the small print, Idid not at first realise
that Iwas in the presence of a veteran.
The record offers a nice selection of Pur cell's vast and varied output, including two
harpsichord suites; and while the items are
for the most part amongst the better-known,
this is an enjoyable recital, and a good
introduction for one just getting to know the
composer or the period. Perhaps the singer
is occasionally a bit robust for present taste,
and the accompanying instruments seem at
times somewhat suppressed; but overall this
is a well- made and nicely- recorded issue.
[A/B:21
Peter Turner
RAVEL: Mélodies
Teresa Berganza (m-sop)/Felicity Lott, Mady Mes pié, Jessye Norman (sops)/Gabriel Bacquier, Jose
van Dam (bars)/Dalton Baldwin (pno)/Cham Ens of
Orch de Paris/Orch du Capitole de Toulouse/
Plasson
EMI EX 27 01393 (
3 recs) digital ( EX 27 013991
There is no finer Shéhérazade on disc than
Teresa Berganza's in this new set; no-one
blends sensuousness with intelligence so
tellingly. Not even Crespin evokes as tellingly as Berganza the feeling of a gaze
gradually lifting to the distant horizon at the
end of the first song. A few moments of
uneasiness are of little consequence; Iwould
not exchange the quivering, contained sensuousness of the last lines of L'indifferent for
any other recorded performance. Berganza's
account of the wordless Vocalise en forme
de Habanera is gently seductive, and as
smooth as silk. And what Gabriel Bacquier
cannot offer in vocal allure he richly supplies
in characterisation, in lifting words ' off the
page'. He is as superb in Verlain's ironical
Sur l'herbe as in the pathos and grandeur of
Histoires Naturelles: the peacock's ' cri
diabolique' is both comic and spine- tingling.
Dalton Baldwin, here and throughout, offers
a partnership of subtlety and equality.
Jessye Norman is fearsome of manner
and magnificent of voice in Chansons madécasses, while Mady Mesplé characterises the
tiny Cinq mélodies populaires Grecques with
precision and youthful tone. Which leaves
José van Dam and Felicity Lott. Van Dam is
superbly authoritative in the Yiddish Folksong Mejerke, though perhaps he is less well
suited to the gentler irony of much of the
Don Quichotte material. Of Felicity Lott in the
Mallarmé settings, suffice it to say that the
voice and manner are alluring but never
cloying. There is a delightful freshness, too,
in Ravel's little Burns setting, Ye Banks and
Braes, in which Baldin produces just the right
amount of colour in the accompaniments,
never overplaying the Scottish elements of
the bell- like writing. His characterisation in
Marot's
D'Anne qui luy jecta de la neige
is also in perfect balance with Lott's restraint.
There is much that has had to be overlooked in this summary; Ihope, though, that
Ihave given an impression of the distinctions to be found in this set. It is a treasurehouse of beautiful things, and the sound
quality ranges from good to excellent, the
best being uncommonly clean and immediate. [
A/A*1/1*)
Andrew Keener

RAWSTHORNE: Concerto for String Orchestra
Piano Quintet
I Sonata for Cello & Piano
George Isaac (vIc)/Eric Harrison (pno)/University
Ens of Cardiff/Little Orch of London/Jones
PRT ' Collector' GSGC 7060 (
ZCGC 7060)
Reissue from 1965
It is good to see these works back in the
catalogue after an overlong absence, as they
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such moments, it is as if the eyes have
obsolete castrato voice. Home's tone is not
not only make extremely pleasant listening
glazed over and emotions too personal to
so grotesquely juddery as it was in Covent
but are also important in tracing the developexpress are concealed now behind a still,
Garden's recent production of another Rosment of Rawsthorne's style over almost 20
sini rarity, La donna del lago, but it takes on a secret, introspection. In Shostakovich the
years. The Concerto and Cello Sonata both
silences must be deafening: the Borodins
hard, stony quality that manages to get
date from 1949 and exemplify the Romanticensure that they are.
round the wide-ranging coloratura without
ism of his post-war compositions, whilst the
Penetrating, then, finely tuned: incompaconveying humanity or sentiment.
Quartet of 1968 is more clear-cut in both
rable. The recordings are better than reasonThat essential combination of vocal distexture and form. Fine performances and a
able, No.8 being the oldest ( 1978) and margiwell cleaned- up sound show them to their play with emotional warmth is accomplished
nally the driest. Don't expect much in the
best advantage, although some may feel that finely by the other two female singers — Lelia
way of ambience, just be thankful for the
Cuberli as the heroine, Amenaide, and Bera wider sound- stage would have been prepresence and immediacy. [
B/C:1•1
nadette Manca Di Nissa ( new name, a comferable. [
A:1*J
Barbara Jahn
Edward Seckerson
ing star!) as her friend Isaura. Ernesto Palacio has some good moments as Amenaide's
RESPIGHI: The Pines of Rome 11 The Fountains of father ( unexpectedly acoloratura tenor), but
SIBELIUS: Symphony No.1 U The Oceanides
the veteran Nicola Zaccaria sounds hoarsely
Rome CI Feste Romane
CBSO/Rattle
un youthful as Tancredi's rival for AmePhiladelphia/Muti
EMI EL 27 03091 digital dmm ( EL 27 03094)
naide's hand. Instead of the expected happy
EMI EL 27 03121 digital dmm ( EL 27 03124)
ending, this recording uses a later Rossini
The CBSO's first clarinet is but the palest
version with a death- soliloquy for Tancredi
Voluptuous is the word — voluptuous and
presence in a bleak, far-reaching landscape.
himself.
atmospheric — whether we're talking about
Immediately Rattle has conjured a wonderThis being a ' live' recording, Iexpected
the distant plaint of the nightingale against a
ful sense of the epic — of vast spaces to be
coughs from the Venetian audience and
shimmer of high tremolando strings and
crossed. And so it continues. The sweeping
acoustic compromises from the engineers.
fine- spun harp, the brazen, organ- buttressed
principal subject rolls out across the scene,
Not so: coughs intrude rarely and discreetly,
sonorities of Roman legions pounding the
its great horn crescendos rising like waves,
and the sound is very well balanced, with full
Appian Way, or the sheer bedlam of La
and the scene is set. This is fine. Even the
justice both to the singers and to the admirBefana in ' Feste' ( superbly delineated,
chill, slightly steely tonal cast of the recordable orchestral performance under Rolf
unflinchingly accommodated). The Phiing is at least appropriate — and I'm carping
Weikert. [A:2]
Arthur Jacobs
ladelphia brass sound just as they do in the
now because in every other respect —
flesh — warm, never coarse under pressure
balances, perspectives — the sound quality is
strings bear an appropriate sheen, and
SAINT- SANS: Symphony No.3 in c, ' Organ'/ first-rate.
decent bass extension makes just enough,
There is, of course, that poorly- wrought
WIDOR: Allegro ( Symphony No.6 for solo organ)
not too much, of the various organ peddling
finale, and not even Rattle can entirely mask
Jean Guillou (org)/San Francisco SO/de Wean
effects ( the Catacombs of Pines are handits
deficiences. But at least he avoids slipping
Philips 412 619-1 digital ( 412 619-4)
somely drawn). In fact, this is probably the
into the old ' Tchaikovsky syndrome', making
best yet from Philadelphia.
Clarity seems the watchword at the outset of real music of its weak Cossack- styled allegro
As for Muti, Respighi cannot have envisthe Allegro of the major work, with semi- molto and imbuing the big tune with
aged anything richer from the scenarios of
quaver scrubbings clearly defined. Occa- wonderful depth. His scherzo — tough and
his Pines and Fountains. Never was the scent
sionally ( in parts of the finale, for example) earthy, with plenty of grit in the timpani
of herb and blossom, the play of light — in
the strings show themselves not to possess rhythm and strings heavy and emphatic —
both sun- baked and shady locations — so
quite the weight of, say, Barenboim's Chi- raises some doubts with its measured,
vividly conveyed in aural terms. The characcago players. But such moments are fleeting, indeed rather lumbering, tempo. There is
terisation is so utterly unforced, the playing
for this is a most likeable reading, well purpose in Rattle's course — there always is —
so full of easy nuance. These are scenes,
prepared with an acute ear for dynamic but still I'm not sure it quite works.
these are moods, that the Roman Muti
Which leaves Oceanides, an impressive
proportion and well-judged tempi. Some
knows well, and it shows. Best of all, he
may think the slow movement lightweight, filler, its grey swelling seascapes splendidly
makes no apologies whatsoever for the
but it is distinguished by string playing at achieved. Rattle's orchestra are completely
explicitly vulgar portraiture of Feste
once warm and well focused; Ifound this on top of this music now. They play here like
Romane. Rasping trombone glissandi and
Edward Seckerson
account of the Adagio considerably more aworld- class band. [A:11
whooping horns make real the roaring lions
affecting than some of the cloying examples
and tearing flesh of Circensus, while the
to be found elsewhere. The Scherzo, very
raucous popular songs of La Befana go
rapid, is rhythmically crisp and characterful, SMETANA: Dreams 13Polkas de Salon Op.7 12
spilling way over the top. Hold on to everywhile the finale has both grandeur and Souvenirs de Boheme Op.13
thing in the breakneck final pages. [
A*:1*]
momentum. De Waart pushes ahead at the William Howard (pno)
Edward Seckerson
BVC 312)
fugato — some will object — but not since Bedivere BVR 312 (
Barenboim's thrilling acount of this movement has a recording built such excitement William Howard has made something of a
RODRIGO: Cello Concerto/LALO: Cello Concerto
speciality of Czech music, and his response
and sweep.
Julian Lloyd Webber (vIc)/LPO/López-Cobos
The organ — amagnificent beast, brilliantly to Smetana reflects adecided sympathy. His
RCA RL 70798 IRK 70798)
displayed in the coupling — is in the same recital consists of the six pieces comprising
Reissue from 1982
hall as everyone else ( Davies Hall, San Dreams which date from the composer's
Francisco), and the result is unusually credi- later years, and the remaining five from
As this performance by Julian Lloyd Webber
ble. Overall, the sound is excellent, with an much earlier. The general tone is reflective
of Rodrigo's Cello Concerto is, as yet, the
attractive ambience and splendid timpani. I rather than outgoing, and to that extent not
only one in the catalogue. Isee this disc as
liked the evocative sleeve design too: pale entirely representative of Smetana's
something of a wasted opportunity. The
blue organ pipes stretching skyward in pro- keyboard music as a whole. Alternative
whole is lacklustre: there is no vibrancy, no
fusion above a stylised Golden Gate Bridge. versions of this music are to be found on
attack of the strong rhythmic ideas in the first
[A*:11
Andrew Keener Supraphon by Novotny and Rauch, the formovement and no magic in the beautiful and
mer being more relaxed than Howard's.
originally scored ideas of the second. In the
Bedivere's sound is slightly congested and
third there are places where various instrudistanced, but has an attractive resonance.
ments within the orchestra are unable to
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Quintet . String Quartets
[B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
cope with faster passagework, and the overNos.7 & 8
Richter/Borodin Of
all dynamic range is unnecessarily limited.
EMI EL 27 03381 dmm ( EL 27 03384)
This is especially sad, as the work was
SPOHR: Calvary
written for JLW. The Lalo fares better,
Gerda Hagner Isopl/Tsyako Mitsui (con)/Alejandro
Interested parties will want to invest in the
though even here more punch from the
Ramirez ( ten//Michael Schopper (bass)/Bach Ch
recording engineers would have helped.
complete box set ( now available), and after
and Orch Lutherkirche Wiesbaden/Ludwig
hearing this Iguarantee it. Nevertheless, the
B/C:2/3].
Barbara Jahn
Regrettably (
Motette M 50200 (
2 recs) ( NC)
great Piano Quintet ' live' with Richter 11983)
is in itself of sufficient allure land selling
During his lifetime Spohr ( 1784-1859)
power) to merit this independent release. It
ROSSINI: Tancredi
enjoyed an exalted reputation which did not
is very much a live event, dangerous with
Horne/Cuberli/Palacio/Zaccaria/Ch & Orch of La
outlive
him. However, there are signs of an
intensity and touched throughout with disFenice, Venice/Weikert
attempt at a reappraisal ( the bi-centenary of
tinctive little heat- of- the- moment revelaCBS I3M 39073 13 recs) digital ( 13T 39073)
his birth occurred in 1984) which is all to the
tions: an unusually trenchant view of the
good. A recent and excellent account of his
scherzo, for instance — far heavier and more
Marilyn Horne is the featured star, but to my
Sixth and Ninth symphonies ( not reviewed
insistently brutalised than is generally the
mind is the major questionable element in
here) reminded us of his unusual and indicase. Unforgettable, too, is the Borodins'
this serious opera of Rossini's. Internavidual gifts, while the BBC has given air time
uncompromising realisation of the Shostationally triumphant in its time ( 1813), Tanto The Fall of Babylon and Jessonda.
kovich sound world — their shockingly abrupt
credi is now much more rarely staged than
Calvary or Des Heilands letzte Stunden,
the comic operas that followed it. Based on a transformations in tone-colour from homewhich receives its first recording here, dates
spun glow to numb vibratoless whine
play by Voltaire, it takes a warrior of the
from 1834. It is difficult to summon up much
Crusades for its title- role — allotting it to a drained of all colour and feeling ( the desoenthusiasm for it. For all its adroitness,
late lento of Quartet No.7 for instance). At
mezzo-soprano in default of the almost
11E11 NEWS &RECORD REVIEW
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amiable melodiousness and contrapuntal
ingenuity, the music lacks real drama and
contrives to sound like a pale compromise
between Christ on the Mount of Olives and
St Paul. The performance is respectful and
provides some attractive singing from the
four soloists, particularly the tenor. The
recording was made at a performance in the
Lutherkirche in April 1984, virtually on the
anniversary of Spohr's birth, and has a
somewhat veiled though reasonably
detailed and atmospheric sound. Given the
venue and circumstances, the balances are
realistic. This is a curio which tends to
confirm the view that Spohr's instrumental
music is more rewarding on the whole than
his vocal works. [8:11
Kenneth Dommett
SPOHR: Six Lieder for Baritone, Violin & Piano
Op.154 ! Six additional lieder : Six Lieder for
Soprano, Clarinet & Piano Op.103
Julia Varad!,' Isopl/Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/
Dmitry Sitkovetsky ( vInI/Hans Schoneberger (c1t)/
Hartmut HoII (pno)
Orfeo S 103 841 A digital dmm 1M 103 841 Al
Spohr was well-known in his day not only as
a composer but also as a virtuoso violinist
second only to Paganini. His reputation has
suffered since his death, but he wrote agreat
deal which hardly deserves the neglect it has
undergone. The songs on this disc are of
varying merit, but the best are undoubtedly
to be found in the six lieder Op.103, written
in 1837 and delightfully sung by Julia
Varady. Almost 20 years after came the six
songs for baritone with violin and piano
accompaniment, which are rather formal
and certainly less interesting, including a
very tame and cosy version of Goethe's
ErIkeinig guaranteed not to bring a shudder
to the most nervous listener. But Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau is his usual reliable self.
The three accompanying musicians all
serve the singers excellently, but the recording, particularly on Side One, is made at a
very high level, and Fischer-Dieskau sounds
as though he was very close to the microphone, with the piano too much in the
background. On the reverse side the six
songs for soprano, clarinet and piano fare
better, and here the balance is good. [
C/B:1]
John Freestone
STRAUSS ( Richard): Also Sprach Zarathustra
Philharmonia/Pre(re
RCA RL 70071 digital IRK 70071)
Iconcede you'd never hear as much in the
concert- hall. We've tantalising access here to
many an inner voice - a detail of divided
string writing here, perhaps ( wonderful burnished sound from the Philharmonia players), an exposed clarinet pyrotechnic there
(opening stages of the big fugue), and so on.
Juddering basses demand your attention,
horns and trumpets spread spectacularly,
the post- dubbed organ thunders home
emphatically at the big two nodal points in
Part 1. Physically it's an exciting trip. Accept,
though, that you are in a kind of sonic
no-man's-land, that Chuck Gerhardt does not
give us the kind of plausible big- hall production that has been his triumph in past
projects. Impact and effect definitely count
for more here than orchestral truth, and of its
kind ( 1983) it's terrific.
Pretre has his moments: too many of
them, I fancy. The passage immediately
following Strauss' ubiquitous sunrise, for
instance, is quite fulsome enough without
his indiscreet pawing, and he seriously
impedes the momentum of that long and
intoxicating tanzlied with, again, some sticky
and portentous rubato. The climax - despite
rampant Philharmonia horns, trumpets, the
assertive timpanist, Andrew Smith, and
unmissable ( for once) Midnight Bell doesn't quite sublimate as it can, and should.
[A/B:2/3]
Edward Seckerson
SUPPE: Overtures — Light Cavalry
Fatinitza '
Morning, Noon & Night in Vienna
Jolly Robbers
IHI

LIThe Beautiful Galatea
Poet & Peasant
Queen of Spades
Montreal SO/Dutoit
Decca 414 408-1 digital ( 414 408-4)

The

It is very refreshing to receive a disc composed entirely of Suppé Overtures, especially in such fine performances and recordings. The humour and lightheartedness of
the pieces are captured with infectious joie
de vivre by the Montreal Symphony Orchestra under Charles Dutoit. The lesser known
Overtures such as Fatinitza and Jolly Robbers (
which are not otherwise available in
the current catalogue) are performed with as
much understanding and spirit as the everpopular Poet & Peasant and Light Cavalry.
With only afew lapses, the MS0 display that
precision of articulation and tuning that
characterises their performances, and are as
committed to these sparkling miniatures as
to any major work in their repertoire.
Although some may find the recording a
little cool, Ifound it totally redolent of a live
performance in concert- hall or theatre. Timbre, dynamic range and attack are all clearly
and faithfully reproduced in a natural, not
over- coloured or reverberant acoustic. So,
altogether amost enjoyable disc. [
A: 1*/1]
Barbara Jahn
TALLIS: Spem in alium, etc
Tallis Scholars/Peter Phillips
Gimell 1585-06 digital dmm ( 1585T-06)
Tallis' immense 40- part motet Spem in alium
is much more than a tour- de- force: it is
perhaps the greatest peak of a musical
movement which produced many masterpieces and many more excellent ones. Eight
choirs, each of five voices, are required for
this work, which partly explains why it is
rarely heard - another reason being its
fiendish difficulty. Polyphony is skilfully contrasted with homophony, with climaxes rising to magnificence. The rest of the recital is
a well-chosen demonstration of the versatility and musical inventiveness of this remarkable man - who died 500 years ago.
The Tallis Scholars are a mixed choir, the
quality of which has been demonstrated in
previous fine recordings. This recital - as
some previous ones - was recorded in the
chapel of Merton College, Oxford, which is a
fine venue for this kind of music. It gives an
acoustic of adequate resonance, yet does not
obscure those details of the score which are
so important for a full appreciation of the
mastery shown by the composer. That it is
possible to follow these details and inner
workings is a tribute to Mr Bear's recording
skills.
Gaude gloriosa, a Marian piece, is very
different from Spem in alium, but not less
notable; while Miserere nostri is a canonic
structure of technical mastery. In all, this
collection is one to treasure for its comprehensiveness as well as for the high competence of its execution. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
VIVALDI: 25 Concertos for Oboe (' Complete
Recording'). Oboe Concertos in C ( RV 446-452), in
D ( 453), in d ( 454), in F ( 455-4581, in g ( 460), in a
(461-463) & in BL (464 & 465) ' Concertos for 2
Oboes in C ( 534), in d ( 535) & in a ( 536) Concertos
for Oboe & Violin in F ( 543) & in El l. ( 548)
Concerto in G for oboe & bassoon ( 545)
Heinz Holliger lobo)/Maurice Bourgue (obo 2)/
Klaus Thunemann (bsn)/Pina Carmirelli ( vIn)/1
Musici
Philips 416 120-1 (
5 recs) ( NC)
Produced 1975-1981
This is the first time that a package purporting to contain all of Vivaldi's concertos for
oboe has appeared, and although many of
the recordings here have been available in
the UK before, that is not true of the
complete set. The recordings are all analogue, with a certain hardness to the upper
string- tone which may have come from the
performing style of IMusici at the period in
question, but might nevertheless have been

more gently conveyed to our ears by the
editors. On the other hand, all of the soloists
have been very well recorded tonally, with
the strong characteristic manners of
Thunemann and Carmirelli very well conveyed, and Holliger in fine fettle throughout.
There are some wonderful surprises in the
music itself, and a few in the playing; but
after the first 15 or so concertos Ibegan to
wonder if it wasn't all rather too predictable
(the playing - never the music). Recent
scholarship and performances have begun
to focus our attention on the real originality
of Vivaldi and on his variety. Certainly we get
a very spirited impression of the ' red priest'
from this set, but for me there is too little
variety of mood and approach in the playing.
(13:1/2)
Stephen Dew
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons ( 0p.8, 1-4)
Itzhak Perlman ( vIn)/Israel PO
EMI EL 27 00231 digital dmm ( EL 27 00234
This is a truly excellent LP, with all the right
qualities. The performances were recorded
in a warm, concert- hall acoustic, but the
players sound neither too remote nor too
claustrophobic. The group has a sensible
width and apositive sense of immediacy, yet
there is no sense of harshness in the attack
of the bows, and each strand of the string
writing contributes — as it should — unobtrusively to the whole.
Then, of course, there is Perlman's playing, which is here near its magnificent best.
The solo line is always lyrical, but full of
character and poise; it has humour, sourness, elegance and even ( but very musically)
bitterness — just like the poems with which
the composer prefaced each concerto as a
guide to its musical programme. The orchestra responds with attentive, but mainly discreet, support, and the whole is notable for
its excellence of ensemble and balance; yet
its only conductor is the seated soloist. A
strongly recommended recording — for me
easily the best modern- violin reading. [
A•:1*1
Stephen Daw
VIVALDI: Guitar Concertos
Los Romeros/ASM/Iona Brown
Philips 412 624-1 digital ( 412 624-4)
Vivaldi wrote no guitar concerti, so that
these are of necessity transcriptions - or
works written for solo violin, 4 violins, 2
mandolins and for lute and 2 violins. Bach
transcribed one of them for four harpsichords; and in view of practice at that
period, there is no reason for purism. In fact,
all five works go very well and very enjoyably. Los Romeros perform as aquartet, and
share the solo work between them. When
they play together, their ensemble and
unanimity are as remarkable as always: this
is an interesting and enjoyable collection.
The recording is not so good as Philips'
best: the balance is generally satisfactory,
with the guitars neither swamped nor made
to dominate; but the orchestral detail is not
as well- presented as it might be, the stringtone sounds shrill and lacking in sweetness.
Why the ASM shoulds be particularly subject
to this, Ihave no idea. Nevertheless, this is a
commendable issue for its musical pleasure
and for the performances by Los Romeros.
[B:1]
Peter Turner
ZELTER: Lieder
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/Aribert Reimann
(pno)
Orfeo S 097 841 A digital dmm 1M 097 841 A)
Zelter is now little more than a name in
musical history, but he was well-known in
his day and numbered Mendelssohn, Loewe
and Meyerbeer among his pupils. He was
also an intimate friend of Goethe and set a
number of the latter's poems to music; but it
says little for Goethe's musical taste when
we know that he preferred Zelter's settings
to those of Schubert.
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The songs on this disc are pleasant and
melodious, and in the case of Rastlose Liebe
the accompaniment certainly helps to create
an appropriate atmosphere. For the most
part, though, the songs are formal and
lacking in inspiration. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau was in good voice when he recorded this
selection, and both he and his accompanist
do all that they can with the rather ordinary
material. The recording is excellent without
undue reverberance, and the record is
accompanied by a booklet giving biographical details and texts of all the songs in
German, with translations into English and
French. [
A:11
John Freestone

(NC), features the Choirs of St. Edmund,
Roundhay, Leeds: a large and enthusiastic
group of mixed voices, with the well-known
treble soloist David Pickering — here not in
his very best form, Ithink. All the items are
'sacred', and mainly from the 19th century;
zestfully rendered to a good, if not the
highest, standard. [
A/B:2]
Finally, the most interesting of these
issues: the Renaissance Choir, under
Raymond Calcraft, in arecital of unpublished
works by Sebastian de Vivanco — ACA 550
(CACA 550). These come from the ancient
school of music at Salamanca University,
and are most welcome additions to the
repertory. This is high polyphony at the
zenith of the Counter-Reformation, and is
splendid and moving stuff. It calls, indeed,
for resources of the greatest capabilities. The
ALFRED DELLER — MEMORIAL COLLECTION
Renaissance Choir has agood stab at it, and
Works by Bartlet, Blow, Caccini, Campion, Clarke,
Croft, Dowland, Eccles, Pilkington, Purcell, Rosse - the sound is the best of the bunch, save for
an intrusive hiss. [
A/B:1/2]
Peter Turner
ter, Saracini, A. Scarlatti
Alfred Deller/Deller Consort/Dupre (Ite)/Munrow
(rec)/Elliott (hpd)
FLUTE & ORCHESTRA
Harmonia Mundi HMC 254-56 13 recs)1HMC 40254BUSONI: Divertimento, Op.52/NIELSEN: Flute
561
Concerto/REINECKE: Flute Concerto in D, Op.283
Reissues from 1970, 73
Aurèle Nicolet (flt)/Leipzig Gevvandhaus Orch/
Masur
Alfred Deller, who died six years ago, was
Philips 412 728-1 digital ( 412 728-4)
largely responsible for the renewal of
interest in the counter- tenor voice. Sir
This is avery pleasing programme of works
Michael Tippett, who was auditioning young
for flute and orchestra, and the distinctive
singers in Canterbury in 1943, was enthustyle of Aurèle Nicolet — along with the
siastic when he heard him, and with his
dynamic support of the Leipzig players
encouragement Deller became a full-time
under Masur — adds a great deal to its
professional and devoted his life to reviving
effectiveness. Nicolet's tone is thin and silmany vocal works of the 17th and 18th
very, sustained by a consistent vibrato, and
centuries.
although Idid not initially find the result
The selections on these discs were all
attractive, repeated listening proved it to
made when the artist was approaching his
have a captivating naturalness, capable of
60th birthday, but the voice shows little signs
encompassing with ease the warm charm of
of change from his earlier recordings. The
three- record album is well engineered in a the Reinecke, the humour of the Nielsen, and
very natural acoustic and will serve as a the grace of the Busoni. Masur keeps the
orchestra from overpowering the soloist, yet
permanent monument to an artist who did
encourages them to produce a full-bodied
so much to popularize the music of Elizabethan times. On the third disc he is joined
sound despite the restrictions.
Philips have very ably captured the charby other members of the Defier Concert,
acterful atmosphere of the Gewandhaus,
including Honor Sheppard, John Buttrey and
preserving
the awash- with- resonance acousMaurice Bevan. This set is a French release,
tic whilst maintaining clarity and precision in
but aleaflet is included giving texts of all the
the definition of both orchestra and soloist.
English and Italian songs. [
13:11 John Freestone
The effect may need some getting used to,
but it is authentic and has personality. The
performers are set at some distance, so
ALPHA RECORDINGS
over- differentiation within the orchestra
would be undesirable and some colouring of
Pursuing their usual policy of wide-ranging
timbres by the hall must be expected — but
subject- matter, Alpha ( Abbey Recordings)
this all adds to the realism. In all, awelcome
present an interesting collection, and Ibegin
issue that should please many. ['VIA 1*/ 1]
with two organ recitals. On APS 358 ( CAPS
Doug Hammond
358) we have Favourite Organ Solos played
by Simon Lindley on the organ of Leeds
Parish Church. This is a large and compreFRENCH FUN
hensive instrument, and the declared object
RAVEL ( et all: L'Eventail de Jeanne/LES SIX: Les
is to display its range and versatility. In that
Mariés de la Tour Eiffel
regard, as in the general standard of perPhitharmonia/Simon
formance, the issue is a great success; but
Chandos ABRD 1119 digital IABTD 1119)
the content mirrors the ominous title: we
have a Song of Sunshine as well as the
original of Moonlight & Roses on the one
The silver disc, shattering at the opening
hand, and the Widor and the Bach Toccata &
side- drums onslaught of Ravel's Fanfare, is
Fugue on the other. Such eclecticism isn't
in a class of its own, and it would be
my taste, Ihave to admit.
remarkable if the LP matched it. Even so, it
The second recital marks the 25th
comes up pretty impressively, offering the
fine blend of clarity and ample reverberation
anniversary of Andrew Seivewright's tenure
of office at Carlisle Cathedral, entitled
which characterise the best of Chandos'
Jubilee Fanfares, APS 361 ( NC), the second
work at All Saints Tooting. The joint efforts
behind both suites make amusing listening.
side reflecting the performer's interest in
America and American music. The same
Cocteau's surrealist ballet satirises a wedding party on the Eiffel Tower, where the
eclectic spirit pervades this collection, as we
guests are treated to various apparitions
range from Boëllmann to Scott Joplin — all
which emerge from the lens of the photovery nicely done if you care for that kind of
thing. Both organ records are clearly and
grapher's camera; these include an Ostrich,
a Hunter, aTelegram, a Bathing Beauty and
satisfactorily produced. [
A/B:1]
an obnoxious Child, who ' massacres' the
Turning now to vocal recordings, Times
guests with ping-pong balls. He is the Child
and Seasons at Hampton Court directed by
Gordon Reynolds, ACA 545 ( CACA 545),
of the Future, and beneath the colour and
gives the sound of a little- heard choir: I charm Cocteau was trying to illustrate a
cannot recall a previous recording. As the
serious point or two (' Sunday vacuity,
human beastliness, ferocity of childhood').
title suggests, this is acollection of seasonal
items, mainly from this and the previous
Nowadays, however, little more than a
delightful elegance and energy come over
century. The singing is quite competent and
from
this music.
generally enjoyable, though it does not
There is a jolly Ritournelles by Auric, a
reach the highest standard [
A/B:2]
Choral Music from Yorkshire, APS 359
wedding march by Milhaud and a corres-
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ponding funeral march by Honegger which
quotes the Faust waltz at half speed. If all this
appeals, as Ihope it will, enjoyment of the
coupling should be equally uncomplicated.
The ten composers involved were Ravel,
Ferroud, lbert, Roland- Manuel, Delannoy,
Roussel, Milhaid, Poulenc, Auric and
Schmitt, and the Jeanne in question ran a
children's ballet school. It was she who
commissioned the work for her pupils, and
as might be expected, the music is less
outrageous, more serious than on the
reverse; it is, however, unfailingly well constructed and elegant. First-rate performance.
[A*:1]
Andrew Keener
GALWAY GALORE
MOZART: Concerto in C for Flute & Harp : 1
Concerto in Gfor Flute ( after the Clarinet Concerto)
James Ga/way WO/Marisa Robles (hrp)/LSO/Mata
RCA GL 85442 digital ( GK 85442)
Reissue from 1978
RODRIGO: Fantasia para un gentilhombre
cierto Pastoral
James Ga/way (flt)/Philharmonia/Mata
RCA GL 85446 digital 1GK 85446)
Reissue from 1978

Con-

FRENCH FLUTE CONCERTOS
IBERT: Concerto/CHAMINADE: Concertino/
POULENC: Sonata/FAURÉ: Fantaisie
James Galway (110/RPO/Dutoit
RCA GL 85448 digital ( GK 85448)
Reissue from 1977
No doubt those who are attracted to the first
disc here will want Galway rather than
Mozart, and that is exactly what they will get.
Given that he has a marvellously dextrous
technique and can get his fingers, prestissimo, around almost everything he tackles,
Galway's full-bodied Romantic interpretations, with their wayward rhythms and overdominant lead ( derived from performance
and insensitive recording balance) do little to
suggest Mozart. And why bother to transcribe the Clarinet Concerto for flute? [
B/C:1/3]
The Rodrigo disc is far more palatable. The
Concierto Pastoral, commissioned by Galway in 1978, proves that he is equal to the
extreme virtuosity expected of him in the
outer movements, whilst also being able to
sustain beautifully the lyricism of the adagio.
The Fantasia, originally written for Segovia,
has been re- arranged by Galway, and whilst
some of the figuration sits unnaturally on the
flute, and some of the solos and cadenzas
are newly composed by him, the outcome is
far more successful than that of the above
Mozart transcription. Balance between Galway and the admirably supportive orchestra
is also better here. [
A:1*/1]
Ifail to see how one concerto, a concertino, and two works which have been transcribed for flute with orchestra, justify the title
French Flute Concertos for the third of these
discs. Here, with some lack of coordination
arising in the Chaminade, one wonders
whether the undue prominence afforded the
flute has rendered it impossible for Galway
and the orchestra to hear each other. Furthermore, an over- resonant acoustic smudges
the snappy rhythms of the Poulenc Presto
grazioso movement, and given the tiringly
thin treble quality of the entire disc, it cannot
be whole-heartedly recommended despite
some good performances. [
B/C:1*/2]
Barbara Jahn
INTERPENETRATIONS — Electro acoustic music
HARRISON: Klang/SMALLEY: Vortex/SOUSTER:
The Transistor Radio of St. Narcissus*
John Wallace ( fgl-hrn)/Tim Souster ( live
electronics)•/Tryggvi Tryggvason ( balance
engineer)
UEA 84099 INC)
Tim Souster's The Transistor Radio of St.
Narcissus (
1983) is obviously and effectively
based on the playing of Miles Davis, though
the splendid flugelhorn player here is John
Wallace, principal trumpet of the Philharmo-
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nia. The work inhabits, to my mind very
successfully, ground that covers both jazz
and western art- music, while using electro acoustic resources as its medium. The
flugelhorn, which dominates the texture, is
also the take-off point for the tape accompaniment and live electronic interplay, and
its strong role allows the work a humanity
that many earlier pieces in the genre seemed
to lack. Although the longest work on this
record, it seems subjectively the shortest
and would be an ideal introduction for
anyone newly interested in the field.
Jonty Harrison's Kiang (
1982) likewise
starts with material from non- electronic
sources, but unlike the Souster, exists only
on tape. The ringing sounds of casseroles
begin ( and end) the piece, and as these are
electronically extended other natural and
electronic sounds are added to form a short
work of clearly defined structure. Vortex
(1983), by the New Zealand- born composer
Denis Smalley, is the most traditionally
electronic of these three works with its
moments of raw generated sound that seem
to allude to earlier pieces in the medium. The
excellent, fairly extensive insert notes suggest that such music could be compared to ' a
kind of invisible kinectic sculpture'.
Inevitably, music of this kind produces a
very extended frequency and dynamic
range, and the typically excellent production
from the University of East Anglia, sponsored by the Arts Council, conveys it all
without difficulty. [
A • : 1'1
Doug Hammond
JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER — CELLO MAN
Works by Bach, Bridge, Bruch, Canteloube, De
Falla, Delius, Faure, Popper, Saint-Saëns, VillaLobos
Julian Lloyd Webber (vIc)/Nat PO/Gerhardt
RCA RL 70797 IRK 70797)
Reissue from 1981
A rich, one might say Technicolor, quality
dominates this interesting selection. A wonderfully atmospheric, dreamlike aura
embraces the Shepherd's Song from Canteloube's Auvergne collection, but the warmth
and sonority afforded de Falla's Ritual Fire
Dance and Bach's Arioso render some
accompanying figures, behind the prominent soloist, congested and difficult to distinguish. Idon't find Webber's playing of all
eight cello parts and that of the soprano
voice in Villa-Lobos' Bachianas Brasileiras
No.5 an entirely successful experiment, for it
is the very lack of tonal variety which he was
seeking that leaves me cold. However, with a
performance of Gavotte No.2 by the rarely
heard David Popper, and the Scherzetto by
Bridge which Webber discovered and premiered, this disc offers agood mixture of the
familiar and the new. [
A/B:1•/2] Barbara Jahn
MUSIC FOR FOUR GUITARS
BIZET: Carmen — Suite ( arr. Pepe Romero)/CHAPi:
Overture — La Revoltosa ( arr Palomo)/FALLA: La
vida breve ( excerpts, arr Pepe Romero)
El
sombrero de tres picos ( excerpts, arr Pepe &
Celedonio Romero) ' Canciones espanolas
(excerpts, arr Pepe Romerol/TORROBA: Sonatina
trianera
Los Romeros/Angelita Romero (castanets)
Philips 412 609-1 digital ( 412 609-4)

all is said and done, the rapport and virtuosity of this family ensemble is always something to admire.
They are clearly enjoying themselves in
the Falla transcriptions, which come off very
well, and the Torroba, written for Celedonio,
shows off the recording to first-class effect,
with pervasive castanets as vivid and
unambiguously placed as the guitars in the
stereo picture. The piece ( based upon the
music of Triana, adistrict of Seville), may be
no great shakes, but it is tuneful enough, and
the forces involved allow the performance to
continue the Romero tradition. Angelita is
mother of the family. (
A":1/21 Andrew Keener
MUCH LOVED MUSIC — Vol.2
Works by Bach, Delius, Elgar, Pierné, Prokofiev,
Sibelius, Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Verdi, Wagner,
Walton
Hallé/Arwel Hughes
CfP 41 44961 digital ( 41 44964)
There are some fine performances here. The
Ride of the Valkyries is full of drama and
verve, aided not a little by the huge dynamic
range, which is also put to a good use in
Prokofiev's Montagues and Capulets from
Romeo & Juliet. The attack and aggression
in its companion piece, The Death of Tybalt,
is also noteworthy. By contrast, Elgar's two
Chanson are delicately fashioned and
warmly romantic, whilst Pierné's March of
the Little Tin Soldiers is delightfully pert. If
you are looking for wit and good humour,
the performances of Walton's Popular Song
and Strauss' Perpetuum Mobile should fit
the bill.
Some criticism could be made of the
sluggish response to tempo change in Sibelius' Valse Triste and some flat brass playing
in the Triumphal March from Verdi's Aida,
but this would be pernickety. What Ireally
didn't like was the inclusion of a chamber
performance, which had me straining to hear
every note. Had it been the first track on Side
2the change from it to afuller bodied sound
would have been more acceptable. On the
whole, the other tracks are set at a pleasing
distance in a relaxed and natural acoustic.
[A/C:1*/11
Barbara Jahn
POPULAR PIANO & ORCH
ADDINSELL: Warsaw Concerto/BATH: Cornish
Rhapsody/GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue/ROZSA:
Spellbound Concerto/WILLIAMS: The Dream of
Olwen
Daniel Adni (pno)/BSO/Alwyn
CfP 41 44931 (
41 44934)
Reissue from 1980
Despite the fact that the works here are given
lively and committed performances, one
can't help feeling that they all ( with the
exception of the idiosyncratic Rhapsody in
Blue) lack characterisation in the end. The
recording does much to compound this, for
the piano is given the same close miking in
an over- reverberant acoustic which clogs the
lacklustre orchestral textures in every number. Quick ambient cut-off at the end of each
track does not help. [
B/C: 1/2]
Barbara Jahn

SONATAS FOR TWO HARPSICHORDS
Works by Vantial, Gretry, Kozelah
Carmen on four guitars? Fair enough, I Paule van Parys & Jan Van Mol (hods)
suppose: atribute by four Spanish artists to
Pavanne ADW 7160 INC)
a Frenchman's inspiration from their homeland. But Ihave to confess that Iquickly
Like all centres of wealthy patronage, Dresbegan to miss Bizet's orchestral colours; and
den's musical life in the 18th century
it is, after all, Spanish rhythms and melodic
attracted not only the great and good, but
style that we hear in Carmen, not original
also the respectable and well-heeled. Such
gipsy music, let alone guitars, which are
was the Princess Amelia for whom her tutor,
notably absent from the opera. The opening
Joseph Schuster, made arrangements for
Prelude, taken very slowly, really has no
two harpsichords of the music of the popular
swagger at all, and Chanson bohème sounds
composers of the day of which we have a
very staid indeed; no flamenco fire here.
small sample on this record. Paule van Parys
and Jan Van Mol take the arrangements
Likewise the Toreador's Song. The lyrical
numbers come off best: in Habanera there is
seriously — and most stylishly — but still
some ravishing soft chording, absolutely
manage to convey the fun and spontaneity
which any amateur knows. Perhaps more
together, while the Entracte to Act Ill is
played with affecting simplicity. And when
enjoyable to do than to sit and hear others
111-F1

SA St,
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doing. The two harpsichords are not very
split between the speakers and this
homogeneity of sound suits the idea of
arranging a string quartet, etc, for this
medium. Bold imaging and forward sound
characterise the recording. [A:1] Roger Bowen

RECORD OF SINGING — Vol.3
208 recordings made between 1926 & 1939
EMI EX 29 01693 (
13 recs) (1
4
- ( NC)
Reissues from 1926-39
This is the logical follow-up to the previous
albums of The Record of Singing. A few of
the artists who were included in Vol.2 have
also been chosen for Vol.3 because their
careers spanned the two periods, but the
vast majority of singers here are newcomers
to the series. There are over a dozen previously unpublished records, including Tibbetts superb account of Ford's monologue,
as well as many discs which are of the
greatest rarity in their original form.
Generally speaking there is a shift of
interest as compared with the two previous
volumes. The artists are less concerned with
the purely technical side of singin9 and more
interested in dramatic interpretation. This is
not to say that there are not some superb
examples of vocal art, as for example Sigrid
Onegin's amazing command of coloratura in
an air from Meyerbeer's Le Prophète and
Tino Folgar's enchanting Zarzuela excerpt,
but on the whole it is the dramatic intensity
of the selections which makes the album so
full of interest. This was certainly a golden
age of Wagnerian singing, as the German
section so clearly demonstrates.
It is only natural that every vocal collector
will think of some artist or some particular
recording which he would have liked to find
and which has not been included, but the
vast majority of the greatest artists of the
period are well represented and the volume
is of immense importance as a chronicle of
the operatic achievements of the years
immediately prior to World War II.
Keith Hardwick's transfers are really
superb, and in many cases the comparative
lack of surface noise reveals details which
were obscured by the heavy background on
the original 78s. Ihope that the album will
enjoy the success it so richly deserves, and
that we may look forward to a further
volume in the future, possibly completing
the history of vocal recording up to the
arrival of the long playing record. [
H:1*/1]
John Freestone
TRINITY COLLEGE CHOIR
Ch of Trinity, Cambridge/Richard Marlow
Vol.1: Fauré/Mendelssohn/Verdi/Brahms/Holst/
Poulenc/Britten Pearl
SHE 584 (
NC)
Vol.2: Vaughan Williams/Britten/Holst/etc
Pearl SHE 585 ( NC(
The choir of Trinity, Cambridge, underwent a
fundamental change after the admission to
the College of women undergraduates: from
then on ( 1982) the upper voices in the choir
were provided by women.
Of these issues, the first utilises the
women's voices only. Ihave to say that Ido
not think that they are quite good enough for
such exposure: everything is quite nicely
done, if not outstandingly; but here and
there are signs of lack of ease and confidence, and these things always worry me —
perhaps more than they should. Things go
better in accompanied pieces.
The second volume contains the whole
choir, and immediately the true value of the
women's sections is apparent. This recital is
avery enjoyable one, even if one cannot say
that the standard approaches the highest:
three years is little time to establish a choral
tradition, though of course reliance on students means constant changes in personnel.
The recordings are to a high standard:
clear and detailed, with apleasing ambience
and high intelligibility. (
A/B:2]
Peter Turner
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ROCK .1 POP .1 JAZZ .1 &c
ARCADIA: SO RED THE ROSE
EMI PCSD 101

THE DREAM ACADEMY: THE DREAM ACADEMY
Blanco Y Negro BYN6

Arcadia are Roger Taylor, Nigh Rhodes and
Simon Le Bon of Duran Duran. But, even if I
hadn't mentioned it, guessing the group's
identity wouldn't have been in the least bit
difficult because Le Bon's strained bleat of a
voice is easily recognisable amid any kind of
backdrop. The backdrop here, by the way, is
a mite or two removed from the Durannies'
usual brand of Brum bop, especially with
regard to 'The Promise' on which Sting and
Herbie Hancock move in alongside Andy
McKay to propel things in a manner deserving of the apellation ' interesting'. ' El Diablo'
also causes the ears to prick up initially,
gypsy fiddle giving way to panpipes ( or
could it be merely recorder?) before Le Bon
and his fellow happy harmonists bring it all
back home to ' Is There Something IShould
Know?' level. Isuppose this is asmart album
to make because it does move away from
Duran and nothing but the Duran, yet still
retains much of the flavour of the thing it's
getting away from. The idea is to try to find a
cache of new fans while retaining old ones.
And maybe it works, because Ifind So Red
The Rose stronger than much of Duran
Duran's vinyl output. Even so, the songwriting still lacks inspiration and my application
for fan club membership still hasn't been
despatched. [
A:21
Fred DeIlar

There was once a time when no colour
photographs existed. It was left to talented
artists to take the black and white shots and
then carefully tint them with coloured inks in
order to produce fleshtones, the azure of sky
and sea, the green in the eye of those who
possessed no such skills. The Dream
Academy are the photo-tinters of the ' 80s;
they take aural shots of The Searchers'
jangle guitars, the blanco y negro of the
Abbey Road crossing, hazily- lit portraits of
Nick Drake, and even a series of snaps that
could easily be stills from Un Homme et une
Femme, except for the fact that LeLouch's
image- filled drama came in Eastmancolor.
Then they colour them with synths, vocals
that would sound okay over a Brookside
radio. And, somehow, they often produce
mini- masterpieces that'd look good on anyone's hi-fi wall, even those from Northern
towns! [
B:11
Fred Dellar

COUNT BASIE: LIVE IN JAPAN 1978
Pablo 2308246 ( K8246) from Import Music Service
Basie, like Duke, was an institution; he had
always been there - and now he's gone, how
we miss him! Most of Basie's classic albums
have been reissued, but this one is not a
scraping of the barrel. It's a never- beforereleased concert recording, gloriously capturing the punch of the brass and the smooth
precision of the saxes. It may lack the finesse
of a studio session, but I'll settle for atmosphere, including Basie's quiet comments
between items, giving due credit to his
soloists. The music isn't perfect; ascreaming
trumpet spoils ' Things Ain't What They Used
To Be' ( strangely credited on the label to
Ellington and Persons), but there are super
versions of ' Shiny Stockings' featuring
Sonny Cohn, and ' Jada' with Eric Dixon on
flute. The difference from the 1940s is that
the soft swish of Joe Jones has given place
to more aggressive, loud drumming, in this
case by Butch Miles, who must have dominated this show in Hamamatsu. Listen to his
crash coda in ' All Of Me'! And there's
enough piaoo to remind us of that greying
impassive figure at the side of the stage who
kept it all going for nearly 50 years. [
A:1/2)
Denis Argent

ERIC DOLPHY: OUT TO LUNCH
Blue Note BST 84163
This is one of my desert island discs and is
perhaps the most imaginative of albums on
the Blue Note catalogue. It makes it in all
aspects - the tunes, the arrangements and
the individual contributions from Freddie
Hubbard, Bobby Hutcherson, Richard Davis
and Tony Williams. In Dolphy's and Williams' case this is perhaps the best recorded
example of their work. Dolphy was amusical
maverick on alto, flute and bass clarinet; his
playing didn't fit into any of the accustomed
styles - he established his own vocabulary.
And Williams, too, finds his own way of
playing the drums which appears to owe
little to any other drummer. He breaks up the
rhythm, playing jagged phrases, but he
makes it all hang together without having to
rely on repeated cymbal patterns or metronomic use of the hi- hat. This music represents an intellectual application of post
bebop jazz while holding on to the emotion.
If you haven't got it already, get it now. [
A:1*1
Ken Hyder
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BILL FRISELL: RAMBLER
ECM 1287
MARCUS WISE & DEAN MAGRAW: WISE:MACRAW
Red House RHRO5
GEORGE BENSON QUARTET:
GEORGE BENSON COOKBOOK
CBS Blue Diamond 22187

IT'S UPTOWN/

STANLEY JORDAN: MAGIC TOUCH
Blue Note BT 85101
More than any other ihstrument, the guitar
tends to be played by musicians with an
inclination towards the technical, the flash,
the shallow and the grossly tasteless. It's
indeed rare to find four guitar albums coming out together where there is very little
throw- away self-indulgence. ( I have, of
course, omitted the new Al Di Meola album
on Blue Note, because that would have
spoiled things.)
Frisell has come to our attention through
his work with drummer Paul Motian, who
appears on this album. He plays guitar
synthesiser as well, creating echoey soundscapes which can come across like spacedout Hawaiian music. But what's wrong with
that? He manages to underplay a lot of his
material in an effort to get to the core of his
music. Set against his very electric sound is
the trumpet of Kenny Wheeler and the tuba
of Bob Stewart. It's an unusual album, well
worth a spin, but not a disc which will
instantly grab you. (
A*:2]
Anybody putting together atabla/acoustic
guitar album has to reckon with John
McLaughlin's Shakti. Marcus Wise and Dean
Magraw are just not in that class. The duo
can sustain interest for a couple of tracks or
so, but their problem is that the energy level
is always low and that there is very little
variety in mood. Peaceful music is one thing,
but this is too sleepy-time for me. [
A:31
The George Benson issue is really two
reissue albums put together. These mid-' 60s
tracks are very varied. Some, like the opener,
'Clockwise', are real swingers, with Benson
knocking out lines that bob and weave all
over the place. But an awful lot of it sounds
dated in the worst kind of way. Ellington and
Basie don't sound dated now, because they
were playing classic material. But the dated
Benson tracks, which jar against the ear, do
so because they are opportunistic rather
than classic at the time. These tracks predate Benson's commercial success and bear
witness to his search for fame. Still, there's a
lot of exciting guitar in this set. [ 13:21
Ithink that it's the music that matters in the
end, so I've been trying to avoid figuring out
how Stanley Jordan plays the guitar and to
try to listen to what he's playing. On the
opener ' Eleanor Rigby', he plays like a
McCoy Tyner of the guitar, which is to say he
plays with plenty of attack and rhythmic
drive. He keeps several lines going at the

same time which are emphasised by having
discrete sounds and textures. He presents a
complete guitar style with bass, chords and
top lines bubbling out all at the same time.
To execute his fulsome style. Jordan has had
to develop a technique which is, in fact, an
extension of what guitarists tend to do from
time to time - tapping the strings with the
fingers, instead of plucking them. The end
result is pleasing enough, but Jordan has yet
to say something special with his impressive
technique. Guitarists, of course, will be fascinated and I'll bet there'll be a lot of
woodshedding going on as a result of this
album, and over the next couple of years or
so Iexpect this technique to become more
widespread. If you can forget all about the
boy wonder nonsense and just listen to the
music, you may find it an enjoyable, modern
mainstream album. [
A*:2]
Ken Hyder

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI, YEHUDI MENUHIN: FOR
ALL SEASONS
EMI CDC 7 47144 2 (
54m 32s10
What avery odd mixture this music is. They
call it jazz, but it sounds more like tin- panalley swing to me. To hear it played by an
instrument which has wild mystic poetry in
its soul is like seeing Hamlet break into a
brilliant tap-dance. You cannot deny that it is
done well, even if you are surprised to find it
done at all. Menuhin's best moments come
when the tune takes command and his violin
turns as sentimental and schmaltzy as a
Hollywood gypsy's. Grappelli dazzles with
his rhythmically spot-on flights of fancy. The
contrast between the two sounds - one
delicately romantic, the other consumately
stylish - is quaintly entertaining; but if you
view it as a contest, Grappelli wins handsdown. The studio sounds cramped and the
instruments are spot-miked, but the result is
pleasant enough. Most important, the solo
violins have room to breath. This is the
dynamic duo's sixth such recording, and I
dare say there will be many more. [
B:11
Sue Hudson
JAN GARBAREK: IT'S OK TO LISTEN TO THE
GRAY VOICE
ECM 1294
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY - NAT ADDERLEY
QUINTET IN EUROPE - LIVE: WHAT IS THIS THING
CALLED SOUL?
Pablo Live 2308-238
It may be an odd pairing to look at Garbarek
and the late Cannonball Adderley, but one
thing they had in common was a distinctive
tone. Garbarek has made his wistful tone his
speciality. Distilled from the more commercially adaptable parts of Ayler's and Barbieri's saxophone vocabulary, Garbarek's
tone is furry and comforting. His albums
often disappoint because once you get past
the tone there's little else to sustain your
interest. This album is no different, except
that on one track he plays one of the
simplest, most appealing tunes of 1985.
'Mission: To Be Where IAm', has all the
haunting, instant singability of a Dollar
Brand tune and it swims about in your head
long after your record deck has cut out. [
A* : 2]
There's a lot more meat in the Adderley
album, with cuts from 1960 when the classic
quintet included Victor Feldman ( piano),
Sam Jones ( bass) and Louis Hayes ( drums).
Cannonball was an extension of Parker with
aleaning towards soul and gospel music. His
music was always warm and inviting. And
on this album - a live one, like many of his
best albums - there is a human spirit of
buoyant energy well to the fore. (
B:11
Ken Hyder
FRED VAN HOVE: KKWTT
Nato 355
JEROME COOPER:

THE UNPREDICTABILITY OF
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Grado - Goldring - Helms - Heybrook - Marantz
Meridian - Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst
Ortoton - Pink - QED - Quad - Hotel - Sondes
Spendor - Syrinx - Tannoy - The Source - Thorens
Yamaha - Zeta.
For Demonstrations. Installations and Expert Advice.
12e Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.
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AGENCIES INCLUDE: Linn Products • Nains AUCli0 • Raga
•Mantra • A & R • Nytech • Creek • Supex • Rata •
Heybrook • Spendor • Het • Celestion • Monitor Audio •
Mordaunt Short • Tannoy • Nakianuclu • Aiwa • Yamaha •
Denon

229 Chnbersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 THY
OPPOSITE CHEL.m. lb LANE • OPEN 930 am to 8.30 pm
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ROCK .1 POP .1 JAZZ .1 81c
PREDICTABILITY
About Time AT 1002 (
both distributed through
Impetus)

LLOYD COLE AND THE COMMOTIONS:
PIECES
Polydor LCLP 2

Fred Van Hove is one of those Continental
improvisers whose glee is taking things to
extremes. He's a man for your musical fun
and games. And of course, a little bit of
ambiguity helps the fun along. On this
outing, the pianist improvises to a brass
quintet which plays Van Hove compositions
that lurch between the contemporary classical and the marching band absurd. The
composer's piano continually plays against
the brass figures, spinning long lines and
dancing in and out of the blasts with impish
agility. It's all a strange mixture, but the
overall impression is one of freshness and
adventure. [ A:1/2]
Jerome Cooper — one of the black American new wave musicians to emerge in the
late 1970s — plays on the freer end of the jazz
scene, but carries with him a great sense of
tradition. As it's a solo percussion album, it
starts off being a bit specialised, but Cooper
starts off from the point of silence and builds
up apicture without resorting to the filling- itall- out capability some drummers have. It's
the space he uses in this performance which
creates the tension. Cooper's music is essentially minimalist, which Ialways find requires
the listener to be in acertain mood already. If
you are in that mood, fine, but if not, this can
seem tedious. Having said that, this is worth
alisten. [
A:21
Ken Hyder

It was Melody Maker's Adam Sweeting who
called Lloyd Cole ' An Al Stewart for the ' 80s',
adescription Iwish I'd thought of first. Thing
is, Ionce had more than a sneaking regard
for Stewart's work before that particular Scot
headed for hotdog shores. So it's hardly
surprising that his fellow- countryman's
immaculately produced ( by Alan Winstanley
and Clive Langer) second album causes me
to nod my head appreciatively. If you twisted
my arm, I'd have to admit that Cole's hardly
likely to change the world and that few of his
songs were born to run for long. But he aims
his pure pop at an adult audience and
presents it in such a manner that you know
he cares. So Lloyd Cole makes the kind of
records you could take home to mother plus
your Thesaurus- plunging egghead brother.
Additionally, those accordion embellishments make you forget that Jimmy Shand
ever existed. Piquant, Ithink, is the word I'm
searching for. All you need is cash. [
A: 11
Fred Dellar

ELTON JOHN: ICE ON FIRE
Rocket HISPD 26

SHOWCASE REISSUES
THE BEATLES: LIVE! AT THE STAR CLUB, HAMBURG, GERMANY 1962
Showcase SHIP 130 (Vol 1); SHIP 131 (Vol 2)
ERIC CLAPTON AND THE YARDBIRDS: GOT LOVE
IF YOU WANT IT
Showcase SHIP 108
SAM AND DAVE: GREATEST HITS
Showcase SHLP 119

What more is there to say about everlasting
Reg, the finest hatful ever to amble down the
touchline at Vicarage Road? Not too much, I
guess. But every time somebody suggests
he's punched out, off the mat he gets and
comes back with a killer musical punch.
Now, in case all these soccer and sock- it-to'em references are proving confusing, I'll
move on to state what you suspect already —
that Ice On Fire contains the approved tally
of John hits, likely-to- be- hits and afew items
you'll forget by tomorrow morning. But then,
what do Iknow? Iwouldn't have put tuppence on the chances of ' Nikita' being abiggie
— but, it helps, Iguess, if you've got George
Michael doing your back-ups and Ken Russell providing your video. I'd rather have
dipped in my pocket on behalf of ' This
Town', which rattles along with the aid of a
blistering brass squad and the added vocal
sounds of Sister Sledge — not at all a bad
combination. But there you have Elton's very
appeal. He writes something for everybody.
Pick up the majority of his albums and you'll
find at least a couple of cuts you wouldn't
mind hanging on to. And the star-studded
Ice On Fire, bless its further sleeve credits for
Kiki Dee, John Deacon, Roger Taylor and Nik
Kershaw, is no exception to the rule. [
A: 1/2]
Fred Dellar
PHILLY JOE JONES WITH BOBBY HUTCHERSON,
GEORGE CABLES & HERBIE LEWIS: FOUR SEASONS
Timeless SJP 210 from Import Music Service
Another Modern Jazz Quartet? The style is
cool, even though the drumming is sometimes quite fierce, as might be expected from
the late, great Philly Joe. Cables is your
typical modern Peterson- style pianist, with
long solos too full of arpeggios — but listen
for his lovely key change in ' Summertime'.
The Monk original, ' IMean You', comes off
best; slightly angular but jolly music, with
some old-style four- bar drum breaks, so
much more tolerable than prolonged solos.
Rodgers' Spring Is Here' is played caressingly, with every note emotional. Were they
singing Hart's words in their heads? The
other tracks include ' Falling Leaves' and
'Star Eyes', the latter unsuitably bopped- up.
Good modern stuff but still tuneful enough
to suit old-timers. [
A:1/21
Denis Argent
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THE SEARCHERS: GREATEST HITS
Showcase SHIP 135
JOHNNY WINTER: LIVIN' IN THE BLUES
Showcase SHIP 132
Rarities thinly disguised as normal product:
this is the kind of stuff that turns record
collectors into detectives. Showcase, who
reissue all manner of material (the above
being but a varied taste), offer up what look
like yet more of the exploitation-type repackage jobs; closer examination reveals that the
Sam & Dave stuff, for instance, is actually the
hard-to-find post-Stax cover versions of their
hits, while the Claptonneardbirds LP contains
some of the less-common material from the
Sonny Boy Williamson sessions. I've spotlighted these releases for the simple reason
that too many selective record buyers ignore
the bargain bins, not knowing that amidst
the garbage are some real treasures. Pressings were fine, the sleeves attractive if not
informative, and the transfers far better than
you'd get from similar labels. I know it
means being seen at the paupers' end of the
browser display, but it really is worth the
shame ... (A/H:21 is par for the course.
Ken Kessler
JULIE LONDON: AROUND MIDNIGHT
EMI/Liberty EG 260606
This warm and musicianly stereo reissue
from 1960 is not just an easy listening album.
Julie is sometimes a bit too breathy; hers is
not afull voice to be compared with the likes
of Ella or Cleo, but the songs include a
Gershwin, a Schwartz and a highly typical
Berlin from 1928, ' How About Me?', as well
as later standards such as ' Misty' and ' Lush
Life'. But the track that Ihave been playing
over and over is Monk's title track; a subtle
theme anyway, but surely improved by the
literate lyric by Bernie Hanighen — not the
most famous of lyricists but, Ibelieve, A&R
man at Brunswick in the old days and one
who must have had the example of the great
writers and jazzmen of the 1930s to guide
him. There are some classy Riddle-ish
accompaniments, and it adds up to one of
the very best of EMI's series of Liberty
reissues. Even the sleeve, despite its prom-

ise of ' visual sound stereo' doesn't look too
dated now. [ B:1/2]
Denis Argent
LEE MORGAN: THE SIDEWINDER
Blue Note BST 84157
The title track ( 10.5m) became one of the
anthems of hard bop, and although it is
nominally a blues, its riffs and monotonous
jerky rhythm now sound like precursors of all
that is most boring in Afro rock today.
Leonard Feather's 1964 sleevenote still reads
well; he, as the senior sage of jazz journalism, could convincingly explain what the
new men were up to. Of course, Lee Morgan,
who died in 1972, was a superb trumpet
player, school of Dizzy, but Ican't pretend to
admire Joe Henderson on tenor, one of
those who are all technique and no tune. The
root of the matter, however, is there in the
piano of Barry Harris, a more traditional
player who does not bother to hide his love
of the rolling bass of boogie, especially in the
blues in ' Boy, What A Night'. EMI's
ongoing releases from Blue Note are such an
embarras de richesses that critics must feel
gorged. But Ithink I'm safe in claiming this
one to be essential for any collector who
wants his or her library to include an outstanding sample of jazz as played by the
moderns of the 1960s. [
A:1)
Denis Argent
YOKO ONO: STARPEACE
Polydor 827 530-1
This is a Yoko Ono album. Even if it didn't
have her name on the sleeve you could tell. I
mean, there's an Air- side and a Be- side,
while the opening track whips into action
with lines like ' Why are we scared to verbalize our multicolor dreams?' It's also a mumof- Sean- Lennon album, full of singalongs for
kiddiewinks, ditties that would have been a
wow at the Saturday morning cinema club.
You can sing ' ILove All Of Me', ' Children
Power' and ' The King Of The Zoo' while
chewing bubble gum. Even ' Cape Clear', one
of the most hard- hatted cuts and easily the
best thing on the album, mildly waves a
rattle in the air via lines like ' No.no.no, it was
my teddybear'. ' It's Gonna Rain' borrows
Macca's frog chorus, the title track has
young Sean indulging in a phone home
routine at the onset; while, at the end of it all,
there's a near mantra that goes ' Ilove you
Earth'. Yoko sounds like a nice lady. So then
did Enid Blyton. But who ever wanted to buy
an album of pop songs by her? [A:3]
Fred Dellar
FLORA PURIM & AIRTO: HUMBLE PEOPLE
Concord George Wein Collection GW 3007
This album strikes a good balance between
the elements which make up Purim's and
Airto Moreira's music. Sometimes other
Brazilian performers get the balance a bit
more rocky and disco- commercial and the
result is something ordinary, laced with
exotic percussion. Here is the sophistication
of alot of recorded Brazilian music alongside
the free- flowing qualities of jazz. Purim has a
tremendously agile voice and a stunning
range, and the subtleties of Moreira's percussion are delicious — especially when you
turn the wick up. It's a rich music with
splendidly ornate arrangements which don't
seem pre- planned at all. It sounds so
relaxed. The album is splendidly recorded
and beautifully mixed — 40 minutes of joy.
[A • : 11
Ken Hyder
HORACE SILVER: FLOWIN' THE BLUES AWAY
Blue Note BST 84017
Horace Silver is best known for a style of
music which is hard, swinging, attractive,
whistleable and reeking in good humour.
This reissue is brimful with these qualities.
His own piano playing — and indeed, his
compositions — are often blues- based with a
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WEST SUSSEX

CIVIIICHIESTEIP
NIGH FIIIDIEILIITY
%Muffle/
Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge), Rega,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Naim Audio,
Nakamichi, Dual, SME, Celestion, Goldring, MordauntShort, ADC, Grace, Supex, Creek Audio,
Castle Acoustics.
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W.SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402
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HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
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•Aiwa • Technics • 'iatnal,,, • Proton
•Denon • Sansui • Myst • l'EAC
•Walker • Dual • Sondex • Castle
•KEF • Tannoy • Celestion
•Spendor • Mordaunt-Short • Rote)
•Audio Technica • Sennheiser •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

Audio Projects

cEle WILEY

45 Headingley Lane,

Frrnr)

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

Leeds

LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

illage ten
89Annes Rood. lieodogleyteeds 156 3lee
Teephone(0532)789374
eLists ( d.most of the
Itading
Products
1)emon‘tration.% by appointment. » I
e(i

Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

SELECTIVE AUDIO
1 - ••
The Forge Cottage
19 Crossgate
Otley LS211AA
Tel: (0943) 467689
Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
In Harmony with sound and totally committed
to music. Demonstration by appointment.
Evenings and Weekends also.
Access/Amex welcome.

confused?

well that state of mind probably
applies to more people than you would
ever guess... but worry not...

the search ends here

the absolute sound issued quarterly, is now
available at selected Hi Fi stores throughout
the U.K. Issue 40 available Feb '86, back
issues in stock. Ring 0234 741152, talk
with Mike Harris.
the absolute sound is the sound of
unamplified music occurring in real
space, usually, a large room, or
concert hall, small or large. that
music can be blue grass, folk, jazz,
big band or classical, it is the real
thing and provides aphilosophical
absolute, thus effectively removing a
careful description of attempts to
reproduct it from the subjective, it is a
point widely misunderstood, even by us at first.
the basic descriptions of any given components
performance is, if scrupulously attended,
objective and observational.
the absolute sound no 34 summer '84

forthcoming attractions
HP returns... bearing gifts yet! Apogee..
Grant... Conrad Johnson.. . Goldmund
Typani ... Eminent Technology. .. all come
under the Editors gaze... not to
forget the music — oh the music.
47 Armstrong Close, Vfldsted, Bedford
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Latin flavour. There's a dependability about
Silver's work, a consistency marked in his
long stay with Blue Note. This is what used
to be the core of modern jazz and the jazz
revivalists will love it. The bouncy rhythm
section propelled by drummer Louis Hayes
will give them something to dance to. The
distinctive Silver touch is perhaps best characterised by the splendidly buoyant Sister
Sadie track which swings along as strongly
as anything you'd be likely to hear on a
Count Basie session. [A:11
Ken Hyder
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also sang: Tiny Winters, talented bass player
and vocalist extraordinary. His four tracks
show that he really enjoyed ' point' numbers,
and they still sound good today. Admittedly,
1935 may not have been Stone's golden age,
but this record is one of the most worthwhile
of these Chris Ellis reissues. [ HI
Denis Argent
CATERINA VALENTE: AROUND THE WORLD
Teldec 8.26149 153m 55s))

This is wonderful! This is showbusiness at
full power. Ikeep trying to turn it down but it
won't be put. However low the volume knob,
LEW STONE: GOLDEN AGE OF LEW STONE
it's still loud. Forget natural, forget purist
EMI GX 41 25341
miking. Remember, instead, how they used
to make pop records. Here it all is: swinging,
The great Decca days were over. Al BowIly
'Continental', totally unselfconscious and
had left the band in mid- 1934; Nat GoneIla
huge fun. Everyone with amiç staring up his
left early in 1935. As the sleevenote admits,
nostrils, except la Valente, who hardly needs
the year the band was on the Regalone. She resonates parts of the studio that
Zonophone label was a crucial stage of its
other instruments cannot reach. What a
career, and many personnel changes folvoice! Pure Italian sex- siren. God I'm hurting
lowed. For me, 1935 was the year when
with nostalgia. Iwish Iknew how to Bossa 10.30 Tuesday night became my regular
radio highspot - in earlier years at school I Nova. Oh yes, sound quality. Now Icome to
think of it, it's brilliant. OK, so with the dates
was restricted to Stone and GoneIla on blue
labels; clearly my nostalgia should give this
for these recordings swinging between ' 60
and ' 73, the quality is variable, but the basic
record a plus. Well, maybe - Peter Gamsound is timeless. The bass fills the room,
mond, in these pages years ago, wrote
the waterfall violins are as sweet as Alma
nostalgically about the Stone heyday: ' easy
Cogan's beauty- spot ( yes, ' Volare' is here).
relaxed sounds, though full of the rhythm so
essential to teenage musical tastes ... I You can feel the sunshine in the cavernous
acoustic. It's snowing here in Essex. Argh!
thought them very sophisticated'. But Lew
[A/B:1•1
Sue Hudson
Stone's truly was more musically sophisticated than other British bands of the time.
These 16 tracks include some corny tunes,
VARIOUS: GREAT BRITISH DANCE BANDS PLAY
but even those get tasteful arrangements.
Alan Kane never seemed to me then to be a COLE PORTER
second Al BowIly, but this record's vocals
EMI EG 26 04431 ( EG 26 044341
give full measure of one who stands out
Dance bands, in the Alan Dell/Brian Rust
among the five members of the band who
PAT BENATAR: SEVEN THE HARD WAY
Chrysalis CHR1507
Benatar's presence in the USA is so strong
that we can only wonder why her fortunes
haven't followed the same path here. There
aren't many hard- rocking women in rock'n'roll, and you'd think that the British feminist element, at the very least, would welcome
her. Whatever, she's produced yet another
powerful LP with Seven The Hard Way, so
investigate if you want to know what a
woman has to do to fill a stadium. (
13:1]

CHEAP TRICK: STANDING ON THE EDGE
Epic EPC 26374
Everybody's favourite Move substitute carries on with much of the same: high- power
pop. There's not a lot to help identify this
from previous efforts, Rick Neilsen's guitar
dominating, Bun E's drums supporting.
Imagine Zed Zed Top without the weight and
you're pretty close. [
A:1]

THE COMMODORES: THE VERY BEST OF
Telstar STAR 2249q
Sixteen smoochers from one of the silkiest
groups of the past decade. KK's wife gets all
unnecessary when this is on, so he only
plays it once a month. [
A:1/21
PAUL HARDCASTLE: PAUL HARDCASTLE
Chrysalis CHR1517
With both ' 19' and ' Just For Money' in this
package, you can expect to be treated to an
LP's worth of state-of-the-art ' creative mixing'. The whole LP is little more than a
showcase for Hardcastle's Frankenstein
approach to music; if you liked the singles,
you'll love his debut album. More interesting
than entertaining; file with Godley & Creme's
History Mix. [
A/A*:1]
CHAZ JANKEL: LOOKING AT YOU
A&M AMA 5035
This former colleague of Ian Dury still needs
NEWS & RECORD RES'11-‘4
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sense, had ceased to exist when Porter's
masterpiece, Kiss Me Kate, arrived in 1948,
but this record includes most of his best
from the earlier years, covering 1929 to 1945.
Most suffer from being reduced to a foxtrot
flatness, but there is a very full Jack Hylton
version of ' You're The Top', rich in topical
allusions of the time, which for today's
listeners need explanations. Apart from Hylton's five, there are tracks by Carroll Gibbons
and Harry Roy ( four each), Henry Hall and
Geraldo ( three each) and an early one from
Ray Noble with Al BowIly. As well as a Rust
sleevenote, there are the detailed personnel
lists from 18 sessions - just what the enthusiasts need. [
H]
Denis Argent

VARIOUS: GREENPEACE
Tovverbell/EMI CD FUND1 ( 69m 30s10

Still suffering due to the overshadowing
effects of Live Aid, the Greenpeace campaign continues; who among you wants to
weigh the importance of famine relief
against that of environmental worries? I
don't, because the one is the result of the
other. As such, this fabulous collection will
benefit indirectly the same people who today
are dying because of mismanagement of the
planet. Sixteen artists - who overlap with
Bob Geldof's project - have donated good
songs to the cause, among them Nik Kershaw, Queen, George Harrison, Hazel O'Connor, The Pretenders, Tears for Fears, and a
host of others, resulting in enough of a
variety of styles to guarantee something for
everybody. Wisely, Greenpeace contains
selections from current chart- toppers, so it
can double as a sampler of 1985's pop
output. Do your bit, okay? [
A:1/2]

Ken Kessler

CAPSULES

KENNY ROGERS: THE HEART OF THE MATTER
RCA PL87023

a solid identity - despite his slightly quirky
vocals, the LP is a bit too anonymous. Slick,
professional, well- performed pop, heavy on
the oddball rhythms, Looking At You is too
good to be ignored, but not unusual enough
to stop you dead. [
A:2]

How much George Martin's production has
to do with de-countrifying this silver- haired
crooner is anybody's guess. Besides the odd,
sub-' Coward of the County' nod to his trucking fans, Rogers' latest effort is more Vegas
than Nashville. There's even a taste of
reggae in there, as if Rogers is lining his nest
for the demise of cowboyism ( Reagan's out
of office in two years). Very fine work, the
labours of a pro. [
A:1/2]

BB KING: KING OF THE BLUES GUITAR
Ace CH152
Instrumentals- only, as if we needed reminding that BB King plays like a magician and
cooks up arrangements worthy of a Nelson
Riddle. This is bliss, especially if you want
some mood music for situations requiring
real class. [
B:1]

PERCY MAYFIELD: MY HEART IS ALWAYS
SINGING SAD SONGS
Ace CHO 153
Along with Mercy Dee, T- Bone Walker and a
few others, Mayfield exemplified the best
in smooth R&B vocalising - sort of a sexier,
raunchier Nat ' King' Cole. Ace treat us to 16
tracks, including eight previously unreleased, the package serving beautifully as a
memorial to the man who, sadly, died in
August 1984. Known more to the hard-core
than the casual blues fan, Mayfield deserved
better. Maybe this will spread the word, and
better late than never. [
A/H:1/21

ANTHONY PHILLIPS: HARVEST OF THE HEART
Cherry Red BRED 66 C)
Genesis fans will get all soppy and sentimental upon learning that this founding
member is still active. Harvest of the Heart is
a reintroduction, so to speak, containing 13
tracks from his Private Parts and Pieces
excursions, plus a pair of unreleased oddities. Expect the kind of music for those who
still listen to Tubular Bells, with or without
chemical assistance. Beautiful, aetherial and
all that, but it ain't rock'n'roll. [
A/A•:11

SKIFF SKATS: SKIFF SKATS STUFF
Making Waves SPIN 204
British hillbillies ... the mind boggles. The
odd thing is, they do a better job than most
gen-yoo-wine, moonshine- swilling, yahoo,
stars'n'bars-wavin', Grand Ole Opry-types
could ever hope to approach. The sheer
incongruity of British- born washboard thumpers ( forget skiffle; this here's authentic
Mountain music) makes this a must. (
H:H]...
for ' illbilly. Jed Clampett lives!
TRACEY ULLMAN: FOREVER ( THE VERY BEST OF)
Stiff SEEZ59

OK, so her eyes are too close together, she's
overbearing to a fault, her legs are fat, her
sense of humour is suspect, and she's as bad
at impersonations as Mike Yarwood. Still,
she's got a good ear for classic ' Girl Group'
pop, even if she's adding little to the genre,
so the fun quotient keeps this from ending
up as a coaster for leaking pot plants. [
A:2/31
VARIOUS: COCKTAIL HOUR & COOL EMOTIONS
Teldec 6.26151AS
Possibly the oddest compilation of 1985 - or
how else would you describe an LP containing both Astrud Gilberto and the stranglers7
Apparently, this is some German's idea of
what cool people would play in the wee
hours, but it would seem to us that the
Germans have a different attitude towards
seduction. Matt Bianco and Style Council!?
Whatever next
[
A : 2]
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FOR SALE-Private
KRELL KSA100 stereo power amp. Sensible
offers please. Tel: 0803-25770 ( office hours)
0626-61626 ( home). ( B)
MICHELL Focus one turntable. Focus arm,
unused VMS 20E cartridge. Boxed. £95. Tel:
01-560 8365. ( B)
SUPERB ARC 202 SPEAKERS (
active) on
stands £ 300. Pair Nytech 105 amps £250,
active crossover £30. Quad valve amplifiers
and control unit ( mint condition) £ 100.
Phone 0590-612121 ( evenings). ( B)
QUAD VALVE SYSTEM. Il Preamp/22
Amplifiers/Mono FM Tuner/bronze electrostatic speakers recently serviced by Quad.
£250. Tel: Knutsford ( 0565) 51043. ( B)
FOR SALE JVC SEA- 80 equalizer and microphone, vgc, £ 145 ono; Aiwa 9700 dual
Quartz controlled FM tuner, vgc £95 ono. Tel:
evenings, weekends 0533-673910. ( B)
THORENS TO 150 and SME II and various
good cartridges £ 65 ono. Rodgers A75
amplifier £ 75 ono. Radford SCA 30 amplifier
£65 ono. All in well loved condition or £ 150
the lot. Tel: 01-994 8840. ( C)
CASTLE HOWARD SPEAKERS, perfect condition cost £475, will accept £200. B&O MMC
20CL cartridge unused £25. 0602 815593 ( day
time) 0636 814235 ( evenings). ( B)
PHILIPS 22AH minature system comprising:
tuner, cassette deck, pre- amp and 35W
active MFB bookshelf speakers. As new,
genuinely little used, manuals, boxes. £375.
Offers. Tel: 985-3842. ( B)
ROTEL RP850 RECORD DECK Dynavector
Karat Ruby DV1OOR £85. Sansui AUD9 amplifier 95W switchable tone controls. Inputs:
2MC/MM, aux, tuner, 2 tape. £ 130. Tel:
0509-234966. Free delivery UK. ( B)
QUAD STEREO VALVE PREAMP/AMPLIFIER
with ESL's on Quadrapod Stands - £425.
Thorens 160S/SME/Goldring IGC900 - £ 175.
Tandberg 2080 ( superb) receiver and 3005
Studio Monitors on stands - £700. Tel:
0474-813851/0622-52185 ( 24 hrs). ( B)
B&O 9000 cassette deck as recommended by
Angus McKenzie in Hi Fi Choice. Computor
calibraton. Excellent results with BASF
chrome dioxid II tapes. Tel: Chelmsford
76530 £350 ono. ( B)
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVT pre- amp and studio
T power amp. Offers around £ 1000. Tel:
01-455-0066. ( B)
THORENS TD- 160 TURNTABLE, modified
with Colloms upgrades, Osawa 0S7OL MC
cartridge ( made by Supex). Superb sound rich, firm bass, solid imaging, staggering
dynamics. £ 195. Tel: 092 575 4563
(Cheshire). ( B)
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LINN SONDEK LP12 (
Nirvanna) - SME series
Ill arm, Shure V15 V cartridge. Offers. Tel:
Calne 813959. ( B)
PAIR HEYBROOK 3 series 2 speakers. Excellent condition in original packing reason for
sale upgradng. £300 ono. Tel: Alton ( 0420)
83191 after 6pm. ( B)

SicJerealKaps
PREMIUM AUDIO GRADE CAPACITORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed by Sidereal Akustb specifically for high quality audio circuitry
Metaged polypropylene
Extremely low DA. DF and ESA
Multi-gauge stranded, oxygen free high- perry copper leads
Estandee contact area lead attachment
Non- permeable lead material for low hysteresis dotorten
Superior winding and lead attachment for minimum sell inductance
D C operantoe blocking, coupling, bypass, R F (" murky. R C moues,
computers and high sensitivity Instrumentseon
SAC operation power lactonng. line Ntenng. high level audio ( loudspeaker
Otter networks)
• High mechanical stabdity
• Low leakage. high Insulation resotance
• Bypass mooned - it bypassed with capacitors from other manufacturers,
performance will be degraded, always bypass the high value SiderealHaps
with our own - 01 MFD capacitors
• Dessi,ned to meet thermal shock, obrabon and moisture resistance
specilicahons
• Serf - healing. high reliability design
• Competitive OEM and chstributor preng
• Write to, leaflet and pence list

FOR SALE-Trade
BEST BUY MAYWARE MC-2V moving coil
cartridges with ' Vital' super- polished nude
diamond stylus £39.79p. Unnecessary to pay
more for any cartridge or tonearm MKIV
£49.45p. Reviews Tel: 01-958 9421 Mayware
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. HA8 7UE. ( C)

UK AGENT
cr
i,

QUAD 33 UPDATE
1hls sersatile control unit Uti. Intro('tired In the 19fiff5. hut modern
source material has connrmeil that the 33 adds a richness or
*bloom' to all inputs Our plug-in 8910111 C) circuit hoards replace
two internal Quad hoards bypassing tone and balance controls.
and give an immediate improsement in disc, tape and CD/radio treble
clarity and bass ' tightness'
SMOKE

Ir - E26.40

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad PS13 tuner has a characteristic ' forward

sound balance

especial>

Our Sii7,03

noticeable with the upgraded Quad 33

circuit hoard replaces a plug- In desire nitlti,, F%13 tuners ( from serial
Iii

7111151 and gist, much improsed transparries to 1
, 11 reception
88503

-

£ 23.75

CD INPUT ATTENUATOR
Our S14200 (i'-) ( 7, pin GI's) and 811237, ü
1phorloplugj inane
attenuators match 2s - output CO Masers into lmical 1011m1 Radio
'tux inputs Ilike Quails Idramatically imprin Mg image transparenes
and eliminating inerlimil distortion
88200 47' - £ 10.50

Other Ispes mailable

8823'5 c - £ 13.25

SOUNDBOX STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
Coma's, of S113211
Infra- red handset and S113116 C) recrisercontroller which is connected in- line between pre and prime' amps
(or helot- en CD ¡ Miser and awl allowing lull remote control id
salmi .. bass and treble

from

sour

armchair . The

SB300 C) to

matched to Quad 33'3114 and 303.405 but is suitable for mans
other ssstems The 88300 C) glues LED indication of status and is
rash> installed 1101 or 240s asailahle
Sii:100/SH:120 C) palr - £ 139.90
SOUNDLOX, 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
UNDEIELD, W.SUSSEX RHI6 2DA

AMP- 01

analogue rmoduler

RUSS ANDREWS TURERAILE
ACCESSORIES
EDGE BANK HOUSE. SICE.SMERGli.
KENDAL. CUMBRIA LAID 9A5
TELEPHONE SELSIDE (053 983) 247

Mane Akustle
- Audio Systems Inc.
1961 Oulrlipper Way
Oceanoide Ca. 92054

HIGH END EQUIPMENT. All American,
Japanese, French, English, German
audiophile products like: Accuphase, AKG,
Alphason, Braun, Burmester, Canton,
Cabasse, Denon, Dynavector, EMT, Elac,
Esoteric, Goldmund, Harman, Hiraga, JVC,
Kenwood, Krell, Koetsu, Linn, Luxman, Mission, Meridian, Magnat, McIntosh, Nakamichi, Oracle, Perreaux, Quad, Revox, SAEC,
Spectral Stax, SME, Sennheiser, Thorens,
many others at lowest export prices. 110V/
220V, 50Hz/60Hz available. Ask for latest
price list and shipping details. Hi Fi Systems,
Herzogsfreudenweg 16, 5300 Bonn, West
Germany. Tel: 0228-253111. Telex: 886646
hfss d. ( C)

preamplifier-

AMP-01-81, the minimalist denvanve tut • I
i(N. July and Naveneur 84) o now available in kit format SAE brings the 4page broadsheet with po prk-es diagram= and
constnrchonal text Ile- unit now accepts aongle line source. in addition to analogue disc All parts available separaely. Ot the rein may be assembled In 3denser
stages from out PCB kits Revrewed by Martin Colbms ( Nov 84 HFN) and Chns Breting ( September th Fl Answers) A 111- Ft News review o scheduled
AMP- 01 the complete lot includes engraved panels, power supply and gold plated phono sockets £408.00. Aseembled pnee £805.00.
Other AMP-01 pans a kits
asx Holm preciaos, metal film seaman offer unproved resolution m all low level signal paths Out Hobo stock lot (available on recerpt of SAE) details 51 values
Inducing OR, 2409. 4700 8409 1000. 22112 475R. lk0. 21r0. 2.k21. 3k48. 402. 4k42, Bk2. 10k, ne. 15k. 16k 27k4. 28k 8 47k5 all @ 45p each
Emidenad class 1polypropylene capacitors. type PP72X Made m France b unrivalled European quality am:lance levels Solid copper leads • Hertnenc sealing
.006% dossehon factor (
p3k21. ( Polyester o lip 601 • Nd delectte ateorption • 160ppm temperature coefficient • Radial leads 68nr, I60v. I% - £2.80 or £215 tor 10pcs.
100nr, 160v. I% - £I.80 or £25.80 for 10pcs 22uF. I60v. 1% - L4.70 or £40.00 lor 10pcs 220nF, 63Dv. In. - 87.65
Bourns 9IA mono conductise.plastic. 10k I
in le lk log) or 100k lin- 10k bpi- state whIch
• £2.50
Lineal
£1.85
Stereo Bourne 9IA CP 1281, ( ml- 10k log) - Next delriery o December 6th
£ 3.75
Stereo lawHolm
Millard
taking
PPI7
reelatom.
100k Isn
converts
( = 10k log)
lin tocermet
Mph accuracy
control pot
log. Ike, 10k for 10k and 100k linear pots

Now in stock LIZ

%melee single core. low capareance (6507m). low rmaophony. coastal. Ns all phono plugs. Green or Blue
L0.7(Y
enwrr
eePe
Montle. paned (2core) cable. 165pFen tow microphony. 8mrn OD. conducuvet plant shield and dram wile. Red or Blue
Tegel OFTIC wire. 1core/0 2.5inrn de blue
Muna Beaman Mier. typically 4000 RF/hgh attenuation, smote msew funng. 30 it 30nen. I5Amp rating. cleans up mans
reeereWr
"".'.
10e.
.75
VDRs 240v or 120v (Stale which) Buie rating. cleans up muro new 40 pule rating
LO.8.5
AALP-0 Imambas., Control card to, Iseenng. CXLA lot. issue 1with Holm motors
new
MillP.01 nuuntramor Auchophile lute- processor Iry MKP/Record moon
moo
Mono plugs. SME type. gold • plated. 00th flexible steel sprung 001e collet Seas 5mm OD cable
£3.78
Cold plated phono sockets. 635rnm irounterg
£ 1.50
LM3I7)337T are -i- and . ve Mph performance adjustable regulator. tot ,
-25to 35 volt suppltes
WO ea.
1037 - ACN8 Replaces and upgrade OP37 in all cards
L10.80
1007tACN8 Replaces and upgrades OP27 in all cards
Due ro advanced screenIng In manulactwe these Linear Technology deoces cost only a traction of the pnce of the competing A' grade OP seres deuces they
replace Our nee, pore lot was published on August 16111
All peces include 15% VAT ( Overseas x0.8835 extracts 15%) but add LI postage Blank PCBs and Ints are suppled with astuffing mete and acomponent check let on
Tersest Detailed pore lists on AMP-01 bale came paro and metalwork and high quality passrve components are evadable on receipt of aLARGE ( A4 size) SAE with
24p stamp to UK readers, or sent on request with your otder II Overseas. send 4IRCs ( Europe). 8IRCs ( All other tendon.). £3 75 tf IRCs aren't available Remelts of
AMP- 01 net £630 ( 42 pages). HFN Active Crcesover L2 50 ( 12 pages) Ind postage
ell Sound, Kirkby Lane, Taltenhall, Lincoln LN4 4PD Telephone Conine, 105261 42869
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CLASSIFIED
SERVICES
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with a full report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)
TURNTABLES, ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
78s and LPs
Quality Turntables - In Stock - Current Manufacture
THORENS TD.126 Mk IV Electronically variable.
LENCO 1.75 Famous, fully variable, system.
DUAL C.S.5000 Coming soon.
Cartridges & Styli: Standard models by Goldring, Shure and
F)ckering for post-war 78s & Mono LPs
Specialist diamond styli for preceeding periods of
recording history.
Servicing. Repairs, Refurbishing in our own workshops.
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL.-01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-6. oa Saturday 10.00-3.00

PERSONAL FURNITURE- MAKING SERVICE
Book and LP record cases up to 74" or 84"
high. Units for Hi Fi cocktails, compact
discs, cassettes, videos, etc specially
made to order. Send 3x13p stamps for
our brochure.
EDWARDS CONSTRUCTIONS
c
282 SKIPTON ROAD,
HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE.
PHONE: (
0423) 500442

—PRECISION ALIGNMENTS-1
Don't change your equipment
unless its best is not good enough.

11113LICATIONS

BEETHOVEN'S BELIEFS. Have you ever wonTo hear it at its best
dered how Beethoven's politics, religion,
send for details of unique service to:
philosophy, morality and social attitudes
relate to his music? Which thinkers and
Philip Chappell, 38 Heath Drive,
books influenced him? How sincere was his
Raynes Park, S.W.20 9BG
Catholicism in the Missa Solemnis? Did his
Or telephone: 01-542-4502
youthful radicalism finally evaporate when
No obligation. No products for sale.
Napoleon became Emperor? The answers to
Approx. 20 mile radius S.W. London
such questions will be found in Beethoven's
Empire Of The Mind, ahighly praised biograSPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RADphy-with- a difference by John Crabbe, oneFORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
time editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookand equipment serviced and reconditioned.
shops at £ 5.95 ( distributor: Kahn & Averill),
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( X)
or post-free from the publisher: Lovell
Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm, Woolton
Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN.

SOCIETIES

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.I. )
XIS)

SITUATIONS VACANT
HELP! Leading Compact Disc store in London needs experienced person as an addition to the shop. Salary neg. Some knowledge of audio would be an advantage.
Please send c.v. to: A. Katt, 194 Victoria
Road, London, N224QX. ( Tel: 881-6796 from
10am-12pm).

RECORDS FOR SALE
COMPACT DISCS ONLY 10p PER DAY! You
can borrow from a : arge selection, Rock,
Jazz, Classical. Send stamp for FREE catalogue. CD CLUB(HN). 38 Park Street, Wallasey, Merseyside. ( B)

COMPACT DISCS
— 7p per day to hire
— Buy at up to 20% off

free details —
Tel: 0825 813253

PO Box 127, Uckfield
ESussex TN22 3AF
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RADFORD
Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers
Radford Electronics, 47 A Clifton Road,
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon DS23 1DW
Tel: 0934 416033

precision pick-up arms
Please call or write:
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
Telephone: 0903 814321 Telex: 877808 G
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HE WORLD DIVIDES NEATLY INTO
two halves— those who enjoy drum
solos and those who do not. As an
ex-drummer ( BA Archer Street,
failed) Ihave to admit Ireckon they are apain
in the neck. There is nothing like adrum solo
to kill whatever excitement the band has
built up. All is swinging nicely; then it grinds
to ahalt with some overloud cross rhythms
which are so darned clever that not even the
drummer knows he is bluffing.
There are two exceptions. Buddy Rich
plays faster with one hand than most
drummers can manage with both. He also
has an interesting turn of phrase. 'We are
back in twenty minutes', he told the audience
at acasual concert in Disneyland, California,
as he and the band took abreak. ' If you are
late back we fine you.' That was afew weeks
after open heart surgery and the
temperature was in the hundreds. But the
kick-out of Buddy Rich is watching him live.
He doesn't record well.
There was only one drummer who set the
place alight in person and came through on
record. That was Gene Krupa, who died in
October 1973. If you thought of Krupa solely
as agum- chewing Sal Mineo showman who
adapted rather clumsily to the post Swing
era, think again. Krupa's drums always
sounded the same, and different from
everyone else's.
The significant thing here is that every
recording GK made was put together
without modern studio electronic frigging.
No-one engineered the Krupa drum sound.
That was how he sounded. Try listening to
the 1938 Benny Goodman Carnegie Hall
concert, recorded with asingle microphone
slung high over the stage. Krupa steals the
show with his pounding drive and
explosions on ' Don't Be That Way' and ' Sing
Sing Sing'. Now try one of the many
compilation albums of his greatest hits, like
'Drum Boogie', ' Drummin' Man' and ' Opus
One'. The solos are always short ( modern
thumpers please note) and musical. They
add to, rather than subtract from, the music.
No-one could imitate the metallic
machine-gun snare and rim-shot sound.
Krupa's way of coming out of asolo was to
kick-off with acowbell. It should sound
horribly corny. Instead, it swings.
It was inevitable that Krupa would leave
the Goodman band in the late ' 30s. He was
stealing applause — and thunder— from his
less-than-easygoing boss. Krupa quit in
March 1938, just two months after the
Carnegie Hall triumph. A month later he
formed his own big band and recorded the
big hits. The musicians would mess around
on the road with new arrangements and
record the best. Anita O'Day was featured
singer. In her autobiography, High Times,
Hard Times, she tells of life on tour with
Gene's band. The stories ring true, like a
latter-day Stones tour.
Later, Krupa got what O'Day calls
leaderitis'. While asecond no- name
drummer played, Gene stood out front
waving his arms. After the gig he listened to
Delius recordings. Then he got stringitis —
the irrational desire to bog down ariproaring band with gypsy fiddles. Glenn
Miller did it. Most of the swing bands did it.
And promptly stopped swinging.
There are various air- check recordings to
be found in specialist record shops. If in
London, try Mole near Kings' Cross station
where — unlike some other specialist jazz
shops — they don't treat customers like
ignorant intruders. One air- check captures
Krupa's band playing in New York on the day
America won the war, with always the same
I/1
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Barry Fox eulo:ises Gene Kru
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unmistakable sound of Krupa's kit. Don't
ask me how he got it. There was amix of
tuning, rim shot control and crisp stick
speed. The drum skins were also undamped,
so that they rung like bells. Today's
drummers record with adead sound and the
studio engineers take it from there.
Music folklore has it that whiter-than-white
Benny Goodman was the first bandleader to
hire acoloured musician. Sure, Goodman
hired Teddy Wilson and Lionel Hampton, but
in the late ' 30s he dare not put them in the
band. That's one good reason why the
Benny Goodman trio and quartet were
created. They let BG employ black musicians
without upsetting Southern customers. Jess
Stacy played piano with the band. Lionel
Hampton stayed in the wings until it was
time for the quartet spot. Krupa played with

the Goodman band, and the trio and quartet.
White Artie Shaw employed black Billie
Holiday. The rednecks could take that
because it wasn't integration. Billie was
featured singer, who sat alongside the band,
not in it.
When he left Benny Goodman, Krupa went
the whole hog. He booked black trumpeter
Roy Eldrige into his band as featured soloist.
Listen to Eldridge and Anita O'Day, who was
white but sang black, cooking on the 1941 hit
'Let Me Off Uptown'. There is an interesting
1956 re- make of this and other O'Day- KrupaEldridge titles, ' Drummer Man — Gene Krupa
in Highest Fi', on the Verve record label.
Fresh arrangements were written by the
young Quincy Jones.
Both Eldridge and Krupa paid for bucking
what we now call apartheid. In York,
Pennsylvania, Krupa almost ended up in jail
when awhite restaurant refused to serve
Eldridge. Gene raised hell and abused acop.
When the band was booked into the
Palladium in Hollywood, the band stayed in
the hotel down the road but Eldridge had to
travel miles every night to ahotel which
would take blacks. Later, after similar
problems with Artie Shaw, Eldridge said he
would never play again with awhite band.
But it was Krupa who had broken the mould

and made it possible for black and vente
musicians to mix on stage.
The Big Band folded in 1943 in rotten
circumstances. Krupa liked his booze and a
bit of pot as well. In Los Angeles his band
boy ( now you'd call him roadie) gave him a
stash as apresent. It may have been aplant.
The police busted Krupa and the judge gave
him 90 days. The band broke up and so did
Krupa. The wife he had divorced while
enjoying life on the road too much returned
his alimony to save his house in Yonkers.
Gene led several big bands in the post-war
years. In 1946 he had ayoung Gerry
Mulligan as arranger. They made some
semi bop recordings. The drums sound the
same but listen before buying...
As the ' 50s merged into the ' 60s, Krupa
played mainly with small groups. He toured
with the Norman Granz Jazz At The Phil
music circus. There were drum battles with
Buddy Rich. Buddy won. But Krupa's trio
regularly defied the laws of physics. It is
written that abassless trio with four- in-thebar bass drum must sound stodgy. Try the
JATP LP with ' Flying Home' and ' Drum
Boogie' by Krupa's trio, and hear them
swing.
Iwill never forget seeing JATP at the
Hammersmith Odeon. A rather dull concert
sprung to life as Krupa came on with his
quartet. He didn't play that well, with clumsy
pickups out of solos and an unsteady feel.
But the sound was still there. The charisma is
captured in afew '40s movies; watch out for
Ball of Fire, where Gene plays asolo with
matchsticks on abox.
There aren't many quartet recordings. ' Big
Noise from Winnetka' was taped at the
London House in Chicago in 1959. In the
'60s, Welsh pianist Dill Jones went to
America and worked with the Krupa quartet.
For years they had aresidency at the
Metropole bar in Times Square, New York.
'Don't go', afriend insisted when Iwas
within striking distance. ' You will be sad.'
Krupa was playing for drunks and go-go
dancers on top of along counter. Ididn't go.
The Metropole has gone. So has Gene.
British film maker, John Jeremy,
interviewed Krupa at his home in the early
'70s. Some of the footage appeared in JJ's
excellent jazz documentary Born to Swing.
Some of it remains unused. Gene gave JJ
and the camera aguided tour of his
collection of memorabilia from the big band
days. By that time Gene's wife had died.
Soon after, Gene had afire and lost it all. But
he carried on with the youth work which he
had started after the original punitive drugs
bust. Like Louie Bellson in Los Angeles,
Gene was helping kids find something in life
other than dope and crime.
Iwas staying in the Greenwich Village area
of New York in 1972. Down the street there
was aclub called Father's Moustache. ' Don't
go', said the same friend who had steered
me clear of the Metropole, ' it's asing- song
beer cellar.' Ididn't go. Next day Iheard that
Gene Krupa had sat in with the band.
By this time Gene was ill with leukemia.
His last performances were with arecreated
Benny Goodman quartet. One set is captured
on arather grotty video compilation of Jazz
Great Performances (
or some such title)
once issued by video label VCL. Those who
complain that Krupa's playing was poor
should know why. He was so ill that he could
not walk ablock down the street to the gig. A
taxi, or in one case, an ambulance, had to
take him. He had ablood transfusion before
each concert.
But still, and probably only God knows
how, those drums sounded the sameof111-11 NEWS
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MERIDIAN PROFESSIONAL COMPACT DISC PLAYER
The experts choice'The Meridian PRO- MOD is the best
sounding compact disc player Ihave
tested.'
John Dunkerley- The Decca Record
Company Limited

300TH X)Y9 STUA RT

MERIDIAN

BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE18 7EJ, ENGLAND. TEL: ( 0480) 57339
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Mission Electronics Limited, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, En I

one: ( 048Ch 57477 Telex: 32333

